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Abstract 

This thesis rejects conventional critical work on appropriation, using The Lord 
ofthe Rings to illustrate a theory of appropriation as being an integral part of the 
creative process. Current researchers, excmplified by Sanders, argue that 
appropriation is chamctcriscd by a political agenda, and intention. The thesis argues 
that appropriation can be both deliberate and unconscious and demonstrates the 
difficulty of distinguishing between these states. 

Chapter one connects modem fantasy to imperial ideology by identifying the 
links between Tolkien and empire adventure writers. Tolkien's appropriations of 
northern European myths and medieval literatures have been extensively investigated; 
the few studies of his appropriation of more contemporary texts focus on The Hobbit. 
The thesis argues that acknowledging the influence of imperial adventure narratives - 
specifically I laggard's She and King Solomon's Mines - offers an enhanced 
understanding of The Lord ofihe Rings, and significantly strengthens research in the 
area. Thematic and textual links are identified between Haggard and Tolkien, 
previously overlooked by Green, Lobdell and Nelson contributors of the most critical 
work in this field. A section on Tolkicn's landscape links the first and second chapters 
and shows how the colonial gaze is replicated from Haggard to The Lord ofthe Rings. 
The chapter concludes that appropriation has helped to sustain a subtextual imperial 
ideology in The Lord ofthe Rings unidentified by critics such as Kutzcr who argue for 
Tolkien's having held anti-imperialist views. 

Chapter two takes an original interdisciplinary approach to the cinematic The 
Lord ofthe Rings by contextualising Jackson's use of the New Zealand landscape. 
The chapter uses the work of art critics Andrews, Mitchell and Pound to interrogate 
the relationship between the colonial and postcolonial in the cinematic landscape and 
the subsequent implications for a 'reading' of New Zealand. Scenes from each film 
are analysed to investigate the relationship between the visual representation of 
Middle-earth and New Zealand and to determine whether Jackson's appropriations are 
evidence of a colonial or postcolonial position, or of a complex negotiation between 
these apparently exclusive positions. 

Chapter three examines fanfiction and its inspiring narratives. Unlike previous 
work rooting fanf iction in the late twentieth century, the thesis analyses the evolution 
of the 'Grail' narrative to argue that appropriation is an established tradition critical 
for the dissemination of popular narratives. The chapter interrogates the relationship 
between the intemet and farifiction and argues for a radical re-evaluation of farifiction. 
The chapter analyses The Lord ofthe Rings fanf iction in a number of genres, 'Mary- 
Sue', 'slash' and 'alternate universe' (AU), to investigate the multiplicity of responses 
to Tolkicn's novel and Jackson's films. Unlike previous work, the chapter uses The 
Lord ofthe Rings to connect radically different works of fanfiction and concludes that 
theoretical work on the multiplicity of the text is visible in fanfiction. 

The thesis rc-defines appropriation and identifies its role in literature, using 
The Lord ofihe Rings to argue that appropriation facilitates the carrying of cultural 
tropes while leaving space for the subverting of cultural norms. 
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Introduction: Appropriation and the Text 

This thesis deals with J. R. R. Tolkien's The Lord ofthe Rings, Peter Jackson's 

cinematic adaptations and The Lord ofthe Rings fanf iction. The relationship 

between these texts is never quite as clear as it may seem; Tolkien did notjust 

draw upon medieval Arthurian legends and Nordic myths; Jackson did not produce 

a direct translation of Tol kien's text to the screen; The Lord ofthe Rings fanfiction 

does not just comment on and write back to The Lord ofthe Rings. What links 

Tolkien, Jackson and the fanfiction writers is the range of highly similar processes 

by which texts are used and changed. This thesis will focus on the nature and 

strength of the relationship between Tolkicn and other authors. Rewriting, 

appropriation and reworking are responses to core cultural narratives which can be 

seen in modem appropriations of The Lord ofthe Rings as well as in the multiple 

and more familiar appropriations of the King Arthur and Grail myths which were 

disseminated across Europe and the Middle East. Julie Sanders argues 

convincingly that: 

The discipline of English literature, while it cannot easily be reduced to a 
detcctivc-like modc of cracking ciphers and recognizing allusions, 
nevertheless thrives on the practices of reading 'alongside', of comparison 
and contrast, and of identifying intertcxts and analogues, that are central to 
the studies undertaken here. Adaptation and appropriation need to be 
brought out of the shadows in this respect. They arc not merely belated 
practices and processes; they arc creative and influential in their own right. 
And they acknowledge something fundamental about literature: that its 
impulse is to spark related thoughts, responses, and readings! 

In chapter one, an examination will be made of Tolkicn's work as a typical 

product of an imperialist culture, and the extent to which The Lord of1he Rings is 

1 Julie Sanders, Adaptation and'Appropriation (London and New York: Routlcdge, 2006), p. 160 
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typical of the era. Peter Jackson's cinematic adaptations of The Lord ofthe Rings 

will be discussed in chapter two as part of an extended exploration of the 

relationship between colonial landscape viewing and postcolonial nation-building. 

Finally, in chapter three, the links between the construction of core cultural 

narratives such as the Grail myth and the (rc)writing of The Lord ofthe Rings by 

fanfiction writers will demonstrate that such rewritings arc not a product of new 

technologies or new ways of reading texts. The appropriative practices of Tolkien, 

Jackson, and fanfiction writers are drawn from the same set of cultural processes. 

In practice, it can be seen that The Lord ofthe Rings is in a constant state of re- 

making, through adaptations such as Peter Jackson's and fanf iction appropriations. 

Appropriation works as a critical component of the production and dissemination 

of cultural products. 

Intertextuality and Appropriation 

Jonathan Culler notes of intcrtcxtuality that 'In its broadest sense, it had been used 

to describe a free-floating body of knowledge 2 and that 'In its most restricted 

sense, it has been used to examine the explicit presence of other texts within a 

given work by focusing on the processes of citation, reference, etc. '3 The 

dcrinition of intertcxtuality employed in this thesis is closer to Culler's first 

definition of intcrtextuality. Intcrtcxtuality, in this theory, is the broad base of 

knowledge - history, the sciences, the arts - which make up local and global 

cultures. The varying different kinds of appropriation take place within this model 

of intcrtcxtuality. A model of intcrtextuality can be seen in the critical work of T. S. 

. 3. 

2 Jonathan Culler, The Pursuit ofSigm (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 198 1), p. 44 
3 Ibid. p. 44 
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Eliot who identified a praxis of creativity which works to draw attention to the 

significant links between texts. Eliot pointed out in particular that: 'No poet, no 

artist of any art, has his complete meaning alone. His significance, his appreciation 

is the appreciation of his relation to the dead poets and artists. A He suggested that 

the connections between texts are evidence of a negotiation between the writer and 

the tradition of literature into which he is born. (Julic Sanders notes that Eliot's 

essay 'Tradition and the Individual Talent' is explicitly sexist as it refers solely to 

a male tradition and a male writer). 5 For Julia Kristeva, this negotiation forms the 

basis of her concept of intertextuality: 'any text is constructed as a mosaic of 

quotations; any text is the absorption and transformation of another'. 6 Both Eliot's 

and Kristeva's descriptions suggest a specific and intentional engagement with 

previous texts which is simultaneously part of the creation of new texts. For 

Sanders, appropriation and adaptation function as part of intcrtextuality. She 

suggests that adaptation and appropriation 'tend on the whole to operate within the 

parameters of an established canon' which would correspond with Eliot's notion of 

the literary tradition. 7 For Sanders, Eliot and Kristeva, the appropriated texts must 

be well known for the appropriation to indicate successfully a link with the 

originating text. Sanders cites Adrian Poole's 'extensive list of terms to represent 

the Victorian era's interest in reworking the artistic past' and adds a significant 

number of terms to a theoretical area which already suffers from an abundance of 

4 T. S. Eliot, 'Tradition and the Individual Talcrit', <http: //www. barticby. com/200/sw4. html> 
j! ccessed 15 October 2008) 

See Sanders, Adaptation, p. 8 
6 Julia Kristcva, 'Word, Dialogue and Novel'. in The Kristeva Reader, ed. by Toril Moi (Oxford: 
Blackwell Publishers, 1993), pp. 34-61 (p. 37) 
7 Sanders, Adaptation, p. 97 
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such terms and terminological uncertainty! Sanders suggests that this is typical of 

the nature of the terms and concepts being discussed: 

I make no apologies for the profusion rather than f ixity of terms offered: 
the idiom in which adaptation and appropriation functions is rich and 
various; that is part of its essence and importance, and any study of the 
same should surely reflect this fact. 9 

Sanders makes the excellent point that there are currently large numbers of terms 

being used, oflcn interchangeably. However, when all these terms reflect aspects 

of appropriation as a central cultural Practice, it seems practical to draw them 

together and to recognise that there is not a 'profusion' of artistic processes, each 

with its own theoretical background and distinct presence but one central, general 

practice which gives rise to different products depending on the degree and nature 

of the author's intentions. Intertcxtuality is the general cultural background from 

which creators draw, while appropriation is the act of knowingly or unknowingly 

making reference to a specific text. In contrast, adaptation is the conscious 

appropriation of material into a new medium. 

In the I ight of this dcf inition, and in an attempt to simplify some of the 

terminology, 'appropriation' will be used to cover all intcrtcxtual relationships. 

Appropriation is conventionally seen as a conscious process of referencing, citing 

or otherwise indicating another text. This appropriation may be intentional 

(conscious) or unintentional (unconscious) and it can be impossible to determine 

with certainty the author's intention; as Roberta Ricci points out, an 'author's 

meaning or intended meaning, whether they coincide or no4 may ultimately differ 

. 6- 

1 Sanders, Adaptation, p. 3 
9 Ibid. 
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from the rcadees own intcrprctation'. 10 A variety of terms such as 'cultural 

intcrtextual ity' or 'cultural absorption' could be used to indicate appropriation 

from widely known or 'core' cultural narratives and institutions, but in this thesis, 

appropriation is the term used for all references to other texts which have an 

influence on the text whether intentional or not. ' 1 This has the added benefit of 

being consistent with current legislation which holds that copyright infringement 

through appropriation does not have to be conscious in order to be considered an 

infringement. 

Is There a Cheese in this Text? 12 

It is appropriate at this point to briefly ref me appropriation further and to 

distinguish between appropriation which has an intentional quality and 

unconscious appropriation. The former depends upon the reader rccognising and 

appreciating deliberate textual links between one text and another as, for example, 

humorous or parodic, such as Terry Pratchett's references to The Lord ofthe Rings 

in the Discworld series, which 'involve the imitation or, better still, the mimicry of 

other styles and particularly of the mannerisms and stylistic twitches of other 

sty] es'. 13 According to Gabriel Robinson, parody 'provides a sense of distance and 

alienation that is or becomes a basic mode of experiencing, controlling, and 

10 Roberta Ricci, 'Morphologies and Functions of Self-Criticism in Modem Times: 
I las the Author Come Back? ', MLIVý I 18.1 (2003) 116-146 (p. 120) 
1 'Cultural intertextual ity' is too vague and general iscd a term to be useful in a field which is 

already bloated with terminology and 'cultural absorption' has been tainted by associations with 
ethnocide - see Anthony D. Smith, National Identify (London: Penguin Books, 199 1) 
12 Academic appropriation in action. Many of the section headings in the thesis are appropriated 
from academia, film and literature. This section title is adapted from Stanley Fish, Is There A Text 
In This Class? (Cambridge, Mass: I larvard University Press, 1980) 
" Fredric Jameson, The Cultural Turn: Selected Writings on the Postmodern, 1983-1998 (London, 
New York: Vcrso, 1998), p. 4 
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expressing reality'. 14 Intcrtextual references assume a level of knowledge on the 

part of the reader; for example, Moving Pictures evokes Gone With The Wind 

without actually specifically naming it: 

A Man and A Woman Aflame With Passione in A Citie Riven by Sivil 
Warl [ ... ] Trolls! Battles! Romance! People with thin moustaches! Soldiers 
of fortune! And one woman's fight to keep the - Dibbler hesitated - 
something-or-othcr she lovcs, we'll think about this later, in a world gone 
mad 115 

Dibbler's film epic is eventually titled 'Blown Away' and the humour - and the 

overall conceit of ideas from the real world filtering into Discworld - is sustained 
16 and increased by an awareness of the basic storyline of Gone With The Wind 

Equally, the implicit suggestion that the story of Gone With The Wind exists apart 

from its author and medium works to support one of the Discworld's thematic 

subtcxts - that of the independent nature of narrative which is elevated to natural 

laws in the Discworld novels: 'It is now impossible for the third and youngest son 

of any king, if he should embark on a quest which has so far claimed his older 

brothers, not to succeed'. 17 Similarly, Walter Mocrs's inclusion of 'Gone with the 

Tornado' in a list of books in The City ofDreaming Books suggests that the other 

titles in the I ist -'offerings included The House ofa Hundred Feet, Whispers and 

Shadows, Gone with the Tornado, A Pigfor Two Pyras and 77ie Unhilarious Sight 

Gag' - are intcrtextual puzzles. 18 

14 Gabriel Robinson, 'Nothing Left but Parody: Friedrich DUrrenmatt and Tom Stoppard', Theatre 
Journal, 32: 1 (1980), 85-94 (p. 86) 
15 Terry Pratchett, Moving Pictures (London: Corgi Books, 1995), p. 189. This appropriation 
demonstrates that the process may be creative and imaginative and that it relics on ideas inspired by 
the original, rather than being a lifclcss copy derived from another's template. 
16 Pratchctt revisits this motif in several Discworld books including Soul Music. 
:7 Terry Pratchctt, Witches Abroad (London: Corgi Books, 1992), p. 9 
1 Walter Mocrs, The City ofDreaming Books (London: Vintage Books, 2007), p. I 10 
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By comparison, unconscious appropriation may be explained as artists, 

. 8- 

writers or directors drawing upon a common source without intending the resultant 

intcrtcxtual links and without, for example, the overt satirical or critical intent 

which characterises parody. Although perhaps unintentional on the part of the 

writer, it is still a form of appropriation and indicates the communication of, 

negotiation with, and the creation of cultural texts within a culture. William Irwin 

calls such textual links 'accidental associations' and argues against the concept of 

intcrtextuality as he believes it posits an artificial textual independence from the 

author. 19 Intcrtcxtual links can often be made between texts without an intentional 

appropriation having takcn placc: 

1. Tiffany knew that Lancre Blue cheeses were always a bit on the lively 
side, and sometimes had to be nailed down, but... well, she was highly 
skilled at cheesc-making, even though she said herself, and 11orace was 
c1cfinitely a champion. The famous blue streaks that gave the variety its 
wonderful colour were really pretty, although Tiffany wasn't sure they 
should glow in the dark. 20 

2. 'Mynachlog-ddu Old Contemptible, ' said Prycc, showing me a whitish, 
crumbly cheese. 'It's kept in a glass jar because it will cat through 
cardboard or steel. Don't leave it in the air too long as it will start dogs 
howling. '21 

3. A heavy table, covered in scorch marks, sat in the centre of the room. On 
top of it was a thick glass bell jar, firmly bolted to the table. Through the 
translucent green of the glass could be seen... the cheese. Chained down, it 
occasionally hurled itself ineffectually at the glass. Mr. George handed a 
spanner to the lad. 'Release the bolts. ' 
Ile tentatively approached the table. The cheese, sensing his fear, 
redoubled its cfforts on the glass. 22 

19 William Irwin, 'Against Intcrtextuality, Philosophy andLiterature, 28: 2 (2004), 227-242 
(p. 240) 
2 Terry Pratchett, Wintersmith (London: Doubleday, 2006), p. 91 
21 Jasper Horde, First Among Sequels (London: I loddcr & Stoughton, 2007), p. 142 
22 Lady Alyssa and Random Dcnt, The Bagenders: The Dream-Fridge, 
-Oittp: //www. stormpages. com/bagcndcrs/episodes/2cp3. html> (currently not online at the main 
Bagenders wcbsite 10 September 2007 or on 23 February 2008) 
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There is a startling and obvious similarity to these three extracts. The first is from 

Terry Pratchett's 2006 Discworldjuvcnile Wintersmilh, the second from Jasper 

Horde's 2007 FirstAmong Sequels and the third from Lady Alyssa and Random 

Dent's roughly 2003 'The Drcam-Fridgc' from their Tolkien fanfiction series 77ze 

Bagenders. Without suggesting that Pratchett or Horde appropriated or plagiarised 

Lady Alyssa and Random Dent, it must be acknowledged that 'The Dream-Fridge' 

seems to herald both IFintersmith and FirstAmong Sequels. Like Tiffany Aching's 

cheese in Mintersmith which is adopted by the Nac Mac FeegIcs, the quarter- 

pound of Old Cordwanglcr that Aragom buys in 'The Drcam-Fridge' is used as a 

weapon against Boromir's ghost who has possessed the fridgc: 'it growled in 

response and shuffled closer'. 23 The codenamed X-I 4 in First Among Sequels is 

altogether more potent than either Old Cordwangler or Lancrc Blue: 

'We managed to procure a half-ouncc. A technician dropped it by mistake 
and this was the result. ' Ile showed me a photograph of a smoking ruin. 
'The remains of our central chccse-testing facility. ' Ile put the photograph 
away and stared at me. Of course, I had seen some X- 14. It had been 
chained up in the back of Pryce's truck the night of the cheese buy. 24 

It sccms likcly that Pratchctt, Ffordc, and Lady Alyssa and Random Dcnt havc 

drawn on a shared British cultural heritage. This is exemplified by J. P. Daeschner 

in his examination of the dangers of cheese rolling: 

Surprisingly, cheese chasers aren't the only ones at risk. Bystanders have 
also been hurt - by out-of-control runners f ... ] and bouncing cheeses 
By the time they hit the bottom, the cheese wheels arc spiralling 
unpredictably at top speed. 25 

23 Lady Alyssa and Random Dcn4 Tije Bagenders: The Dream-Fridge, 
24 Jaspcr Frorde, p. 260 
23 J. R. Daeschncr, True Drits: A Tour of 21"' Century Britain In all its Dog-Snorkelling, Gurning 
and Clicese-Rolling Glory (London: Arrow Books Ltd, 2004), p. 4 849 

. 9. 
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I lowcver, Jerome K. Jerome's Three Men in a Boat certainly stands out as a 

possible 'Ur-chcese' text: 

Splendid cheeses they were, ripe and mellow, and with a two hundred 
horse-powcr sccnt about them that might have been warranted to carry 
three miles, and knock a man over at two hundred yards. 26 

The reality presumably lics somewhere between a shared cultural heritage 

on the part of the writers and the appropriation of an original text. Tolkien alludes 

to this issue in 'On Fairy-Stories' where he discusses the development of fairy 

stories: 

Related things appear in very early records; and they are found universally, 
wherever there is language. We are therefore obviously confronted with a 
variant of the problem that the archaeologist encounters, or the comparative 
philologist: with the debate between independent evolution (or rather 
invention) of the similar; inheritance from a common ancestry; and 
diffusion at various times from one or more centres. 27 

The idea behind a common cultural source - where texts arc multi-rcferential 

without deliberate authorial intention, where the reader's creation of the text is as 

important as the writer's - falls well within the description of text-to-tcxt 

relationship as described by Pratchett, Fforde and the hypcrtcxtual operations of 

electronic literature. In the mid 1990s, Jim Collins noted that it 'has by now 

become commonplace to argue that appropriationism. signals a fundamental shift in 

the conception of artistic production in which creativity is no longer conceived of 

in tcrrns of purc invention but rathcr as re-articulation of pre-existing codes. 28 

Collins distances his theoretical model of appropriation from Michel de Certeau's 

26 Jerome K. Jerome, Three Alen in a Boat, ed. by GcoiTrcy I larvey (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1998), p. 26 
27 J. R. P, Tolkicn, 'On Fairy-Storics', Tree and Leaf, Smith of Wootton Major, 7he Homecoming of 
Deorhtnoth Beorhthelms Son (London: Unwin Books, 1975), pp. 11-79 (p. 26) 
28 Jim Collins, Architectures ofErcess: Cultural Life in the Information Age (New York and 
London: Routlcdge, 1995), p. 92 
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'cultural poaching' by arguing that the practical aspects of appropriation in 

postmodem culture arc far from being 'small acts of defiance which, for the most 
29 

part, go unnoticed'. Instead, he suggests that: 

Appropriation depends on two interdependent contentions: 1) 
acknowledging the limits of specific discursivc/institutional enclosures that 
previously restricted the significancc and circulation of a particular image 
or iconography; 2) defying the legitimacy of those limits by taking 
possession of those imagcs. Ibis determination to take possession, then, 
does not signify the denial of cultural authority but, rather, the refusal to 
grant cultural sovereignýy to any institution, as it counters one sort of 
authority with another. 30 

For Collins, appropriation is still a political act. The appropriating artist 

acknowledges the copyright owner and the issues surrounding the protection of 

copyrighted material and intellectual property while appropriating this same 

material and not allovAng the copyright owner to influence multitudinous new 

cultural products by restricting access. This ties in to Fischlin and Fortier's 

argument that the word appropriation 'suggests a hostile takeover, a seizure of 

authority over the original in a way that appeals to contemporary sensibilities 

steeped in a politicized understanding of culture. '31 Julie Sanders also argues for a 

political aspect to appropriation: 'in appropriations, the intcrtcxtual relationship 

may be less explicit, more embedded, but what is often inescapable is the fact that 

a political commitment shapes a writer's, director's, or performer's decision to re- 

interpret a source teXt., 32 While many appropriations may have a specific political 

intention, the appropriations considered in this thesis, while reflecting the socio- 

29 Ibid. p. 93 
30 Ibid. 
31 Daniel Fischlin and Mark ForticrAdaptaflons ofShakespeare., A Critical AntholoSy ofPlays 
firom the Seventeenth Century to the Present (London and New York: Routledge, 2000). p. 3 
32 Sanders, Adaptation, p. 2 
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political and cultural changes around them, do not have a spccific political 

intention. 

Ile argument that Tolkien uses The Lord offhe Rings as a vehicle to 

comment on mortality, morality and war is unlikely to be questioned. The 

argument that The Lord ofthe Rings is an intentional carrier for a political 

construction of masculinity and a subtextual approach to imperialism which has 

been sustained through continual appropriations of The Lord ofthe Rings is not so 

easily made. Similarly, although there is certainly a political interpretation of 

Jackson's use of New Zealand, it was unlikely to be the sole reason for The Lord 

ofthe Rings being filmed there. Finally, although earlier work on fanfiction has 

stressed the political agendas of certain genres of farifiction such as slash 

(homosexual fanfiction), due to the vast spread of fanfiction written and posted on 

the intemet, it seems likely that, although there are those who still write from 

specifically political agenda, these fans are now in the minority. It seems likely 

that, although there are political interpretations of these appropriations, they were 

not intentionally political. Not all appropriations have this explicit political or 

ethical agenda and this thesis focuses on appropriations which do not have an 

explicit intentional political schema. Tolkien's appropriation of imperial adventure 

writers - especially the work of 11. Rider Haggard - demonstrates the link between 

modem fantasy and a tradition of adventure literature which is contemporary with 

the expansion of the British Empire and tends to be explicitly pro-impcrial. 

Tbrough Tolkien's appropriations, the subtcxtual themes of imperial masculinity 

and a colonial approach to the description of landscape, have been sustained in 

modem literature. Tolkicn's appropriations of imperial literature arc more 

12 
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embedded than his appropriations and reworkings of northern mythology and have 

consequently received considerably less attention and critical analysis which this 

thesis aims to change. 

Jackson's appropriation of New Zealand through his adaptation of The 

Lord ofthe Rings was not driven from a political agenda but from financial 

practicalitics. I lowcvcr, the treatment of the New Zealand landscape has resulted 

in a complex political scheme which situates Jackson between nco-colonial and 

post-colonial perspectives. Fanfiction appropriations for the most part do not have 

any kind of political agenda. It is easy to read what appears to be an explicitly 

political agenda into some genres of fanfiction - this is especially true of slash 

(homosexual) and 'Mary-Suc' (authorial insert) fanfiction - even when it has been 

written without a spccif ically political intention. This thesis demonstrates that 

appropriation may be unintentional and that to draw from a multitude of sources is 

a natural part of the creative process. 

I lypertext - Intertcxt - Internet 

Ile intcmet works as a literal hypertext but also as a helpful metaphor for 

intcrtextuality. The links between texts as diverse as, for example, London weather 

reports and football transfer gossip arc enabled by the medium of the intcmet (or in 

this case, the medium of a large diverse wcbsitc such as BBCi)- Far from having 

its origins in postmodern theory, Brad Myers points out that: 'The idea for 

hypertext (where documents arc linked to related documents) is credited to 

Vanncvar Bush's famous MEMEX idea from 1945 [ ... ] Ted Nelson coined the 
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tenn "hypertext" in 1965 9.33 The importance of the hypertext - both as concept and 

practice - cannot be underestimated; Myers goes on to note that the hypertext 

concept predates the interriet: 'Tim Bcmers-Lee used the hypertext idea to create 

the World Wide Web in 1990 at the government-funded European Particle Physics 

Laboratory (CERN). 934 

In a very rcal scnsc, the intcmct as it works today is a vast hypertcxt, a 

6rcal' version of intertcxtual theory, a text that 'can only ever exist through, inside, 

and across other texts, and through its readers'. 35 Users surf from one webpagc to 

another using embedded links and wcbsites such as Amazon. com to create 

intcrtcxtual links by explicitly linking texts through the company marketing 

strategy. Bruce Lionel Mason argues that with 'hypertextual links on the World 

Wide Web, the concept of a single, fixed text is exploded as readers "hot-link" 

themselves around the electronic world, bouncing from idea to idea' . 
36 TjiS 

intcrtextual map can only suggest the intertextual world; it is a simulacrum of an 

intcrtcxtual web which both creates and signifies culture. The intemet-as-mctaphor 

for intcrtcxtuality allows the theorist to illustrate intertextuality through a mapping 

of users' movement through the internet. 

'17he suggested cffect that one book has on another is illustrated in the way 

that the University Library works in Terry Pratchat's Dismorld series. Books in 

Pratchett's Unsccn Univcrsity Library 'read cach othcr, ' and conccalcd within the 

Library is a connection to every other library or book shop in the multi-vcrsc, and 

33 Brad A. Myers. "A Brief II istory of I luman Computer Interaction Technology. " ACM 
Interactions,. 5: 2 (1998) 44-54 <http: //www. cs. cmu, edu/-amulet/papers/uihistory. tr. html> 
accesscd 17 December 2007] 
4' Ibid. 

35 Jonathan Gray, Watching With the SIMPsons (New York and London: Routledge, 2006), p. 3 
36 Bruce Lionel Mason, 'E-Texts: ne Orality and Literacy Issue Revealed', Oral Tradition, 13: 2 
(1998), 306-329 (p. 323) 
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the contents of books-of-the-future can be extrapolated by analysing existing 

books. 37 What Pratchett terms 'multi-dimensional L-spacc' becomes as much an 

analogy for intertextuality as the internet, just as within Horde's 'book-verse', the 

text has a life which is quite independent of its creator. In fact, L-space or the 

book-vcrse work as 'a multi-dimensional space in which a variety of writings, 

none of them original, blend and clash' . 
38 Despite Foucault's desire for 'a culture 

in which the f ictivc would operate in an absolutely free state, in which fiction 

would be put at the disposal of everyone, '39 both L-space and the book-verse 

feature in texts which use the author's name to indicate that 'this discourse is not 

ordinary everyday speech [ ... ) it is a speech that must be received in a certain 

mode and that, in a given culture, must receive a certain statusq. 40 The textually- 

orientated worlds of Pratchctt and Horde, while appearing to champion Foucault's 

free state of fiction, actually reinforce the political and ideological power of the 

concept of the author through their popularity; as published writers they operate 

within what Foucault calls 'the system of property that characterizes our society', 

simultaneously reinforcing and transgressing against the ownership of texts. 41 As 

Joel Rickctt of The Bookseller notes, 'the author as brand has become ever more 

important'. 42 The concept of 'the author' as Foucault described it, was a specific 

intcrtext reading: 'Such a name permits one to group together a certain number of 

37 Terry Pratchcttý The Last Continent (London: Doubleday, 1998), p. 24 
38 Roland Barthcs, 'The Death of the Author' in The Death andResurrection oftheAuthor? ed. by 
William Irwin (Westport, Conn: Greenwood Press, 2002), pp. 3-7 (p. 6) 
39 Michel Foucau]4 'What Is An Author? ' in The Death andResurrection oftheAuthor? (see 
Barthcs, above) pp. 9-22 (p. 22) 
40 Ibid., p. 13 

Foucault, p. 14 
Joel Rickot deputy editor of The Bookseller, Interviewed by BBC News, I 10 Ways to Get You 

to Read a Book', <http: //news. bbc. co. uk/l/hi/magazine/7046677. stml. > [accessed 18 October 
20071 
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texts, define them, differentiate them from and contrast them to others. In addition, 

it establishes a relationship among the texts. 43 

The irony of Pratchett, for exampfc, illustrating Kristeva's notion of an 

'irreducible plurality of texts within and behind any given text' is not to be 

underestimated. 44 This is demonstrated through the description of the Unseen 

University Library and is especially stressed in Sourcery where the Librarian and 

the books take shelter from destruction in the Tower of Art that perhaps 'had been 

there before the Disc itself [ ... ] raised uncomfortable questions about who had 

built it and what for'. 45 This is a common conceit in fantasy literature: an 

awareness of the texts that have been deliberately appropriated or unconsciously 

absorbed. Such texts are 'common discursive "property"' but their appropriative 

power is restricted and bound within the manufactured walls of ancient Gondor or 

the Restricted Section of I logwart's library in order to bolster the 'originality' of 

the tCxtý6 The Restricted Section in J. K. Rowling's Harry Potter novels frequently 

features texts which arc essential to the narrative - accessible but just out of reach 

unless the teenage protagonists obtain them through deceptive appropriations - 

which could arguably suggest Rawling's own uncertain relationship with the 

fantasy canon. Jim Collins, writing on Umberto Eco's The Name ofthe Rose, 

suggests that the 'library becomes here the perfect visualisation of intcrtextuality, 

the actual site where texts intersect' . 
47 Equally, the library becomes a place for 

43 Foucaul4 p. 13 
44 Linda I lutchcon. A Poetics ofPostmodernism: History, Theory, Fiction (London: Routiedgc, 
1996), p. 126 
45 Tcrry Pratchot, Sourcery (London: Corgi, 1993), p. 213 
"Linda I lutchcon, A Poetics ofPostmodernism, p. 124. 
47 jiM Collins, Uncommon Cultures: Popular Culture andPost-Modernism (London and NY. 
Routledge. 1989), p. 63 
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action, with the narrative symbolically within the space of previous texts. In The 

Last Continent, Pratchctt cxplains that: 

- 17- 

all books are tenuously connected through L-space and, therefore, the 
content of any book ever written oryet to he written may, in the right 
circumstances, be deduced from a sufflicicritly close study of books already 
in existence. Future books exist in potential [ ... ] ancient spells [ ... ] had 
meant it took years to put together even the ghost of a page of an unwritten 
book [... ] he was now assembling whole paragraphs in a matter of hours. 48 

For Pratchett, the author's ownership of the text is far less important than the text 

itself; wizard Ponder Stibbons; can assemble fragments of texts but there is no 

suggestion that he makes any attempt to assign authorship. As on the internet, the 

text is more important than the author. A text existing in polenlia as fragments or 

appearing as a tissue of quotations in another text, naturally undermines the ideal 

of textual originality, but as Fischlin and Fortier point out: 'the idea of originality 

[ ... ] posits an independence where none exists - or where only a limited invention 

is possible'. 49 

In some fantasy texts, the canon is not just alluded to ftough the use of the 

'library' or other collection of texts, but is explicitly quoted or invoked in the 

appropriating text. Diana Wynne Jones set her 1997 novel Deep Secret inside 

science fiction and fantasy fandom; the majority of the action takes place at 

PhantasmaCon. Significantly, the heroes Marcc and Nick, who are revealed to be 

the heirs to the Empire of Koryfos in a parallel world, seem to have far fewer 

problems understanding and coming to terms with the revelations of the narrative. 

This is in marked contrast to Rupert Vcnablcs, the Magrid or wizard-guardian on 

Earth, who reads through a programme for the convention which is f illcd with 

" Tcrry PratcheM The Lavt Continent, p. IS- 19 
49 Fischlin and Fortier, p. 4 
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events from writers' groups to tarot readings and contains instructions for people 

intending to bring swords, with growing confusion until he asks his incorporal 

mentor: 'Stan, who are these people? '50 

Later in the narrative, Marce comments that 'bcl ievc it or not, he hasn't 

even read I, Robot or The Lord ofthe Ringsl'sl The implicit subtext is that Marce 

and Nick, by virtue of their interest in fantasy literature - they have invented their 

own alternative Bristol called Bristolia - have equipped themselves with the 

necessary schema in order to survive the fantasy narrative within which they are a 

part. It is Marce and Nick who undertake the quest to Babylon at the narrative's 

climax, not Rupert, and it is they who invent the 'witchy dance' which enables 

them to keep Nick's mother's malevolent goddess at bay. 52 The implication is that 

the function of The Lord ofthe Rings within Deep Secret - and other texts which 

signal a relationship with The Lord ofthe Rings - is to work as a cultural shorthand 

for the rcader; the quest in Deep Secret, for example, features a diff icult and 

dangerous landscape, has a small number of companions and requires a sacrifice 

from Nick. Deep Secret is not the only Diana Wynne Jones novel to explicitly 

reference The Lord ofthe Rings. In her 1993 novel 11exwood, library clerk 

I larrison Scudamore turns on the Bannus machine which uses theta space in order 

to play through different scenarios. 53 Nothing quite goes as planned, however: 

"You there! " he shouted. "Yes, youl You just stop this! All I did was ask 
you for a role-playing game. You never warned me I'd be pitched into it 

so Diana Wynne Jones, Deep Secret, p. 72. 
11 Ibid., p. 155 
32 Ibid., p. 328 
53 The thcta space paratypical field is signi ricantly bigger on the inside than the outside and 'Theta' 
is rumourcd to be the Doctor's real name in Doctor Who. An intertextual reference orjust 
coincidence? 
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for rcall And I asked you for hobbits on a Grail qucst, and not one hobbit 
have I seen! Do you hear Me? "54 

Like Deep Secret's Maree and Nick, Harrison has been thrown into a fantasy 

narrative, but his frustration stems from the fact that the narrative within which he 

finds himself is not behaving according to the rules which he understands; 

expecting The Lord ofihe Rings, he instead finds himself in 11exWood, which is not 

only the name of the narrative but also the site of the action. In this way, Diana 

Wynne Jones works against the assumptions made by Harrison who stands in for 

the reader. The appropriation in Ilexwood, despite more clearly referencing The 

Lord ofthe Rings, is, therefore, in line with Jonathan Culler's observation that: 

'Regardless of the degree of presence, the fact remains that a specific text has 

activated specific relations with another text or set of texts instead of other equally 

available tcxts. '55 In The Lord ofthe Rings, Tolkien's appropriations arc more 

concealed, but the intcrtextual appropriations from Beowulfand the Elder Edda, 

for example, lie on a framework appropriated from empire adventure literature. 

This is not as obvious as an explicit reference to a text - for example, the subtle 

references to ne Lord ofthe Rings in Diana Wynne Jones's Deep Secret or the 

rewriting of The Lord ofthe Rings in fanfiction appropriations. 

We Invented the Remix: Appropriation and the Law 

While theorists such as Foucault, I lutchcon and Margaret Rose can debate and 

discuss the different meanings and scope of the word 'parody', for example, it is 

crucial to remember that parody - unlike postmodernism - is not just a word 

:4 Diana Wynne Jones, Harwood (London: Collins, 2000), p. 340 
Culler, p. 49 
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indicating a broad range of appropriative practices, but has a specific meaning in 

English and American copyright law. In the United States, 'constitutionally based 

arguments have given the defence of parody a strong position in copyright and 

other intellectual property litigation. 56 In a similar sense, the word 'adaptation' in 

law has a specific meaning which is distinct from the way adaptation is culturally 

understood. For example, as Gerald Dworkin and Richard D. Taylor point out, 'a 

literary work used in a film does not fall within the scope of "adaptation" but it 

could still be "copying", that is "reproducing the work in any material forrW". 57 

llowcvcr, as Jennifer Davis discusses, the Court of Appeal has identif icd 'a 

potential for conflict between copyright law and freedom of expression. '" She 

draws attention to Lord Phillips MR who 'pointed out that copyright is 

"antithetical" to freedom of expression, since it prevents all save the copyright 

owner from expressing information in the form of the literary work protected by 

copyright. '59 I lowcvcr, while Lord Phillips acknowledged that these situations 

were unlikely to occur frequently, he noted that current copyright legislation 

would, in some circumstances, be unable to cover such exemptions: 

while freedom of expression does not confer the freedom routinely to use a 
form of expression devised by someone else, there were circumstances 
when the freedom to do so was important. These circumstances may be 
rare, but, where they did occur, freedom of expression would come into 
conflict with copyright, despite the exceptions provided in the ACI. 60 

Copyright law is a highly complex and ever-evolving part of legislation 

which is becoming increasingly out-paccd by new technologies. Recent 

56 Jeremy Phillips and Alison Firth, Introduction to Intellectual Property Law, 41h edn (Oxford: 
Oxford University Prcss, 2006), p. 181 
57 Dworkin and Taylor, p. 65 
56 Jennifer Davis, Intellectual Property Law, Yd cdn (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008), p. 63 
59 Davis, p. 63 
60 Ibid. Italics added. 
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controversies over peer-to-peer networks and DRM (digital rights management) 

software embedded on CDs and DVDs, and the legal battle between Novell and 

Sco (Santa Cruz Operation) over ownership of open source code have only 

heightened an awareness of the pervasive nature of copyright in the postmodern 

world. 61 The intemet and the current lack of a cohesive international legislation for 

copyright has led to an increasing awareness that current copyright law is not 

capable of dealing with new technologies and is perceived as being weighted 

unfairly towards large corporations. Rosemary J. Coombe and Andrew Herman 

note that: 

Legislation introduced in the United States and the new Internet Committee 
for the Assignment of Names and Numbers (ICANN) policy have made it 
fairly simple for corporate trademark owners to prevent the use of their 
trademarks when these are being used commercially and in bad faith. The 
perceived tendency of domain-namc disputc-rcsolution arbitrators to favor 
corporate trademark holders regardless of the intentions or practices of 
those using the domains, and thus to see in any use of a trademark evidence 
of bad faith, is the subject of much hostile comment on the Web. 62 

They go on to observe that the ability of corporations to control their intellectual 

property is being steadily eroded by new technological advances: 'corporate 

capacity to maintain a monopoly over the flow of their symbols or to control the 

63 
meanings given to their signs is severely compromised in digital environments'. 

In addition, copyright law in the United Kingdom and the United States is 

increasingly seen as protecting the rights of the copyright owner - who may not be 

the creator - to 'exploit a work cconomically. '64 Lawrence Lcssig notes that in the 

61 See the website Groklaw. nct for explanations of this case. 
62 Rosemary J. Coombe and Andrew I Icrman, 'Culture Wars on the Net: Intellectual Property and 
Corporate Propriety in Digital Environments', The South Atlantic Quarterly, 100: 4 (2001), 919-947 
(P. 923) 

Ibid., p. 933 
64 Davis, p. 64 
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United States, not only has society moved from a legislative code where only a 

small proportion of creative products were subject to copyright laws but: 

in the last forty years, Congress has extended the term of copyright 
retrospectively eleven times. Each time, it is said, with only a bit of 
exaggeration, that Mickey Mouse is about to fall into the public domain, 
the terra of copyright for Mickey Mouse is extended. 65 

Even more crucially for artists, writers and the writers of farif iction, Dworkin and 

Taylor wam that: 

the general laws of copyright may still enable a court to decide, for 
example, that a person who uses a sufficient number of ideas, incidents and 
characters from a protected literary work may be infringing because he is 
taking a substantial part of the work notwithstanding the limited amount of 
copying of the exact wording of the copyright work. 66 

I lowcvcr, as Lesley Ellen I larris explains, ideas are not protected by copyright, 

only the presentation of the ideas: 'Where plagiarism is an appropriation of ideas, 

without the appropriation of the actual expression of those ideas, it is not a 

violation of copyright since copyright does not protect ideas. ' 67 In addition, as the 

ruling of Francis, Day and Hunter v Bron (1968) demonstrates, 'the court held that 

copying need not be a conscious act; it was possible in law to copy 

subconsciously'. 6g The CDPA 1988 asserts the moral right of authors to 'object to 

derogatory treatment of the work, where derogatory treatment amounts to 

distortion or mutilation of the work, or is otherwise prqJudicial to the honour or 

reputation of the author or director. 969 1 Iowcvcr, Jennifer Davis notes that: 'Moral 

rights may be expensive to enforce, and the outcome of such an action may be 

65 Davis, p. 107 
66 Dworkin and Taylor, p. 65. Italics added. 
67 Lesley Ellen I larris, Digital Property., Currency ofthe 21"' Century (Ontario: McGraw I fill 
Ryerson Ltd, 1998), p. 161 
68 Dworkin and Taylor, p. 58 
69 Davis, p. 65 
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uncertain. 70 This goes some way to demonstrating the complexity of copyright 

legislation and its practical application. 
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This makes problematic a practical application of a theory of appropriation 

which states that, not only is any artefact in society open for appropriation, but also 

that this is a perfectly legitimate human expression of creativity and does indeed 

thrive in particular areas of the creative arts; for example, Matt Mason makes the 

point that in the fashion industry, rather than appropriation stifling creativity, there 

is significant evidence that 'appropriation speeds diffusion. ' 71 Ile goes on to 

conclude that: 

The success of the fashion industry makes it clear that strict copyright laws 
aren't always necessary to protect the incentive to innovate. In fact, it turns 
this notion on its head. Without the freedom to copy, fashion trends would 
occur very slowly. 72 

Rather than 'appropriation', Matt Mason uses 'rcmix' which might, through his 

definition of re-mixing as 'taking something that already exists and redefining it in 

your own personal creative space, reinterpreting someone else's work your way' 

work as another form of appropriation. 73 This would overlap with the parody, 

because although Margaret Rose argues persuasively that 'parody can be used in a 

variety of different ways and for both mcta-fictional and non-mcta-fictional comic 

purposes', I believe that the reclamation of the term 'appropriation' allows 

70 Davis, p. 65 
71 Matt Mason, The Pirate's Dilemma: How 11achers, Punk Capitalists, Graffiti Afillionaires and 
Other Youth AlovementsAre Remiring Our Culture and Changing our World (London: Penguin 
Books, 2008), p. 95 
72 Matt Mason, P. 97 
" Ibid., p. 71 
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parody's unwieldy extensions to be removed in favour of clarity within theoretical 

and colloquial understandings of the term. 74 

The Shaping of The Lord ofthe Ringýv 

The appeal of repetition - and through it, nostalgia - is perhaps more obvious in 

fantasy literature and this is certainly a strong criticism of the genre but, I would 

argue, it is also one of its greatest strengths. 73 John Garth argues that: 

Nostalgia, a word that had hitherto always meant homesickness, began to 
appear in its now prevalent sense - regretful or wistful yearning for the past 
- straight after the Great War. To Tolkicn's generation, nostalgia was a 
constant companion: they were looking over their shoulders, like the 
survivors of Gondolin, at an old home that seemed now to embody 
cverything beautiful and doomed. 76 

The nostalgic appeal of the textual landscape of The Lord ofthe Rings is one of the 

most telling features of its time. John Garth suggests that it could only have been 

written afier the First World War for precisely these reasons. The Lord ofthe 

Rings is not a static narrative; there is little sense of disconnection between 

'adventure time' and 'real time, in the novel. The strength of The Lord ofthe Rings 

is that unlike 11. Rider I laggard and G. A. I lenty, the destruction and change occurs 

throughout Middlc-carth and into the Shire: 'the life of the Shire is represented as a 

fantasy that cannot last. The novel's depiction of the old life in the Shire makes it 

tempting to mourn its passing, but it was only ever a delusion'. 77 Tolkicn's 

74 Margaret A. Rose, Parody., Ancient, Alodern; and Post-Afodern (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1993), p. 278 
73 The irony in criticism of fantasy for a predominance of formulaic narratives is that critics seem to 
assume that this is only the case for fantasy; romantic comcdics and crime fiction are rarely 
examined with the same negative criticism. 
76 John Garth, Tolklen andthe Great ftr. ý The Threshold ofAfiddle-earth (London: flarpcrCollins 
Publishers, 2004), p. 297-8 
77 John C. Ifuntcr, 'The Evidence of Things Not Sccn: Critical Mythology and The Lordofthe 
Rings', Journal ofModern Literature, 29: 2 (2006), 129-147 (p. 14 1) 
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mythology evolved from the earliest poetry and fragments of stories which he 

began to write as a young man, but really began to take form during and after the 
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Great War. John Garth draws attention to Tolkicn's sonnet entitled 'K6r' (dated 30 

April 1915), which draws directly on the city of the same name in Haggard's She. 

Garth suggests that although there are marked differences between the presentation 

of the city of KOr, Tolkien's 'use of the name "Karnow, instead of "Tanagui", 

may be seen as a direct challenge to I laggard's despairing view of mortality, 

memory, and meaning. 78 in composing The Lord ofthe Rings, he did not just 

draw on his extended mythology but also on his earlier work, The Hobbit. 

Tom Shippey's continual use of words such as 're-creation 979 , 

6rcconstruction'so and his description of the 'master-text81 of Northern European 

poetry and myth that Tolkicn accessed serves to both Icgitimisc and obfuscate 

Tolkien's own literary appropriation. There is something particularly appropriate 

in the story of a professor of Anglo-Saxon literature who reworks ancient northern 

literature to create a mythology for England; rather than these poems becoming 

more accessible through Tolkicn, the academic esotcricism of Anglo-Saxon 

literature is still reserved for university students - the 2007 film Beowuy, despite a 

number of high prorilc actors and cutting edge special effects seems unlikely to 

reverse this trend. As Jared LobdclI argues persuasively, such texts are 'part of the 
92 influence of Tolkien's professional life on his imaginative life'. Lobdell's 

distinction between Tolkicn's professional influences, such as 'Beowulf, 'Sir 

7' Garth, p. 80 
79 T. A. Shippey, The Roadto, Middle-earth: How JR. R. Tolkien Created a New MytholoV 
(London: Graflon, 1992), p. 53 
0 Ibid., p. 60 
T. A. Shippey, The Road to Afiddle-earth, p. 57 
Jared Lobdcll, 'Defining The Lord ofthe Rings: An Adventure Story in the Edwardian Mode', in 

JKR. Tolklen's The Lord ofthe Rings, cd. by I larold Bloom (Philadelphia: Chelsea I louse 
Pub) ishcrs, 2000), pp. ] 07-124 (p. 116) 
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Gawain and the Green Knight' and the Elder Edda, and the other imaginative 

writers he was likely to have come into contact with - an assertion which is 

supported by the astonishing spread and popularity of Robert Louis Stevenson, 

G. A. I Icnty, G. K. Chesterton, and 11. Rider Haggard - is not to be underestimated. 

I listorically, Tolkicn scholarship has concentrated on elucidating the links between 

medieval literature, northern European myth and the First World War and The 

Lord ofthe Rings rather than examining Tolkien's contextual status as a late 

Edwardian writer. William 11. Green notes that Tolkicn's 'sclf-reporting of literary 

influence is obscure and contradictory, not because he plagiariscd, but because his 

creative method involved impulsive inattention, deliberate ignoring of analogues 
93 

as he cultivated an autonomous fantasy world' . 

Martin Simonson observes of the representation of the Shire as prc-World 

War One rural England that: 'the literary traditions that Tolkien uses to portray this 

world belong fundamentally to the realm of the [ ... ] Victorian novel 9.94 It is 

equally significant that Tolkicn"s nostalgic view of English rural life as presented 

through the Shire is, of necessity, a fictional one. Flora Thompson's fictionalised 

autobiography of her early life in rural Oxfordshire at the turn of the century, for 

example, portrays a much grimmer - and more accurate - view of rural life than is 

gl i mpscd through The Lord ofthe Rings and The Mobbit. 85 

The most obvious source of Tolkien's appropriation comes from his earlier 

work, The Ilobbil. That both The Ilobhil and The Lord ofthe Rings havc suffcred 

with the inaccurate appellations 'prcqucl' or 'sequel' is not in question; the texts 

83 William 11. Green, 'King Thorin's Mines: The llobbit as Victorian Adventure Novel', 
a-trapolation. -A Journal ofScience Fiction and Fantasy, 42 (2001), 53-64(p. 54) 
94 Martin Simonson, 111rce Is Company: Novel, Fairytale, and Romance on the Journey Through 
the Sliire', Tolklen Studies, 3 (2006), 81 -100 (p. 8 1) 
" See Flora Thompson, Lark Rise to Candleford(London: Penguin Classics, 2000) 
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have much in common but probably no more than The Lord ofthe Rings has with 

The Silmarillion. It is more accurate to refer to The Hobbit and The Lord ofthe 

Rings as narratives which happen to take place in the same world; there is 

significantly less relationship between The Hobbil and The Lord ofthe Rings than 

there is between David Eddings's The Belgariad series and 77ie Afallorean series. 

Opinion is markedly different when the relationship between The 11obbit and The 

Lordofthe Rings is evaluated. For example, Paul Kocher argues that despite 'its 

surface connection with The Lord ofthe Rings the two works are so uni ikc 

86 fundamentally as to be different in kind'. Randel Ilclms, in comparison, suggests 

that 'in The Hobbit and its sequel we have what is in fact the same story told twice, 

first very simply, and then very intricately. ' 97 

Tolkicn noted that only one 'liberty, if such it is, has been to make Bilbo's 

Ring the One Ring: all rings had the samc source, before ever he put his hand on it 

in the dark, '88 and this is supported by The Hobbil: 'who knows how Gollum came 

by that present, ages ago in the old days when such rings were still at large in the 

world? Perhaps even the Master who ruled them could not have said. '89 Randcl 

I IcIms argues that 'one could almost say that as soon as Gollum, and the Ring 

appear The Lord ofthe Rings was inevitable, ' but this interpretation supposes that 

The Lord ofthe Rings is essential ly the story of the Ring, when it is more accurate 

to argue that the Ring is the means by which the narrative progresses without 

" Paul Kocher, Master ofAliddle-earth: The Achievement qfJR& Tolkien (London: Pimlico, 
2002), p. 19 
87 Randel I felms, Tolklen's World(London: Tliames and Hudson. 1975), p. 29 
I'J. R. R. Tolkien, The Letters qfJ. RR Tolkien, cd. by I lumphrey Carpcntcr (London: George Allan 
and Unwin, 198 1), p. 122 
" J. RX Tolkicn, The 11obbit, Wh edn (London: Unwin I lyman Ltd, 198 1) p. 85 
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actually being the centre of the narrative itself. " The Lord ofthe Rings is a quest 

story, but it is not merely a quest story - it is the effect of the Ring on those who 

are closest to it which is far closer to the heart of the narrative, just as the Grail 

stories concentrate more on the j ourney and the effect of the journey on the 

Knights of the Round Table than on accomplishing their goal. Gollum's 

significance to the plot of The 11obbit rests solely on Bilbo's efforts to escape from 

the Misty Mountains and the fortuitous use of a magic ring which renders the 

wearer invisible. Gollum's significance to The Lord ofthe Rings is far greater; he 

alerts Sauron to the presence of the Ring in the Shire and, as Gandalf tells Frodo, 

dmay even think that the long-unnoticcd name of Baggins has become 

important'. 91 I lis presence in The Hobbil has been rewritten with greater 

significance following the events of The Lord ofthe Rings. The novel seems to 

almost change emphasis following a reading of The Lordofthe Rings; the most 

significant event in The Hobbil becomes not the recovery of the Arkenstone or the 

killing of Smaug but the recovery of the Ring. 

The Hobbit is oflcn considered the prcqucl to The Lord ofthe Rings. This is 

a questionable classirication, not least because prequels arc written and published 

afier the original text and The Hobbit precedes The Lord ofthe Rings by some 

twenty years. In some respects it is a lesser text; the cosy, patronising narrative 

voice dates it far more than the more formal language used in The Lord ofthe 

Rings. The world of The Hobbit 'is not called Middlc-carth, its vegetation and 

creatures are not yet visualiscd in patient dctail and it has no larger geographical or 

90 1 IcIms, p. 41 
91 J. R. P- Tolkien, The Lord oftheRIngs (London: I larperCollins Publishcrs, 2005), p. 59 
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historical context whatever'. 92 Gandalf, Elrond and the Necromancer arc mcrc 

shadows of their eventual forms in The Lord ofthe Rings; the Battle of the Five 

Armies seems a skirmish compared to the Battle of I IcIms Deep and Pelcrinor 

Fields. Only Gollurn seems thoroughly consistent from his brief appearance in The 

Mobbit to The Lord ofthe Rings. Despite the narrator's assertion that 'I don't know 

where he came from, nor who or what he was93 when Bilbo first enters Gollum's 

cave, there is some indication that Gollurn's origins were less abstract: 

Riddles were all he could think of. Asking them, and sometimes guessing 
them, had been the only game he had ever played with other funny 
creatures sitting in their holes in the long, long ago, before he lost all his 
friends and was driven away, alone, and crept down, down, into the dark 
under the mountains. 94 

Gollurn also remembers 'when he lived with his grandmother in a holc in a bank 

by a river, '95 and The Fellowship ofthe Ring cxpands this, rcinforcing Gollurn's 

hobbit-like origin and naturc: 

Long after, but still very long ago, there lived by the banks of the Great 
River on the edge of Wilderland a clevcr-handcd and quict-footcd little 
people. I guess they were of hobbit-kind; akin to the fathers of the Stoors, 
for they loved the River, and often swwn in it, or made little boats of rccds. 
Tbcre was among them a family of high repute, for it was large and 
wealthier than most, and it was ruled by a grandmother of the folk, stem 
and wisc in old lore, such as they had. The most inquisitive and curious- 
minded of that family was called Smdagol. 96 

The signiricancc of Tolkicn's adherence to his carlicr conception of Gollum is not 

to be undcrcstimatcd. Gollum's bricf - but highly mcmomblc - appcarancc in The 

92 Paul Kocher, 'Middle-earth: An Imaginary World? ' in Understanding The Lordofthe Rings: The 
Best of Tolkien Criticism, ed. by Rose A. Zimbardo and Neil D. Isaacs (Boston and New York: 
I foughton Mifflin Company, 2004), pp. 146-162 (p. 16 1) 
9' The 11obbit, p. 77 
" Ibid., p. 78 
93 Ibid., p. 80 
96 The Lord ofthe Rings, p. 52-53 
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Robbit allows for as much expansion and rcinvcntion as the Necromancer of 

whom a brief explanation sufflices to allow for connection between the mysterious 

Necromancer and Morgoth's servant: 'I myself dared to pass the doors of the 

Necromancer in Dol Guldur, and secretly explored his ways, and found thus that 

our fears were true: he was none other than Sauron, our Enemy of old'. 97 Not only 

does Tolkien choose to stay consistent to his earlier description of Gollum, but his 

extension of Gollum's origins are part of chapter two, 'Tbc Shadow of the Past', 

which follows from a description of Frodo's origins and family in chapter one: 

Taggins is his name, but he's more than half a Brandybuck, they say [ ... ] they're 

a queer breed, seemingly. They fool about with boats on that big river - and that 

isn't natural. '98 

Like Gollum, Frodo is part of a wealthy family of 'high repute'. related as 

he is to the Tooks; and the Brandybucks as well as becoming Bilbo's heir. Like 

Gollum, Frodo will carry the Ring and suffer its effects. Like Gollum, Frodo will 

make 'his slow, sneaking way, step by step, mile by mile, south, down at last to the 

Land of Mordor'. 99 Gollum is linked not only to Frodo through the Brandybuck 

connection but also to Merry who deduces that Bilbo's Ring, with its strange 

properties, is linked to Frodo wishing to leave Hobbiton: 

My dear old hobbit, you don't allow for the inquisitiveness of friends. I 
have known about the existence of the Ring for years - before Bilbo went 
away, in fact; but since he obviously regarded it as secret, I kept the 
knowledge in my head, until we formed our conspiracy. 100 

97 The Lord ofthe Rings, p. 250 
9' 1 bid., p. 22 
" Ibid., p. 58 
"'0 Ibid., p. 104 
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However, from 1951 onwards, The Mobbit reflected Tolkicn's changes to the text 

to bring it into line with The Lord of1he Rings. Originally, Gollum's ring was to be 

the prize in the riddle contest and upon losing the contest, Gollurn reluctantly went 

back to his island to find the ring to give to Bilbo. However, Bilbo already had the 

ring and, therefore, Gollum was unable to find it. As the recently published and 

annotated manuscript of the original version of The Robbil shows, Bilbo's 

possession of the ring necessitated his deception of Gollum: 

I don't know how many times Gollum begged Bilbo's pardon. And he 
offered him fish caught fresh to cat instead (Bilbo shuddered at the thought 
of it) [ ... ] but he said 'no thank you' quite politely. Ile was thinking, 
thinking hard - and the idea came to him that he must have found that ring, 
that he had that very ring in his pocket. But he had the wits not to tell 
Gollum. 'Finding's keeping' he said to himself, and being in a very tight 
place I think he was right, and anyway the ring belonged to him now. But 
to Gollum he said, 'Never mind, the ring would have been mine now if you 
could have found it, so you haven't lost it. And I will forgive you on one 
condition. 
'Yes what is it, what does it wish us to do, my precious. ' 
'I IcIp me get out of these places', said Bilbo. 
To this Gollum agreed, as he had to if he wasn't to cheat, though be would 
very much have liked to havcjust tasted what Bilbo was like. 101 

Paul Kocher notes that by 'this new element prefacing The Lord ofthe 

Rings, as well as by some textual modifications in the later editions of The 11obbil, 

Tolkicn provides for the necessary transition from the lattcr's mcrc ring of 

invisibility to the epic's great Ring of Power. ' 102 

Pctcr Jackson and the F-cilowshill of Ncw 7caland 

The Lord ofthe Rings is a fantasy novel. In some respects, it is the fantasy novel; 

as Brian Attcbcry suggested, 'one way to charactcrise the genre of fantasy is the 

101 J. R. R. Tolkicn, Me History ofthe Hobbit, Part One. AM Baggins, ed. by John D. Ratcli IT 
(London: I larperCollins Publishers, 2007), P. 160-161 
102 Paul Kocher, Alaster qfMiddle-earth, p. 29 
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set of texts that in someway or other resemble Lord ofthe Rings. ' 103 As a result of 

the huge influence The Lord ofthe Rings has had over the genre as a whole, 

fantasy literature now demands a quasi-real geography; whether it is an extended 

archipelago as in Ursula K. Lc Guin's Earlhsea or a post-apocalyptic idyll in the 

Shannara series by Terry Brooks. Fantasy demands further that the plot take the 

characters al I over this fantasy landscape. The Lord ofthe Rings films provide a 

space for the historic rewriting of New Zealand - and the United Kingdom - as 

sites of heroic action; a site of retrieval of 'religious, historic and personal 

memories'. 104 

Anthony Burgess argues that 'every best-selling novel has to be turned into 

a film, the assumption being that the book itself whets an appetite for the true 

fulfilment - the verbal shadow turned into light, the word made flesh. 910, 

Adaptations have always made up a significant. proportion of the cinematic 

offerings every year and in particular, adaptations have dominated cinema for the 

last few years across a wide variety of genrcs. 106 But the process of adaptation is 

not without its problems and it is difficult to imagine a livc-action version of Me 

Lord ofthe Rings without the use of helicopters for aerial shots or the computer 

generated imagery which saturates the film without overwhelming it. 

Morris Bcja noted that 'in one respect, the quality of the experience in 

watching a scrial television version or a novel will undeniably be closer to reading 

103 Brian Attebery, Strategies ofFantasy (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1992), p. 14 
104 Allen Abramson, 'Mythical Land, Legal Boundaries: Wonderings About Landscapc and Other 
Tracts', in Lan(4 Law and Environment: Alythical Lan(4 Legal Boundaries, ed. by Allen Abramson 
and Dimitrios Thcodossopoulos (London: Pluto Press Ltd. 2000), pp. 1-30 (p. 5) 
103 Brian McFarlone, Novel to Film (London: Clarendon Press, 1996), p. 7 
'(* For example, Memoirs of a Geisha, The Bourne Identity, The Do Vinci Code 
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most novels than a feature film can be. ' 107 Beja, one feels, would be greatly in 

favour of the DVD extended versions of The Lord ofthe Rings. Looking at the 

sheer breadth and scale of The Lord ofthe Rings, it becomes difficult to envisage it 

as a two-and-a-half-hour long film; it is simply too big a novel to be condensed 

into so short a time. ' 08 Despite Ralph Bakshi's cfforts, trying to sell 7he Lord of 

the Rings as a children's feature was not successful either. Bakshi's animation is 

something of a footnote in the success of The Lord of1he Rings: neither the images 

nor the adaptation itself have carved out a place in cinematic history. 

There are several different kinds of appropriation present in Jackson's 

cinematic The Lord ofthe Rings. These range from his appropriation of New 

Zealand, intertcxtual references between the cinematic The Lordofthe Rings and 

other gcnre films such as Star Wars and his translation of Tolkicn's text from page 

to scrcen. Adaptation becomes a tool by which the comprehensive appropriation of 

source texts such as novels, films and non-f iction is rcalised. Sanders's book, 

, 4daplation andAppropriation, clearly signals the importance of these two 

practices to the production of new creative products from music to the arts and 

literature, and is essential reading for anyone interested in the theory of 

appropriation or adaptation theory. I ler derinition of adaptation is both broad and 

widely applicable as she argues that it entails a 'transition from one gcnre to 

another: novels into film; drama into musical; the dramatization of prose narrative 

and prose fiction; or the inverse movement of making drama into prose 

narrative. "09 Adaptation, for Sanders, is a broad but restrictive translational 

107 Morris Deja in Robert Giddings, Keith Selby and Chris Wensley, Screening the Novel., The 
Theory and Practice oftiterary Dramatization (London: Palgrave Macmillan 1990), p. 4 
01 Actually, six novels published as a trilogy. 
09 Sanders, Adaptation, p. 19 
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process which is characteriscd by the transformational aspects of the process. 

Adaptation may therefore be regarded as an extensive reworking or translation of a 

source text into another medium. In contrast, appropriation 'borrows' from one or 

more source texts to create a new product which has a relationship with the 

originating text in a more or less significant fashion. Sanders explains this as: 

An adaptation signals a relationship with an informing sourcctcxt or 
original [ ... ] appropriation frequently affccts a more dccisivcjoumey away 
from the informing source into a wholly new cultural product and domain 
[ ... ] the appropriated text or texts arc not always as clearly signalled or 
acknowledged as in the adaptive process. I 10 

The cinematic The 7Wo Towers is an adaptation or translation of the source text 

The Two Towers. I lowcvcr, Jackson cxcluded two of the most significant clcmcnts 

from The Two Towers when he moved the death of Boromir to the film The 

Fellowship ofthe Ring and Frodo's encounter with Shelob to The Return ofthe 

King. "' Diana Paxson suggests that such rcorganising is indicativc of the practical 

demands of modern film making. She states that: 'Jackson fclt that to maintain 

viewer interest he needed to intcrcut [the Dead Marshes, Rohan and r-angorn] 

storylines. ' 112, rbiS in turn led to the problem of the emotional impact and narrative 

power of scenes in cach storylinc being cancelled out. The Battle at I IcIm's Deep 

in contrast, which takes place over only a few pages in Tolkicn's text is conflated 

to an extended battle sequence which lasts for nearly half the film - this change in 

0 Sanders, Adaptation, p. 27 
1 See Brian Rosebury, 'Tbe Cultural Phenomenon: Relabelling, Assimilation, Imitation, 

Adaptation' in Tolkien, A Cultural Phenomeon (Basingstokc: Palgravc Macmillan, 2003) pp. 193. 
220 for an interesting elucidation of the strengths and weakness of the BBC Radio adaptation, 
Ralph Bakshi's 1978 animation and Jackson's films. 
112 Diana Paxson, Re-vision: The Lordofthe Rings in Print and On Screen', in 
Tolkien On Film: Essqs on Peter Jackson's The Lord ofthe Rings, ed. by Janet Brennan Croft 
(Altadcna, CA: Tle Mythopocic Press), pp. 8 1-99 (p. 87) 
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particular is perhaps indicative of studio demands that the film should attract non- 

Tolkien fans. 

It is worth considering that The Lord ofthe Rings may exist as a narrative 

apart from Tolkicn's written text, as a core cultural narrative which forms part of 

the cultural backdrop of Europe and America. For example, many fantasy writers 

evoke The Lord ofthe Rings either explicitly as in the novels of Diana Wynne 

Jones, or implicitly in the Discworld series by Terry Pratchctt. Post 2003 and the 

cinema release of The Return ofthe King, fantasy writers are beginning to 

distinguish between Tolkien's text and Jackson's when citing The Lord ofthe 

Rings. This is particularly apparent in Garry Kilworth's Attica which takes place in 

the attic of step-siblings Jordy, Chloe and Alex where they intend to search for an 

antique watch: 

'A quest V cried Chloe. 'Lord ofthe Rings. ' 
'I hope not, ' Jordy said to her. 'Those I lobbits had a hell of a time getting 
to where they wanted to go, didn't they? Oh, I know, I only saw the movie 
and didn't read the book, but I know the story. ' 113 

Kilworth seems to be suggesting here that 77te Lord ofthe Rings is in some way 

independent of either Tolkicn or Jackson; Jordy says 'I know the story' as if the 

story of The Lord ofthe Rings is a separate cntity from its (rc)prcscntation in 

literature or on film. I lcrc, the 'knowing' of The Lord ofthe Rings becomes 

comparable with 'knowing' other cultural narratives such as Robin I lood. 

Craig I light suggest that the extended (and DVD only) version of Jackson's 

films were intended to be the 'dcrinitivc versions of narratives that could not be 

113 Garry Kilworth, Attica (London: Atom, 2007) p. 35 
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fully realized within the time constraints of a theatrical release. ' 14 This 

interpretation is somewhat contested by Cara Lane's discussion of the cinematic 

and DVD releases of Jackson's adaptations: 'No one version of the "ring" trilogy 

does rule them all; instead, there are multiple "rings, " each offering a different 

version of the talc'. ' 15 The multiplicity of The Lord ofthe Rings and the different 

mediums in which it exists - paintings by Alan Lee, John I lowe and many others, 

the music of the Tolkien Ensemble, The Lord ofthe Rings musical, Electronic Arts 

(EA) computer games, animation, live action film and dozens of editions of the 

printed novel - complicate the assumption that there is a clear linear relationship 

between originating text and subsequent adaptations. Sarah Cardwell illustrates 

this when she describes adaptation as 'having a base or centrc, from which al I 

subsequent adaptations (versions) arisc. " 16 The relationship between the original 

text and adaptation, particularly when the translation is from Printed text to visual 

image stresses the reciprocal impact that a film can potentially have on a printed 

text. David Bratman, for example, points out that: 

The book is being drowned out and substituted for by the films in any 
number of ways. It will eventually take overfrom Tolkien's book as the 
predominant public image ofAliddle-carth. This may seem unlikely, but it 
is already happening. 117 

Bratman argues that while Tolkien-the-author will outlast Jackson-thc-dircctor and 

individual readers will be enjoying Tolkicn long after Jackson's films are regarded 

as dated and the special cffccts as archaic, thepublic Image of Middle-carth will 

114 Craig II ight, 'Making-of Documentaries on DVD: The Lord ofthe Rings Trilogy and Special 
Editions', The Velvet Light Trap, 56 (rail 2005), 4-17 (p. 6) 
113 Cara Lane. 'The Ring Returns: Adaptation and the Trilogy', Film & History., An 
Interdisciplinary Journal of Film and Television Studies, 35: 1 (2005), 67-69 (p. 67) 
116 Sarah Cardw0l, Adaptallon Revisited: Television andthe Classic Novel (Manchester. 
Manchester University Press, 2002), p. 13 
117 Ibid., p. 40. Italics added. 
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continue to be that of Jackson's films. In one sense, Bratman is absolutely correct; 

the images generated by the films arc likely to remain as the dominant visual 

reference for The Lord of the Rings because the imagcs in the film have been so 

widely spread and have themselves become part of visual culture in the same way 

that the 1931 Frankenstein film, and in particular Boris Karlofrs appearance and 

performance as the Monster, has come to stand in for Mary Shelley's novel. 

Bmtman seems to suggest that Jackson's visual conception of The Lord ofthe 

Rings - and he may well have intended to comment merely on the plot alterations 

but by rcferring to the 'image' of Middlc-carth, Bratman has of necessity included 

the visual representation of the films - exists independently of Tolkicn. Bratman 

notes of Alan Lee and John I lowc that 'their concepts and set design arc the best 

thing about Jackson's films. " 18 What Bratman does not consider - or perhaps has 

discarded as unimportant to what appears to be aI itcrary critic's analysis of a film 

adaptation - is the impact of John I lowe and Alan Lee's art on the pub] ic 

imagination and conception of the visual representation of The Lord ofthe Rings 

prior to Jackson's adaptations. Jim Smith and J. Clive Matthews argue that: 

The decision by Peter Jackson to enlist the aid of respected Tolkicn artists 
Alan Lee and John I lowc to produce concept sketches and initial character, 
costume and set designs, was therefore one of his most sensible moves. By 
basing the look of his Middle-carth on the style of Lee and I lowc, whose 
illustrations have adorned the pages of innumerable editions of the author's 
works, in one fcll swoop Jackson was able to bring his Middlc-carth"s 
visual style in line with that of a huge number of fans whose impressions of 
Tolkicn's work had been shaped by the work of those artists. 119 

1" David Bratman, 'Summa Jacksonica: A Rcply to Defcnscs of Pctcr Jackson's 
The Lord of the Rings films, AfIcr St 'Momas Aquinas'. in Tolklen On Film: Essays on Peter 
Jackson's The Lord ofthe Rings, (scc Paxson, abovc) pp. 27-62 (p. 5 1) 
119 Jim Smith and J. Clivc Matthcws, The Lord ofthe Rings: Me Films, the Books, the Radio Series 
(London: Virgin Books Ltd, 2004), p. 212. 
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Brian Roscbury also draws attention to this, noting that 'the imagery is often 

mcdiatcd through earlier book illustrations. 120 The work of Howe and Lee can be 

seen clearly in The Fellowship ofthe Ring where several of their paintings have 

been turned into sets in the film. Indeed, Dan Ilennah, the Supervising Art Director 

and Set Decorator for Jackson's The Lord ofthe Rings, notes that' we were forever 

going back to the book: we'd read the script to find out what was happening, but 

we'd always consult the book to find out why' and Brian Sibley reports that the Art 

Department on The Lord ofthe Rings set had copies of not only Alan Lee and John 

Howe's art but also Tolkicn's illustrations. 12 1 Evcn more crucially, 'Our aim 

has been to stay true to Tolkien's vision and to the accepted versions of that 

vision' - the 'accepted versions' by implication are those commissioned or 

licensed by the publishing company and the owners of the copyright-122 Arguably, 

the authenticity and success of Jackson's vision is sustained by its relationship to 

other 'official' visions of Middle-earth. 

Jackson's adaptations havc pcrhaps also Icd to a rccognition from film 

studio executives that fantasy does not have to be shallow, that it can be relevant, 

and that as a genre it is just as worthy as any other. Considering the science fiction 

and fantasy films of the twentieth and twcnty-first centuries alone, it becomes 

difficult to accept without critical comment J. E. Smyth's argument that it took 

cincma'nearly fifty years to transform narratives that seem ideal for the classical 

cinematic cPic'. 123 Just because films such as Star Mars and Slargale feature the 

120 Brian Roscbury, Tolkien: A Cultural Phenomenon (Basingstoke, I lampshirc: Palgrave 
Macmillan, 2003) p. 213 
12 1 Dan I lennah quoted in Brian Sibley. The Lordofthe Rings: The Alaking of1he Alovie 7ý11p)y 
London: I larpcrCollins Publishers, 2002) p. 44 
22 1 Icnnah quoted in Sibley, p. 45 
123 J. E. Smyth, 'The Three Ages of I mpcrial Cinema from the Death of Gordon to 
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overthrow of an 'evil' empire, does not mean that such narratives are not highly 

influenced by imperial rhetoric; Floyd D. Chcung saw Slargale as representing 

'the late twentieth-century American Janus: one face looking backwards toward 

the history of revolution and its rhetoric of resistance, and the other looking 

forward at horizons of ncocolonial advancement. 124 Kristin Thompson makes a 

similar point concerning Jackson's films as M. Daphne Kutzcr does for Tolkicn's 

novel, that it is anti-imperialist because 'The Lord ofthe Rings shows imperialism 

from the viewpoint of peoples who unite to defend thcmsclVCS'. 125 As Barbara 

Bush notes, 'empire is one but not the only form of imperialism' and this is an 

excellent example of why investigation into colonial/imperial and 

postcoloniaVneo-colonial theory needs to be broadened to dmw attention to the 

lif 
. 
126 imperial subtext to modem C Though the 'traditional' European empires have 

disintegrated or been surrendered back, their place may have been taken by the 

large multi-national corporations with huge resources, considerable power and 

extensive control over intellectual property rights, including published fiction in all 

its forms. Inevitably, this brings the corporations into conflict with the individuals 

who would re-write these stories for their own reasons. 

A-Natural History of Fandom 

What is rccogniscd as modem fandorn - literally a community of enthusiasts of 

one or more media or written texts - is commonly thought to have begun in the 

The Lord of the Rings ', in Tolhien On Film: Essqs on Peter Jackson 's 
The Lord ofthe Rings, (see Paxson, above), pp. 3-23 (p. 20) 
124 Floyd D. Chcung, 'Imagining Danger, Imagining Nation: Postcolonial Discourse in Rising Sun 
and Slargate', Jouvert, --litip. -//social. chass. ncsu. cdu/Jouvert/v2i2/choung. htm>faccessed 14 
SePtcmbcr 2006] 
123 Kristin Thompson, 'Review: ToMen on Film: Essays on Peter Jackson's Me Lord ofthe 
Rings", Tolklen Studies, 3 (2006), 222-228 (p. 223) 
126 Barbara Bush, Imperialism and Postcolonialims (I larlow: Pearson Education Ltd. 2006), p. 43 
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mid to late sixties and early seventies with Star Trek. It is from this proto-fandom 

that some of the unwritten conventions of fandom have descended; 'fanfiction' 

became the word to designate stories written by fans for each other; 'fan art' 

comes from the same root as 'fanfiction; words such as 'slash' indicate a 

homosexual relationship within a text, and so on. Although I lenry Jenkins argues 

that 1920s and 1930s science fiction fandom set the model for later fandoms, in 

that the reciprocal relationship 'between readers, writers, and editors set 

expectations as science fiction spread into film and television, ' 127 he concedes that 

'fans' in this sense are only a small part of the viewing public: 'fans were the 

primary readers for literary science fiction, they were only a small fraction of the 

audience for network television'. 128, MiS fandom was proactivc, hierarchical, 

organised and more importantly, 'interracial, includes people of all ages, has a fair 

number of disabled members, is sexually balanced, and has a strong cross-class 

representation. ' 129 Both I Icnry Jenkins and Constance Pcnlcy chose to study Star 

Trek fans when considering fannish modes of reception and consumption, although 

both also selected a specific and underground sub-set of fandom, slash readers and 

writers as they operated outside the lcgitimatc fandom. 

Fandom is a term which is used by academics and fans alike to indicate the 

community of consumers of media texts who interact socially to produce 

fanfiction, fan art and othcr forms of artistic cxprcssion. Jcnnifcr Brayton's 

diffcrcntiation betwccn the audiencc and the fan is particularly appropriatc: 'if the 

127 1 lenry Jenkins, 'interactive Audiences: ne 'Collective Intelligence' of Media Fans' 
'littp: //web. mit. cdu/cms/ilcopic/licnry3/Collectivcý/ý20intclligcnce. html> 
accessed 13 Ma 2005] 128 

Ibid. 
y 

129 Constance Pcnlcy, NASAITrek: Popular Science andSex In America (London: Verso, 1997), p. 
99 
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audience consists of general consumers of mass media and popular culture, fans 

are emotionally focused towards one specific topic or intercst. "30 She goes on to 

dcrine Tolkicn fandorn by suggesting that: 'Simply watching the films does not 

make one a fan; it is the expanded interest in all things Middle Earth that dcl'incs 

fandom. "31 Fandorn is a term used widely and oflen inaccurately, especially by 

those who are not familiar with the language or landscape of fannish activities - 

for one thing, common usage of 'fandom' by non-participants oflen neglects the 

plurality of the word. Use of the word fandorn can be on the local scale - as for 

example The Lord ofthe Rings fans -or on the global scale to indicate all those 

engaged in fandom. Within this social network of complex and hierarchical 

relationships, fandoms devolve into their component parts - for example, in The 

Lord ofthe Rings fandom there arc distinct and discrete groups of book fans, 

movie fans, slashcrs (fans of slash fiction) among many others. 132 Navigating one 

specific fandom can be a difficult and complicated endcavour, especially given the 

fact that many fans from apparently differing sides of any one debate can coexist 

quite happily over another debate. An added complication is that the impact of the 

internet on fandorn and fannish activities could never have been predicted and 

prompted the biggest revolution in fandorn since the photocopier came into 

everyday use and allowed for the easy production of fanzincs. 133 The Most 

significant changes in the organisation of fandorn seem to have been brought about 

by technological advances. Although PcnIcy draws attention to Star Treks 

"0 Jennifer Brayton, 'Fic Frodo Slash Frodo', in From llobhUs to llallywood. ý Essqs on Peter 
Jackson's Lord ofthe Rings, cd. by Ernest Mathijs and Murray Pomcrance (Amsterdam and New 
York: Rodopi, 2006), pp. 137-153 (p. 138) 
13 1 Brayton, p. 148 
132 See Appendix A. 
133 Star Trek fans used photocopiers to distribute fanfiction. See Camille Bacon-Smith, 
Enterprising Women: Television Fandom andthe Creation ofthe Popular Myth (Philadelphia: 
University of Pennsylvania Press, 1992) 

41 * 
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contextual reception as a positive post-war text, she also notes briefly that the 

advent of the video recorder in the late sixties and early seventies facilitated the 

spread of Star Trek fandom, as fans were able to exchange tapes and increase the 

collective and specific knowledge of the community as a whole. 134 nC 

photocopier enabled fanfiction to be widely distributed through fanzincs, and 

modem technologies such as the intcmct, DVD and CD rcwritcrs, digital 

hardware, file sharing and sophisticated open source software underpin modem 

fandom. Ross Smith points out that 'the advent of the Internet [ ... ] has enabled 

fans of Tolkienian linguistics to share material and ideas with a speed and 

eff icicncy previously unthinkable. ' 135 

Anthony Burdgc and Jessica Burke provide a succinct summary of the 

development of Tolkicn fandom from the 1960s onwards, although there arc a 

number of factual errors concerning their definition of slash or homosexual fiction 

which seem to indicate that they arc not fandom scholars. Despite this, they make 

some interesting points about the impact that American Tolkicn fans had on 

getting the unauthorized version of The Lord ofthe Rings publishcd by Ace Books 

banned: 

Tolkien's American readers not only defended him but also forced 
booksellers to remove all copies of the Ace editions from the market. With 
the cfforts of the established Science Fiction Writers of America, combined 
with those of the newly formed Tolkicn Society of America, Ace contacted 
Tolkicn, promising not only that it would pay royalties to him for every 
Ace edition sold but also that it would cease printing once stock was 
depleted. 136 

34 Pcnlcy, p. 1 15-116 
35 Ross Smith, 'Timeless Tolkicn Pan 2: The Enduring Popularity ora Philological rantasist', 

English Today, 21: 4 (October 2005), 13-20 (p. 18) 
136 Anthony Burdge and Jessica Burke, 'random. J99 Tolklen Encyclopedia: Scholmhlp and 
CrificalAssessment, ed. by Michael D. C. Drout (London and New York: Routledgc. 2007), pp. 
191-6 (pp. 1934) 
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Newsgroups, bulletin boards, mailing lists, message boards, web archives, 

intemct search engines and, most recently, wcblogs have turned fandorn into a 

global rather than local phenomenon. I lenry Jenkins casts doubt on the continuing 

relevance of the old hierarchical model of the fandorn relationship with the text: 'I 

don't think late eighties, early ninctics audience research that posits resistance as 

the dominant way of understanding how audiences relate to texts makes any sense 

at the current moment of media production and consumption'. 137 I-hiS suggest that 

the old hierarchical model of the fandom relationship with the text has ceased to be 

useful when dealing with modern media such as the intcrnet. The fanfiction writer 

is no longer reaching an audience of perhaps a couple of hundred readers, but 

potentially millions of fans worldwide; indeed, as Anna Smol points out: 

It would be unusual for a reader to experience The Lord ofthe Rings only 
as a printed text at the current time. The films by Peter Jackson, the 
extended DVD versions of the films, the DVD commentaries and other 
publicity, and a prolific amount of fanfiction, art, and discussion on the 
Internet comprise the complex intcrtcxtuality of the story for many 
people. 139 

Inevitably, the whole landscape of fanfiction has been changed so 

completely by the influence of the internet that previous studies have barely begun 

to scratch the surface of fannish activities. ror example, fandorn is being 

increasingly used as a platform to reach consumers with many smaller wcbsite 

offering links to cut price DVDs and electronic equipment as a way to offset their 

costs. 17his hypcr linking encourages members of fandorn to 'read' the Internet as a 

series of inter-tcxts with multiple levels of inquiry and criticism. TIc internet 

137 1 Icnry Jenkins, 'intensities Interviews I lenry Jenkins @Console-ing Passions, University of 
Bristol, July 7'h, 200 V, Intensities: The Journal OfCull Akdia. 
<btlp: //intcnsities. org/C-ssays/Jcnkins. pdi! > [accessed 9 May 2005] 
'"Anna Smol, "'Oh ... Oh... Frodol": Rcadings Of Male Intimacy In The Lord0f The Rings', 
AfF. V Alodern Fiction Studies, 50: 4 (Winter 2004), 949-979 (p. 967) 
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works as a site of appropriation in fandom, one which offers multiple models of 

fan appropriation stretching from consumcr-appropriation of the media text to the 

writing and producing of fanf iction and fan art based on the media text. 

The internct has also changed the way fans move between fandoms. For 
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example, twenty years ago, a fan would probably have to have personal contacts to 

get him or her into a new fandorn and to have access to the fanfiction, fan art and 

meta discussions. Now, all a fan has to do is to type the appropriate search terms 

into Google, AltaVista or MSN Search to come up with hundreds of thousands of 

hits. Wcblog providers such as Joumalr-cn and LiveJournal go one further and 

enable users to run online communities. Not only this, but as Bruno Giussani 

points out, the mcdiurn of the intcrnct has a strong impact not only on how 

information is accessed but how narratives are told: 

Online content on the other hand is fluid, moving. It docsift know 
deadlines - actually, every momcnt is a potential dcadlinc. There is no set 
chronological order, you can change original content, update it, corrcct it, 
complete it and re-use it, anytime. An article becomes a story in progress, 
cnriched by other stories fluinks to hypcrtcxt, and allowing for constant rc- 
composition. It is important to undcrstand that, just because this never- 
ending restructuring is possible, it becomes necessary. Melinda McAdams 
remarked that Information In the online service must be looked afier, not 

139 merelyput there andforgotlen. The fluid media cannot stand immobility. 

The very rigid controls over the reading and writing of fanf iction - 

especially for the writers of slash, which Camille Bacon-Smith elucidates - seem 

archaic to the twcnty-f irst. century fanfiction writcr who operates in an 

environment where there arc no such boundaries and where intcrtcxtual movement 

is encouraged rather than repressed. 140 As Esther Saxcy notes: 'One need not look 

139 Bruno Giussani, 'A New Mcdia Tells Different Stories', First Alonday, 
<htlp. -Ilwwwfirstmonday. dklissueslissue2. 

-41giussaniI -* [accessed 16 June 2008] 
140 See Camille Bacon-Smith, Enterprising Women, 
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within a fandom, and then within fan-f iction, for slash (the route suggested by 

Bacon-Smith); one can stumble over slash through a search engine while looking 

for other material on a particular TV series. ' 141 Instead of a model of fandorn as a 

closed, homogenous community, the modern fandorn operates under a model of 

migration where moving from fandom to fandom is relatively simple and 

fani"Iction writers are multi- rather than mono-fandom orientated. 

To date the most well known researchers in the area of fandorn and 

fanfiction have restcd uneasily between fan and academic, endcavouring both to 

penetrate the community and to retain academic authority and remain outside it. 

I lenry Jenkins notes that: 'Writing as a fan about fan culture poses certain 

potential risks for the academic critic, yet it also facilitates certain understandings 

and forms of access impossible through other positionings. ' 142 Indeed, as Susan 

Bookcr comments: 'Some colleagues cringe when they rind out that I study 

fanf iction, and few ever learn I write it as WC11.043 Jenkins, Bacon-Smith and 

Sheenaugh Pugh all assert their authority as members of the community above 

their academic credentials, perhaps indicating the current market for such texts is 

currently not institutions of higher education. The underlying assumption that the 

methods employed by fans and academics in evaluating fandom and fanfiction are 

different is one of the fundamental problems with research in the field. Shccnaugh 

Pugh, in the introduction to her book The Democratic Genre states that her point is 

"' Esther Saxcy, 'Staking a Claim: The Series and its Slash Fan-Fiction', in Reading the Vampire 
S4er., An Unofficial Critical Companion to Duffy andAngel, cd. by Roz Kaveney (London and 
New York: Tauris Parke Paperbacks, 2M), pp. 187-2 10 (p. 189) 
"2 1 lenry Jenkins, Textual Poachers: Television Fans and Participatory Culture (London and New 
York: Routledge, 1992), p. 6 
143 Susan Booker, 'Tales Around the Internet Campfire: ranfiction in Tolkien's Universe, in 
Tolkien On Film (see Paxson, above), pp. 259-282 (p. 26 1) One of the sections of Chapter Three Is 
entitled 'A Digital Campfire: Fandom and Fanf iction' but that particular title was drawn from an 
early paper based on this thesis - long before I read Tolklen On Film. 
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to 'consider fanfiction from a literary point of view, as one might any other highly 

successful, popular genre. "44 She deliberately distances herself from the approach 

taken by Henry Jenkins, Camille Bacon-Smith and Constance Penicy, noting that 

she 'did not wish to repeat' 14S earlier studies 'of fanfiction as a sociological 

phenomenon, usually in the context of womcn's studies or media studies. ' 146 

Another is the issue of gencralisation; Pcnlcy's work on slash fiction written by 

women engaging with themes of a utopian science future in Star Trck does not 

easily map onto slash fanfiction for a television programme which has canon gay 

characters such as Torchwood- of which, as Daniel Allington suggests: 'it is hard 

to avoid the suspicion that media industry crcativcs have begun to draw on slash 

for inspiration'. 147 

Tbc appropriation by fanfiction writcrs of Tolkicn also works to 

demonstrate the complex nature of appropriation. Linda I lutchcon suggests that 

parody simultancously subvcrts and rcinforccs the sourcc tcxt: 

lntcrtcxtual parody of canonical American and European classics is one 
mode of appropriating and reformulating - with significant change - the 
dominant white, male, middle-class, heterosexual, Euroccntric culture. It 
does not reject it, for it cannot. Postmodcrnism. signals its dependence by 
its use of the canon, but reveals its rebellion through its ironic abuse of 
it. 148 

I lutchcon's conccntration on parody Icd hcr to concludc that postmodcm 

appropriations of the canon 'abuse' the source texts, but expanded, this rather 

narrow view serves to illuminate the relationship between the appropriated and the 

114 Shccnaugh Pugh, The Democratic Genre: Fanfiction In A Literary Context (Bridgend: Seren, 
2005), p. II 

I 
]bid., p. II 
Ibid., p. 11 

147 Daniel Allington, -I low Come Most People Don't See It? ": Slashing The Lordofthe Rings', 
Vocial Semlotics, 17: 1 (March 2007), 43-63 (p. 44) 
148 1 lutchcon, A Poetics ofPostmodernism, p. 130 
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appropriating texts. Jonathan Gray chooses to study parody as 'a critical form of 

intertcxtuality, and its talent at invading other texts and at criticizing them from 

within', thereby placing parody at the extreme end of the appropriativc 

continuum. 149 Fanfiction also includes purely parodic works - Cassandra Clairc's 

The Very Secret Diaries is an obvious example of this - but arguably the majority 

of fanfiction, even satirical and 'crack' fanfiction, while showing evidence of 

intcrtcxtual appropriation, falls short of the overt criticism which parody 

neccssi tatcs. The Very Secret Diaries parody Bridget Jones's Diary as much as 

they do Jackson's The Lord ofthe Rings, and this parodic appropriation, written by 

a woman writing back to a'chick lit' text through the medium of parody of f Urn. 

adaptations and aitcring the focus onto various neurotic members of the 

Fellowship, works as an ironic countcr-text to I Men Ficiding's. Tile VerySecrel 

Diaries give an alternate - and very funny - view of the motivations of the 

Fellowship. T'he elves arc vapid, vain and sclfýobscsscd, demonstrated best in 

Lcgolas's diary entries: 'Went to Council of Elrond. Was prettiest person there. 

Agreed to follow some tiny little man to Mordor to throw ring into volcano. Very 

important mission - gold ring so tacky. '150 Cassandra Clairc's interpretation of the 

schisms between the members of the Fcl lowship arc articulated best in Mic Very 

Secret Diary of Boromir' where Boromir's distrust of Aragom and desire for the 

Ring arc read as two sides to the same issue: "'lloromir, give the Ring back to 

Froooodoo. " "Boromir, let *me* carry Frodo up Caradhras. " "Boromir, quit trying 

49 Gray, Watching With the Simpsons, p. 4 
" Cassandra Claire, 'The Very Sccrct Diary of Ugolas, Part One'. 

-chttp: //www. calasaid. com/misc/vsd/lcgolas. htmiý,, [accessed IS Decembcr 20071 
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to cut off Frodo's head while he's asleep so you can get at the Ring. " Blatant 

favoritism most annoying. "S' 

The fan-writtcn parodies of The Lord ofthe Rings appropriate into a new 

cultural product (the textual parody) and domain (internet fandom works both as 

medium and domain) whereas those fanfiction stories which interweave closely 

with the source text such as Baylor's The Ifigh King's Falcon remain a specific 

version of The Lord ofthe Rings, reinterpreted, but still clearly signalling its 

relationship with the source text. Sanders concludes that 'we need to view literary 

adaptations and appropriation from this more positive vantage point, seeing it as 

creating new cultural and aesthetic possibilities that stand alongside the texts 

which have inspired them, enriching rather than "robbing" thcm. 152As Bakhtin 

noted 'the process of parodying forces us to experience those sides of the object 

that are not otherwise included in a given gcnre'. 153 Gollum's melancholic 

ruminations on his unloved state when compared to Frodo arc extremely funny but 

also work to subtextually reinforce the binary relationship between Gollurn and 

Frodo in Jackson's films. Tolkicn's Gollurn and Jackson's Gollurn follow the 

Fellowship, shadowing them as much as any of the Nazg0l, but Cassandra Claire's 

Gollurn is literally carried with the rMlowship: 

Day Thirty 
V. cold on top of Caradhras. Everyone wants to carry Frodo up mountain. 
Nobody wants to carry me up mountain. 
Stowcd away in Lcgolas' backpack but excessive nancing was not good for 
stomach. I lave been sick all over Of collection of hair care products. Hope 
he does not notice. 154 

ls' Cassandra Claire, 'The Very Secret Diary of Boromir'. 
<http: //www. livejoumal. conVtalkread. bml? itemid-1939921 I> [accessed 18 December 2007] 
52 Sanders, Adaptation, p. 41 : 
53 Mikhail Bakhtin quoted in Gray, Watching With the Simpson, p. 4 

'-" Cassandra Claire, 'The Very Secret Diary of Gollum'. 
<: bttp: //www. calasaid. com/misc/vsd/gollum. html>. [acccssedl8December2OO7] 
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The outsider, the tenth member of the Fellowship, is taken within the Fellowship in 

The Very Secret Diaries and foreshadows the events of The Two Towers and The 

Return ofthe King where Sam, Frodo and Gollum become a mini-Fellowship, a 

hobbit trinity of sorts where the events of Amon I len in The Fellowship ofthe Ring 

are repeated in Mount Doom with Gollum replacing Boromir. Amy II. Sturgis 

describes Cassandra Claire's appropriation of Jackson's films as 'a loving send- 

up, ' which would seem to signal a di ffercrice from the appropriativc critique 

inherent in parodies such as Stoppard's Rosencrantz and Guildenstern . 4re 

Dead. ' 55 Appropriativc parodies of The Lord ofthe Rings, cxcmpliried by The 

Very Secret Diaries and The Bagenders, are simultaneously endemic of the 'new 

cra of ironically distanced and distancing humor' and supportive of the iconic 

status of the original text. 156 

Conclusion 

Consequently, in chapter one I will be investigating Tolkicn's appropriations of 

imperial adventure literature and the imperial ideology which, as a result, runs 

through The Lord ofthe Rings and is in turn appropriated by modem fantasy 

writers. Particular attention will be paid to She and King Solomon's Mines by If. 

Rider I laggard as Tolkien's appropriations of I laggard arc both startling and 

illuminating. Tolkien himself alluded to the essential nature of appropriation and 

rcpctition in a letter: 

I believe that legends and myths arc largely made out of "outh", and indeed 
present aspects of it that can only be received in this mode; and long ago 

155 Amy 11. Stugis'Make Mine "Movicvcrse': I low the Tolkien Fanfiction Community Learned to 
Stop Worrying and Love Peter Jackson' in Tolklen On Film (scc Paxson, above), pp. 283-305 (p. 
292) 
1 '16 Gray, Watching WIth the Simpsons, p. 7 
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certain truths and modes of this kind were discovered and must always 
reappear. 157 

The influence of imperial literature extends throughout Tolkien's charactcrisation 

of his masculine heroes and is exemplified in his treatment of deception and 

morality. The influence of colonial literature on The Lordof1he Rings seems to 

have been glossed over or entangled with discussions of racism in Tolkien's work 

and Tolkicn's literary inheritance of the imperial adventure narrative of I laggard, 

Robert Louis Stevenson, G. A. I Icnty and Rudyard Kipling has itself been 

obfuscated behind a mask of acceptable academic practice. 

. 60- 

In a similar way, Pctcr Jackson's adaptations of The Lord ofthe Rings work 

to disguise and rewrite the landscape of New Zealand as Middle-eardi. Phillipa 

Mein Smith, in her history of New Zealand, notes: 'That New Zealand could pose 

as Middle Earth confirmed the power of inherited mythology. 158 The stressing of 

New Zealand's shared heritage with Britain and historical, social and economic 

connections between the two nations may have helped to culturally displace the 

Maori. Certainly, it seems that Jackson has evoked an explicitly European method 

of 'looking' at the land and imposed this new look upon modern New Zealand. 

However, Jackson's appropriation and visual (rc)writing of New Zealand also 

demand that the films be considered as postcolonial texts in thcir own right, 

independent of Tolkien's novel. Jackson's position is therefore a complex one 

which oscillates between producer of post-colonial text through a rc-writing of 

Tolkien's The Lord of1he Rings and a creator of a new cconomic and artistic view 

of New Zealand which is in line with previous, Europcan-imposcd identities. 

137 The Letters ofJ. R It Tolklen, p. 147 
158 Phillipa Mein Smith, A Concise History offew Zealand (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2005), p. 252 
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Chapter three discusses postmodern unauthorised appropriations in fandom 

alongside the great tradition of appropriation which was best excmplif"icd in the 

Grail narratives which were begun by Chrdtien de Troyes between 1160 and 1190. 

Linda Hutchcon's commentary on parody is equally applicable to fandom: 'it is 

one of the major ways in which women and other cx-ccntrics both use and abuse, 

set up and then challenge male traditions in art. " 39 Fannish appropriations remain 

resolutely unofficial despite modem fandom being formed in the 1920s and 1930s 

science fiction magazines which encouraged a dialogue between writer and readcr. 

As Ilcnry Jenkins notes: 'almost every major literary science fiction writer came 

from the ranks of fandom'. 160 Ile goes on to note that 'every reader was 

understood to be a potential writer and many fans aspired to break into 

professional publication; fan ideas influenced commcrcially-distributed works at a 

time when science fiction was still understood predominantly as a micro-genrc 

aimed at a small but passionate niche market' which is clearly apposite to current 

consumption for media texts. 161 

Rcsistance to cultural homogcny and cultural impcrialism is a featurc not 

only of postcolonial societies but also of fandom. This only becomes a problem 

when core cultural narratives such as The Lord of1he Rings arc owned by 

corporations. Fandorn is a culture which is told it cannot legally appropriate or 

resist dominant cultural icons. Barthcs and Foucault demand a response to these 

texts, demand a response which tests upon multiple interpretations which arc static 

- fandorn as a culture not only rcads multiple interpretations of texts but celebrates 

them through re-authorings. 

: 59 1 lutcheon, A Poetics ofPosimodernism, p. 134 
60 Jenkins, 'Intensities' 

161 Ibid. 
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With Frodo in Middle-earth: 
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With Frodo in Middle-carth: Empirc and Advcnture in The Lnr(lofthe Rings 

A post-World War Two novel about the epic journey undertaken by a set of faux 

medieval knights to destroy a weapon of ultimate - and ultimately corrupting - 

power may seem to have little to do with the literature of the British Empire. This 

is in part because of confusion over the use of the term 'empire', which is itself a 

measure of chronology, rather than ideological connections. The appellation 

4empire literature' generally refers to such literary works as were composed 

between the late eighteenth and early twentieth centuries, disregarding the staying 

power of such narratives and their later appropriation. In fact, colonial or empire 

literature is an important - though largely unacknowledged - part of modem 

literature, as is clearly demonstrated in the appropriativc works of J. R. R. Tolkien. 

It is these ideological and stylistic appropriations between The Lord ofthe 

Rings and the late-ninctccnth century and carly-twcntieth century imperial 

adventure novels which place Tol kicn's 77te Lord ofthe Rings on a continuum on 

which Robert Louis Stevenson, Rudyard Kipling, 11. Rider Haggard and G. A. 

I lenty also take their places. These thematic appropriations ensure that, 

ideologically and stylistically, the imperial adventure story is translated into the 

twentieth century as a gloriously nostalgic fantasy novel, and for a modern rcadcr 

it is clear that the imaginative landscapes - Rider I laggard's darkest Africa 

exchanged for Tolkicn's Middle-carth - are separated only by time. The 

importance of empire adventure narratives on their audience was significant and 

far beyond the critical evaluation of the quality of the novels in question. it is a 

mistake to dismiss them because most of these texts were highly popular and 

-53- 
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written explicitly for ajuvcnilc audience; what Edward Said idcntirics as the 

writing of empire in literature is clearly demonstrated through those texts which 

6not only influenced child readers in the past, but continue to influence 

contemporary children, through both their continued availability in print and 

their strong influence upon writers of more contemporary tcxts. "62 It can be 

argued that 'fantasy makes for a fascinating look at colonial rhetoric in its most 

ideal, unchallenged form... fantasy is fully capable of perpetuating colonial 

rhetoric because it refcrs to the fictions we make to screen reality. ' 163 

The late nineteenth century and early twentieth centuries became 

-64- 

preoccupied with fears that adventure in the heroic imperialist sense was becoming 

outdated. An era which saw the British empire at its greatest expansion lcft few 

blank geographical areas for explorers in the style of Allan Quatermain to find 

adventure. Many writers instead sought adventure in 'the unreal world of romance, 

dreams, imagination. " 64 In addition to this, as Jeffrey Auerbach notes, 

contemporary reports attest to life on the fronticrs of the empire being far from 

exciting or glamorous. 165 Imperial adventure literature then becomes part of a 

mythologizing of empire for consumption by the masses as part of a concerted - 

although by no means entirely conscious - propaganda campaign and the 

162 M. Daphne Kutzer, Empire's Children: Empire and Imperialism in Classic British 
Children's Books (New York: Garland Publishing, 2000), pp. 140-141 
163 Elizabeth Massa I loiem, 'World Creation as Colonization: British Imperialism in "Aldarion and 
Erendis"', Tolklen Studies, 2: 1 (2005), 75-92 (p. 85) 
164 Patrick Brantlingcr, 'Impcrial Gothic: Atavism and the Occult In the British Adventure Novel, 
1980-1914' in Reading Fin do Si&le Fictions, ed. by Lyn Pykett (London: Longman, 1996), pp. 
184-209 (p. 194) 
165 Jeffirey Auerbach, 'Art, Advertising and the Legacy of Empire, TheJournal ofpopular Culture, 
35: 4 (Spring, 2002), 1-23 
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Gcnergising myths of empire remained at the heart of popular culture decades aficr 

high culture had abandoned them. "66 

Patrick Brantlinger argues that imperial ism 'functioned as a partial 

substitute for declining or fallen Christianity and for declining faith in Britain's 

future' 167 and by the early twentieth century, the British Empire 'was a complex, 

worldwide system stretching over 12.1 million square miles, roughly one-quartcr 

of the Earth's surface' 168 and it was clear that 'throughout the imperial century 

(1815-1902), the novel participated vigorously in the celebration, legitimation, and 

interrogation of imperialism and colonialism'. 169 Martin Green argues that it is 'the 

adventure novels which could be explained in terms of empire' 170 and M. Daphne 

Kutzcr's analysis of classic British children's literature reveals that the 'ethos that 

both produces imperialism and is engendered by imperialism' underpins many of 

the texts which are considered the canon of children's literature 171 
. Kutzer goes on 

to argue that children are themselves part of the voiceless coloniscd 'natives' of 

the British empire with novels rather than trade or warfare providing the colonial 

impetus. This inculcation of children into empire - and the unacknowledged 

'othcring' which it necessitates - fits alongside arguments that the writings for 

juveniles of Kipling, I Icnty and I laggard played their part in the presentation and 

rc-prcscntation of empire to a global audience. Guy Arnold noted of I Icnty that: 'in 

166 C. C. Eldridge, Ae Imperial Erperience., From Carlyle to Forster (London: Macmillan Press, 
1996), p. 77 
67 Brantlinger, 'Imperial Gothic', p. 186 
16' The Oxford History of the British Empire Volume IV., The 7Wenlieth Century, ed. by Judith M. 
Brown and Wm. Roger Louis, 8 vols (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999), IV p. 3 
169 Deirdre David, 'Empire, Race, and the Victorian Novel', A Companion to the Victorian Novel, 
ed. by Patrick Brantlingcr and William B. Thesing (Maiden, Mass: Blackwell Publishing, 2002), 
pp. 84-100 (p. 89) 

0 Martin Green quoted in SuvcndriniPercra, 7he Reaches ofEmpire. 7he English Novelfrom 
Edgeworth to Dickens (New York: Columbia University Press, 199 1), p. 5 
17' Kutzcr, p. xv. 
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Canada, Australia, New Zealand and possibly even more the United States there 

are more people proportionately than in Britain who could say [ ... ] "We were 

brought up on him for history at school". " 72 In this sense, the popular novels of 

the late-nineteenth and early-twcntieth century can be said to both make and re- 

make empire. Edward Said makes a similar point about Heart ofDarkness, 

stressing the inherent instability of both the concept of empire and the reality of 

empire which maskcd the very methods by which it maintained itself. 

The straight-forward appropriation of imperial adventure texts by later 

- 5G- 

writers - including Tolkicn, and C. S. Lewis - and the unconscious appropriation of 

the imperialist ideology, or, more accurately, what Kutzcr refers to as the ethos of 

imperialism that is both the product and the source of imperialism, has led to the 

sustaining of empire in modem literature. Suvcndrini Percra goes on to suggest 

that there is a direct correlation between the reality of the British empire and its 

representation in novels. 173 

Without arguing that the advcnturc novcls by popular %vritcrs such as 

Stevenson and I lenty or the I literary canon' novels by Dickens and Austen created 

empire, 'the canonical nature and unquestioned status of the works of the English 

literary tradition and the values they incorporated remained potent in the cultural 

formation and the ideological institutions of education and litcraturc'. 174 The large 

international readership of these novels leaves the possibility that the empire cra 

novel 'prepared for, or made possible a climate for receiving or accommodating, 

172 Guy Arnold, Held Fast For England: G. A. Ilenly Imperialist Boys' Writer(London: I famish 
I lamilton, 1980), p. 175 
173 See Suvendrini Perera. 
174 Bill Ashcroft, Gareth Griffiths and I Wen Tiffin, The Empire Writes Back (L4Dndon: Routledge, 
2002), p. 4 
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empire'. 175 The explicit presence of empire in the adventure novels of Robert 

Louis Stevenson, G. A. IIcnty, 11. Ridcr Haggard and Rudyard Kipling is notjust in 

the colonial locations which provide the exotic backdrop to their narratives, but is 

also part of a directed cultural shift which aimed to propagate spccific ideologies. 

Modem scholarship has begun to draw out these embedded propagandas but 

within literature has concentrated on the English canonic novels. 176 In addition, 

while "'serious literature" was uniformly hostile to the Empire [ ... I this was not 

how the general public saw it. For ordinary people, the Empire was the mythic 

landscape of romance and adventure'. 177 The use of empire in late-ninctcenth 

century and early-twcntieth century novels may appear to be obvious but to 

dismiss the cultural effect these novels had on generations of young men in Britain 

and British colonies is to do them a disservice. As Lawrence James suggests, it 

was the emphasis on duty which indirectly led to the thousands of volunteers for 

World War One: 

many exposed to the writings of I lcnty and his fcllows emerged convinced 
that brawn mattered more than brains, and large numbers of them acted in a 
manncr of which their boyhood heroes would have approved when they 
volunteered for war in 1914 and 1915.178 

In'Boy's Own Empire: Feature Films and Imperialism in the 1930s', 

Jcffrey Richards stresses the importance not only of warfare but of the army which 

became 'central to the myths and rituals of empire" in the late nineteenth century 

and cites several contemporary sources which attest to the extent to which the 

175 Suvendrini Perera, p. 7 
176 See for example, Edward Said, Culture and Imperialism, M. Daphne Kutzcr, Empire s Children 
177 Jeffrey Richards, 'Boy's Own Empire: Feature Films and Imperialism in the 1930s' in 
Imperialism and Popular Culture, cd. by John Mackenzie (Manchester Manchester University 
Press, 1986), pp. 140-164 p. 143 
17" Lawrence James, The Rise and Fall ofthe British Empire (London: Abacus, 2004), p. 215 
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army was seen as a moral and noble career. 179 Geoffrey I lcmpstead argues that the 

Omystification of service"80 and duty which he identifies in the Cold War novels of 

John Le Carrd has a direct root in empire literature where it carries the echo of 

rigidly defined homosocial organisations and 'racialism, patriarchy and the 

concept of service are inseparable'. ' 81 To a lesser extent -although with arguably 

greater cultural signiricance - Ian Fleming's James Bond novels can be said to 

draw upon the same imperial framework: in Goldeneye, M calls Bond 'a dinosaur, 

a Cold War relic' and her assessment is critically correct but Bond is far older than 

the Cold War. 182 Like Allan Quatcrinain and the cvcr-grccn heroes of I lcnty's 

novels, Bond is a creature of the British cmpire and his adventures are cast in the 

same mould as other imperial adventurers. 

Pcter Childs, cxamining the work of I laggard, I lenty and Buchan, 

identifies the various tropes of imperial adventure narratives as generally 

containing some or all of the following: 

the cult of the heroic individual; the quest for land or treasure; an 
overdeveloped sense of patriarchal responsibility for foreign peoples, 
especially the deposed or dominated; a perceived equivalence between 
heroes and native counterparts; the revelation of the treacherous 'savage'; 
the map or coded message; an appetite for violence in desperate but 
honoumbic battles. 183 

It is clear to see how easily The Lord ofthe Rings fits into this pattern: from classic 

mcdicval to postmodem hcrocs, The Lord ofthe Rings givcs a scicction of hcrocs 

1" Jeffrey Richards, 'With I lenty To Africa' in Imperialism andJuvende Literature, ed. by Jeffrey 
Richards (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1989), pp 72-106 (p. 8 1) 
180 Geoffrey I lcmpstcad, 'George Smiley and the Post-Impcrial Nostalgia' in Patriotism: Vie 
Making and Unmaking of British National Identity. Volume Three National Fictions, cd. by 
Raphael Samuel (London: Routledge, 1989), pp. 233-240 (p. 236) 

' Ibid., p. 239 ': 
2 Goldeneye. Dir. Michael Campbell, United International Pictures (UIP) 1995. 

183 Peter Childs, Modernism and the Post-Colonlah Literature and Empire 1885-1930 (London: 
Continuum International Publishing Group, 2007), pp. 10- 11 
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to bolster Childs's cult of the heroic individual and many examples of characters 

performing heroic deeds. These examples range from the responsibility towards 

the citizens of Middle-earth which is consistently shown by the elves and also 

Aragorn; Pippin riding into battle with the Men of the West in The Return of1he 

King; the final battle in the Scouring of the Shire where Merry, Pippin and Sam 

show their experience in warfare. The chapter 'Tlic Scouring of the Shire' 

becomes the 'real' end to The Lord ofthe Rings, providing one last adventure for 

the characters and demonstrating how they have changed from die hobbits who 

fled the Shire in fear. 

To examine The Lord ofthe Rings as an imperial adventure text, it is 

necessary to consider briefly the work of the most popular and prolific writers in 

the genre. I laggard and I lenty were pub] ishing at roughly the same time and for 

much the same audience - the young men and boys who would grow up to become 

the stalwart defenders of the Empire that Victorian society demanded that they 

should be. It is clear that these novels set forward a speciric masculine identity 

which not only rcflcctcd Victorian society but was also subtly different from the 

previous most desirable masculine identity. Tolkicn's appropriation of this 

imperial masculine identity can be seen clearly in the characters of Aragorn and 

Frodo but also in the character of Pippin, the only trucjuvcnile in The Lord ofthe 

Rings. This neglected area of Tolkien scholarship is highlighted by William 11. 

Green whose succinct analysis of the relationship between Tolkien and the earlier 

adventure writers significantly draws a thematic I ine from Stevenson through 

I laggard to Tolkien: 

The Robbil, like Treasure Island, emerged from a popular tradition and 
exploits stock devices. Much as I laggard's book is Treasure Island 
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reinvented in the African veldt, The Robbit is King Solomon'sMines 
reinvented in Tolkien's great linguistic and geographical subcreation, 
Middle-caAh. 184 

James Obcrtino, dmwing explicit connections between Tacitus's Germania 

and Tolkien's The Lord ofthe Rings, argues that: 

even before the Great War, many knew that imperialism, even British 
imperialism, had serious flaws. Both Tacitus and Tolkicn would see an 
empire grow in size even as it seemed to have lost its soul. Tolkien is 
clearly a Little Englander, who describes the Shire as we find it at the start 
of The Lord ofthe Rings as a nearly perfect home country, with its leisure- 
loving, tca-drinking 11obbits, with no factories, mines or telegraph wires to 
mar the landscape, and no colonies contributing to Frodo's prosperity. 185 

For Obcrtino, the Shire's insularity and lack of industry works to illustrate 

Tolkien's anti-imperialist stance suggesting that only an idealised rural society is 

completely without imperialist tendencies. This is also a society without interest in 

exploration or the wider world outside its bordcrs; both, Tolkien demonstrates, 

characteristics which can lead to ruin. 186 Equally, it could be argued that the 

relationship between Iscngard and the Shire is archetypal of the coloniscr- 

coloniscd bond. The apparent stripping of goods and crops from the Shire is 

illustrative of 'bad' imperialism, contrasted with the 'good" imperialism of 

Aragorn's Gondor. I lowever, as Edward Said has demonstrated, imperialism has 

been so embedded into European culture, it is possible for writers to be both anti- 

imperialist and use imperialist ideology and motifs. 181 What Tolkicn and the epic 

164 William 11. Green, 'King Thorin's Mines'. p. 54 
"s James Obcrtino, 'Barbarians and Imperialism in Tacitus and The Lord ofthe Rings', To/h/en 
Studies, 3 (2006), 117-131 (p. 12 1) 
186 See James Obcrtino, I Barbarians and imperial ism in Tacitus and The Lord ofthe Rings' and 
Elizabeth Massa I loiem, 'World Creation as Colonization' ror examples of this. I loicrn does 
acknowledge that currently 'postcolonial commentary on Tolkicn (outside the pop-culture versions 

1 
published in news articles) is nearly non-existcnt' (p. 75). 
87 Critical analysis of Conrad's Heart ofDarkness vacillates between anti-imperialism and pro- 

Imperialism Interpretations. See Sarah Cole, 'Conradian Alienation and Imperial Intimacy', 
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fantasy writers who have followed him - the clearest example of this is David 

Eddings's BeIgariad and Mallorean series - is to give examples of 'bad' 

imperialism and 'good' imperial ism. At its most simple level, being part of an 

empire whose armies are described as 'boundless' and habitually dress in black or 

dark armour and which rampage through the world, intending to destroy and 

exploit everything they find, is suggestive of 'bad' imperialism. On the other hand, 

the hereditary monarch of a western island nation who unites disparate nations 

under a single banner while acknowledging their difference may be charitably 

described as a fantasy of commonwealth but more accurately as 'good' 

imperialism. 188 M. Daphne Kutzcr writes of The Lord ofthe Rings that in addition 

to being a 'reverse quest story, in many ways it is a reverse talc of imperialism' 

and argues that the actions of the hobbits in actively resisting the advance of 

Sauron suggest an anti-imperialist ideology in Tolkicn himself, colourcd by his 

experiences in the First World War. ' 89 It is through the troubling treatment of 

Sauron's armies that Tolkicn is most often accused of racism and indeed, the 

wholesale extermination of evil which The Lord ofthe Rings seems to advocate 

potentially rests more uneasily with a modern twcnty-f irst century reader than a 

mid-twenticth century reader. I laving said this - and Jackson's The Return ofthe 

King does appear to offer this conclusion to the final battle on the 'Field of 

Modern Fiction Studies, 44: 2 (1998) 251-28 1. Also Robert P. Marzcc, 'Enclosures, Colonization, 
and the Robinson Crusoe Syndrome: A Genealogy of Land in a Global Context, boundary 2,29: 2 
(2002), 129-156. 
"' N6mcnor may have been destroyed by the Valar but Aragorn's status as a 'son of Namcnor' is 
reiterated throughout. In David Eddings's The Belgarlad and The Afallorean, Garion is King of 
Riva (small island nation) and Overlord of the West. In the battle sequences in Enchanter's End 
Game the different cultures and abilities of the nations are continually stressed. By comparison, the 
Angaraks tend to be cast more as military categories: infantry, cavalry. cannon-foddcr and so on. "9 Kutzer, p. 131 
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Cormallen'- Tolkien's text takes a different path following the destruction of the 

Ring and the dcath of Sauron: 

so the creatures of Sauron, orc or troll or beast spell-enslaved, ran hither 
and thither mindless; and some slew themselves, or cast themselves in pits, 
or fled wailing back to hide in holes and dark lightless places far from 
hope. But the Men of RhCtn and of I farad, Easterling and Southron, saw the 
ruin of their war and the great majesty and glory of the Captains of the 
West. And those that were deepest and longest in evil servitude, hating the 
West, and yet were men proud and bold, in their turn now gathered 
themselves for a last stand of desperate battle. But the most part fled 
eastward as they could; and some cast their weapons down and sued for 
mercy. 190 

Those followers of Sauron who were Men not only survive but are even allowed 

their own heroic last stand; the orcs and trolls who are merely 'creatures of 

Sauron' seem to have a more prosaic fatc. 191 Tom Shippey notes that the orcs in 

The Lord ofthe Rings 'recognise the idea of goodness, appreciate humour, value 

loyalty, trust, group cohesion and the ideal of a higher cause than themselves, and 

condemn failings from these ideals in others. ' 192 Shippey argues that 'orcish 

behaviour is also perfectly clearly human behaviour' and goes on to stress the 

difficulties Tolkicn found in reconciling the orcs with his belief that evil could not 

create. 193 If Morgoth had not created the orcs then they were a corrupted form of 

humanity, and therefore not irredeemable: Tolkien leaves the battlefield in the 

capable hands of 'Amgorn and the other lords' and the eventual fate of the orcs in 

darkness. 194 

90 The Lord ofthe Rings, p. 949 
91 Mid. 
192 Tom Shippey, 'Orcs, Wraiths, Wights: Tolkien's Images of Evil'. Roots and8ranches: Selected 
Pqpers on Tolklen (Switzerland: Walking Tree Publishers, 2007), pp. 243-268 (p. 248) 
193 Mid. 
194 The Lord ofthe Rings, p. 949 
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It seems most likely that Tolkien, like Conmd, 'as a creature of his time 

[ ... I could not grant the natives their freedom, despite his severe critique of the 

imperialism that enslaved them' but to use an allegedly simple division of good 

and evil in The Lord ofthe Rings as proof of Tolkicn's racism is to misjudge both 

text and author. 195 Anderson Rearick III's thorough rebuttal of allegations of 

racism levelled at Tolkicn in 'Why Is the Only Good Ore A Dead Orc? 'Me Dark 

Face of Racism Examined In Tolkicn's World' certainly bears referencing here: to 

summarisc, many of the accusations of Tolkien's apparent racism come from 

critics 'making some claims about Tolkicn primarily based on their film 

experience'. 196 Rearick goes on to argue that Tolkicn's 'use of terms like darkness 

and shade comes from scriptural imagcs. So the battle between light and dark, 

which runs all through The Lord ofthe Rings, comes from Tolkien's Judco- 

Christian mindsct'. 197 The Ores are not evil because they arc dark, they arc dark 

because they are evil as 'dark and light in The Lord ofthe Rings is about the 

powers of good and evil and not race'. "s Patrick Curry points out that 'Saruman's 

sign is a white hand; Aragorn's standard is mostly black; the Black Riders were 

not actually black, except their outcr robes; and the Black Stone of Erech is 

connected with Aragorn's forebear, Isildur. 'I" 

In a letter to his son Christopher in April 1944, Tolkicn noted that the 

'trcatmcnt of colour ncarly always horrifics anyonc going out from Britain, & not 

193 Edward Said, 'Conrad's Ileart ofDarkness and the I listorics of Empire' in Reading Fin De 
SiMe Fictions, ed. by Lyn Pykett (London: Longman, 1996), pp. 223-231 (p. 228) 
196 Anderson Rearick, 'Why is the Only Good Orc a Dead Orc? The Dark Face of Racism 
Examined in Tolkicn's World', AMS Alodern Fiction Studies, 50: 4 (Winter 2004), 861-874 (p. 863) 
97 Ibid., p. 870 
" Ibid. 
199 Patrick Curry, Defending Afiddle-earth: Tolkien Af)1h andAtodernity (London: IlarperCollins 
Publishers, 1998), p. 42 
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only in South Africa. Unfort. not many retain that generous sentiment for long, 200 

and his July 1938 draft response to the German publishers of The Hobbil who 

wanted him to confirm if the name 'Tolkicn' was Jewish was scathing: 

if I am to understand that you are enquiring whether I am ofJewish origin, 
I can only reply that I regret I appear to have no ancestors of that gi ftcd 
people [ ... I Your enquiry is doubtless made in order to comply with the 
laws of your own country, but that this should be held to apply to the 
subjects of another state would be improper, even if it had (as it has not) 
any bcaring whatsoever on the merits of my work or its suitability for 
publication, of which you appear to have satisficd yourselves without 
reference to myAbstammung. 201 

Patrick Curry draws attcntion to the fricndship bctwccn Lcgolas and Gimli, 

'members of races traditionally estranged', asserting that Tolkicn's focus on this 

friendship excludes accusations of apartheid in Middlc-carth and finally points to 

the interracial union between Aragom and Arwcn as evidence of a celebration of 

multiculturalism. 202 James Obertino notes that the Fellowship, 'an alliance among 

various peoples, shows Tolkicn's preference for accommodation over 

domination'. 203 Elizabeth Massa I Joicrn in contrast asserts that in actuality this 

apparent celebration of intcr-mcial marriage actually conceals an imperialist 

ideology: 

The reason why racial intermarriage and gender interdependence arc 
privileged in Tolkicn, contrary to the fear of miscegenation prevalent in 
colonial discourse, is that Tolkien depicts the fictional uni ficd center from 
the opposite end of history. I Ic is not trying to prevent racial decay, but to 
trace the ascension of a race long ago. Interracial marriage bct%vccn Of and 
man is far from threatening, as it is always the woman who is an elf. 
Through patrilincar inheritance, the superior Oven race is harnessed within 
modern man: the fertile spirit, colonized and tamcd by male order in the 
name of progress. Tolkien begins with diversity, but ends with 
dominance. 204 

200 The Letters ofi. P, R. Tolklen, p. 73 
201 Ibid., pp. 37-38. 
202 Curry, p. 44. 
203 Obertino, P. 129 
"4 1 loicM P. 85. Sce also Chaptcr Two. 
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Both Obcrtino and Massa I Ioicm make interesting points and there is enough 

textual evidence in Tolkicn's writings to support either reading. While it is 

certainly appealing to connect the line of descent from Aragom to the present 

monarchyjust as Geoffrey of Monmouth did with the Trojans, this seems a 

somewhat shallow reading of Tolkicn. Given Tolkicn's well known dislike of 

allegory, 205 declaring that Tolkicn was making a serious commentary on twentieth- 

century race relations in The Lord ofthe Rings is as useful as asking 'if 

Communists arc Orcs. 206 As the work of Obertino, Massa I Ioicm and Patrick 

Curry demonstrates, it is possible to read seemingly contrary arguments into 77ic 

Lord of1he Rings without having the explicit evidence of authorial intention. In 

this way, The Lordofthe Rings acts as a mirror, rcflccting back the critic's own 

interests and bias. As Tolkicn notedJust because 'there is no allegory does not, of 

course, say there is no applicabi lity., 207 

The continual existence of the imperial adventure narrative in a multitude 

of forms belies its initial associations. 'Empire' and 'colonialism' have come to 

refer exclusively to the imperial cra 1770-1940 when the European empires wcrc 

at their hcight, and the treatment of empire in history and literary criticism has 

certainly been limited by the association of 'empire' with the British cmpire. 

Suvendrini Pcrcra argues that the 'enmeshing of literature and empire can be 

traced at least as far back as Spenser's prescriptions for a recently colonized 

Ircland. '208 Krishan Kumar notes that: 

The English were an imperial nation in a double sense. 11cy created a land 
empire, Great Britain or the United Kingdom, formed by the expansion of 

205 See Tolkien's letters to Sir Stanley Unwin, 31 July 1947 and Milton Waldman, 1951 
206 The Letters ofJ. R. R. Tolklen, p. 262 
207 Ibid. 
201 Suvcndrini Pcrcra, p. 5 
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England from its southern position at the base of the group of islands off 
the north-wcstem coast of Europe (the "East Atlantic archipelago"). And 
they created an overseas empire, notjust once but twice: first in the western 
hemisphere, in North America and the Caribbean, and later in the East, in 
India, and South-East Asia. 209 

Colonial literature and the specific cultural use to which literature has been put by 

no means began with the expansion of Britain's trading links in the late sixteenth 

and early seventeenth centuries. Lynn Archer, writing on the use of colonial 

rhetoric in the fourtccnth-ccntury poem, 'Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, 

concludes that: 

some of the terms of colonialist ideologies that the English later employed 
in its cra of expansion and colonization beyond British and European 
borders were not entirely new. Rather, nascent versions of these terms were 
first utilized by the English against their neighbors in the British Isles in the 
late Middle Ages before the English exported these mechanisms to more 
distant lands. 210 

The signif icancc of the imperialist tropes in 'Sir Gawain and the Green Knight' not 

only suggests that cultural appropriation and suppression through literature and the 

arts was present before the great expansion of the European cmpircs from the 

Renaissance onwards in gcncral, but also their impact upon Tolkicn in particular. It 

can reasonably be argued that 'Sir Gawain and the Green Knight' was one of the 

narratives which influenced The Lord ofthe Rings: consider Tolkicn's description 

of Gawain, 'the warmth of his character, generous, even impetuous, which by a 

slight excess leads him ever to promise more than necessary' which is certainly 

2"9 Krishan Kumar, 'Nation and empire: English and British National ldcntity in Comparative 
Perspective', Theory and Society, 29 (2000). 575-608 (p. 588) 
2 10 Lynn Archcr, 'The Ends of Enchantment: Colonialism and Sir Gawain and the Green Knight', 
Texas Studies in Literature andLanguage, 48: 2 (Summer, 2006), 79-101 (p. 95) 
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suggestive of his description of the hobbits. 211 If the hobbits, like Gawain, carried 

their imperialism with them then the identification of Middlc-carth with England 

sustains the colonising narrative; firstly Bilbo and later Frodo, Sam, Merry and 

Pippin, travel further than any other member of their race in their recorded history 

and carry with them Tolkicn's equivalent to what Laurence Kitzan notes is 

emblematic of imperial adventure literature. The intangible presence of England in 

the British empire becomes the Shire for the wandering hobbits and memories of 

Gondor for Boromir and the past glories of Moria for Gimli. Only Aragorn and 

Gandalf can be described as being true wanderers and Aragom's narrative is in one 

sense the mythic, large scale version of the hobbits' triumphant home-coming. The 

two narratives come to mirror each other; Amgorn returns to a home he was driven 

out of by the machinations of evil just as Frodo was. The homc-coming is not 

merely a return as the home must be restored to its former glory and that task also 

falls to the wandering adventurer. The implication is clcar: just as in She or Heart 

ofDarkness the wider issues of empire are mifforcd at home and it is Ole task of 

those successful empire adventurers to replicate their success at home. 'Nostalgia 

for a lost, or croding, imperial order is also a recurrent theme in the strongly 

mascul inist fiction of 11. Rider I laggard. 9212 

Adventure and ApproVriation: Rider I laggard and Vie torclofthe Rings 

William 11. Grccn notcs that 'cvcn though Tolkien apparcntly did not describc 

himself as imitating I laggard, many parallels between King Solomon's Aftnes and 

211 J. R. R. Tolkien, Sir Gawain andthe Green Knight, Pearl andSirOrfeo, ed. by Christopher 
Tolkien (London: I farperCollins publishers, 1995), p. 4 
2 12 Deidre David, Rule Britannia. - Womem Empire and Victorian Writing (Ithaca, New York: 
Cornell University Press, 1995), p. 161 
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213 The Robbil argue that I laggard's work fcd Tol kicn's creative process'. Green 

elucidates many striking similarities between The Robbil and King Solomon's 

Aftnes which encompass plot, description of the landscape, character and narrative. 

In particular he draws attention to the relationship between Allan Quatcrmain and 

Bilbo Baggins: 

Tolkicn's Bilbo Baggins and Haggard's Allan Quatcrmain, arc repeatedly 
said to be small and timid but arc, nevertheless, hardy, strong-willed, and 
ethical - reluctant to kill but loyal to the death. Both heroes are 
distinguished by their alertness [ 

... 
] Both are of good birth, with modest 

wealth and education both arc, like Don Quixote, about fifty years 
old. 214 

Arguably, Green might have included Frodo in this comparison. Both narratives 

begin with the introduction of an ancient treasure map which is printed in the text 

-I laggard's alongside the text which rcfcrs to it but Tolkien's more commonly 

found in either the front or back of the text - and which clearly demonstrates the 

path that the adventurers will take. Even the most cursory examination of these 

maps reveals surprising topographic similarities, even if the direction of travel is 

different - Haggard's map leads north from the Lukanga River whereas Tolkicn's 

goes west from I lobbiton - both maps feature 'a river, an alpine range, and a 

deadly wasteland'215 as well as 'an ancient road, and a town near the 
216 destination'. Green also draws attention to the way that both maps include 

places where the party can rest; first Bcorn's house and Rivcndel I in The Ilobbit 

and the 'pan bad water' in the middle of the desert in King Solomon's Afines. 217 

Ilis apparent topographic appropriation by Tolkicn for one of his earliest 

': 'Green, 'King Thorin's Mines', p. 54 
24 Ibid. 
2: 5 Ibid., p. 56 
26 Ibid. 
217 11. Rider I laggard, King solomon Is Alines (oxford: Oxford University Press, 2006), p. 54 
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conccptions of Middlc-carth scems to havc bccn cithcr discountcd or dccmcd 

unimportant by Tolkien scholars. 

In 11. Rider I laggard's King Solomon's Mines Infadoos gives Al Ian 

Quatcrmain, Captain Good and Sir I lenry ancient chain mail coats which arc 

$magic coats through which no spear can pass. 218 Allan remarks on the superb 

quality of the chain mail, stating that it is: 'the most beautiful chain Work we had 

ever seen. A whole coat fcll together so closely that it formed a mass of links 

scarcely too big to be covered with both hands. 219 1 le also records that it is a 

'shining shirt of chain armour 220 and that it is 'neither very heavy nor 

uncomfortable'. 221 This immediately calls to mind Tolkicn's description of the 

mithril shirt which Thorin gives to Bilbo in The flobbil and Bilbo, bequeaths to 

Frodo in The Lord ofthe Rings: 

The silver corsict shimmered before his eyes like the light upon a rippling 
sea. Carefully he took it off and held it up, and the gems on it glittered like 
stars, and the sound of the shaken rings was like the tinkle of rain in a 
pooi. 222 

Whcn Allan clucstions InWoos about the origin of the mail, hc is told that thcy 

had not made the armour but 'they come down to us from our forcfathcrs'. 223 In 

The Lordofthe Rings, G16in cxplains to Frodo: 

'We have done well, ' he said. 'But in mctal-work we cannot rival our 
fathers, many of whose sccrcts arc lost. We make good annour and keen 
swords, but we cannot again make mail or blade to match those that were 
made before the dragon came. 224 

2: 
91 

King Solomon's Alines, p. 100 
2 [bid. 
220 Ibid., p. 99 
221 Ibid., p. 100 
222 The Lord ofthe Rings, p. 336 
223 King Solomon's A lines, p. 100 
224 The Lord ofthe Rings, p. 229 
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More suggestive still is the stabbing of Captain Good: 

On examination we discovered that he had been seriously wounded in the 
leg by a tolla in the course of the pursuit, but that the chain armour had 
prevented his last assailant's spear from doing anything more than bruise 
him badly. 225 

-70- 

Comparing this to the stabbing of Frodo in 'The Bridge of Khazad-Dt^un' reveals a 

striking similarity: 

Diving under Aragorn's blow with the speed of a striking snake he charged 
into the Company and thrust with his spear straight at Frodo. The blow 
caught him on the right side, and Frodo was hurled against the wall and 
pinned. 226 

In both cases, the spear thrusts do not cause serious injury but in The Lord ofthe 

Rings: 

There was a dark and blackened bruise on Frodo's right side and breast. 
Under the mail there was a shirt of soft leather, but at one point the rings 
had been driven through it into the flesh. Frodo's lcft side also was scored 
and bruised where he had been hurled against the wall. While the others set 
the food ready, Aragorn bathed the hurts with water in which athelas was 
steeped. 227 

This is hauntingly rerninisccnt of King Solomon's Aftnes. Aftcr the battlc is ovcr 

and the defeated Twala, has been killed in single combat with Sir I lenry, Allan and 

the others retired to Twala's hut to rest and: 

we found that the flesh underneath was tcrribly bruised, for though the steel 
links had kept the weapons from entering, they had not prevented them 
from bruising. Both Sir I lenry and Good were a mass of bruises, and I was 
by no means free. As a rcmcdy Foulata brought us some pounded green 
leaves, with an aromatic odour, which, when applied as a plaster, gave us 
considerable rel ief 228 

223 King Solomon's Atines, p. 143 
226 The Lord ofihe Rings, p. 325 
227 Ibid., p. 336 
223 King Solomon's Afines, p. 150 
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In both cases, the easing of the bruises by means of a poultice has a significant 

cffect on the narrative. In The Lord of1he Rings, it is an example of Aragorn's 

hereditary healing powers which will be displayed in their greatest power in The 

Return ofthe King, In King Solomon's Mines, Foulata's devotion to Captain Good 

compels her to follow them into the mines and brings about the death of Gagool. It 

is highly suggestive of Tolkien's appropriation that both Frodo and Captain Good 

were stabbed with a spear; that they were at first feared dead; that they escaped 

with serious bruising which was alleviated with a special folk remedy. 

Green suggests that 'Tolkien's most unmistakable echo of King Solomon's 

Mines is his Battle of Five Annics' where: 229 

an outnumbered force executes a pincers movement to win against the 
odds, attacking from two arms of high ground into a plain. I laggard's 
battleground is between two arms of a stcep, flat-topped hill Tolkien's 
between narrow spurs of a solitary mountain. 230 

I lowever, Green does acknowledge that both I laggard and Tolkien have 

appropriated 'an ancient tactic used successfully by the Athenian Militiagcs 

against the Persians and the Roman Scipio Africanus against I lannibal' which was 

also used by Shaka, the Zulu general who 'held back the British I laggard's] 

fictional battle is an exact implementation of Shaka's tactics'. 231 

John D. Rateliff draws attention to the significant similarities between the 

Mirror of Galadricl and Aycsha's watery glass and concludes that 'the fact that 

Tolkien gave Galadriel her Mirror when a crystal ball, one of thepalanfirl, would 

have donejust as well, argues for a deliberate borrowing on his part. 232 Dalc 

2" Green, 'King 7"horin's Mines', p. 60 
230 Ibid., p. 61 
231 Ibid., p. 61 
232 John D. Ratcliff, 'She and Tolkien', Alythcore, 8: 2 (1981), 6-8 (p. 7) 
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Nelson is more temperate in his analysis, declaring that he is not intending to 

'suggest that Tolkien drew, consciously and copiously, from the earlier writer. 233 

1 Ic also disavows any subtcxtual imperial links between I laggard and Tolkien, 

arguing that: 'Academic critics read I laggard as a relic of imperialism or as a case 

in Jungian psychology, but Tolkien was evidently spontaneously moved by 

mythopoeic and straightforward adventure romancc as found in the older writer's 

book. 9234 In other words, although there arc incontrovertible connections between 

I laggard's work and Tolkicn's, it was only the romance and adventure in I laggard 

by which Tolkien was inspired. T'his line of enquiry works only if adventure and 

empire could be easily disengaged in either I laggard or Tolkicn. More than this, 

however, critical commentary of fantasy fiction seems to begin - and in some 

cases end - with Tolkicn, seeming to assume, without a trace of irony that 'no 

other fiction had ever been written s23S though the reality, as William Green points 

out, is far more likely to connect Tolkien directly to I laggard: 

The many parallels between I laggard's first successful fiction and 
Tolkicn's are specific enough, however to draw a line of descent from 
Stevenson through I laggard to Tolkicn in the family tree of riction. An 

entire clan of fantasy descends from The Robbit and its sequels, and 
another clan, including the Tarzan books and Michael Crichton's Congo, 
descends independently from I laggard. The I ink between I laggard and 
Tolkicn marks the kinship between thcsc clans in the genealogy of 
influence. 236 

Tom Shippcy, for exampIc, warns that it is Icspccially ncccs&vy, thcn, for 

followers of Tolkien to pick out the true from the heretical, and to avoid snatching 

233 Dale Nelson, 'Literary Influences, Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries'. J R. R. Tolhien 
Encyclopedia- Scholarship and Critical Assessment, ed. by Michael D. C. Drout (London and New 
York: Routledge, 2007), pp. 367-378 (p. 370) 
234 Ibid. 
233 Lobdell, 'Wining The Lord ofthe Rings'. P. 115 
236 Green, 'King Thorin's Mines', p. 63 
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at surface similarities. 237 Shippey's knowledge of Tolkicn is clearly most 

comprehensive and it is interesting that in The Road to Afiddle-earth he records the 

influence of very few modem writers on Tolkien. Shippey explicitly names George 

MacDonald and William Morris and, despite the lack of evidence: 'I cannot help 

thinking that Tolkien knew Kipling's stories well'. It is by no means insignificant 

for this theory that Shippey asserts that only Kipling's England-bascd narratives 

Puck ofPook's Hill and Rewards and Fairies would interest Tolkicn. 239 While it is 

possible that this is a throw-away reference on Shippey's part, the inclusion of 

Kipling does raise the issue as to why Shippey chose to include it in the first place. 

There arc very few records of Tolkien's literary interests but he would have been a 

very extraordinary fin-de-si6cle schoolboy had he not come across Kipling and 

Stevcnson'sjuvcnilia as well as Ilcnty and Haggard. John Garth points out that: 

Haggard had been a favouritc in the King Edward's library; during the 
mock school strike of 1911 the sub-librarians called for a ban on "llenty, 
I laggard, School Tales ctc... that can be read out in one breath". CMc 
following year Tolkicn had presented the school library with another 
I laggard-csquc 'lost race' yam, The Lost Explorers by Alexander 
Macdonald . )239 

Quitc why Shippcy cxcludes Ridcr I laggard from his list of modcm 

influences on Tolkicn is difficult to understand, especially given Tolkien's own 

stated interest in I laggard's work: II suppose as a boy She interested me as much 

anything - like the Greek shard of Amyntas, which was the kind of machine by 

which everything got moving. 240 In addition, 'interviewer I lenry Resnick asked 

237 Shippey, The Road to Middle-Earth, p. 296 
238 Ibid., P. 302 
239 Garth, pp. 78-79. Ellipses in original. 240 Tolkien quoted in Lobdell, 'Defining The Lord ofthe Rings', p. I 10 
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Tolkien to name two or three of his favourite books. The only particular work 

Tolkien mentioned was Haggard's She: A IlistoryofAdventure (1887)'. 241 

Jared Lobdell notes that Tolkien 'once remarked that "his typical response 

upon reading a medieval work was to desire not so much to make a philological or 

critical study of it as to write a modem work in the same tradition". ' 242 Equally, 

Tolkicn noted of The Lord ofthe Rings that 'most people that have enjoyed The 

Lord ofthe Rings have been affected primarily by it as an exciting story: and that 

is how it was written. ' 243 The typical setting for such adventure narrative was an 

exotic location outside of the experience of the majority of the readers, typically in 

the outskirts of the British empire, but in Tolkien, this exotic location becomes the 

Secondary World of Middlc-carth. That the majority of Tolkicn scholarship has 

seemed to deny Tolkicn's own interest in adventure literature and the adventure 

qualities of The Lord ofthe Rings and The flobbit perhaps says more about the 

continuing disregard for the genre in academia than a lack of evidence. 

Into the Wild: The Imperial Adventurer and the Unknown Lands 

In 1907, Lord Curzon declared that 'the outskirts of Empire, where the machine is 

relatively impotent and the individual is strong, is to be found an ennobling and 

invigorating stimulus for our youth, saving them alike from the corroding case and 

the morbid excitements of Western civilisation' and the implication that the 

boundaries of the British empire wcre not only a proving ground where young 

(British) men could prove their worth as members of tile empire but also 'purcr' 

24 1 Nelson, p. 368 
242 LA)bdcl] Terming The Lord ofthe Rings', p. 109 
243 The Letters ofJ. R. R. Tolklen, p. 212 
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and more 'noble' than the easy life of the cities is carried through adventure 

litcrature as a thcmatic link. 244 

W. J. T. Mitchell argues that landscape can become 'a potcn% ideological 

representation that serves to naturalize power relations and crase history and 

legibility' and although his analysis of the cultural use of land and landscape is 

primarily ccntrcd around the painted landscape, it is by no means inappropriate to 

expand this argument to cncompass textual landscapes. 2's What the representation 

of the imperial landscape achieved was to reduce the component nations and 

continents to a wide expanse of red on a map. Africa, especially, suffered from this 

gcneralising treatment and disappeared into a single representational idcntity as 

deepest, darkest Africa with little delineation between separate nations or any 

acknowledgement that the continent was not solely there for the use of Europeans. 

Africa's history and diverse cultures were turned back into an 'empty landscape, 

the waste or wilderness or void, is an iconoclastic icon; it throws down the high 

places and smashes the traces of indigenous or aboriginal dwelling. '246 Not only 

this but as William Ilowarth suggests, 'literary places arc never cmpty because 

they have implied observers, trying to read the stories there' and if this is so then 

the writers of imperial adventure novels rc-populated the 'empty' landscape of 

Africa with their (predominantly white) rcadcrs, colonising the land imaginatively 

just as the real-lifi: administrators of the empire were doing in actuality. 247 Gillian 

Tindall's interest in landscape is: 

244 Lord Curzon quotcd in Petcr Childs, p. 3 
145 W. J. T. Mitchcll, 11 loly Landscapc: Isracl, Palestinc, and the Amcrican Wilderness', Critical 
Inquiry, 26: 2 (Wintcr, 2000), 193-223 (p. 194) 
246 1 bid., p. 209 
147 William I lowarth, 11magincd Tcrritory: 'Me Writing of Wctlands', JVew Literary Mtory, 30: 3 
(1999), 509-539 (p. 513) 
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with what these physical settings have become in the minds of novelists 
[ ... ] the roles they play when they are re-created in fiction, the 
psychological journeys for which they arc the destinations. Actual 
countries become countries of the mind [ ... ] these worlds do not remain 
private but arc transmitted back to readers, who then, in their turn, see the 
original locations with changed and awakened eyes. 248 

-76- 

William llowarth, notes of Tindall that for her, the process of rc-writing of the 

landscape not only changes it but that this change is 'invariably for the bcttcr'. 249 

The textual rewriting of place in empire adventure novels into imperial resources 

which were entrusted to the British to use and administer by a higher authority and 

the consequent distancing from the initial conquering, plundering and the slave 

trade, leaves many 'empty' spaces, especially in Africa. Once the rc-writing of the 

British acquiring the empire - ideologically and mythologically - was complete, 

the 'empty' spaces were lcft for exploration by popular culture through the 

imperial adventure novel and no matter how apparently inhospitable the landscape, 

it could be conquered and tamed by British explorers. Perhaps no imperial 

landscape better encapsulates the tenuous hybrid nature of the ownership of the 

land - be it by the natives or the British conquerors - than the wetlands as, for 

example, the journey of I loracc I Iolly, Lco Vinccy and Job through the marshes in 

I laggard's She and the crossing of marshland in The Fellowship of1he Ring and 

The Two Towers. I lowarth notes that the 'shifting, evanescent boundaries of 

wetlands naturally suggested relations between actual and imagined, surface and 

depth' and the liminal, ever changing boundary between land and water suggests a 

hybridity between two opposing forces which co-cxist uneasily and arc dependent 

on a fragile ecological balance in order to maintain life. Thc marsh or wctland is 

218 Gillian Tindall quotcd in I lowarth, p. 514 
249 1 lowailh, p. 514 
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therefore a marginal landscape and Thco D'I lacn argues that '[D]uring the 

colonial period the literature of the ccntrc took possession of the margin, also of 

the imagination of the margin. 250 Tle waland also carries connotations of being 

problematic when land is seen as commodity; the wctland not only represents the 

wilderness but carries potential diflicultics in being 'uscd', it is not 'solid cnough 

to allow farming or building, the ground of civilisation'. 251 

I faving miraculously survived a shipwreck, I lolly, Lco and Job have 

discovered the immense carved head which is the first of the signs towards the 

path that Killikrates took. Thcy find themsclvcs: 

-77- 

on a strip of dry land about two hundred yards broad by five hundred long, 
bordered on one side by the river, and on the other three by endless 
desolate swamps that stretched as far as the eye could reach. 252 

I lolly's surprisingly exact measurements arc suggestive of a qualitative aspect to 

imperial adventure; Haggard is notjust conjuring up an image of the landscape 

through I lolly's narrative but I folly himself is judging the usefulness of the land. 

The marshes arc 'endless' and 'desolate', evoking the distance that the three have 

travelled from England; the immensity of the landscape is also suggested as the 

marshes 'stretched as far as the eye could see. I laggard suggests a vast and lonely 

landscape and one which while suggestive of human industry, I lolly cannot 

imagine being put to any use: 'Who would be stupid cnough to build a wharf in the 

middle of these dreadful marshes in a country inhabited by savages - that is, if it is 

2" Ileo D'I lacn, 'Shades of Empire in Colonial and Post-Colonial Litcraturcs' in Shadows of 
Empire In Colonial and Post-Colonial Literatures, cd. by CC. Barfoot and IMco D'I laen 
jAmsterdam, Atlanta, GA: Rodopi B. V, 1993), pp. 9-16 (p. 14) 
5 11 lowarth, p. 521 

252 11. Rider I laggard, She: A History ofAdventure (New York: Ballantine, 1978), p. 55 
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inhabited at all? 9253 The 'who' that I folly refers to it would be safe to assume arc 

probably Europeans as he finds it difficult to believe that any Africans would have 

the ability to construct either the wharf itself or the infrastructure necessary to 

support trading on such a vast scale. The remains of a great civilisation are present 

all around I folly but he misrcads the landscape. When Lco, discovers the dressed 

stone which forms the remains of the vast wharf, I lolly is forced to admit that the 

'endless desolate swamps' conceal the ruins of a vast city. According to Evelyn 

O'Callagan, travel writing 'participates in the "rhetoric of discovcry" [ ... ] 

Destinations [ ... I are conquered tcxtually'and through Holly and Leos discovery 

the land is given a speciric textual identity which immediately denies an "African' 

identity: 254 

'A country like Africa, ' I said, 'is sure to be full of the relics of long dead 
and forgotten civilisations. Nobody knows the age of the Egyptian 
civilisation, and very likcly it had offshoots. 17hcn there were the 
Babylonians and the Plicenicians, and the Persians, and all manner of 
people, all more or less civiliscd, to say nothing of the Jews whom 
everybody "wants" nowadays. It is possible that they, or any one of them, 
may have had colonies or trading stations here. Remember those buried 
Persian cities that the consol showed us at Kilwa. 9255 

From being an 'empty' landscape, in just a few paragraphs I laggard has altered the 

meaning of the landscape. it is now ancient and full of 'dead and forgotten 

civilisations' and for the f irst time, I lolly fccls a curiosity which he -A-as 'prepared 

to gratify [ ... ] at any cost'. it is still a landscape waiting for understanding. What 

I laggard asks, through the revelation of the ancient wharf, is the same as that 

which W. J. T. M itchell asks in his consideration of the 'holy' landscape of Israel 

233 slie. p. 55 
234 Evelyn O'Callaghan, "'A I lot Place Belonging To Us: The West Indies in Nineteenth-century 
Travel Writing By Women'. Landscape andEmpire 1770-2000, ed. by Glenn Hooper (London: 
Ashgate, 2005), pp. 93-109 (p. 93) 
233 She, p. 57 
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and Palestine and what posteolonial landscapes ask through their presentation and 

re-prescritation: 'What was erased, rcndcred invisible in order that this landscape 

might present the face it does? 9256 1 laggard's presentation of Africa is 'endless', 

'desolate' and full of civilisations which are 'dead and forgotten'. Mitchell argues 

that the 'empty landscape, the waste or wilderness or void, is an iconoclastic icon; 

it throws down the high places and smashes the traces of indigenous or aboriginal 

dwelling, ' but although I laggard's African landscape appears to reveal an ancient 

civilisation buried beneath the 'empty' wetlands, I laggard is in actuality 

overlaying the real landscape with a textual fantasy and appropriating Africa 

completely as an imaginative space with his own imaginative history and culture 

until I laggard's Africa becomes as dislocated from a 'real' environment as 

Tolkien's Middle-carth and I laggard's Africa has replaced the 'real' Africa in the 

cultural consciousness of his readers. 257 1 lol ly's acknowledgement that the 

landscape of Africa can be at once inhabited by 'savages' and superior 

civilisations is a literary cxample of I lomi Bhabha's splitting: 'two contradictory 

and independent attitudes inhabit the same space, one takes account of reality, the 

other is under the influence of instincts which detach the ego from rcality. '258 That 

this splitting takes place in a wctland - itself a contradiction, a blurring between 

land and water - is significant as the landscape can be read as representing the 

duality in the colonial gaze. 

A similar duality is seen in the journey through the Midgc-watcr Marshes 

in The Fellowship ofthe Ring which scts up the cxpcricnccs of Sam and Frodo in 

the Dead Marshes in The Two Towers. As in She, the marshes arc a 'wide flat 

-79- 

2M Mitchell, 'I foly Landscape'. p. 196 Also see Chapter Two 
257 Ibid., p. 209 
258 1 loml K. Bhabha, The Location ofCsifture (Wndon: Routlcdge, 1994), p. 132 
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expanse of country [ ... ] in the pathless wilderness [ ... ] bewildering and 

treacherous [ ... ] lonely and unpleasant'. 239 Tolkien stresses the shifting and 

unreliable nature of the landscape which here represents the uncertain relationship 

between the hobbits and the land(scape) outside the Shire. The passage is 

bracketed with references to Strider whose abilities keep them hidden so 'they saw 

no sign and heard no sound of any other living thing'. 260 Tolkicn reinforces the 

association between Strider and Wmcnor or Middle-carth's 'dead or forgotten 

civilisation' by describing him as 'the tall dark figure of Strider, standing silent 

f 1461 and watch u just before the first mention of Wcathcrtop, the ancient watch 

tower of the N6mcnorians. The association of Aragom/Stridcr with the land and 

his position as a 'Ranger' is cxtrcmcly suggestive of I laggard's Allan Quatcrmain, 

the white hunter hero of King Solomon's Aftnes who eventually leads Captain 

Good and Sir I lenry to the diamond mines and Sir I lenry's lost brother. In 

description, Allan Quatermain is perhaps closer to Bilbo and Frodo but his 

function in the text is appropriated through Aragorn. It is by no means insignificant 

that Aragorn's first appearance in Vie Lord ofthe Rings was as Trotter whom Tom 

Shippey describes as 'a kind of hcro-hobbit'. 262 

In The Fellowship ofthe Ring the guidc through the marshcs is as reliabic 

as the mountain Wcathcrtop despite the ground being 'bewildering and 

treacherous'. 263 1 lowevcr, in The No Towers, the guide is Gollurn who operates in 

the text not only in a binary relationship with Frodo but also in many respects as 

the anti-Aragorn. The Midgewatcr Marshes sequence is expanded and claboratcd 

259 The Lord ofthe Rings, p. 182 
260 Ibid. 
261 Ibid., p. 183 
262 Shippey, The Road to Afiddle-earth P. 95. 
263 Me Lord ofihe Rings, p. 183 
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into the Dead Marshes in The Two Towers just as Rivcndell is expanded from the 

Last I lomcly I louse in The 11obbit to a hall of princes in The Fellowshipofthe 

Ring. Like imperial adventure literature, there is a constant sense in the carly parts 

of The Lord ofthe Rings that Middlc-earth is expanding around the hobbits. Kutzer 

argues that this is 'one of the great attractions of colonial spaces: they provide a 

landscape of opportunity of cscape not only from home, but from adult 

responsibilities and from adulthood itscir and because these arc not 'real' spaces 

but culturally conceived imaginative spaces, despite the overlap with 'real' life - 

and this is most clearly seen in Tolkicn's adherence to an idyllic 'England' in his 

conception of the Shirc - they exist within their own escapist temporal 

narratives. 
264 

But if the natives had been written out of the empire then the only place left 

for them to go was to England itself and cultural anxiety of an unstoppable, whole 

scale invasion runs as a thematic link through much fin-de-siMe literature. If the 

6necessary concomitant of imperialism was fear of invasion by alicns, other 

Empires or the colonized' then the second chapter of 77ic Fellowship ofthe Ring, 

'The Shadow of the Past' illustrates perfectly the image of the Shire as being 

besieged at every comcr. 265 Not only arc elves 'who seldom walked in the Shire, 

[ ... ] now [ ... ] seen passing westward through the woods' but also 'dwarves on the 

road in unusual numbers', 'orcs; were multiplying again, 'trolls were abroad' and 

'there were murmured hints of creatures more terrible than all these, but they had 

no name 9.266 Like Aycsha in She, and Dracula, 'the demons who threaten to 

subvert the Empire and invade Britain arc of both sexes and come in many 

264 Kutzer, p. 23 
263 Childs, p. 23 
266 The Lord ofthe Rings, pp. 4344 
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guises'. 267 The construction of characters such as the Black Riders, Saruman and 

Shelob do suggest the influence of the gothic and both I laggard and Stevenson 

used gothic elements and tropes - if not writing within the genre themselves - and 

Brantlingcr asserts that these gothic tropes arc bound up with anxieties about 

empire. The successful repelling of Dracula's influence, the dcath of Aycsha 

before she marries Lco and the phallic symbolism of the stabbing of Shclob - the 

progenitor of the spiders which live in Mirkwood and which Bilbo fought off by 

stabbing at them with Sting - betray an anxiety about the invasion and corruption 

of England within the British Empire. The threatening, savage 'other' of such fin- 

de-si&lc literature cannot be allowed to do more than threaten invasion and must 

be disposed of far beyond the borders of the heartland. This interpretation is 

broadly compatible with Jackson's The Lord ofthe Rings where the omission of 

the 'Scouring of the Shire' brings the text in line with imperial adventure writers. 

It is important to remember that the damage to the heartland of Tolkicn's text, the 

Shire, is through the misuse of industry. Post-World War 11, the idea of an 

unassailable nation was unthinkable for an English writer. Tolkicn saw first-hand 

the ravages of war both home and away. The savage, colonising 'other' has been 

replaced by war, pollution and modcmity. Robert Plank argues that 'the state of 

the Shire looks like a portrait - or maybe a caricature - of something that actually 

happened in fairly recent history. It is a perfectly recognizable portrait of 

fasciSM. '268 I Ic rejects suggestions that a fascist reading of 'The Scouring of the 

Shire' is not possible because The Lord ofthe Rings was predominantly written 

between the world wars, arguing instead that 'the strength of this disagreement is 

267 Brantlingcr, imperial Gothic', p. 191 
2" Robert Plank, 'The Scouring of the Shire: Tolkicn's View of Fascism, in A Tolklen Compass, 
ed. by Jared Lobdcll (Chicago and La Salic. Illinois: Open Court, 2003), pp. 105-113 (p. 108) 
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more apparent than real, for the war was the high-water mark rather than the birth 

of these movements. We must not confuse the time of their rise with the time when 

broad public opinion in the United States woke up to seeing them for what they 

wcre. ' 
269 

The protagonists of imperial adventure literature were, then, by necessity 

'othered' from their environment whether it was Africa, an undiscovered Lost 

World in the Amazon rainforcst or Middle-carth. The place of adventure was 

always set against or represented as the opposite to the 'real' home of the 

adventurer although this is the area in which the closest form of hybridity occurs 

through 'white native' adventurers like Allan Quatcrmain whose existence within 

the cosy world of England is of short duration. Latc-Victorian adventure or 

romance writers 'take care to distinguish adventure from domesticity' and while 

The Hobbil carries a certain amount of domestic imagery with Bilbo through his 

adventures, this is dispensed with in The Lord ofthe Rings once die I Jobbits have 

lcft the Shire. 270 This is excmpliricd in the chaptcr'Many Meetings', where Frodo 

recovers from his wound on Wcathcrtop in RivcndclI which was previously 

described by Bilbo as the valley where Elrond Elf-Fricnd lived in 'the Last 

I lomcly I louse' which was: 'perfect whether you Ii kcd food or sleep, or story- 

telling, or singing, orjust sitting and thinking best, or a pleasant mixture of the 

two. Evil things did not come into that valicy. 271 

269 Plank, p. I 10 
270 Lisa I lonaker, "'One Man to Rely On": Long John Silvcr and the Shifting Character or 
Victorian Boys' Fiction', JNT. Journal ofNarrative Theory, 34.1 (Winter, 2W4), 27-53 (p. 32) 
21' The 11obbit, p. 58 
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Bilbo's description is repeated in The Fellowship ofthe Ring with Frodo 

noting that 'merely to be there was a cure for weariness, fear and sadness'. 272 

RivcndclI itself appears to have expanded since Bilbo's visit; Frodo travels 

through 'several passages and down many StCPS, 273 and later: 

The doors were thrown open, and they went across a wide passage and 
through other doors, and came into a further hall. In it were no tables, but a 
bright fire was burning in a great hearth between the carvcn pillars upon 
either side [ ... ] "This is the I lall of Fire, " said the wizard. 274 

In The Fellowship ofthe Ring, it is c1car that things havc changcd in 

Middle-carth. The cosy domesticity of the Last I lomcly I lousc has been rewritten 

into an ancient and impressive palace and Elrond has been promoted from elf- 

friend to 'the Lord of Rivendel I and mighty among both Elves and Men'. 275 This 

impressive imagery continues through The Lord ofthe Rings; Moria is typi fied by 

the 'loneliness and vastness of dolven halls and cndlcssly branching stairs and 

passages', 276 the hall of Meduscld is'long and wide and filled with shadows and 

half lights; mighty pillars upheld its loll y roor277 and Minas Tirith is a 'great stone 

city, vaster and more splendid than anything [Pippin] had dreamed of, greater and 

r lo. 278 
stronger than Iscrigard, and far more bcauti u 

The representation of place in The Lord ofthe Rings is nowhere as 

significant as in the pcnultimatc chaptcr'Thc Scouring of the Shire' which has 

been corrupted by Sananan. As Joseph Bristow notes of Ilearl ofDarkness: 

272 )e Lord ofthe Rings, p. 225 
273 Mid., p. 226 
274 Ibid., p. 230 
275 Ibid., p. 227 
276 1 bid., p. 315. 
277 Ibid., p. 512 
271 Ibid., p. 752 
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Africa's function in the narrative is to provide a literal darkness so that the 
metaphoric darkness of London (and Brussels) can be comprehended [ ... ] the journey to Africa and the 'darkness' cncountcrcd there will, somehow, 
explain the 'monstrous' features of a town [ ... ] that must, centuries ago, 
have been the source of horror to the Romans. England was once an Africa 
of kinds, and, it may well appear, it still is. 279 

'The Scouring of the Shire' can be seen to provide much the same cffcct in The 

Lordofthe Rings. The litcral darkness - of environment and landscape - in 

Mordor is contrasted against the technological corruption in the Shire. The 

encroaching evil which Tolkicn idcntiries in The Two Towers is made more 

immediate in The Return ofthe King as Tolkicn quite literally brings evil home. 

Just as Conrad suggests that the problems of empire arc not only in the overseas 

territories, so does Tolkicn use 'The Scouring of the Shire' to suggest how easily 

even a 'green and pleasant land' can become a corrupted shadow of itself. Even 

more importantly, as Robert Plank elucidates, the Scouring of the Shire occurs 

a)? er the adventure; 'miracles do not happen, the laws of nature arc in full and 

undisputed force'. 280 

Elizabeth Massa lloiern argues against the association of Tolkicn with the 

imperial adventure writers, noting that 'Tolkicn is not, as they were, primarily 

concerned with inventing mystery and mysticism in colonial locales to counter 
281 

westernization'. Instead, she believes that 'Tolkicn's break with the adventure 

tradition in favour of a domestic tale is entirely in keeping with England's inward. 

seeking gaze', citing examples of renewed interest in England's primarily Anglo. 

Saxon heritage as collaborative evidence of this. The Lord ofthe Rings then, 

279 Joseph Bristow, Empire Boys: 4dvenfures In a Alan's World (London: I larperCollins Academic, 
199 1), p. 162 
280 plank, P. 106 
211 1 loicrn, p. 76 
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becomes part of the modcrnist fashion of 'combining romance and realism [ ... ] to 

solidify English idcntity without resorting to fascism'. 292 It becomes difficult to 

argue that there arc many spaces in The Lord ofthe Rings which can be described 

as cithcr domestic or, indeed particularly English. While fantasy tends to begin 

within small, enclosed domestic spaces - the genre acknowledges the signif icancc 

not only of The Hobbit and The Lord of1he Rings beginning with Bag End but also 

C. S. Lewis's Narnia which is explicitly within the domestic space of the wardrobe 

- the landscape of Middic-carth, once the Shire has been lcft behind, cannot be 

described as domestic. Considering the Shire alone as a domestic space, there is 

ample scope to apply I Ioicm's argument. I Icrmann Wittenberg's analysis of 

Ruskin's inaugural 1870 Oxford Iccturc suggests that: 

Ruskin's infamous call to colonisation was then not a straightforward 
jingoist imperial manifesto aimed at the enlargement of British power, but 
an ambitious programme aimed at the recovery of those aesthetic and 
social values which had been lost at home through the alienating effects of 
industrial capitalism. 283 

The explicit gendcring of flic landscape in Rider I laggard's novels has 

often been read as part of gcndcring of the British empire in general; the colonies 

became feminine, waiting for subjection from the male imperialists. If the process 

of creating a fantasy world becomes gcndcrcd in a similar way - drawing evidence 

from the rhetoric that Tolkicn used to describe the creative process - then a similar 

gcndcring of the imagined landscape becomes clear; 'the imagination becomes a 

fertile, feminine, dangerous, boundless location subdued by the male artist'. 294 -me 

gcndcrcd landscape which seems so evident in She and King Solomon's Afines 

222 1 lotem, p. 76 
283 1 lcmann Wittcnbcr& 'Occultý Empire and Landscapc: 71c Colonial Uncanny in John Buchan's 
African Writing. Journal ofColonialism and Colonial llistor),, 7: 2 (2006), paragraph 28. 
284 1 loiCM, P. 84 
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seems to be present in the conceptual landscape of Middic-carth rather than the 

physical landscape. William 11. Green argues that the landscape of Middle-carth as 

represented in The Hobhit is as cxpl icitly gcndercd as Africa in King Solomon's 

Mines: 

[Tolkien] describes a landscape like a supine woman, crotch in the 
foreground, breasts in the distance. The symbolic womb is a lifc-saving 
waterhole in I laggard's story, a moist ravinc of hospitable elves in 
Tolkien's. The breasts in both books arc distant mountains, which I laggard 
explicitly cal Is "Sheba's female breast" saying that their snow caps 
"exactly corresponded to the nipples on the female brcasV' [ ... I Tolkicn 
says more subtly that "the tips of snow-pcaks gleamed" [ ... j the buried 
mother (of author or protagonist) is, in terms of depth psychology, a 
repressed autonomous complex, and as such, is projected compulsively 
until the landscape becomes her proxy. 285 

Although I laggard's description of the landscape in King Solonzon's Aftnes and 

Tolkicn's Middic-carth in The Hobbit arc again tenuously linked linguistically 

(there arc, even in English, a finite number of ways of describing a snow-cappcd 

mountain) Green's idcnti Fication of Tolkicn's appropriation of I laggard's 

imperialist representation of landscape is significant for the representation of 

landscape in fantasy literature; C. W. Sullivan notes, significantly, that the 'fantasy 

author must include enough recognizable material in his or her story so that the 

reader can dccodc the unrecognizable' and Tolkicn's treatment of the landscape 

and characters in The Lord ofihe Rings would have been accessible to a 

contemporary audience because of those elements which arc appropriated from 

286 
popular imperial adventure literature. In the same way, modern fantasy writers 

use Tolkicn as the basis of appropriation for much the same reasons; the rcadcr 

285 William 11. Green, '"Where's Mama? " Ile Construction of the Feminine in The 11obbit', The 
Lion and the Unicorn, 22.2 (1998), 188-195 (P. 19 1) 
286 C. W. Sullivan, 'Folklore and Fantastic Litcrature' in Western FoWore, 60: 4 (Autumn, 200 1), 
279-296 (p. 292) 
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must, as Sullivan argues, be able to identify with the fantasy world in order to have 

access to it and even writers such as Le Guin and Pratchctt who write against The 

Lord ofthe Rings must make implicit reference to it as a way of bolstering their 

own representation. The most common form of ensuring access to the text is, as 

Sullivan stresses, those writers who have 'given us human characters caught up in 

great events. ' 287 It is by no means accurate to suggest that this is a technique which 

is solely found in fantasy or imperial adventure literature but it is perhaps more 

commonly found in those genres. Certainly I lenty inserted his own characters into 

famous battles or events - the more well-known examples including With 

Kitchener in the Soudan and IVA Clive in India. 

Philip Curtin suggests that the 'Victorians interpreted the global reach of 

empire and attendant sub ugation of millions orracially different peoples as j 

indisputable evidence of Anglo-Saxon racial superiority, and a superficial reading 

of The Lord ofthe Rings would suggest that Tolkicn was ascribing to this 

Victorian view. 288 Tolkicn's 'English' nations arc victorious at the cnd of The Lord 

ofthe Rings and the Rohirrim are implicitly linked with the Anglo-Saxons. To 

suggest, however, that Tolkien used The Lord ofthe Rings to extend speci fic 

British imperialist racist ideology is to misjudge the text completely. Edward Said 

argued that'stories arc at the heart of what explorers and novelists say about 

strange regions of the world' and it is clear that the representations in popular 

literature of the colonies in general and Africa and India in particular had a striking 

217 Sullivan, 'Folklore and Fantastic Literature', p. 285. 
21' Philip Curtin in Deirdre David, p. 88. Thc other conclusion typically drawn from this supcrficial 
reading is that The Lord ofthe Rings Is a commentary on World War 2 and that the victory of the 
Free Peoples of Middle-carth is an analogy for the victory of the Allies. 
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effect on how they were perceived by the novels' audience. 289 Said goes on to 

suggest that it is the appropriation of these narratives which 'becomes the method 

colonized people use to assert their own identity and the existence of their own 

history', 290 but it can also be argued that these adventure narratives became part of 

a larger mechanism by which a 'British' idcntity was crcatcd - the legacies of 

which can be seen in popular literature, film and popular culture. 291 

Tolkicn's vision of Middle-carth undcr the rulc of Elcssar as I ligh King in 

Gondor is not dissimilar from that cxpresscd by G. A. I lenty in At the PoIntofthe 

Bayonet: 

wherever [British] powers extend, the natives arc far better off than they 
were under the rule of their own princes. Were the British masters, there 
would be no more wars, no morcjcalousics, and no more intrigues; the 
peasants would till their f icids in peace, and the men who now take to 
soldiering would find more peaceful modes of caming a living. 292 

Substituting 'hobbit' for 'peasant' and acknowledging the warrior societies of 

Gondor and Rohan, this extract fits neatly into the golden age of the 'age of man' 

alluded to in The Return ofthe King appendices. Tolkicn's Britain is ruled from its 

ancient and noble heart, Gondor, guarding rorcvcr the comfortable and 'small' 

England of the Shire. As Richard Mathews comments: 'The monarch's restoration 

at the novel's end seems politically anachronistic in the twentieth century; 

Tolkicn's utopian vision is curiously neither democratic nor socialistic, but it is 

certainly Catholic, English, and even Arthurian. '293 

239 Edward Said, Culture andimperialism (London: Chatto & Windus, 1993), p. xiii 290 Ibid. 

291 Also see Chapter Two. 
292 G. A. I lenty, At the Point ofthe Bayonet. quoted In Laurence Kitzan, Victorian Writers and the 
Image qfEmpire: The Rose-coloured Vision (Westport Conn: Greenwood Press, 200 1), p. 107 
29' Richard Mathews, Fanfary. Tito Liberation ofthe Imagination (London: Routicdgc, 2002), p. 78 
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Claire Buck comments that at the beginning of the twentieth century, 'poets 

had to contend with rural England's place in the later moment of British 

imperial ism as an emblem for the pure heart of England and its empire - enduring, 

unchanging, and innocent of colonial rapaciousness. 294 The association of rural 

life and the idealising of a specifically English pastoral is typical of the First World 

War poets who were Tolkicn"s contemporaries. Rupert Brooke's 'The Soldier' - 

'In that rich earth a richer earth concealed 9295 -and Ivor Gurney's 'To I lis Love' 

are typical of the connection between the pastoral and death which runs through 

much of the literature of the time. Frodo's harrowing speech in 'Mount Doom' 

demonstrates the importance of this connection to the pastoral: 

No taste of food, no feel of water, no sound of wind, no memory of tree or 
grass or flower, no image of moon or star arc left to me. I am naked in the 
dark, Sam, and there is no vcil between me and the whecl of fire. 296 

That Frodo's mental breakdown and gradual invasion by the Ring is stressed 

through his inability to connect with the landscape -'no memory of trcc or grass 

or l1owcr'- is highly suggestive of the importance of the landscape in the trilogy 

as a whole. It is not simply a backdrop where the events of The Lord ofthe Rings 

happen, it is an intrinsic part of the narrative and the characters, cspecially the 

hobbits. Tolkicn, illustrates this in 'The Prologue' where he comments that 'they 

lovc peace and quiet and good tilled earth: a well-ordercd and wcll-fanncd 

countryside was their favouritc, haunt. 297 

2" Claire Buck, 'Literary Context, Twentieth Century', JR& Tolklen Encyclopedia: Scholarship 
and CrItIcalAssessment, cd. by Michael D. C. Drout (London: Routledge, 2007), pp. 363-366 (P. 
365) 
295 Rupert Brooke, 'The Soldier', The NortonAntholov ofEnglish Literatureed. by M. 1 1. Abrams 
and Stephen Greenblatt, 7'h edn, 6 vols (London: W. W Norton & Company, 2000), 11, p. 2050 
M The Lord ofthe Rings, p. 937-93 8 
297 lbid, p. I 
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I lowever, this is a distinctly nostalgic view of landscape and while Tolkicn 

may have had little awareness of the potential readers of The Lordofthe Rings, the 

imperial adventure novelists and First World War poets were writing for a 

predominantly urbaniscd readership and therefore 'represented countryside or rural 

landscape is thus already exotic, or picturesque or nostalgic for a majority of its 

audience, which has neither a philosophical nor proprictorial relationship to it. 298 

James Obertino argues that: 

Tolkicn is clearly a Little Englander, who describes the Shirc as we find it 
at the start of The Lord ofthe Rings as a nearly perfect home county, with 
its leisure-loving, tca-drinking I lobbits, with no factories, mines, or 
telegraph wires to mar the landscape, and no colonies contributing to 
Frodo's prosperity. Emphasizing the Shire's cozy insularity is its clear 
boundary -a hedge. Anything outside is likely to be dangerous, uncanny. 
or frightening, even though there are settlements of I lobbits outside the 
Shire, and the I lobbits learn to love the friendly uncaminess of the 
Elves. 299 

The delineation of inside the bordered Shire and outside the Shire - inside England 

and outside in the greater Empire - begins to represent the scif as much as the Ring 

does; 'the primary symbolism of a ring is, traditionally, the self. 9300 For Bilbo and 

Frodo, the Ring becomes another self into which there is the possibility of escape 

through invisibility or into evil. Frodo's mental breakdown, a brcak-downof 'scir 

and 'other' occurs outside the Shirc. Bruce Murphy suggests that the border 

between the self and the other is a wandering, unstable construction; in The Lord 

offhe Rings this is demonstratcd through the Frodo-Gollurn-the Ring 

conncction. 301 Christophcr Bookcr argucs that the Ring 'is in fact a symbol not of 

29' Ian Christie, 'Landscape and "Location": Reading Filmic Space I listorically', Rethinking 
History, 4: 2 (2000), 165-174 (p. 168) 
2" Obcrtino, p. 121 
3'* Donington, p. 93. Also, see Introduction. 
301 Bruce Murphy, 'The Exile of Literature: Poetry and the Politics of the Other(s)', Critical 
Inquiry, 17: 1 (Autumn, 1990), 162-173. 
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wholeness but of the cgo, tempting anyone who possesses it to dreams of infinite 

power'. 302 The duality of evil in The Lord ofthe Rings works as a serious paradox 

which Tolkien has bequeathed to the genre 'between the Bocthian view of cvil as 

nothing and internal and the other view of evil as an active, cxtemal force which 

requires resistance. 303 

Sons of Empire: Imperial Masculinity in The Lortlofthe Rinzv 

As Anne M. Windholz explains, 'young men who came of age in England at the 

cnd of the nineteenth century did so as the very nature of masculinity was being 

contested in social, cconomic, and sexual arcnas, 304 and the construction of 

masculinity which was bred out of the 'muscular Christianity' ethos was supported 

by 'a generation of university teachers, schoolmasters, clergymen, poets, 

journalists and boys' fiction writcrs'. 305 The model of masculinity which was 

developed and populariscd was comprised of 'equal parts of patriotism, physical 

toughness, skill at team games, a sense of fair play (sometimes called 

Gsportsmanship'), self discipline, selflessness, bravcry and daring', and there is 

extensive evidence in The Lord ofthe Rings to suggest that this model of 

masculinity was at the heart of Tolkien's vision for his characters. 306 Moreover, 

these virtues arc not restricted to those characters who are obviously drawn in the 

heroic tradition; in the end, the success of the quest hinges on Sam and Frodo's 

sense of duty and moral resilience in Mordor and, in a lesser fashion, Merry's 

301 Christopher Booker, p. 319 
303John W. I loughton and Neal K. Kccsc, 'Tolkicn, King Alfred, and Bocthius: 
Platonist Views of Evil in The Lordofthe Rinp', Tolkien Siudies 2: 1 (2005). 131-159 (p. 133) 
304 Anne M. Windholz, 'An Emigrant and a Gentleman: Imperial Masculinity, British Magazines, 
and the Colony Uat Got Away', Victorian Studies (Summer, 1999/2000). 631-658 (p. 63 1) 
"s James, P. 206 
306 Ibid. 
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bravery in stabbing the Witch King of Angmar. Physical stature, Tolkicn stresses, 

is not as important as their courage. Robert Plank suggests Tolkien's 

overestimating of the importance of courage is particularly evident in 'T'he 

Scouring of the Shire. ' Plank comments that: 

Frodo and his friends have courage but little else, and cntrcnchcd power 
falls before them like a house of cards. These hcrocs do not persuade, they 
do not convince anybody. Tlicy rally the people, but the people have 
already been on their side. Yet discussion and persuasion arc the lifcblood 
of democracy. And courage is more an aristocratic than a democratic 
virtue. 307 

Tolkien's 'courageous' hobbits are therefore firmly placed in the bracket of 

imperial adventurers. While Aragorn, Elrond and Gandalf clearly owe their 

allegiance to the medieval texts which Tolkicn drew upon, the hobbits arc drawn 

from the same cast as Haggard's Allan Quatermain or Iforace Holly who rind 

themselves unexpectedly launched into adventures but nevertheless rise to 

surprising limits of mental and physical cndurancc. What all these texts suggest is 

that the unique character of the English gentleman is best suited to survive in 

situations which would defeat any other race. By 1888, 'gentleman' had a far 

broader definition which included 'the son of a pccr, or a parson, of a soldicr, a 

merchant, or a lawyer'. 308 Anne M. Windholz points out that: 

The expanded body of men who not only aspired to but also 
claimed the title of gentleman by the end of the century indicates the 
pervasive success of this particular gender ideology and the extent to which 
British maleness became identified with it. Yctjust as the title of 
"gentleman" became increasingly accessible to aspirants, economic 
depression made the prosperity that it seemed to promise difficult to 
realize. Gentlemanly status might theoretically be dcrincd by a moral 
sensibility that dcmocratizcd the ideal, but it ultimately rcmaincd 
dependent on financial standing. 309 

-93- 

307 Plank, p. I 11 
30' A. G. Bradley (1888) cited In WindholL. p. 634 
309 Windholz, p. 634 
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Sam's behaviour might not change throughout 7he Lord ofthe Rings but it is only 

when he inherits Bag End from Frodo that he can attain status in the community as 

tile Mayor of Ilobbiton - the f inal hobbit to achieve the I lenty-esquc reward for 

adventure. The casual racial superiority of the British in empire adventure 

literature was strongly linked with patriotism but England was the site of the end 

of adventure. It was the backdrop against which I laggard and I Icnty's characters 

retired to enjoy the fruits of their adventure in the wider empire; Guy Arnold 

argues that 'the height of I Icnty's ambition for his young heroes is that they come 

back to England to marry and become comfortably-off squircs'? 10 Ibis is precisely 

what happens in The Lord ofthe Rings: Sam, Merry and Pippin al I marry and take 

their places as pillars of the community but this is not where Tolkicn's narrative 

leaves them. Appendix B of The Return ofthe King details how Merry and Pippin 

return first to Rohan and then to Gondor where they arc laid to rest with Aragom 

and Sam follows Frodo's path and leaves Middic-carth, the last reward of the final 

Ring-bcarcr. Tolkicn's message seems to be somewhat dif! ercilt, with the four 

hobbits all leaving the Shire, but this could be a veiled metaphor for death. Even 

heroes cannot stay in the Shire forever. 

Indeed, it can be argued that a low level of patriotism runs through The 

Lord ofthe Rings and is especial ly notable when evidenced by characters such as 

Aragom who has been forced to spend most of his life away from Gondor: 'I am 

Strider and D6nadan too, and I belong both to Gondor and the North. Oll The 

hobbits, too, are sustained throughout The Lord ofthe Rings by the memory of the 

Shire that they carry with them, 'refreshing them in the and and dangerous 

1: 01 Amold, p. 48 
3 7hoLordoftheRings, p. 563. ThisisalsostressedinJackson'stilms. 
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portions of the world, inspiring them to fight and winjust as Laurence Kitzan 

suggests that the imperial adventurer does. 312 

Edward Said notcs of Kipling's Kim that'wc arc in a masculinc world 

dominated by travel, trade, adventure, and intrigue, and it is a celibate world' and 

these elements can be gathered into a template for the world in which imperial 

adventure novels are predominantly set. 313 Like the heroes of With Clive in India, 

King Solomon's Mines and Kidnapped, Frodo leaves the Shire because he has a 

duty to do so and is accompanied by his faithful servant Sam. Rider I laggard's 

central charactcrs often set off together, and She at least, includes a working class 

character, Job, who was initially employed to look after the infant Leo. Deirdre 

David notes that in 'the novels of 11. Rider I laggard, for instance, we rind that the 

influence of empire [ ... ] is the very stuff by which an unsubtle masculine and 

national identity is defined. 9314 

The pattern in G. A. I Icnty's novels is generally that the young hcro will 

save the life of a working-class or native character who will undertake to serve him 

in the batman role that Sam takes on, as Martin Simonson notes: "Sam can also be 

identified with one of the prototypes of the hero's friends in the British imperial 

adventure novel 9.3 15 Frodo is also initially accompanied by his cousins, Mcriadoc 

Brandybuck and Peregrine Took, who are the respective licirs to the Mastcr of 

Buckland and the Thain of Tookborough. Most, if not all of G. A. I lenty's young 

heroes are of aristocratic birth or clearly a gentleman by nature. Frodo's family arc 

wealthy and influential in I lobbiton and in addition, Aragom is the heir of Gondor, 

312 itzan, p. 52 
313 Said, Culture andImperialism. p. 165 
314 David, p. 96 
313 Simonson, P. 81 
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Boromir is the son of the Steward of Gondor, Lcgolas is the son of Thranduil, 

King of the Woodland Realm of Mirkwood and Gimli is the son of Gl6in - these 

last two characters, Thranduil and Gl6in, feature in The 11obbit -and it is clear 

that, like I lenty, Tolkien's 'heroes arc al I gentlemen and incipient members of the 

establishment. 316 Sam's resemblance to thc'faithful black who attaches himself to 

[the hero], is frequently instrumental in rescuing him from his cncmics and in 

many cases, accompanies him back to England', and who oflcn features in I lcnty's 

novels, can by no means be a coincidence, although it is clear that Sam's purpose 

in the narrative goes far beyond the limited role allowed to 11crity's native 

sidekicks. Sam becomes the unexpected hero of The Lord ofthe Rings and 

Tolkien's conception of heroism is more inclusive than I Icnty or I laggard's. 317 

William 11. Grccn argucs that many of the charactcrs in 7he Hobbit can be 

read as female or fcminiscd- including Gandalf and Elrond- in that 'some 

feminine virtues - such as passivity and fear of adventure - are weaknesses to be 

overcome, but their masculine opposites, the restlessness and testostcrone-drivcn 

ambition of the macho hero, arc vices' and that those characters whose principal 

narrative function is to be beautiful and nurturing can be read as female to the 

point at which changing the gender of the characters would 'not weaken the 

narrative coherence of The Hobbit or alter its moral and psychological thcmes'. 318 

The masculine ideal described by Green is explicitly prc-1 880s and this makes the 

choice of supporting material interesting given that King Solonion's Aftnes, 

Treasure Island and the novels of G. A. lienty portray a very differcnt idcalised 

masculinity. The tender, nurturing masculinity that Green idcntirics in The Hobbil 

316 
mo p. 71 

3: 7 Rich s, 'With I lcnty to Africa', p. 91 
3a Grccn. '"Whcrc's Mama? "', p. 192 
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is supported somewhat tenuously on the connection between the trek across the 

Misty Mountains by the dwarves, Bilbo, and Gandalf and a real hike that Tolkien 

took in 1911 led by his aunt; a painting of a witch disguised as a man which 

Tolkien acknowledged inspired the physical description of Gandalf; the lack of 

significant female characters in the novel and the narrative function of the elves 

and does not explain a similar lack of active female characters in The Lord ofihe 

Rings. I lowcvcr, Stephen Ilrickctt makes a far more convincing argument 

suggesting that Gandalf owes his creation in part to John Ruskin's South West 

Wind in The King ofthe Golden River 'who is possibly the first magical personage 

in fiction to show that combination of kindliness and ccccntzic imscibil ily., 319, MC 

character of Billali in She is also suggestive of a stereotypical type that both 

I laggard and Tolkien may havc bccn dra"ing upon: 

I Ic was a wondcrful-looking old man, with a snowy beard, so long that the 
ends of it hung over the sides of the litter, and he had a hookcd nose, above 
which flashed out a pair of eyes as keen as a snakc's, while his whole 
countenance was instinct with a look of wise and sardonic humour 
impossible to describe on paper. 320 

Morcovcr, Green fails to take into account that The flobhit was written for a 

juvenile audience whereas The Lord ofthe Rings, with its far more complex 

representations of masculinity and idcntity, was written explicitly for an adult 

audience. It is difficult to cast Boromir, Lcgolas or Aragorn in the role of 

'nurturcr'; when they carry the hobbits through the snowdrifts on Caradhras, it is a 

matter of necessity: 

'I lave hopel' said Boromir. 'I am weary, but I still have some strength lcft, 
and Aragorn too. We will bear the little folk. The others no doubt will 

319 Stcplicn Prickcu, Victorian Fan1my, 2"d edn (Waco, Tcxas: Baylor Univusity Prcss, 2005), pp. 
64.5 
320.3he, p. 70 
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make shift to tread the path behind us. Come, Master Pcrcgrinl I will begin 
with you. ' I Ic lifted up the hobbit. 'Cling to my backl I shall need my 
arms, ' he said and strode forward. Aragorn with Merry came behind. 
Pippin marvelled at his strength, seeing the passage that he had already 
forced with no other tool than his great limbs. 321 

Jane Chance takes a similar stance as Green in considering The Lord ofthe 

Rings in which she identifics &serving' bchaviours such as care, nurturing and 

hcaling from one character to another - for example, Sam to Frodo. Such 

behaviour demonstrates for Chance that 'what has traditionally been regarded as 
, 322 

gendcr-linkcd behaviour is here gcndcr-ncutrat .I would argue for a slightly 

different reading of the 'tender' behaviour in 7be Lord ofthe Rings. It is not 

precisely a case of Tolkicn making such traits spetifically gcndcr-ncutraI in such a 

way to- perhaps subconsciously - counterbalance the predominantly masculine 

text; rather that it is perfectly in line with earlier adventure literature. Catherine 

Stimpson makes a similar point when she argues that 'the most delicate and tender 

feelings in Tolkicn's writing exist between men, the members of holy fcllowships 

and companics. '323 

The addition of the working-class or native characters serves to combat the 

issue that both Tolkicn and llcnty encountered, 'the difficulty he faces in making 

his characters both heroic and ordinary'. 324 It was essential for the intended 

audience of imperial boys' novels to be able to identify with the protagonist but 

this was a common criticism lcvcllcd at I lcnty, as Guy Arnold notes: 'a general 

criticism of 11crity's young hcrocs is their absolute qualities: they have all the 

321 The Lord ofthe Rings, p. 293 
322 Jane Chance, Lord ofthe Rings: The Afyholq)y qfPower, 2*4 edn (Kcntuck Univ i Y'IMO ers ty 
Press of Kentucky, 200 1). p. 113 
323 Catherine R. Stimpson, J. R. R. Uklen (New York and London: Columbia Univcrsity Press, 
1969), p. 20-21 
324 Arnold, p. 41 
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manly virtues., 325 Lisa I lonakcr notes that during the nineteenth century, as 

anxieties about the empire grew, within popular literature the 'vision of manhood 

shifted from philanthropic to militaristic'. 326 The heroes of late-Victorian literature 

were no longer domestic cmpire-buildcrs who led the way to Christianity; they 

were now explorers and soldiers. I lonakcr makes special mention of Thomas 

I lughes's Tom Brown's Schooldays, Swiss Family Robinson, Robinson Crusoe and 

R. M. Ballantync's The Coral Island as examples of this. All these texts turn the 

wild environment - including the public school environment - into a tamed and 

domesticated space. This is in sharp contrast to the untamed and unknowable 

territory explored by the heroes of Stalky and Co, King Solomon's Mines, With 

Clive in India and made explicit when Aragom (the soldicr) takes the hobbits (the 

young heroes) into 'the wild lands' ? 27 In addition to this, the nineteenth century 

marked a change in the way the 'body' was conccptualiscd. Developments in 

medicine led to compulsory smallpox vaccinations for all children in 1853 so that 

'the body politic had increased its power over the body physical. The individual 

body therefore now became, to a degree, state property. '328 Modern masculinity 

vacillates uncomfortably between the 'man's man' ideal which is rootcd firmly in 

imperial popular culture of the nineteenth century and the postmodern 

deconstruction of this cultural construct. With the thematic heritage of empire 

underpinning so much of the cultural consciousness of the West, it is perhaps 

123 Arnold, p. 152 
326 Lisa I lonakcr, "One Man to Rely On": Long John Silver and the Shifting Character or 
Victorian Boys' Fiction', JAT. Journal ofNarralive 77teop)4 34: 1 (Winter, 2004). 27-53 (p. 28) 
327 The Lord ofthe Rings, p. 181 
321 Anthony Synnott, 'Tomb, Temple, Machine and ScIP Ile Social Construction orthe Body, Vie 
Brifish Journal ofSociology, 43: 1 (March, 1992), 79-110 (p. 95) 
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unsurprising that the 'imperial male survivor has, not so surprisingly, outlived the 

empire in popular culture'. 329 

The physicality of the novels of I lcnty, for cxamplc, place the body of the 

protagonist continually at the disposal of England and the empire. As Steven 

Swann Jones argues: 'extraordinary hcrocs are the cmbodimcnts of their culture; 

they are larger than typical figures in ordinary life [ ... ] because they arc exemplars 

of their society's aspiration and socio-political con niCtS., 330 The perfection of Leo 

Vinccy's body resembling 'a statue of Apollo come to lifCt331 contrasts sharply 

with the vivid description of the corruption of Aycsha's body in She: 

Smaller she grew, and smaller yet, till she was no larger than a monkey. 
Now the skin was puckered into a million wrinkles, and on the shapeless 
face was the stamp of unutterable age. I never saw anything like itf.... ] and 
let all men pray they never may, if they wish to kccp their rcason. 32 

The juxtaposition of the perfect or awesome male body against the corrupted 

female body is repeated in King Solomon's Aftnes where the witch Gagool is 

described as 'looking for al I the world like an animated crookcd stick or comma, 

her horrid eyes gleaming and glowing with a most unholy lustre', and is set against 

the 'majestic forms' of the soldiers. 333 This juxtaposition turns into a spectacle as 

Haggard demonstrates the monstrous result of stepping outside die natural order, 

whether by being an autonomous woman in a strictly patriarchical society, or by 

using magic for personal benefit as both Aycsha and Gagool use magic or the 

threat of magic to retain ultimate control. The destruction of the female monster is 

a common theme in gothic literature which is contemporary with imperial 

329 Bristow, p. 166 
3'0 Swann Joncs, p. 9 
331 She, p. 1 312 Ibid. p, 262 333 King,! Volomon's Afines, p. 100 
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adventure I itcraturc and it seems likely that, classed together as 'romancc', such 

thematic appropriation would be common-placc. Maureen Thum compares 

Tolkicn to the other Inklings, spccifically C. S. Lewis, when she points out that 

'Tolkien, by contrast, almost invariably portrays powerful women positively and 

seldom portrays such figures as evil and in need of punishment or death. 9334 

Leslie A. Donovan argues that a reading of the female characters in 

Tolkien's text as passive is a misreading of Tolkien's clear appropriation of 

valkyrie motifs and traits. She states that 'Tolkicn"s primary women characters in 

The Lord ofthe Rings - Galadricl, Shclob, Eowyn, and Arwcn -arc narrative 

agents charged with the authority of distinct heroic women figures from Old Norse 

mythology and literature called the valkyrics'. 333 More importantly, Donovan 

reads the female characters as responding to social and political changes in post- 

war British society: 

After World War 11, the professional, religious, and societal cultures to 
which Tolkien belonged both continued to emphasize traditional roles for 
women while simultaneously recognizing the possibilities of new familiar 
models, employment opportunities, and social as well as political 
importance for them. Like the medieval valkyric figures, it was more 
socially possible for post-World War 11 women to maintain independent 
identities without sacrificing their expected cultural validity, a concept the 
morally conservative but broad-thinking Tolkicn may have found 
attractive. 336 

Although Donovan makes some fascinating points - most notably concerning the 

role of the 'cup-bcarcr' in medieval texts and this connection to Galadricl and 

towyn -I am not convinced by her argument in reference to Shclob. The 

334 Maureen Thum, 'The "Sub-Subcrcation" of Galadrict, Arwcn, and towyn: Women or Power in 
Tolkicn's and Jackson's The Lord ofthe Rings', Tolklen On Film (see Paxson, above), pp. 231-256 

235) 
3 Leslie A. Donovan, 'The Valkyrie Reflex in J. R. R. Tolkien's The Lordofthe Rings', in Tolklen 
theMedievalist, ed. by Jane Chance (I., ondon: Routledge, 2003), pp. 106-129 (p. 108) 
336 Ibid., p. 109 
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connection Donovan makes between Shelob and Grcndal is interesting, but I 

would hesitate before concluding - as Donovan does - that 'the monstrous and 

malevolent Shelob parallels baleful valkyric figures'. 337 jCS Battis points out that to 

read Shclob 'as a feminine caricature, and thereby to ascribe those same 

preconscious and grotesque tropes to the feminine with syllogistic facility, is to 

underscore a scathing critique of the female body by Tolkien that simply has no 

agency, no presence, anywhere else in the tCXt., 339 In addition Dcidrc Dawson 

argues against an explicitly Norse appropriation. She suggests that 'towyn's name 

may be Anglo-Saxon, but the inspiration of her character - her fearlessness in the 

face of death, her determination to avenge her slain kinsmen and her refusal to be 

dominated by a foreign power -arc very CCItiC., 339 

Citing I lama's words in 'The King of the Golden I IMP. 'She is fearless and 

high-hcartcd. All love her. Let her be as lord to the Eorlingas, while we arc 

gone, 340 Donovan concludes that 'Where some critics view towyn's character as 

either rcflcctivc of the powerlessness inherent in traditional female roles that trap 

women in their femininity or as indicative of her rejection of femininity through 

her warrior trappings, I lama's words indicate instead her authority to be 

simultaneously a woman and a warrior. 34 1 Donovan's reading here is somewhat 

selective; Thdodcn is appointing a temporary leader only and in one sense, Lwyn 

proves to be a poor choice as she follows them into battle disguised as a young 

man. Edith L. Crowe believes the decision to leave towyn in charge is indicative 

337 Donovan, p. 121 
338 Battis, p. 916 
339 Deidre Dawson, 'English, Welsh, and Elvish: Language, Loss, and Cultural Recovery in LRK 
Tolkicn's The Lordofthe Rings', in Tolhien's AfiddleAges, ed. by Janc Chance and Alfred K. 
Siewers (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2005), pp. 105-120 (p. 106) 
UO The Lord ofthe Rings, p. 523 
34 1 Donovan, p. 122 
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of a trend in Tolkien's Middlc-earth narratives whcrc'lincagc and family are often 

more important than gender in lcgitimising female political power. In b-wyn's 

case, being a member of the I louse of Eorl is apparently more important than her 

SCX., 342 

It is interesting to note how Jackson's adaptation of The Lord ofthe Rings - 

which will be discussed in greater depth in Chapter Two - has dealt with the 

female characters. Thum makes an excellent point when she argues that 'although 

his transmutation of Galadricl, Arwcn, and towyn involve oflcn radical departures 

from the text, Jackson accurately rcprcscnts Tolkicn's views of women as they arc 

expressed throughout his writings". 343 She cites the active nature of Tolkicnian 

heroines such as L6thicn and argues that despite the appearance of marginality, it 

is through the female characters that the narrative achieves cohesion. Cathy Akers- 

Jordan makes a similar point when she argues that: 

Jackson attempts to portray her as a true desccndant of her heroic 
ancestors, such as Lfithicn, Eitrcndil and Galadricl. In doing so, he remains 
loyal to the spirit of Tolkien's books, especially in terms of Arwcn's 
influence on Aragom's life and fatc, and makes her more appealing to a 
modem audience. 344 

Lisa I lopkins points out that by comparison to Ldthicn, Arwcn 'is a 

surprisingly shadowy figure 345 who 'seems to exist only to provide a suitable 

342 Edith L. Crowe, 'Power in Arda: Sources, Uses, and Misuses' In Proceedings oftheiRk 
Tolhien Centenary Conference 1992, ed. by Patricia Reynolds and G1cn Goodknight (Milton 
Keynes and Altadcna: Mythopocic Press, 1995), pp. 272-277 (p. 275) 
343 Thum, p. 254 
344 Cathy Akers-Jordan, 'Fairy Princess or Tragic I Icroinc? The Metamorphosis of Arwcn 
Und6miel in Peter Jackson's The Lord ofthe Rings Films' Tolklen On Film (see Paxson, above), 
rf. 195-213 (p. 195) 

5 5 Lisa I lopkins, 'Female Authority Figures in the Works of Tolkien, C. S. Lewis and Charles 
Williams' in Proceedings oftheJR. R. Tolklen Centenary Conference 1992 (see Crowe, above), pp. 
364-6 (p. 366) 
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346 bride for Aragom at the end of the story. ' Victoria Gaydose is less convinced by 

Jackson's alteration of Arwcn into a more active character. She believes that 

Tolkien's Arwen is a 'serenely beautiful and traditionally feminine image of 

passivity'. 347 Gaydose does concede that modem cinema audiences now demand 

active and narratively engaged female characters and argues that 'Peter Jackson 

shows greater loyalty to this historical Process than to Tolkicn's original text in the 

way he presents Arwcn in his version of The Fellowship ofthe Rings (SiC)9.348 

Certainly the changes in Jackson's The Lord ofthe Rings seem to bear out this 

argument; it is Arwcn who rescues Frodo from the NazgOl and calls the river rather 

than G16rfindel sending Frodo on his horse to Rivcndell. Part of this adaptation is 

surely pragmatic; Tolkien's The Lord ofthe Rings has an astonishing - epic - cast 

and it is understandable that in order to preserve narrative clarity, some of the 

minor characters might be lost in adaptation, especially those who appear briefly in 

one book only. Equally, it is important for the audience to care about Aragom and 

Arwcn's romance; towyn is so much more in the model of the modem female 

heroine that it is possible Arwcn might have suffered by comparison. So too does 

Jackson's interpretation of Arwcn seem to bear out the spirit of Tolkicn's heroine; 

she is not considered the inheritor of L6thicn because she is as beautiful as Whien 

but rather because she has Whien's spirit and character. 

Tolkicn's Galadricl shares several stylistic motifs with Ayesha in that they 

arc both beautiful, long-lived members of an ancient race, who possess the ability 

to call forth images from pools of water: '[t]hat water is my glass; in it I see what 

346 1 lopkins, p. 366 
3" Victoria Gaydose, "'Crimes Against the Book? " The Transrormation of Tolkicn's Arwen from 
Page to Screen and the Abandonment of the Psyche Archetype', Tolklen On Film (see Paxson, 
above), pp. 215-230 (p. 219) 
3'8 Ibid., p. 222 
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passes if I will to summon up the pictures, which is not ofIcn'. 349 Aycsha reveals 

her miffor to Holly in the chapter entitled 'Aycsha Unveils' and although the 

chapter contains a literal unveiling in that Ayesha removes the gauzy %Tappings 

which conceal her body, it is also a mental unveiling as Aycsha explains the source 

of her power and how she came to be queen. The cliaptcr'Tlic Mirror of Galadricl' 

in The Fellowship ofthe Ring, possesses a significantly similar sequence when 

Sam looks into the water '[a]s if a dark veil had been withdrawri, the Mirror grew 

grey, and then clear. 350 The association of truths being revealed afIcr the removal 

of a literal or figurative veil runs through both The Lord ofthe Rings and She. 

Concealing Their Roots: Fantasy and the Mask of Emnirc 

The complex relationship between dcccption and fantasy which is illustrated in 

The Lord ofthe Rings seems to have its roots in part in imperial adventure 

literature where the concealing of identity carries %Oth it dishonourablc overtones. 

The presentation of multiple masculine identities serves to obscure the fact that the 

masculine identity in imperial adventure literature is itscira construct. In I lenty's 

With Kitchener in the Soudan for cxamplc, the father of the young hcro uses his 

second name 'I lilliard' instead of his true aristocratic surname 'I larticy' after 

marrying into a lower social class. I Ic dics young and his son, the novcl's hcro 

Gregory Hilliard, despite growing up as a hybrid much like Kipling's Kim, gains 

recognition of his heroism and is cvcntually cstablishcd in his true rank as the 

Marquis of Langdale. Joscph Bristow notes that by using his second name 'he has 

349 She, p. 136 
3" The Lord ofthe Rings, p. 363 
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not dishonourably given a false idcntity. 351 While imperial adventure literature 

used the concealing or false identity as a plot device, it also occurs notably in the 

medieval literature which is likely to be another appropriativc source for 7lic Lord 

of1he Rings, although to discuss in great detail the numerous medieval connections 

within The Lord ofthe Rings is somewhat beyond the scope of this thesis. 352 

The links between medieval and fantasy literature range from the structure 

of the stories, the evolution of the distinctive 'quest' narrative and the prevalence 

of devices such as magic swords, impregnable castles and royalty in hiding. It is 

perhaps easy to see the connections between Pcrccval ou Lc conic du Graal by 

Chrdtien de Troyes, Robert de Boron's Grail stories, Malory's Aforic D, 4rlhur and 

Tolkien's The Lordofthc Rings. All these narratives share similar stylistic 

reference points, not the least of which is the necessity for the hero to conceal his 

identity, as exemplified by Lancelot's comments to the Fisher King about Sir 

Perccval in one of the thirteenth century continuations of Chrdticn de Troyes's 

Pcrccval: 'it is great adventure of finding him, for oft-timcs will he change his 

cognizance in divers fashion and conceal his name in many places. 353 Medieval 

and fantasy heroes do not just change their names, they also conceal their faces - 

especially their eyes - and the moment of revelation of identity-through-namc 

becomes one with the revelation of identity-througli-thc-un-masking-of-the-facc. 

17he motif of un-masking or simply revealing the face while giving the name 

becomes a common one in fantasy literature: 

I' Bristow, p. 148 
3: 2 See, for example, Tolklen the Medievalist: Routledge Studies In Aledieval Religion and Culture, 
ed. by Jane Chance (London: Routlcdge, 2003); Michael D-C Drout, J-PLPL Tolkien's Medieval 
Scholarship and its Significance, TolklenStudies, 4 (2007), 113-176; Tom Shippey, The Road to 
Afiddle-Earth 
353 Author unknown, Tfie Ifigh History ofthe Grail: A continuation ofthe narrative ofChreflan do 
Troyes thirteenth century France. 
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the stranger pulled back the cowl of his cloak to reveal clearly the dark 
face, now framed by long black hair, cut nearly shoulder length and 
shading the dccp-sct eyes, which still showed only as black slits in the 

354 shadows beneath the heavy brows [ ... ] he announced his name quietly. ' 

This extract from The Sword ofShannara by Terry Brooks, detailing the revelation 

of Allanon's identity in the inn in the Shady Vale which is owned by Shea's foster 

father, can be contrasted directly with the description of Strider in the Prancing 

Pony in The Fellowship ofthe Ring: 

A travel-stained cloak of heavy dark-grccn cloth was drawn close about 
him, and in spite of the heat of the room he wore a hood that overshadowed 
his face; but the gleam of his eyes could be seen as he watched the 
hobbits. 355 

It is clear that Brooks has appropriated Tolkien's character; Allanon is revealed to 

be an amalgamation of Gandalf and Aragorn whose somewhat sinister appearance 

belies his good intentions in much the same way that Frodo is initially wary of 

Aragorn. As Clyde B. Northrup suggests: 

the capc or cloak can also be used to conceal one's idcntity, to hidc from 
unfriendly eyes, and so escape detection [ ... ] to remove one's clothes in the 
presence of another is, both literally and metaphorically, to allow the other 
person into one's most intimate and secret places. 356 

In The Sword ofShannara, Balinorarrivcs in the Shady Valc, barcly allowing 

Flick and Shea Ormsford to recover from Allanon's appearance and cxposition- 

ladcn warning. I Ic too appears 'wrapped in a green cloak'357 which 'covered all his 

body' and remains only long enough to indicate his signi ficancc to the nan-ative as 

354 Terry Brooks, The Sword ofShannara (London: Futum Publications, 1989), p. 26 
333 The Lord of1ha Rings, p. 156 
356 Clyde B. Northrup, 'The Qualities of a Tolkicnian Fairy-Story. AMS Modern Fiction Studies, 
50: 4(2004), 814-837 <http: //musc. j h u. cdu/iogin? uri-/journals/modcm_f ict ion 
stud ics/v05O/50.4northrup. pd f5- [accessed IS Scptembcr 20061 

337 Brooks, The Sword ofShannara, p. 58 
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the king of Callahorn's son and to repeat Allanon's waming. 358 Both Balinor and 

Allanon reveal their purpose for visiting the Shady Vale only after unmasking. 

Instead of the many years which pass between Gandalf suspecting there is 

something untoward about the Ring and Frodo's eventual and prolonged leaving of 

the Shire, Brooks has substituted an extensively detailed exposition. Events 

quickly centre around Shea's 'true' identity as the last remaining - although 

halfblood - heir to the clvcn king Jeric Shannara. Allanon's reappearance in the 

dwarf city Culhavcn reaffirms his threatening appearance: 'his Ican face half 

hidden in the long cowl, his whole appearance dark and foreboding. 9359 The 

continual partial masking of Allanon's face serves to emphasis his ambiguity in the 

text just as Tolkien does with Aragom early in The Fellowship ofthe Ring. 

The turning of Trotter from The Ilobbil-sequel into Aragorn, son of 

Arathorn in The Lord ofthe Rings also helps to conceal Tolkicn's appropriation. 

Aragorn is, as Vcrlyn Fl iegcr notes, 'an authentic mythic hcro 1.360 Flicgcr asserts 

that Tolkien is following epic convention by concealing Aragom's idcntity through 

the disguise of 'Strider', but this interpretation itself disguises any appropriation by 

Tolkicn from empire literature and conveniently dc-scribcs the Trottcr/Stridcr 

character from any lasting signiricancc in the narrative. The'Rangcr' hobbit 

Trotter's first appearance in the narrative is very close to Aragom's: 

Suddenly Bingo noticed that a quecr-looking, brown-faccd hobbit, sitting 
in the shadows behind the others, was also listening intently. Ile had an 
enormous mug (more like ajug) in front of him, and was smoking a 
brokcn-stcmmcd pipe right under his rather long nose. I Ic was dressed in 
dark rough brown cloth, and had a hood on, in spite of the warmth, - and, 

358 Brooks, The Sword ofShannara, p. 59 
359 Ibid., p. 147 
360 Verlyn Flicgcr, Trodo and Aragorn: The Concept of the I Icro'. Understanding 71je Lordoflhe 
Rings: The Best of Tolklen Criticism (see Kochcr, above), pp. 122-145 (p. 130) 
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very remarkably, he had wooden shocsl Bingo could see them sticking out 
under the table in front of him. 361 

From the first incarnation of Aragom then, it can be argued that deception was a 

necessary part of his identity - and that this concealment is quite separate from his 

later evolution into Isildur's heir. Christopher Tolkicn seems very sure that 

Aragorn's mythic hero status was a later development and not conceived of from 

the beginning: 'Of course, looking back over the texts from Trotter's first 

appearance, there is no possibility that my father had "originally planned" to make 

Trotter anything but a hobbit., 362 Christopher Tolkicn suggests that instead of 

Trotter being replaced by Aragorn: 

Rather, he had been potentially Aragorn for a long time; and when my 
father decided that Trotter was Aragorn and wav not Ilcrcgrin Boff"in his 
stature and his history were totally changed, but a great deal of the 

363 'indivisible' Trotter remained in Aragorn and determined his nature. 

Aragom's othcr potcntial identitics includcd Peregrin Boffin who 'grcw up 

a dark-haired and (for a hobbit) lanky lad, very much more of a Took than a 

Boffin'; 364 as well as a 'disguised elf - friend of Bilbo's in lIivcndcl 19363 who 

'pretends to be a ranger'. 366 Pcrcgrin Boffin especially recalls I laggard's 

description of Allan Quatcrmain: 'I am thin, and short, and dark'. 367 What is 

especially significant in all the versions of Aragom is that disguise is a crucial part 

of his function in the narrative. Ille fact that Strider first appears in The Fellowship 

361 LIZA. Tolkicn, The Return ofthe Shadow: The History ofAliddle-earth Volume 6, ed. by 
Christopher Tolkicn (London: I larpcrCollins Publishers, 1994), p. 137 
362 Ibid., p. 393 
363 Ibid., p. 431 
3" Ibid., p. 385 
363 J. R. P- Tolkicn, Me 7reason oflsengarJ The 111vtory of The Lord ofthe Rings Part 2. ed. by 
Christopher Tolkicn (London: I larpcrCollins Publishers. 2002), p. 6 
366 Ibid., p. 7 
367 King Solomon's Afines, p. 38 
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ofthe Ring with his face concealed is indicative of the genre as a whole as the 

disguising of the face comes to be linked to the masking of motive. 

To consider the use of the mask - and this includes the use of clothing or 

armour to mask or conceal the face and/or body in fantasy literature and film, - it is 

f irst necessary to consider bricfly the conccpt of the face as a significr of emotion 

and intent. Richard Rushton suggests that: 

The face is part of a signifying system that is quite different from that of 
spoken or written language, and it is quite diffierctit from traditional forms 
of representation like drawing or painting or photography. What these 
traditional forms of representation need arc a certain intentional logic, the 
determination that "with these marks I am representing x" - even if there is 
no intended meaning, there is certainly the intention that one is doing or 
producing something (an artwork, for example). The face, opposed to this, 
on certain occasions, can represent or signify autonialically, without die 
intention of the person upon whose face the markings arise. 369 

The face, Rushton argues, acts as a place of pre-communication which signifies the 

'potential - it is of the order of the possible and the virtual'. 369 1 Ic cites Dclcuze 

and G uattari who claim that 'choices arc guided by faces, elements are organiscd 

around faces: a common grammar is never separable from a facial education'. 370 

The mask therefore works as a disruption of this essential level of communication 

and signifies a breakdown between the represented face and the actual face. As 

John J. I Ionigmann explains, 'by hiding the face they "interrupt" or "divert" the 

normal flow of communication [ ... I the mask acts to disjoin personal identity from 

the behaviour being enacted' . 
371 Donald Pollock points out that 'the minimal 

Western mask works, not by conceal ing the face, but by conceal ing the cycs' and 

'" Richard Rushton, 'What Can A Face Do? On Dclcuze and Faces'. Cultural Critique, 51 (Spring, 
2002), 219-23 7 (p. 220) 
369 Ibid., p. 225 
370 Dcleuze and Guttari, 'Year Zero', quoted in Rushton, p. 221 
371 John J. I Ionigmann, 'Ile Masked Face', Ethos, 5: 3 (Autumn, 1977), 263-280 (p. 275) 
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cites several well-known proverbs which stress how the eyes arc crucially 

important in Western culture as a symbol of intent and identity. 372 

Elizabeth Tonkin suggests that 'every Mask is part of an event, which can 

only be intelligible when understood as a performance with complex interactions 

between Masks and non-maskcrs' and although she refers explicitly to the use and 

purpose of masks in central and western Africa, the idea is that the mask is part of 

a dialogue between the wearer and the viewer - and Tonkin capitaliscs 'mask' to 

indicate the mask-in-action as both symbol and performance. This would clearly 

be a dialogue which is distinct from the 'normal' face-to-face communication 

idcnti ficd by Rushton, Pollock and I lonigmann. The mask would therefore seem to 

signify a specific kind of communication between mask-wcarcr and mask-vicwcr 

and this leads to another important point: that the mask in literature is not 'seen' 

but 'read' and as Dennis Duerden stresses, the 'form, of visual images is 

communicated in a different manncr from the form of verbal imagcs'. 313 The 

describing of a mask in literature therefore becomes a doublcd-rcading; a textual 

reading of a visual event which is quite distinct from the reading of a description 

of a landscape. The author/charactcr who stands in for the rcadcr as the viewer of 

the mask therefore also acts as decoder of the mask as symbol and performance, 

limiting the possibilities of interpretation. 

The various masks, visual identities and costumes cmploycd in Neil 

Gaiman's The Sandman arc both visual and written due to the blending of visual 

image with written text in the graphic novel. This is unlike Tolkicn, who or 

372 Donald Pollock, 'Masks and the Semiotics of Identity', 71je Journal ofthe Royal 
Anthropological Institute, 1: 3 (Sep. 1995), 581-597 (p. 585) 1 lis examples include; that seeing is 
believing; look someone in the eyes. 
37' Dennis Duerden, 'The "Discovery" of the African Mask', Research In. 4frican Literatures, 31: 4 
(2000), 29-47 (p. 32) 
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necessity describes Frodo and Sam in orc armour; once Morpheus has dressed in 

his helmet, he is concealed from the reader in a way that Sam and Frodo cannot be. 

The combination of the third person narrative and the casting of the reader as 

'viewer' reduces the mask-wearing Morpheus to the 'body as sign, itself signed, 

furrowed and impressed, madc to advertise its own unknownncss (sic) and 

savagery'. 374 

Through the use of the mask, his body is explicitly made other from his 

identity but there is a curious dualism in place. It is the mask which connects 

Gaiman's Morpheus with the short lived 1940s comic strip hero the Sandman, a 

violent vigilante who concealed his actions in the dark and causing his targets to 

become unconscious. 375 That the original incarnation of the Sandman was never 

seen by the inhabitants of the city he lived in and glimpsed only bricfly when 

wearing the iconic mask must surely be significant. It is the image of the mask- 

wearing Sandman which stresses continually that Morpheus is not completely 

Gaiman's invention. Morplicus is an excellent example of the postmodem gothic 

fantasy anti-hero but every time he puts on the mask, lie becomes subsumed into 

Vertigo's Sandman, not Gaiman's. It is clear that in this case the 'separation 

between everyday scl f and performed identity is extreme. Ile is [ ... ] 

metaphysically rc-idcntiricd, and [ ... ] the mask [ ... ) cffaccs his very existence'. 376 

This is further underlined when it becomes clear that Morpheus only wears 

his iconic helmet when he is threatened or required to present himself formally. 

374 Ellcke Bochmcr, 'Transfiguring: Colonial Body into Postcolonial Narrative, NOvEL: A Forum 
on Fiction, 26: 3 African Literature Issue (1993), 268-277 (p. 269) 
373 Roger Sabin, Comics, ComLv & Graphic Novels: A History of Comic Art (London: Phaidon 
Press Ltd, 2003) p. 168 
376 John Picton, 'What's In A Mask' In African Languages and Cultures, 3: 2 (1990), 181-202 (p. 
192) 
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More than a badge of off"icc, this mask rcaffirms Morpheus's identity as the 

Drcam-king, an anthropomorphic pcrsonif ication, and it also comes to standfor 

him; the loss of his mask in Preludes andNocturnes prevents his escape from 

Roderick Burgess. Without the accoutrements of his role, Gaiman stresses, 

Morpheus is as vulnerable as any of the human characters in the text. This is 

further elucidated when Morpheus sets aside the mask as a symbol of power and 

begins almost immediately to change his personality, to become more sympathetic 

and cmpathetic with humanity. The Endless, Gaiman notes, arc not human and 

cannot become human. They are endless and unchanging and the changes 

Morpheus goes through inevitably lead to his death. I lis mask becomes 'the 

acceptable face of something, a power, an energy, a metaphysical presence, 

otherwise too dangerous to See., 377 In this he is comparable to Pratchat's Death 

who bricfly leaves his position in Afort and gradually loses those physical qualities 

which are associated with the character. Death, being a skeleton, does not have a 

face in the usual sense and the conccit of confusion between his face and a mask is 

repeated in several novels. 378 The Sandman's mask, like Death's face, comes to 

represent not only his formal, powerful identity but by concealing completely his 

eyes and face, it also eradicates the identity of Morpheus as a separate entity from 

the anthropomorphic pcrsoni f ication of the Sandman. 

As John Emigh suggests, 'the tendency is to speak of the mask as an 

impediment to expression, protecting and hiding the individual, corrupting 

understanding and disfiguring truth' and the use of masks to conceal the face and 

377 Picton, p. 192 
378 In The Light Fantastic, Death is summoned from a masquerade ball and he appears wearing a 
skull mask in Masquerade. 
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body of evil in f 379 -vil in fantasy literature is antasy is significant and widespread. E 

frequently portrayed as not only faceless and therefore unknowable but also 

isolated. Whereas the hero may have several companions, each with a specific task 

to perform, the villain is generally alone or served by minions and may cithcr 

conceal his body or be incorporeal. 380 

The hero may also conceal his or her identity in an cffort to evade the 

attention of the villain either by taking on a different name as Frodo does in Brcc: 

'My name is Underhill 9381 or by concealing his body, 'a perfect little orc, if I may 

, 392 make so bold - at least you would be, if we could cover your face with a mask. 

As Richard C. West points out: 'Tolkicn found it mom] ly acceptable for his heroes 

to dissimulate at least in dire circumstances, when it was a choice between lying 

and losing their lives'. 383 Jane Chance points out that 'Gandal f's lesson to 

Wormtonguc (and Thcodcn and Rohan) reveals clearly that appearances may mask 

a higher reality -a lesson in symbolism and courtesy. 394 There appear to be two 

distinct sets of rules governing the morality of deception in fantasy literature which 

draws on Tolkien: the first is that concealing identity or deceiving others is a sign 

of cvil; the second is that such deception is morally justiricd when performed by 

the hero. The difference here may only appear to be semantic but is highly 

significant in practice; concealment with intent to deceive is a characteristic which 

3" John Emigh, MavkedPerformance. - Me Play ofSetfandOther in Ritual and Meatre 
ýPhiladclphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1996), p. 7 
lo See also Rowling's Harry Potter, Eddings's Me Belgarlad, Brooks's Shannara, Le Guin's A 
Wbard ofEarthsea and Tom& ofAtuan for examples of this. 
31 1 7he Lord of1he Rings, p. 153 
3: 2 Ibid., p. 913 
33 Richard C. Wcsý '"And She Named I lcr Own Name": Being True To One's Word In Tolkien's 
Middle-carth', Tolklen Studies, 2: 1 (2005), 1 -10 (p. 3) 
384 Jane Chance, Mytholoa ofPower, 2*4 cdn (Kentucky: The University Press of Kentucky, 200 1). 
p. 69 
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links such disparate villains as the Witch-King of Angmar, Lord Voldemort and 

Scnator Palpatine. 395 

The disguising of the identity of the hcro has become a formulaic rather 

than an ideological element of modern cpic fantasy; for cx=plc, in The Pawn of 

Prophecy by David Eddings, the young hcro Garion and his companions travel as 

turnip traders, a form of travel which is slow and laborious. When 13olgara queries 

the mode of transportation, suggesting they travel as imperial messengers or as a 

wealthy family, Belgarath explains that 'it is better to move slowly than to attract 

attention'. 396, lbiS is, of course, appropriated directly from 7he Felloivship of1he 

Ring where Frodo moves away from Bag End to Buckland and goes by the name 

of Mr. Underhill. But Frodo - and Gandalf - arc protecting the Ring and there 

have been incursions by outsiders into the Shire. By comparison, Garion, 

Belgarath and Polgara arc attempting to retrieve the Orb and by this point there has 

been only one incident with a mildly evil character. Bclgarath's decision to travel 

&slowly' seems illogical given that they arc travelling through friendly lands, that 

he has the help of the kings of Alorn and the armics of the West at his disposal and 

is, moreover, a powerful sorcerer. In fact, given the extensive spy network that had 

tracked them since leaving Faldor's farm in Scndaria, Bclgarath's attempted 

deception not only wastes time but utterly fails and seems to serve no place in the 

narrative apart from the convention that the hcro must leave his home through a 

concealed purpose. 

385 See Star Wars: The Phantom Menace, Star l1rars. -, viach ofthe Clones and Star liars: Revenge 
oftheSith. Dir. George Lucas. Lucasrilm. 1999.2002.2004. Senator Palpatine Is an elected official 
of the Republic who is also a Sith Lord. 
3" David Eddings, Pawn ofProphecy (London: Corgi Books, 1983), p. 98 
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The evil priests of the Dragon-god Torak - who practise human sacrifice - 

wear polished metal masks, a copy of Torak's own mask which lie wears to 

conceal his permanently burning and disf igurcd face. Not only was Torak's face 

originally beautiful - like Sauron and Morgoth - but he has of necessity to conceal 

it. The priests, or Grolims, become merely aspects or avatars of Torak, their own 

identities subsumed into his. A copy of the mask also rests above the altars and the 

hearts of the victims arc burned beneath the mask which not only represents but 

physically standsfor the god. In Pawn ofProphecy, the simple pageant about the 

creation of the world performed at Faldor's farm before the quest begins features a 

ritualistic use of masks: 

seven of the older farmhands who had slipped away appeared in the 
doorway wearing the long hooded robes and carefully carved and painted 
masks which represented the faces of the Gods with a slow step, the 
robed and maskcd figures paced into the hal 1.38 

As the figures speak and Garion idcntiries each familiar voice, it becomes clear 

that something of Torak's personality becomes attached to even a performance of 

his identity; the smith Durnik who is charactcriscd throughout the five novels as a 

good man, when representing Torak, spcaks'hollowly from behind the mask'. 389 

This is an example of what Marianne Mcsnil suggested was indicative of festival 

masquerades. The performers in the pageant indicate that they arc rcprcscnting 

something 'other than what [they arc] as individuals, or cvcn as social bcing[s]: 

[they] become one of the characters of the story which is related in the festival. %389 

387 Eddings, Pawn ofProphecy, p. 72 
318 Ibid. 
319 Marianne Mesnil quoted in Patricia E. Sawin, Transparcnt Masks: Ilie Ideology and Practice of 
Disguise in Contemporary Cajun Mardi Gras'. Journal ofAmerican FolAlore, 114(452), 175-203 
(p. 184) 
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The pageant is enjoyed by all in the multicultural and multi-faith country of 

Scndaria but the six followers of Torak at Faldor's farm read in a significantly 

different manncr: 'the Murgo had covered his face in a strange, almost ceremonial 

gesture. Beyond him [ ... ] the five Thulls were ashen-faccd and trcmbling. "90 This 

corresponds with the encounter of Nienor with the dragon Glaurung in The 

Silmarillion and Unfinished Tales when Glaurung lays'a vcil orhis malice' over 

her mind . 
391 Tom Shippey notes that in the Eddic pocm'FAfnismAl'. the dragon 

boasts of bearing 'a hclmet of fear over all the race of men'. 392 Tolkicn 

appropriates this image into: 

The I IcIrn of I lador [ ... ]A power was in it that guarded any who wore it 
from wound or death [ ... ] It had a visor ( ... ] and the face of one that wore 
it struck fear into the hearts of all beholders [ ... ] Upon its crest was set in 
defiance a gilded image of the head of Glaurung the dragon. 393 

Shippey argues that it is the face of the dragon, the 'dragon-mask' itself which 

causes this reaction from those who see it and goes on to draw attention to the 

NazgOI being described as bcing'hclmcd and crowned with fear'. 394 The mask of 

the Dragon-God Torak in the BeIgariad continually has a similar effect on the 

characters. Garion, now under his true name BeIgarion, the Overlord of the Wcst, 

falters when he meets Torak in single combat in the final novel Enchanter's End 

Game. Garion eventually succeeds by assuming another, distinct identity, that of 

the Child of Light, the avatar of the 'good' prophecy which has directly interfered 

in his life to the extent of 'performing' tasks for him. The final battle in 

Enchanter's End Game is in fact, a repetition of the play-fight between Garion and 

390 Eddings, Pawn ofProphecy, p. 72 
391 I. R. R. Tolkicn, 'Nam II fin 116rin' Unfinished Tales off4menor andAfiddle-earik ed. by 
Christophcr Tolkicn (London: I larpcrCollins Publishcrs, 1998) pp. 75-209 (p. 177) 
392 Sh ippcy, The Road to Afiddle-earth, p. 302 
393 J. R. R. Tolkicn, 'Nam II fin 116rin' Unfinished Tales qfN4mcnor andAtiddle-earth, p. 98 
394 The Lord ofthe Rings, p. 706 
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his friend Rundorig when they were children where Garion, an-ncd with a stick and 

a saucepan lid as a shield with the saucepan as a helmet, nearly killed his friend 

while in a fugue state. Even the rehearsal of the performance of this maskcd 

identity is dangerous but Eddings explicitly suggests that these multiple identities 

- king, avatar, ordinary man - co-cxist inside Garion and as the narrative unfolds 

through the five novels, Garion is stripped down to his most essential identity - 

that of the Child of Light. Rather than Garion taking on new identities as his 

position changes, he is instead unmasked throughout the series until, like Frodo on 

Mount Doom, he faces Torak with no barriers between himself and evil. It is a 

significant feature of the genre that the hero must face evil at the climax of the 

novel with no deceptions or illusions and inevitably it is the will and purpose of 

the hero set against the power of evil. 

It is clear that the meaning of the mask and the corresponding 'identity 

transformation taking place' is difTercnt depending on where the character is 

placed in the moral order of the text. "' The Angaraks as a people arc 

irredeemably evil and therefore fear the mask which represents their god. It is 

significant that the few Angarak characters who arc not evil, or at least morally 

ambiguous are, in no particular ordcr: Zakath, an atheist, Drosta, cosmopolitan, 

and Urgit, who is an Alorn 'passing' for an Angarak. 

In fantasy literature, the masked face criables both concealment and the 

passing' as part of a community he or she is not actually a member or. By 

concealing their bodies and faces with orcish armour, Sam and Frodo can pass for 

'little orcses' in The Return qf1he King and Lukc Skywalkcr and I Ian Solo 

395 Pollock, p. 593 
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successfully infiltrate the Death Star in Star Mars by stealing storm trooper 

uniforms. Significantly in this latter case, only Princess Lcia notices that there is 

anything unusual about the (masked) Luke Skywalkcr: 'Aren't you a little short for 

a storm trooper? 9396 To the other storm troopers, Luke and I Ian's appearance does 

not require extensive 'looking; for Princess Lcia, it is plausible that, being more 

unfamiliar with the storm troopers, she simply pays more attention and thus 

notices that Luke is 'a little short'. 397 It is also significant that Luke's performance 

of a storm trooper slips once he is in Lcia's prison cell as he stops and starcs at her. 

It is not enough, clearly to wear a mask or false identity, the crucial element is the 

successful performance of this identity. 

Luke and Ilan can pass visually as storm troopcrsjust as Sam and Frodo 

can pass visually, under the concealing armour, as orcs, but it is the additional 

performance as orc deserters which enables them to remain concealed: 'he bent all 

his will to draw his breath and to make his legs keep going'. 398 In The Empire 

Strikes Back, Luke's vision has Darth Vadcr removing his mask to reveal Luke's 

face, and Sophia van Gamcrcn argues that this demonstrates 'that Luke's shadow 

side is Darth Vadar, and that the Dark Side of the Force exists within Luke as 

much as it does in Vadar. 399 

Luke removing his hcImct in Lcia's prison cell becomes a stylistic and 

thematic foreshadowing not only of the vision in 77je Empire Strikes Back but also 

of the final revelation of Darth Vadcr as Anak-in Skywalkcr in the final minutes of 

396 Star Wars: A New 11ope. Dir. by George Lucas. Lucasfilm. 1977 
397 Ibid. 
393 7he Lord ofthe Rings, p. 931 
399 Sophia van Gamcrcn, '"That Boy Is Our Last I lope": Andrew, Star Wars and the Figure of the 
J ed iInBu ffy th e Vam pi re SIaycr. ' Tjje Slayage Conference on Buffy the Vampire S4, er Paper 
Archive 
<http: //slayageonline. com/SCBIVS_Archive/indcx. htm > [accessed 26 February 2008) 
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Return ofthe Jedi. In all these cases, it is the removal of the storm trooper hclmct - 

an al 1-cricompassing mask which covers the face completely - which precipitates 

these revelations of identity. As Mircca Eliade asserts, the person wearing the 

mask 'ceases to be himscl f[... ] he seemingly, if not actually, becomes another. 400 

In The Lord ofthe Rings this same mechanism can be seen in the Gollum/Smdagol 

dualism; Sam likes 'the ncwGollum, the Smdagol, less than the old' . 
401 Sam 

acknowledges that there are two distinct personalities and the differing behaviour 

is exhibited by Smdagol when he initiallyjoins Sam and Frodo to lead them 

through the Dead Marshes to Cirith Ungol: 

Ile spoke with less hissing and whining, and he spoke to his companions 
dircct, not to his precious scif. I Ic would cringe and flinch, if they stepped 
near him or made any sudden movement, and he avoided the touch of their 
clvcn-cloaks; but he was friendly, and indeed pitifully anxious to PICaSC. 402 

This is suggestive of Gollurn using Smdagol as a mask to conceal his real 

intentions. Tolkicn's own choice to continue to use the name 'Gollum' to refer to 

Gollum/Smdagol during the Dead Marshes sequence when he is explicitly 

behaving as Smdagol is also indicative that the Sm6agol-personality is a transient 

identity, concealing imperfectly Gollurn beneath: 'a greenish light was kindled in 

Gollum's pale eyes for a moment he seemed to relapse into his old Gollum- 

manncr'. 403 

It is clear that 'there are also very great difTcrcnccs in the amount of 

iconographical matter presented by particular masks'. 404 Picton identifies three 

distinct variations in the relationship between the mask, the mask wearer and the 

"I lonigmann, p. 273 
401 The Lord ofthe Rings, p. 619 
402 Ibid., pp. 618-619 
403 Ibid., p. 622 
404 Picton, P. 191 
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viewer. The first of these is a mask which cffccts a distance between performer 

and audience for dramatic cffcct where 'the performer wearing a mask can be 

405 
nothing more than a performer wearing a mask'. Sam and Frodo disguised as 

ores, PcrccvaI changing his name and the numerous examples of fantasy characters 

who change their appearance in order to deceive the cncmy would seem to be 

examples of this. Another example is towyn, who deceives Thdoden in order to 

ride into battle at the Pclcnnor Fields. The moment of her revelation has very 

similar imagery as Tolkien uses in 'Nam II lin 116rin': 'A little to lcft facing them 

stood she whom he had called Dcmhclm. But the helm of her secrecy had fallen 

from her, and her bright hair, released from its bonds, gleamed with pale gold on 

her shoulders. ' 406 

The 'dramatic cffcct' Picton identifies in the theatrical performance of 

masks can easily be connected to the fantasy literature convention which demands 

that characters travel concealed through the enemy's territory. It is almost always 

linked to the need for self-preservation on the part of the characters and exists for 

only a short duration in most cases. 

The second of Picton's variations is the masks which channcl the power of 

something o1her through them which denies 'human agency". The mask wearer 

becomes, he states, 'whatever it is that the mask hides, sometimes in a state of 

possession by that metaphysical presence [ ... ] invariably with the authority to 

speak as its oracle' . 
407 The metal masks of Torak's face in Paivn ofProphecy and 

the Sandman's helmet havc an identity which is scparatc from the explicit 

performance of the maskcd character but arc imbued with this intangible authority. 

405 Picton, p. 191 
4" The Lord ofthe Rings, p. 841 
407 Picton, p. 192 
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In The Belgariad series, something of Torak's personality is evoked through the 

performance and ritual of the mask-wearing and his disciples even come to 

resemble him over time. After Morpheus's death, the helmet is still used to signify 

him as an image on his funeral shroud in The Wake. 408 

Finally, there are masks which 'create dramatic distance in the context of 

performance, but [ ... ] [w]hat matters in this case is the visible [ ... ] reality of the 

artefact rather than what it causes to remain hiddcn'. '09 The NazgOI 'hclmcd and 

crowned with fear' is itself a symbol of evil which negates the reality of the men 

the NazgOI were before their corruption! 10 The Mouth of Sauron is another 

example of this: his face was 'twisted with amazement and anger to the likeness of 

some wild beast [ ... ] as it crouches on its prey'; 411 6 the mask reveals rather than 

conceals' his evil nature and reinforces his position as the 'mouth' of Sauron. 412 

The use of masks in fantasy literature, although clearly allied to the literary 

conventions of the genre, seems to stem from a clear internal morality. Fantasy 

writers also seem to draw on conventions in mask use and masquerade which is 

more conventionally seen in anthropological studies of the use of masks in Africa, 

South America and across Asia. This suggests not only the colonial appropriation 

of these symbols and tropes but also the cross-pollination of ideas and narratives 

through Europe when the first medieval quest stories were being written. Nathan 

W. Schlueter's examination of the use of lying in Plato's Republic leads him to 

conclude that while a 'real' lie or deception is always morally wrong, there is 

another kind of lie, the 'nobic' lie or deception 'which can serve important 

408 Neil Gaiman, The Sandman., The Wahe (New York: DC Comics, 1997) 
409 Picton. p. 193 
"0 The Lord ofthe Rings, p. 706 
: 
121 

Ibid., p. 891 
Picton, p. 193 
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purposes'. 413 Ile goes on to argue that the 'the root of the verb Socrates uses here, 

"muthologials" (translated as "telling tales") is muthos, or "myth, " a richly layered 

word that designates a narrative that on the surface may be literally false but at the 

same time conveys a deeper or more profound truth' and the use of deception in 

fantasy not only acts as a convention of the genre but also as an indication of the 

44 
potentially allegorical or metaphorical nature of the work itself 1 Just as Frodo, 

disguised in orc armour has not actually become a member of Sauron's army, he 

nevertheless has exhibited characteristics which suggest he is closer morally to 

Gollurn than Sam. His concealing of his identity in the Orcish annour then, not 

only enables him to pass for a member of the enemy but also reveals a truth about 

his identity. 

Conclusion 

It is important to remember, as Eldridge does, that the 'imperial adventure genre, 

then, played an important role in popularising and glamourising the empire' and 

the connections between imperial adventure literature and modem fantasy 

literature arc significant and clearly part of the continuing discourse about the 

modem reaches of the British empire in current popular culturc. 415 The 

appropriation by fantasy writers not only of Tolkicn. but through Tolkicn, of the 

structure and themes of popular mid- to latc-ninetccnth century imperial adventure 

stories, ensures the continuing repetition and appeal of this genre of literature. As 

Kutzcr notes, 'issues of empire arc still with us' and resonating in modem 

413 Nathan W. Schluctcr, 'The Virtue of "Lying7: Recovering the "Saving Bcauty" of Plato's Poetic 
Vision', Logos: A Journal ofCatholic 7hought and Culture, 9: 1 (2W6). 72-107 (p. 74) 
4: 4 Ibid., p. 75 
43C. C. Eldridge, The Imperial Experience: From Carlyle to Forster (London: Macmillan Press 
Ltd. 1996), P. 77 
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literature and film. 416 This is supported by Suvcndrini Pcrcra who declares that the 

'representation of empire draws on a pre-cxisting and continually expanding 

vocabulary for confronting and regulating other forms of cultural domination'. 411 

While the writers of epic and quest fantasy who have followed Tolkicn 

engage with The Lord ofthe Rings to a greater or lesser extent, it is clear that 

alongsidc the narrative pattern that has been appropriated by these writers, post- 

Tolkicn writers have also appropriated elements of the imperial grand narratives 

that Tolkicn also drew on. It is also clear that the visual and writtcn arts have been 

a mechanism for the transmission of imperialism and that the misleading nature of 

the term 'post-colonial' has led to a dismissal of theories of imperialism as being 

no longer appropriate to late twentieth century and early twcnty-first century 

popular culture, despite imperialism being 'one of the most influential forces 

which has shaped, and is still shaping, the world', 418 and that 'understanding 

imperialism is essential to understanding the contemporary world'. 419 Edward Said 

argued that modern literary criticism 'must connect the structures of a narrative to 

the ideas, concepts, experiences from which it draws support' and while a great 

deal of Tolkicn scholarship has concentrated on drawing out the connections 

between Tolkicn and medieval texts, it is important to extend and expand these 

connections to the culture that he lived in. 420 Vcrlyn Flicgcr makes the excellent 

point that Tolkien was 'no more stuck in the Middle Ages than he was stuck in the 

416 Kutzer, p. 141 
417 Percra, p. 5 
418 Bush, p. 7 
'419 1 bid., p. 4 
4'0 Said, Culture and imperialism, p. 79 
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twentieth century, and to be fair to him and his work, we have to see him situated 

in both. '421 

William N. Rogers 11 and Michael R. Underwood point out that although 

Tolkicn acknowledged I laggard's influence on his writing 'the thematic and other 

, 422 links between these writers have largely remained unexplored. They go on to 

state that 'Our conccm is not source hunting as an end in itself, but rather how a 

source influences a writer's imagination and how that source rinds a congruent 

place in the particular cultural and ideological meanings of the "borrowing" 

tCXt., 423 I hope in this chapter to have demonstrated the critical connection between 

Tolkicn and the imperial adventure writers who preceded him and to have 

elucidated some of the lesser known appropriations by Tolkicn, both textually- as, 

for example his appropriations of the armour scene in King Solomon's Aftnes - and 

subtcxtually through the embedding of imperialist tropes within The Lord of1he 

Rings. 

421 Vcrlyn Flicgcr, 'A Postmodern Medievalist?. In Tolkien's AWern AfidXeAges, cd. by Jane 
Chance and Alfred K. Sicwcrs (Palgrave Macmillan. 2005), pp. 17-28 (p. 2 1) 
422 Rogers and Underwood, p. 122 
423 Wd. 
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A 
-Cartographic 

FantasY: Petcr Jackson. Ncw Zealand and The Lord o Xlhe Rings 

'Me world of The Lord ofthe Rings is a fantasy one. It is populatcd by elves and 

wizards, castles and primeval forests and other, well-known conventions of the 

fantastic landscape. Much scholarship around The Lord ofthe Rings is concerned 

with comparing it to other fantasy texts, many of which have been heavily 

influenced by Tolkien. Other approaches seek to illuminate the many Northern 

European myths and legends that Tolkien drew upon such as the Icelandic epic 

writings Edda, or to investigate the complex themes and motifs within the text 

itself and Tolkicn's other writings. Almost all of these approaches, whatever their 

final conclusions, agree that the landscape is explicitly Northern European and that 

it illuminates Tolkicn's beliefs about the relationship between man and 

environment as a striking critique of modernity. Furthermore, there is widespread 

consensus that Tolkicn invented the template for fantasy texts in the relationship 

between the principal characters and the landscape they traverse. Critical responses 

to Peter Jackson's adaptations have bricfly replicated these thematic approaches in 

their consideration of the cinematic landscape of The Lord ofthe Rings, often over- 

looking the implicit collusion between New Zealand government and tourist board, 

New Line Cinema and Peter Jackson in explicitly linking the landscape of Middle- 

earth to the real land of New Zealand. This 'remaking' of New Zealand, a rebirth 

on an international stage through The Lord ofthe Rings films, casts Jackson as the 

author of a dcrinitive and subversive post-colonial text with a global audience for 

discourse about New Zealand, landscape and a post-colonial national identity. 

T'his 'heroic' reading of Jackson's appropriation of The Lord ofthe Rings 

and the return to a 'romantic wilderness' reading of the New Zealand landscape 
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does not preclude a reading which suggests that Jackson's presentation of the New 

Zealand landscape is itself a product of colonisation and may indicate a nco- 
424 

colonial position for Jackson in his representation of Middic-carth. Chris 

Prentice, for example, points out that 'settler post-colonial discourses of resistance 

to the structures of power and subjectivity that informed nationalism tend, in their 

attempts to recuperate "nation" as a viable cultural and political structure, to 

replicate - or at least supplement - the discursive structures they putatively 

oppose. ' 425 When considering the representation of the land, it is important to take 

into account the possible political perspectives of the artists responsible and not to 

assume that the image of the land does not have a symbolic or political motivation, 

for example, 'the fact that the land cannot "act" on cuc does not render its filmic 

representation any less prone to manipulation. Thc presented image of a landscape 

is necessarily a sign. 426 As Malcolm Andrews explains: 

Landscape art [ ... ] has from early on been implicated in nationalist, 
imperialist and socio-cconomic ideologies, and oflen most potently so 
when, superficially, least touched by suggestions of any political agenda. 
This is not a matter of past history only. The heightened consciousness in 
the western world about the environment in the late twentieth century 
makes us increasingly aware of what, in different ways, has always 
pertained; landscape is a political text. 427 

Bill Ashcroft, Gareth Griffiths and I Men Tifflin assert that '"place" in post- 

colonial societies is a complex interaction of language, history and cnvironmcnt' 

424 W. J. T. Mitchell, 'Imperial Landscape', in Landscape andPower, ed. by WJ. T. Mitchell, 204 edn 
jChicago and London: University of Chicago Press, 2002). pp. 5-34 (P. 18) 
25 Chris Prentice, 'Some Problems of Response to Empire In Settler Post-Colonial Societies', in 

De4cribing Empire, cd. by Chris Tifl in and Alan Lawson (London: Routledge, 1994), pp. 45-58 
(r 55) 
4 1; Ross Gibson, 'Formative Landscapes' in Auvirallan Onema, ed. by Scott Murray (St. Leonards, 
New South Wales: Allen & Unwin, 1994), pp. 45-59 (p. 54) 
427 Malcolm Andrews, Landscape and WesternArt (Oxrord: Word University Press, 1999). p. 175 
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and it is important to stress the difference between 'place' and 'landscape'. 429 

Ashcroft ct al use 'place' as a significr for a range of geographical, cultural and 

artistic terms regarding the representation and treatment of the physical earth; 

Malcolm Andrews uses one of these terms, landscape, in order to unpack the 

cultural and historical influence the imperial West has had on the world when it 

comes to presenting and rc-prcscnting 'place'. Andrews makes two vital points 

about the relationship between viewers and landscapes: first, that 'we are not 

passive consumers of landscape iniag&. 429 It is an idea, he stresses, and an 

experience that evokes an emotional response - and it is this cmotional response 

and the pleasure we take from landscapes that goes some way to cxplaining the 

dominance of die landscape in Western art for over fivc hundrcd years. I'lic second 

point Andrews has to make is this: that 'landscape in art tells us, or asks us to think 

about where we belong' and has, as a consequence, a significant part to play in the 

forming of national identiiiCS. 430 

In his investigation into the merging of Christian tenets with the indigenous 

South African Tswanan beliefs, Charles Piot suggested that 'if missionary 

modernity is forever getting locally appropriated / rcauthorcd / hybridized - and if 

appropriation of the foreign is a property of selswana itself - is such appropriation 

also an example of colonial ization? '431 This reading has tremendous implications 

for Jackson's adaptation of The Lord ofthe Rings; if, as Not suggests, the act of 

appropriation is an intrinsic element of colonisation on the part of the coloniscd 

421 Bill Ashcroft, Gareth Griffiths and I Men Tiffin, 'Introduction: Place'. In The Postcolonlal 
Studies Reader cd. by Bill Ashcroft, Gareth Griffiths and I lclcn Tiffin (New York: Routledge, 
1995). pp. 391-393 p. 391 
429 Andrews, p. 8 
430 Ibid. 
431 Charlcs Piot, of I lybridity, modernity, and their malcontents' Intervenlions, 3: 1 (2001), 85-91 
(p. 87) 
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population, then the rc-making of The Lordofthe Rings into an explicitly New 

Zealand text is not an act of post-colonial rcbcl lion or appropriation but part of 

what W. J. T. Mitchell terms the 'drcamwork of imperialism'. 432 Alternatively, if 

Jackson's actions are read as purely colonial in construct then his metaphorical 

remaking of New Zealand is also a colonial act, and it is this act of remaking 

which gives what M. Daphne Kutzcr tcn-ns tlic'illusion of power and control 433 

Much like the Europeans in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the act of 

remaking physical geography through a symbolic rcnaming becomes a method of 

laying claim to the landscape - the Ka Tiritiri o te Moana mountain range, for 

example, became the Southern Alps under British rule and Ercd Nimrais in The 

f-IMS. 434 LordoftheRings 1 Supporting this interpretation is Suzanne Romaine's 

comment that 'European understandings of literacy gave no meaning to indigenous 

acts of oral narration such as the Maori whakapapa or Aboriginal Australian ways 

of "writing the country", which were accomplished through the naming of 

places. 435 A European definition of literacy which leaves no space for alternate 

narratives works to eradicate or silence dissident or 'native' land ownership by not 

recognising that it exists. 77his is particularly significant for a post-colonial nation 

which has been independent for less than one hundred years and which is, in the 

opinion of W. J. T. Mitchell, 'virtually synonymous with pristine natural beauty, a 

nation whose principal commodity is die presentation and rcprcscntation of 

432 Mitchell 'Imperial Landscape', p. 10 
433 Kutzer, P. 120 
434 Just as To I laukarctu became I larcourt Park (Rivcndcll) and Takuranga became Mt. Victoria 
Plobbiton). 
35 Suzanne Romaine, 'Contested I listorics in Aotcaroa New Zealand Literature: Witi lhimacm's 

The Afairlarch, The Contemporary Pacific, 16: 1 (Spring 2004), 31-57 (p. 40) 
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landscape. 436 Romaine goes on to note that the act of rcnaming the landscape 

meant that 'Europeans wrote over its Maori past, as if crasing a slate. In naming 

and mapping the territories they "discovered, " explorers like Cook claimed them 

for their sovereigns: findcrs, keepers. 437 Jackson's more conventional - and 

colonial - rcauthoring of New Zealand is casy to assimilate by European- 

influenced Western society; this rewriting of New Zealand becomes a globally 

recogniscd economic 'truth'. 

This chapter draws heavily on the theoretical work of art critics to consider 

Peter Jackson's use of landscape in his adaptation of The Lord ofthe Rings as well 

as more conventional film and literary theorists. In this, I am following the 

guidance of Angela Miller who argues that 'Landscape, as an image of raw (or 

reshaped) nature in a work of art - be it a literary account, a painting, or a 

photograph - is, by definition, an area of intcrdisciplinary study. 438 

A View of the Land: TbC Colonial LandsciVA of New 7caland 

As Franco Mercurio explains, following Jacopc Sannaz7AW's pastoral epic poem 

Arcadia in 1504, a fashion for literary works which were 'cultured vehicles of 

communication of pastoral ideology that was directly related to the possession and 

utilisation of natural resources' swept through Europc. 439 Examples of this include 

Los stele libros de la Diana by Jorge dc Montemayor in 1559 and Philip Sidney's 

Arcadia of 1593. This concept of 'arcadia' as an ideal iscd pastoral environment 

436 Mitchell, 'Imperial Landscape', p. 20 
417 Romaine, 'Contested II istorics', P. 39 
438 Angela Miller, 'Review: Magisterial Visions: Recent Anglo-American Scholarships on the 
Represented Landscape', American Quarterly, 47: 1,140-151 (p. 14 1) 
439 Franco Mercurio. 'Virtual Territories, Real Landscapes: Notes ora Journey Around an 
Interpretation' <http: //www. arts. ualbcrta. ca/cms/mercurio. pdr> p. 109, [accessed 16 January 20081 
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which is explicitly linked with nostalgia has had a striking impact on the way that 

British colonies - and especially New Zealand - have been represented nationally 

and globally. As Roger Sales noted, colonial landscapes were endowed with an 

almost Eden-like quality: 

American Arcadias are usually set, not in a garden but in a wilderness that 
is presumed to be in an innocent, original state that is beyond the frontier in 
both space and time. American Arcadian innocence is therefore located in a 
land before civilisation. 440 

Colonial New Zealand was also represented as 'Arcadia', an ideal ised and 

untouched landscape which was, as Chelccn Mahar suggests ready and waiting to 

be used in productive ways by British PCOPIC,. 441 The representation of New 

Zealand in the latc-cightccnth and carly-nincteenth centuries consistently adheres 

to the rules of landscape painting - itscl fa European import - and 'New World 

landscapes have been rendered in Old-World formulae, a procedure that rcprcscnts 

a kind of cultural colonization of the new territory'. 442 As WJ. T. Mitchell has 

observed, New Zealand was represented as a sublime landscape in the style of 

Salvator Rosa, although the more domesticated paintings show an 

acknowledgement of the conventions of the Picturesque. Colonial paintings framc 

or depopulate the New Zealand landscape in order to 'harmonisc the more unruly 

aspects of nature'. 443 The landscape of William I lodgcs's painting 'Waterfall in 

Dusky Bay' (1775) is plainly idealised and exotic; clearly intended to provoke 

40 Roger Sales, English Literature in History 1780-1830: Pastoral and Politics (London: 
I lutchinson, 1983). p. 32 
44'Chclecn Ann-Catherinc Mahar, 'Landscape, Empire and the Creation of Modern New Zealand' 
in Landvcape and Empire (see O'Callaghan, above), pp. 65-78 (p. 67) 
442 Andrews, p. 162. 
443 Glenn I looper, 'Introduction' in Landscape and Empire (see O'Callaghan above), pp. 1.16 p. 5 
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wonder and enchantment in what is obviously not a European landscape. "' It is 

also not obviously a New Zealand landscape but 'of the Sublime' and gives the 

impression that I lodges (who accompanied Captain Cook's second voyage to the 

Pacific in 1772) saw the New Zealand landscape in a very speciric way; it was 

exotic, it conformed to the prescriptions of the sublime and it was, crucially, 

other. 445 Sara Mills defines the sublime moment as 'one in which the cgo is 

represented in isolation from other humans; it is a confrontation of the viewer and 

the landscape'"6 and argues convincingly that 'Within the colonial context, the 

sublime moment is one where the power of the coloniscrs informs these seemingly 

transcendental moments. 447 Malcolm Andrews suggests that 'New World 

landscapes have been rcndcrcd in Old-World formulae, a procedure that represents 

a kind of cultural colonization of the new territory. '448 Eleanor M. II ight and Gary 

D. Sampson suggest that this kind of cultural colonization may not have been 

explicitly imperial in motivation: 'the Western visualisation of native people and 

their environments as primitive or exotic was more often an attempt to make the 

unfamiliar or strange seem desirable in a traditionally legible way, than it was a 

deliberate mcial or ethnographic denigration. '44' An example of this is nineteenth- 

century artist William Mathew Hodgkins who noted that the New Zealand 

landscape has 'the special features of every country which is remarkable for its 

scenery: the English lakes, the Scottish mountain and glen, the snow-covcred 

"4 Francis Pound, Frames on the Land: Early Landscape Painting in New Zealand (Auckland: 
Collins, 1983), p. 61 (Plate 15). It is in Admiralty I louse. Whitehall, London. 
445 Ibid., p. 60 
44 Sara Mills, Gender and ColonialSpace (Manchester and New York, Manchester University 
Press, 2005), p. 85 447 Ibid. 
44: Andrews, p. 162 
" Eleanor M. I light and Gary D. Sampson, 'Introduction: Photography. "Race", and Postcolonial 
Thcory', in Colonialist Photography. Imag(in)Ing Race and Place, cd. by Eleanor M. I light and 
Gary D. Sampson (London and New York: Routlcdge. 2002). pp. 1-19 (p. 4) 
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450 
peaks of Switzerland, the fiords of Norway'. II is descriptions stress not only the 

beauty of the landscape, but also New Zealand's apparent amenability to being 

read in explicitly European terms. 

The work of latcr artists is more rccognisable as bcing Ncw Zcaland but 

they employ the motifs of colonial representation; for example, Augustus Earle's 

1827 landscape 'Distant View of the Bay of Islands' has the six figures fore- 

grounded but only one, the sole European clearly distinguished by his clothes and 

white panama hat, is gazing presumably appreciatively at the ViCW. 431 11c Maori 

work in the landscape, Earle suggests through the figures of Maori men bowed 

under burdens, while the white European (presumably English) is there in 

command of what appears to be a long baggage train into the distance. It is clear 

that by turning the Maori impact on New Zealand into a convention of landscape 

painting, these early landscape paintcrs contributed to the colonial vision of an 

untouched New Zealand, a country that was legitimately owned by no one and, 

much as Paul Chafe suggests in his examination of Newfoundland culture, which 

was predisposed to accept signification and an 'identity that comcsfrom the 

OU, Side'. 452 As Ross Gibson suggests: 'The existence of the land in the image 

works to authenticate the actions of the figures in the landscapC. '453 In this way, 

New Zealand becomes an active part of the image rather than just a picturesque 

backdrop. 

'50 William Mathew I lodgkins cited in Pound, Frames On 17je Lanc4 p. 64 
431 See Pound, Frames on the Land, p. 41 (Plate 5). It Is in the Rex Nan KivcII Collection, National 
Library of Australia. 
452 Paul Chafe, 'I ley Buddy, Wanna Buy A Culture? ' <http: //www. arts. ualbcrta. calcm!; /chare. pdf'> 
rp. 68-76 (p. 7 1) 

3 Gibson, Tormative Landscapes'. p. 52 
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In 'View of Auckland in 1873' by John Barr Clarke I loytc, the viewer is 

situated at the perfect point to enjoy the scenery. 454 Like John Kensctt and other 

American landscape painters of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries whose 

work became allied to the new tourist market, these early New Zealand landscape 

painters helped to 'shape the way [their] viewers responded to the natural 

world' . 
455 Elizabeth Ilclsinger alludes bricfly to the production and circulation of 

guidebooks promoting private estates and notes that 'books reproducing views of 

English landscape sights addressed an audience of potential vicarious tourists' in 

the late-eightcenth ccntUry. 456 Landscape paintings formed a significant part of the 

evolving tourist industry and 11clsinger suggests that 'the genre offers a social 

identity in terms of a variety of possible relationships to English rural scenery'. 457 

It is what Ilelsingcr terms a vicarious possession of the land which is significant to 

postcolonial usage and ownership of the landscape; the landscape on display in 

The Lord ofthe Rings ofTers itself for vicarious ownership by the audience of the 

films. W. J. T. Mitchell points out that landscape has a 'double role as commodity 

and potent cultural symbol' which is available for consumption through postcards, 

package tours and photographs - to which films must be added - but which 

distances itself from the presentation of the urban environment by an apparent lack 

of use - an aesthetic landscape rather than a commodificd onc. 458 This is entirely 

consistent with the colonial presentation of New Zealand. As Christine McCarthy 

argues, 'this production of images revisits the colonising desires of nineteenth- 

434 See Pound, Frames on the Lan4 p. 73 (Plate 2 1). It is in Auckland City Art Gallery. 
455 Rebecca Bedell, The Anatomy offature-7 GeolojV andAmerican Landscape Painting 1825- 
187J (Oxford: Princeton University Press, 2001), P. 93 
456 Elizabeth I Iclsigncr, 'Turner and the Representation of England' in Landscape andPower (see 
Mitchell, above), pp. 103-126 p. 105 457 Ibid. 
451 Mitchell, 'Imperial Landscape', p. 15 
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century Britain projected across the oceans to Aotcaroa/Tc Wai Pounamu'. 459 She 

goes on to note that these images became part of an advertising campaign to 

encourage people to emigrate. Francis Pound argues that 'picturesque taste 

accounts for all the tourists in New Zealand. They arc looking to see nature as 

piCtUrCS., 460 Jackson uses the huge vistas in The Lord ofthe Rings to demonstrate 

the scale of his landscape and its untouched, unwritten status -a landscape waiting 

for signification. Unlike England, New Zealand is presented as clean of other, 

conflicting narratives or signifying mythologies; W. J. T. Mitchell notes that the 

South Pacific offered 'a kind of tabula rasa for the fantasies of European 

imperialiSM., 461 Jackson can be compared to influential American landscape 

painter John Kensett whose work came to symbolise the landscape he was painting 

to the extent that visitors to the sites of his paintings were already conditioned to 

'look' on the actual landscape in a speci fic way. The New Zealand tourist board's 

numerous 'The Lord of the Rings tours' arc merely a twcnty-f irst century 

adaptation of this conditioning; fans of Jackson's films arc given the opportunity to 

tour the spcciric shooting locations with an 'authentic' guide. That the way 

landscape is used seems to oscillate between these two conflicting positions - 

where the New Zealand landscape is both a useful commodity and aesthetic 

wilderness - demonstrates the diffliculty in assigning binary classirications to the 

representation of landscape. 

Alfred Sharpe's 'A View of Wcndcrholme' painted in 1880, resembles the 

English countryside and, rather than coding the landscape as exotic or idealiscd, 

4'9 Christine McCarthy, 'A Summer Place: Postcolonial Readings of the New Zealand bach' 
Jouvert 2: 2 (August 1998) <http: //l 52.1.96.5riouvert/v2i2/confour. htm> [accessed 16 January 
2008] 
460 Pound, Frames on the Land, p. 26 
"' Mitchell, 'Imperial Landscape, p. 18 
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clearly shows tree stumps and other dctritus of modern agriculture - this is Arcadia 

which has been put to work exactly as Mahar suggested. 462 Both 'A View of 

Wenderholme' and 'View of Auckland in 1873' contribute to a colonial way of 

seeing or coding New Zealand explicitly as landscape; although in two different 

ways. Sharpe's New Zealand landscape was the colonial landscapc-at-work 

whereas 'View of Auckland in 1873' is the colonial landscape-as-spcctacle with 

the purple islands and the tiny thrcc-sailed tall ships in the distance sailing through 

the archipelago and complete with 'as so often in nineteenth-century New Zealand 

painting, the picturesque peasant leaning on his pole is replaced by the picturesque 

Maori'. 463 

New Zealand's appellation God's own country not only resonates so 

closely with Blake's Jerusalem that New Zealand could be legitimately substitutcd 

for England, but also became allied to New Zealand at a time when 'New Zealand 

was seen as OfTering a model for European societies to cmulatc'. 464 Snesa Guncw 

cites P. R Stephenson's 1935 essay in which he suggests that visual rcprcscntation 

of Australia through and by landscape painters is more 'real' and less 

contaminated by English trends. What Gunew suggests is Stephenson's crucial 

difference between art and literature; that the formcr'dcpcnds on the patronage of 

"men of taste" whereas literature thrives on "mass-patronagc"'. 465 Ilic implication 

here is that the 'true' representation of Australia can only be understood by a 

462 See Pound, Frames on the Land, p. 95 (Plate 32). It is in Fletcher I loldings collection, 
Auckland. Also see Sharpe's 1876 painting 'Taupiri Village and Plain looking towards Pirongia' 
Frames on the Land, p. 97 (Plate 33). It is in the Auckland City Art Gallery. 
"3 Ibid. p. 72 
4" Leonard Bell, 'The Representation of the Maori by European Artists in New Zealand, ca. 1890. 
1914' DepIctions ofthe Dispossessed (- Art Journal), 49: 2 (Summer, 1990), pp. 142-149 (p. 147) 
< hup: //Wwwjstor. org/stable/777194 > [accessed 18 December 20061 
"s Snesa Gunew, 'Denaturalising Cultural Nationalisms: Multicultural Rcadings of "Australia"' in 
Nation and Narration ed. by I lomi K. Bhabha (London: Routledge, 1990), pp. 99-121 (p. 102) 
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cultural elite through the translation of Australian land into a culturally significant 

- and European-compliant - form of representation; in this case it is the fact that 

'the Maori did not paint [landscapes]: their art has its own quite different modes 

and spicndours' which is pertinent. 466 

W. J. T. Mitchell argued that landscape can become 'something like the 

"dreamwork7of imperialism' going on to mark the pre-Pctrarch enjoyment of 

landscape as a specific modc for the appreciation of natural beauty and the 

relationship between the non-Europcan imperial landscapes of China. 167 Crucially 

in 'Imperial Landscape' Mitchell drew attention to the dismantling of the major 

'facts' about landscape painting: that it is a western European genre; that it 

emerged in the seventeenth century and is explicitly linked to commerce and 

exploration; that it is 'originally and centrally constituted as a genre of painting 

associated with a new way of seeing' . 
46' New Zealand critics, among them Francis 

Pound and Leonard Bell, argue that landscape painting in New Zealand was far 

from being a wholly independent form of landscape representation and %%-as instead 

linked to exclusively European art forms and that the desire for an authentic New 

Zealand art form is itself a product of colonisation: 

The quest for painting 'characteristic' of New Zealand can be linked to 
currents of thought and feeling that emerged only in latc-ninctccnth- and 
early twentieth-century 'mature' colonial society - namcly, an intensifying 
sense of distinct national idcntity (among Europeans), the belief that there 
should be developing in New Zealand an indigenous European culture that 
was different from 'old world' culture, and an assertion of independence 
from Britain. 469 

4" Francis Pound, Forty Modern New Zealand Paintings (Auckland: Pcnguin, 1985). unpaginatcd 
ýi 1) 

"I 
Mitchell, imperial Landscape'. p. 10 

40 
Ibid.. p. 7 
Bell, p. 147 
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Pound cites New Zealand artist Rita Angus who noted that 'for me, New Zealand 

is, in essence, medieval' and this reading of New Zealand with its colonial motifs 

has deeply significant issues for its Maori population, I itcml ly writing over their 

prc-Cookc occupation of New Zealand and inscribing it with yet another European 

identity. 470 The fact that this rewriting comes from a New Zealander suggest how 

deeply the colonial representation and presentation has become a part of New 

Zealand's cultural life. 471 With the tenets and motifs of colonialism absorbed into 

New Zealand and Australian culture, it no longer becomes accurate to label New 

Zealand as 'post' imperialism. 

Modem New Zealand is typically presented in film as an empty or 

primitive landscape and the perfect receptacle for stories and images that arc 
472 culturally European. The colonial gaze, argucs Mahar, 'already knew what 

would be discovered in New Zealand' and in one way, the colonial gaze 'invented' 

the way New Zealand is represented visually and culturally in the scnSC of 

conceptualising geography into an explicitly codcd landscape. 473 Jane M. Jacobs 

stressed that cartography was a tool of colonialism: 'the making of maps 

constructed a possessable "othce' place (and people) and providcd a practical 

470 Francis Pound, The Space Between - Pakeha Use of Alaorl Afolifs in Alodernist New Zealand 
Art, 2"d edn (Auckland: Workshop Press, 1994). p. 38 
471 Sue Kim notes another possible 'inscribed' identity on the Maori in Jackson's films: 
'Disturbingly, with their white face paint ("the White I land of Saruman") and coarse black hair, the 
Uruks strongly resemble Maori warriors'. Sue Kim, 'Beyond Black and White: Race and 
Postmodcrnism in The Lord ofthe Rings Films', AIFS Alodern Fiction Studies, 50: 4 (Winter 2003), 
875-907 (p. 877) 
472 See Phillip Matthews Tast, Cheap and Out of Control: 11rec Films from New Zealand's Digital 
Video "Revolution"', in Senses ofCinema (2004) 
'4'ttp: //www. sensesofcinema. com/contcnts/04/3 I /nz-digital-revolution. html> 
[accessed 14 January 2008] for a brief examination of die treatment of New Zealand in 
contemporary home-grown film. 
473 Mahar, p. 67 
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guide for dispossessing "others" of their place'. 474 This colonial or imperial gaze is 

replicatcd in The Lord ofthe Rings. For example, Frodo notes that 'maps made in 

the Shire showed mostly white spaces beyond its borders , 475just as Glenn I loopcr 

notes that several maps of Ireland and parts of North America wcre identified as 

'terra incognita one moment and as a place of potential and abundance the 

next'. 476 As Phillip C. and Juliana 0. Muehrcke suggest, 'for Frodo, the most 

fascinating part of a map is what lies beyond its boundaries'. 477 -IbC Maps Of 

Middlc-carth that first appear in The Hobbil even have the dragon Smaug drawn 

upon them - here be monsters indeed. J. B. I laricy suggested that maps are 

'artcfacts in the creation of myth' and the many detailed maps of Middlc-carth 

drawn first by Tolkicn and supplemented by Christopher Tolkien have helped to 

both root Middle-earth within a 'real' world and to lay down an important 

convention for fantasy literature - it is now not cnough for the %kTitcr to describe 

the journey, the reader must be able to plot the company's progress across an 

imaginary landscape. 478 Elizabeth Massa I loicm argues that imperial ism crcatcs 

'borders by drawing maps, creates countries by assigning names, creates identities 

with descriptive travel accounts'. 479 and indecd Tolkicn notcd that 'in such a story 

474 Jane M. Jacobs, "'Snake lim this country": The Mapping ofthe Aboriginal Sacred in Australia - 
The Case of Coronation I fill' in Constructions ofRace, Place andNation ed. by Peter Jackson and 
Jan Penrose London: University College London Press, 1993). pp. 100-119 (p. 100) 
475 

476 
The Lord of the Rings, p. 43 

477 
1 loopcr, 'Introduction'. p. 6 
Phillip C Muehrcke and Juliana 0. Muchrcke, 'Maps in Literature" Geographical Review, 63: 3 

(July 1974) 317-338 (p. 324) <http: /Ainksjstor. org/sici? sici-001 6- 
7428%28197407%2964%3a3%3c3l7%3amil%3c2.0. co%bb2-1> 
[accessed 19 December 20061 
71 J. 13. Ilarley quoted in Glenn Hooper, 'Planning Control: Cartouches. Maps and the Irish 

Landscape', Landscape and Empire (see O'Callaghan above), pp. 1743 (p. 19) 
479 1 joiern, P. 84 
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one cannot make a map for the narrative, but must first make a map and make the 

narrative agree'. 
480 

It can certainly be argued that Peter Jackson has written The Lordofthe 

Rings across the landscape of New Zealand but he has also mapped New Zealand 

by asking the audience to read The Lord ofthe Rings as a conceptual map for New 

Zealand; it is 'both more and less than itself, depending on who reads it, in the 

sense that one can use the symbols to look beyond the Map,. 48 1 Ross Gibson, 

writing about Australian cinema, draws a clear line between England which simply 

is and a'colonial society which becomes' and he goes further to link this 

'becoming' to the national landscape and to suggest that land is translated into 

landscape through art, cinema and writing. 482 Indeed, Gracmc Turner goes so far 

as to declare that the revival of the Australian cinema was not only an economic 

project but that it 'also represented a semi-official project of nation formation'. 493 

Ile argues that, by the end of the 1960s, a developing nationalist mythology in 

Australia had come to 'recognise film as the most desirable medium for projecting 

an image of new confidence and maturity seen to mark contemporary Australian 

culture and SoCietyq. 484 Gibson stresses that for cinema 'a movie screen which 

shows imagcs of a landscape can be regarded both as the realist window on the 

cxisting world and as a canvas on which a creatcd world can bc prcscntcd . 
485 77ic 

Lordoffhe Rings promotional material which included several books, a location 

guide, a number of documentaries, tourist packages and the testimony of the cast 

4'10 Letters QfJ. R9 Tolhlet& p. 168 
4" Muchrcke and Muchrcke, p. 320 
4: 2 Gibson, 'Formative Landscapes'. p. 45 
43 Graeme Turner cited in Elizabeth Jacka, 'Australian Cinema' in WorldCinema ed. by John Hill 
and Pamela Church (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000), pp. 132-138 (p. 133) 
4114 Turner cited in Elizabeth Jacka, p. 133 
4'5 Gibson, 'Formative Landscapes', p. 49 
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and crew, effectively succeeded in this translation, endowing the landscape with an 

iconic status and paving the way for the claiming of The Lord ofthe Rings as an 

authentic cultural product. The representation of the land in art and fiction is 

inevitably a product of both culture and ideology and increasingly the film 

adaptations are being regarded as a cultural product of New Zealand. T"his is made 

more problematic by the shared literary canon, heritage and language rather than a 

simPle rewriting with culture specific tropes as seen in some I lollywood 

adaptations of English texts. Rather, it appears that through the characters' 

connection to the land and supplemented by cohesive and encompassing legends 

about the making of The Lord ofthe Rings, where the entire country was involved 

- up to and including the artned forces - the initial stages of a mythology of 

legitimate ownership of the land is beginning to be constructed through the self- 

perpetuating narratives about the making of the films. Like the nineteenth-century 

aesthetic pioneers who wandered through the American wilderness and took raw 

nature and turned it into "scenery"', Peter Jackson has turned the land or New 

Zealand into a cultural conStrUCt. 486 

Conccptualising the land as 'text' leads inexorably to reading it and 

rewriting it. 487 I lelenTiffin, in contrast, reads such appropriation as a 'vital and 

inescapable' task for the post-colonial nation in order to create a national identity 

adapted from but independent of the European imperial nation. "s Tiffin would 

read Jackson's The Lordofthe Rings as an excellent example of what she tcn-ned 

496 Bedell, p. 87 
487 See Simon Ryan, 'Inscribing the Emptiness: Cartography, Exploration and the Construction of 
Australia, in De-scribing Empire: Postcoloniallsm and Textuality, cd. by Chris Tiffin and Alan 
Lawson (London: Routlcdge, 1994), pp. 115-130 
"' I lelcn Tiffin, 'Post-colonial Literatures and Counter Discourse' in Me Pastcolonial Studies 
Reader (see Ashcroft, Griffiths and Tiffin, above), pp. 95-98 p. 95 
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Gcanonical counter discourse' where a post-colonial writer (die example given is 

Jcan Rhys and Wide Sargasso Sea) appropriates characters or themes from a 

British canonical novel and subverts the original tcxt. 489 It is clear that Tiffin's 

canonical counter-discourse has far-reaching implications in the field of 

appropriated popular culture writing, and while this is not the place to draw 

attention to the overlap between post-colonial writing and fanfiction, it is 

interesting to note that, following Tiffin's theory, some post-colonial writers and 

fanfiction authors use canonical literature and dominant cultural icons in very 

similar ways. It seems likely that the reality rests between these points; that the 

appropriation and rejection of European cultural artefacts and motifs exist 

simultaneously as legitimate responses to the dominant imperial culture. Theo 

d'I lacn also argues that 'post-colonial literatures arc writing themselves back into 

the ccntre'. 490 Jackson's appropriation and rewriting of New Zealand could well be 

indicative of an appropriativc trend which enables European New Zealanders to 

remake themselves 'by deliberately forgetting their own history'. 491 

Louise Tyler argues for what is essentially a colonial reading of landscapes 

in film noir and westcms, noting the shifting in status of the man who knows the 

land, adding that 'the noble savage is no longer the Indian but the white Anglo 

male who can negotiate the terrain, and who thus proves he is a hcro' . 
492 It can be 

seen from her examination of 1940s and 1950s films in two genres that the white, 

hybrid hero of imperial literature has his descendants in these characters who are 

used to 'spin and interrogate myths about selfhood and society' through their 

I Men TiMn. 'Post-colonial Literatures and Counter Discourse. p. 97 
490 d'J lacn, p. 14 
491 Romaine 'Contested I listories', p. 52 
49' Louise iýler, 'Landscapes in Film Noir and Westerns 1940-1950s', p. 179, <http: //www. arts. 
ualbcna. ca/cms/tyler. pdf > 
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relationship with the landscape. 493 Kipling's Kim, Haggard's Allan Quatcrmain 

and, significantly, Tolkien's Aragorn, all flit into a pattern of dominating the land 

through using and knowing it. Tyler goes on to suggest that 6 the frontier, the 

mythic West, becomes less about an actual geographical place and more symbols, 

metaphors and illusions [sic] to our character'. 494 This is certainly true where the 

landscape is only generically 'of the West' and has no significance other than 

location either within or without the text, but clearly the reverse is true for The 

Lord ofthe Rings, as the symbols and metaphors of the landscape of Middlc-carth 

become, through the medium of film, about a real geographical place. The mythic 

significance of the landscape, however it is achieved, does have the same end 

cffect; both the generic Western such as The Searchers, and The Lord ofthe Rings 

are part of an evolving process which works with the geographical reality of Ole 

landscape and the mythic idea of the landscape to produce a culturally and 

historically specific reading of the landSCaPC. 495 

Jackson observed that as an eightcen-ycar-old read ing The Lord ofthe 

Rings for the first time he lifIcd his eyes 'from the book and look[cd] at a familiar 

landscape - which all of a sudden looked like Middic-carth'. 496 What Jackson has 

accomplished, whether explicitly intended or not, is to rewrite New Zealand as 

Middle-earth; the cinematic locations arc real ones and it has moved out of the 

imaginative space of Western culture and into a 'real' space; New Zealand and 

Middle-carth are now inextricably entwined. As Deborah Jones and Karcn Smith 

note 'The Lord ofthe Rings films give iconic status to the Ncw Zealand 

493 Louise Tyler, 'Landscapes in Film Noir and Western$ 1940-1950s', p. 178 
494 ]bid., p. 181 
4" The Searchers. Dir. John Ford. Warner Bros. Pictures. 1956 
496 Peter Jackson, 'Introduction' in Ian Brodie, The Lordofthe Rings Locadon Guidebook, rcv edn 
(London: Harper Collins, 2003), p. 6 
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landscapc'197 and Jackson went further and declared that 'New Zealand is ideally 

suited to bringing The Lord ofthe Rings to the screen because Tolkicn wrote the 

book as a mystic prehistory. 498 1 le unambiguously links the New Zealand 

landscape to an explicitly colonial reading in which New Zealand is as James 

Belich wrote, 'nature only, not culture, 499 empty, primitive and untouchcd. 500 

What Ashcroft, Griffiths and Tiffin identify as the need for post-colonial artists to 

express their sense of the other by 'formally distinguishing them from the place of 

origin' Jackson has achieved by essentially 'claiming' the landscape of 77te Lord 

ofthe Rings and 'othcring' the English and Northern European landscape it was 

based on. 501 This othcring was expressed cffcctivcly in the BBC series 77: c British 

Isles: A Natural History, which included the filming by helicopter of snow-cappcd 

Scottish mountains and the wry acknowledgement in the voice-over that it %vas not 

New Zealand while at the same time seeking to generate a feeling orawc and 

wonder in the viewer by replicating the sequence of the lighting orthe beacons in 

The Return ofthe King. Not only are the BBC acknowledging that when 

confronted with aerial shots of mountains, viewers are likely to associate them 

with New Zealand rather than Britain - even given the title and subject of the 

series - but this also signifies a separation in cultural owmcrship between the 

497 Deborah Jones and Karen Smith, 'Middle-earth Meets New Zealand: Authenticity and Location 
in the Making of The Lord of the Rings', Journal ofAlanagement Studies, 42: 5 (July 2005), 923- 
945 (p. 937) 
491 Ibid. 
4" Ibid., p. 939 
5(* In seeing Middle-earth in New Zealand, Jackson is following Janet Frame and Charles Brasch 
who both used British literature to 'interpret not only social but even the natural environment or 
New Zealand with no perceived inauthcnticity'. I lugh Roberts, '7be Same People Living in 
Different Place: Allan Curnow's Anthology and New Zealand Literary I listory' AWern Language 
Quarterly, 64: 2 (2003), 219-237<http: //czproxy. liv. ac. uk: 2428/joumals/modem-languagc 

. 
222 

sc 
juartcrly/v064/64.2robcrtsh ... > [accessed 29 January 20071 p 

Bill Ashcroft, Gareth Griffiths and I Iclen Tiffin, The Empire Writes Back (London: Routledge, 
2002) p. 11 
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written text and the visual one; the extended sequence of the lighting of the 

beacons occurs only in the film and is one of a number of sequences which seem 

designed to display the vast and untouched beauty of MiddIc-carth and through it 

New Zealand. 

E. 11. McCormick suggests that 'the modem New Zealander, seeking his 

spiritual and cultural origins, looks back beyond the year 1840 to that uncertain but 

distant time when these islands were first settled by Polynesian voyagers' and 

Francis Pound builds on this idea to argue that the rise of Maori motifs in modern 

New Zealand art of Walters, Fairburn and Schoon was linked to a need to 'see' 

New Zealand in non-European way. "' Specifically, the Maori method of 

inscribing non-rcprescntational art into the land has an unacknowledged link with 

the way that Jackson inscribed, through the industrial aspects of film-making, onto 

New Zealand. This writing onto New Zealand is thcrcrorc both actual and 

representational and, although New Line Cinema and Jackson's production 

company made it clear that they followed the stringent New Zealand Film 

Commission rules for location filming in respect to the environment, the physical 

inscribing onto New Zealand is recorded in film and photographs. Much as 

European urban devastation during the Second World War has, in general, been 

redeveloped, photographs, documentary film, newspaper reports and anecdotal 

evidence record the landscape during this period and it is part of the cultural 

history of the land although very little evidence of this devastation remains - 

except perhaps through the new development. In the same way, although die 

cfTccts of the building of Edoras or Ilobbiton was apparently erased from the 

'502 E. 1 1. McCormick citcd in Pound, The Space Between, p. 57 
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crivironment, the documentary evidence remains to prevcnt a dcnial or rewriting of 

the cultural history of the site. This documentary evidence forms part of the 

narrative of the making of Jackson's The Lord ofthe Rings; Edward Said's point 

that 'National identity always involves narratives - of the nation's past, its 

founding fathers and documents, seminal events and so on' is particularly 

appropriate. 503 Brian S. Osbourrie suggests that 'An artistic icon must be rcvcred to 

be meaningful and by a significant proportion of the populace if it is to be an 

cffective symbol of nationhood. '504 

Close analysis of three specific landscapes in the trilogy -the Mines of 

Moria in The Fellowship of1he Ring, the Dead Marshes in The TWo ToWers and 

the lighting of the beacons in The Return ofthe King - and how Jackson uses these 

landscapes, will investigate Jackson's navigation between the binary of colonial 

and neo-colonial, mediated by Tolkien's text, the requirements of the rantasy 

landscape and both cinematic tradition and technological innovation. So far as a 

theoretical framework for this chapter is concerned, I agree with Chris Prcntice 

who makes the excellent point that 'post-colonial discourse has its own moments 

of nco-univcrsalizing, not so much in the application of the term "post-colonial" to 

a range of different cultural contexts and products, but rather in the positing orone 

true post-colonial voice, the authentic post-colonial subject' and insorar as I have 

engaged with post-colonial theory, I have cndcavourcd to do so by following those 

critics who engage with white settler post-colonial societies. 505 

'"3 Edward W. Said, 'Invention, Memory, and Place', in Lands-cape and Power, cdL by W. J. T. 
Mitchell, 2"d edn (Chicago and London: University of Chicago Press, 2002), pp. 241-259 (p. 243) 
504 Brian S. Osborne, 'The Iconography of Nationhood in Canadian Art', in 77: e Iconography of 
Landvcape, ed. by Denis Cosgrove and Stephen Daniels (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1988), pp. 162-178 (p. 172) 
*43 Prentice, p. 54-55 
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Dc Ilitchhiker's Guide To Fantasyland 

The fantasy genre habitually makes specific demands as to the physical geography 

of the fantasy world and The Lord ofthe Rings is possibly the pre-eminent 

example of this. Terry Pmtchctt notes of The Lord ofthe Rings that 'there were 

people in the landscape, but no infrastructure, ' and goes on to suggest that there 

was little in The Lord ofthe Rings which suggests a working economy. 506 This 

omission removes the need for Tolkien to detail the cffect of large-scale 

agriculture or cultivation on the landscape. This is by no means restricted to The 

Lord ofthe Rings but rather seems to be a convention of the genre as a whole. 

Although gold and silver are generally used as currency and many fantasy heroes 

have common backgrounds such as farmers, there is usually little development of 

the economic aspects of the fantasy world. David Eddings, Terry Brooks, Robert 

Jordan, Terry Goodkind, Anne McCaffrey and Janny Wurts arc merely a few 

examples of the fantasy writers who dispense with economic realities in a few bare 

paragraphs - if they deal with them at all. Pratchctt and Lc Modesitt Jr. are two or 

the post-Tolkicn fantasy writers who deal with economic and political realities 

beyond peasant rebellions and royal intrigues. Pratchctt's approach to fantasy has 

been examined already but Modcsitt Jr's Recluce series hinges on the complex 

economic and political upheavals which his humble heroes encounter. Since 

Modesitt Jr's hcrocs inevitably come from and, more importantly, return to 

reasonably humble origins, it is the progression of political, economic, social or 

climate upheaval across the fantasy world which provides the climax for the novel. 

"' Terry Pratchm, Post-Fantasy Fantasy. . 4n interview with Terry Pratchettfor Ama: on co. sik, 
4: lttp: //www. ispace. orglabout-terry/interviews/ýmazon3. html> [accessed 23 September 20061 
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Fantasy writers post-Tolkicn. had the advantage of seeing the cffects of 

revolution and economic upheaval. It is difficult for a modem reader to believe 

that, following the events of The Lordofthe Rings, Middle-carth returned to an 

idyllic pre-industrial society, especially given the technological advances in 

warfare that were demonstrated by Sauron and Saruman's armics. 7he Lord ofthe 

Rings is concerned with a sorrow for a time which has been lost -a time which is 

symbolized, perhaps paradoxically, by the Ring - and a regret for the essential 

nature of change. The large battles of Helm's Deep and llclcnnor Fields and before 

the Black Gate are comparatively only a small part of the narrative. Tolkien was 

not interested in war for the sake of war; as he wrote in a letter to his son 

Christopher in 1944: 

The uttcr stupid waste of war, not only material but moral and spiritual, is 
so staggering to those who have to endure it. And always was (despite the 
poets) and always will be (despite the propagandists) - not orcoursc that it 
has not is and will be necessary to face it in an evil world. 507 

It is di f1ricult to imagine Tolkien describing a battlcf ield in the same way as Rider 

Haggard, for example, who notes in King Solomon's Afines that it 'was a spicndid 

thing to see those brave battalions come on time aftcr time over the barriers of 

their dcad. '508 While Legolas and Gimli compare thcir individual tallies at various 

points in the Battle of I lelm's Deep, these arc almost always set against a rcmindcr 

of the desperate situation they are in: 

"Twol" said Gimli, patting his axe. Ile had returned to his place on the 
wall. 
"Fwo? " said Lcgolas. "I have done better, though now I must grope for 
spent arrows; all mine are gone. Yet I make my talc twenty at the least. But 
that is only a few leaves in a forest. " 509 

"7 7he Letters qfJ. R. 9 Tolkien, p. 75 
King Solomon's Mines, P. 141 
The Lord ofthe Rings, p. 535 
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Fantasy writers of the 1970s and 1980s show much more overtly the 

anxieties surrounding revolution and social order and many bolster their plots with 

reference to prophecy and destiny. David Eddings is a good example of this; his 

BeIgariad consists of not one but three quests - the first and second (to retrieve the 

Orb of Aldur, a divine weapon which only the hero Belgarion can use, and to 

assemble the prophesised Companions, including the Towman' and a 'I lorsc 

Lord') take place simultaneously while the third, which comprises the final book 

in the sequence, is Belgarion's quest, now armed with the Orb of Aidur usefully 

Set into the pommel of his hereditary sword, to destroy the evil god Torak. 

"Mroughout the quests, Belgarion and his Companions are guided by two books of 

prophecy, the Mrin Codex and the Darine Codex. Not to be outdone, the servants 

of the god Torak have their own multitudinous books of prophecy. Not content to 

stop there, Eddings stresses the fact that while BeIgarion may be a reluctant hero, 

the universe itself is on his side and one of the prophecies speaks through him. 

Such fast talking makes it impossible to question Eddings' plot, nor to wonder why 

he cmbroils the entirety of a vast continent into war when actually, In the end it 

will just be [Belgarion], Torak, Cthrek-Goru [Torak-'s sword], and the sword of the 

Rivan King. 1510Given the assumption that land is more than geography and comes 

complete with cultural and historical significancc, it is clear that, despite being 

impressively endowed with mountains, islands, rivers and caves, Eddings' Twelve 

Kingdoms arc as two-dimensional as the maps they arc drawn on. 

Fantasy on film suffers from a similar problem but reversed; the land is 

instantly rccognisable as being part of a generic fantasy landscape but it is without 

S10 David Eddings, Castle of Wizardry (London: Corgi Books. 1986), p. 233 
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signification. Ridley Scott's Legend, with its vast primeval forest and drcam-likc 

environment is an excellent example of this. 511 It is adrift, set in a Baktinian fairy- 

talc time in a place which is recognisable only for being 'fantasy'. The immense 

palette of greens and browns that Scott has at his disposal arc supplanted by flame 

and metal in the fortress of the demonic Lord of Darkness. George Lucas' Mlloiv 

moves through a much larger world but, apart from the titular character fanning in 

a suspiciously Shire-like country at the beginning of the film, there is little or no 

evidence of trade or formal agriculturc. 5 12 There is, moreover, an overwhelming 

sense of dislocation throughout the film; each significant scene has its own specific 

landscape and although the characters are seen trailing through wild and dangerous 

landscapes, there is little sense that the individual environments make up a 

coherent whole. 

Diana Wynne Jones successfully parodied the conventions of the fantasy 

landscape in The Tough Guide To Fantasyland, an example fmm which illustrates 

extremely cffectively the habitually superficial nature of the fantasy landscape: 

Farming obviously takes place, since produce appears in the MARKETS 
and the tour will sometimes take you past cultivated f icids. But most fields 
will have been trampled or burnt by ARMIES, or else parched by magical 
drought. Dairy farming seems very rare. This probably accounts ror the 
extreme dullness of most meals in Fantasyland (see STEW, FOOD, STEW, 
SCURVY, STEW, ctc. )513 

Wynne Jones notes, not without ccnsurc, that: 

It is all very historical, in that all characters wcar cloaks and go around 
waving swords, and the only transport is horses. These cffusions arc mostly 
written by people in California - which probably accounts for the fact that 
all the inhabitants of the barbarian North go around in the snow wearing 
nothing but a fur loincloth - and the writers arc quite frank about their 

Legend. Dir. Ridley Scott Twentieth Century Fox. 1985. 
IFIllow. Dir. George Lucas. Lucasfilm Ltd. 1988. 

3 13 Diana Wynne Jones, The Tough Guide To Fanfavyland (London: Vista, 1996), p. 77 
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attitude to historical knowledge [ ... ] After all what does any of this mattcr 
when the main point of the book - or books: they arc nearly always 
trilogies - is a quest to conquer the Dark Lord and Save the World? 514 

Wynne Jones's own frustration with the conventions of the fantasy landscape 

seems to have inspired Dark Lord ofDerkhelm where a particularly obnoxious 

travel agent organises trips into a classic fantasy world where tourists arc promised 

conflict, magic and the opportunity to destroy the titular Dark Lord. Ironically, it is 

the tours themselves which are destroying the fantasy world and the Dark Lord 

who eventually restores the world to its prcvious state. With Blade (a young 

human magician) and Kit (his griffin brother) zipping back and forth across the 

land and the large array of characters as well as trans-world travel, it is no surprise 

that, while the characters themselves arc solid and substantial, the landscape 

remains nebulous and intangible. 

Jackson's achievement in removing the sense of dislocation which oftcn 

characteriscd fantasy film landscapes should not be undcrratcd, but it is also true 

that the length of the films - and significantly, the length of the spe-cific sccnes - 

works in his favour. Jackson is able to invest these landscapes with meaning as the 

characters spend so much screen time within them. Ilicy become part or the 

narrative in a way that the landscapes or ivinow or Dark CostaI515 or Krull 516 

cannot. I lere too, Jackson is aided by the size of Tolkicn's text and the amount or 

detail he put into his descriptions; as Brian Roscbury notes: 'Tolkien cvokcs the 

human experience of perceiving the landscape'. 517 

514 Diana Wynne Jones, Inventing the AfiddleAges. 
<Ittp: //www. Icemac. frecserve. co. uk/mcdieval. htm> [accessed 14 January 20081 
:: 

65 
Dark Crystal. Dir. Jim I lenson. Jim I Jenson Productions. 1982. 
Krull. Dir. Peter Yates. Columbia Pictures. 1983 

517 Roscbury, p. 77 
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Reading the dramatic landscape outside the Shire as %vild and untamed 

suggests that it is wholly unexplored. It is, in this reading, a landscape waiting to 

be discovered and used - either by the forces of evil or the forces of good and this 

entirely in keeping with conventions of the fantasy landscape. Although 77te 7)vo 

Towers has Edoras and The Return ofthe King has Minas Tiridi and Osgiliath, 

once the hobbits have left the Shire, the architecture is explicitly non-working. 

Lothloricn with its spiralling trcc houses and pale lighting and especially RivcndCll 

with the constantly falling leaves, suggest decay and ending. Thc Mines of Moria 

are abandoned and resemble nothing so much as a vast, underground tomb. Once 

the Shire has been left behind, so has any sense of natural processes such as 

growing, cultivation, new life and so on. It is highly significant that as Sam and 

Frodo leave the Shire and meet Merry and Pippin, they go through field after field 

of tall, green, healthy plants; the brief vegetation they encounter outside the Shire 

is nondescript and pitiful and even the Forest of Fangorn is threatening rather than 

nurturing. 

Jackson's extensive use of landscape is thrown into sharp relief when 

considered alongside George Lucas's equally influential epic trilogy Slar 11 ars. 

The flat, featureless plains of Tatooinc where much of the action of "Slar Wars: A 

Mew Hope takes place and where young, impressionable hcro Lukc Skywalkcr 

grows up, does not invite exploration or evoke anything beyond a sense of the 

Other that such an alien desert landscape might reasonably be expected to evoke in 

Western audiences. It is far from being rccognisable as Tunisia and 'was 

conceived as a forsaken place, where the burning heat or the twin suns forces 
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scttlcrs [ ... ] to live undcrground. 5 18 The landscape may stand as an analogy for 

Luke's present life - unchanging as far as the eye can see - or to stress his desire 

to escape such an cnvirorancnt, but there is little cultural significance to be drawn 

from the desolate landscape. In one sense it is an anti-landscapc, fulfilling neither 

the qualities of the Sublime nor the Picturesque. The shot of Luke silhouetted 

against the horizon seems to stress his callow immaturity rather than any mastery 

or understanding of the land. It is only in Luke's return to Tatooinc and subsequent 

defeat of the Sand Worm and rescue of Ilan and Lcia in Return ofthe Jedl that his 

mastery over the land is complete. Luke, like Kipling's Stalky, returns as colonial 

mastcr over the land where he originally lived as a child. Lucas' use of panoramic 

tracking shots, swooping camcra movements and swift cuts in editing occur in 

greater rapidity when Obi-Wan and Luke leave Tatooinc in the company of I Ian 

Solo and become standard by the time they first encounter the Death Star, the vast 

space station that they are drawn inexorably into the depths or; the hithcrto 

reasonably-sizcd Millennium Falcon more than dwarfcd by the astonishing size of 

the Death Star. The power and mcnacc of the Empire is displayed cffcclivcly 

through the use of this vast, labyrinthine environment. In much the same way. 

Jackson uses the camera to frame the Fellowship against huge structures to 

emphasisc the diflicultics inherent in the quest and the almost insurmountable 

obstacles in their path, and nowhcre in The Fellowship ofthe Ring is this b, -, ttcr 

displayed than in the Mines of Moria. 

3" Mark Cotta Vaz and Shinji I lata, The Star 11'arsArchives: Propr. Costumes. Alodels and 
Artworkfrom Star Wars (LA)ndon: Virgin. 1995), p. 16 
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Undermining R eprcscntat ions: The FellowshIn oLlhe Ri 

It is in the landscapes of Jackson's The Fellowship ofthe Ring that both die most 

variety and the strictest adherence to the rules of fantasy landscapes can be seen. 

From the traitorous slopes of Caradhras to the darkest depths of the Mines of 

Moria and the glorious garden cities of Rivcndcll and Caras Galadon, at first 

glance Jackson makes the fullest use of Tolkien's Middic-carth and the least iconic 

use of New Zealand. 

The Fellowship reach the Mines of Moria in the latter half of the film. A 

signiricantiourney has already been undertaken by the hobbits; they have reached 

Rivendcll after been attacked by the NazgOl on Wcathcrtop and they have been 

joined by fivc companions on the quest to destroy the Ring. Possibly the most 

significant narrative event to occur in the first part of the film is Frodo's decision 

to take on the responsibility for the Ring; this has a direct bearing on the rest or 

The Fellowship ofthe Ring, The Two Towers and 7he Relurn ofthe King. In the 

lattcr half of The Fellowship ofthe Ring and spccifically up to and including 

'Moria' and 'Loth16rien', he begins to understand exactly what being a Ringbcarcr 

means. 519 'Moria' is the first overt and sustained use of digital technology - CGI 

or computer generated images - in the trilogy, as almost the entirety of the Mines 

of Moria exists as miniatures, matte paintings and is filmcd and fleshed out 

digitally. The Mines of Moria, far from being filmed within sonic vast, cavernous 

underground complex in New Zealand, actually consists of a combination or 

miniatures and computer graphics. The Lord ofthe Rings production designer, 

Grant Major, notes that the 'CG and model work [ ... ] play a large part in the 

"Moria' and 'Lothl6ricn' are the titles that Jackson uses in the extcndcd DVD edition of The 
Fellowship of the Ring. 
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immensity of the Mines of Moria. '520 There is also a significant deviation from the 

novel, and it is an excellent example of the care which was taken with adapting the 

novel for film as, although there are a number of crucial differences, the feel of the 

sequence is sustained in the film. Jackson also draws extensively upon two Alan 

Lee paintings: 'The West Gate of Wrin' and 'in the I lalls of Moria' . 
121 Most 

importantly for the extended narrative, it is in Moria that Ganda] f falls to his death 

after battling with the Balrog. 

It is in the close-ups of Gimli and Frodo that the impact of the Mines of 

Moria is first seen. These close-ups arc cut against a wide, panoramic extreme long 

shot of the 'walls of Moria' . 
522 Jackson's extensive use of extreme long shots and 

long shots are reminiscent of directors of Westerns who preferred this tcchniquc 

because 'these shots make the sub cct part of the environment in addition to 

conveying the vastness and awesomeness of naturc. '523 This establishing shot in 

front of Moria goes some way to cmphasising the scale of the task before the 

Fellowship and the whole sequence illustrates Jackson's desire to convey the sense 

that Middle-carth had sustained civilisations and adventures bcforc the events of 

The Fellowship ofthe Ring-, he notes in the extended DVD that he 'didn't want 

fantasy movie, Hollywood sort of style of design, I Auntcd something that fclt 

320 Grant Major interviewed in 171c Appcndicics PL 1: r-rom Book to Vision: Designing Middle- 
earth'. The Fellowship ofthe Ring. Dir. Peter Jackson. New Line Cinema. 2002. Extended DVID 
Uition. EDV9171 
521 Tbcsc paintings can be found in the illustrated The Lordofthe Rings (London- IlarperCollins, 
1991), 'The West Gate of Darin'(bctwccn p. 320-321) and'in the Halls of Moria' (between p. 
334-337). The illustrated The Lordofthe Rings does not give titles to these paintings. 71cy can 
also be found on The One Ring. Nct website at 
"bttp*//fan. theoncring. nct/middlccarthtoursliec. html> [Accessed 26 rebruary 2008). 
522 The Fellowship ofthe Ring. Dir. Peter Jackson. New Line Cinema. 2002. Extended DVD 
Edition. EDV9171 
32313cmard F. Dick,, 4natomy ofFilm, Yd edn (New York; SL Martin's Press. 1998), p. 38 
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authentic. ' S24 The walls of Moria, the western face of the Misty Mountains, rise up 

from the plain almost impossibly high and sheer, 'their stem faces pallid in the 

fading light: final and impassabIC. '525 The shot is dominated by dark greys and 

blues which contrast strongly with the prcvious'T'he Pass of Caradhras' scene 

which was predominantly snow and pale rock. 

'Thc Pass of Caradhras' and 'Thc Ring Gocs South', strcss to the vicwcr 

that there is no easy route through Middle-earth; the Fellowship substitute snow 

for spies by taking on the mountain but it is only in the dark depths of Moria that 

they are safe from Saruman's direct interference. Jackson cmphasiscs Saruman's 

architccting of their fate by cutting back to Iscrigard as the Fellowship decide 

whether to go through Moria or to take the Gap of Rohan. Saruman flicks through 

a book beautifully illustrated with drawings which closely resemble Tolkicn's 

originals, further stressing the connection with the novels and suggesting - 

however obl iqucly - that the fate of the Fel lowship is not in their hands. Iscrigard, 

like Caradhras, is all cold colours, sharp comers and an almost inhuman, science 

fliction feel to the set design, evoking a similar sense to the interior set designs of 

the Death Star - impressive but ultimately sterile. Saruman, like Lucas" Empire, is 

moving towards a future which will eventually prove to be a dead end. Without 

stretching the comparison too far, it can be suggested that there is a visual link 

between Jackson's interchangeable Uruk-l lai -'brcd for a single purposc, S26 _ and 

Lucas's Storm Troopers (revealed to be clones in, 'Ytar Wars: Attack ofthe Clones) 

324 The Fellowship ofthe Ring. Dir. Peter Jackson. New Line Cinema. 2002. Designing AfidXe- 
earth. Extended DVD Edition. EDV9171 
$23 The Lord ofthe Rings, p. 301 
526 The Two Towers. Dir. Peter Jackson. New Line Cinema. 2003. Extended DVD Edition. 
EDV9188. Aragom to Thdoden on the eve of the battle of I lelm's Deep. 
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but this apparent similarity may be a genre convention rather than a stylistic 

reference by Jackson to Lucas. 527 

This cold colour scheme extends throughout Moria, and in many of the 

shots the only warmer shades are in the characters' skin and hair. The scene before 

Wrin's Gate -'Moria' - almost perfectly replicates Alan Lee's painting before the 

camera pans around to face the Gate. This shot displays Jackson"s fascination with 

framing within the camera frame and uses multiple frames to indicate knowledge. 

Given that the frame 'litcmlly defines the landscape, both in the sense of 

determining its outer limits and in the sense that landscape is constituted by its 

frame: it wouldn't be a landscape without that frame', Jackson's predilection for 

re-framing suggests that he is using the genre knowledge that many of the 

audience will bring with thcm. 528 This is particularly evident during this section 

where the Fellowship arc continually shuffled and reshuffled into component 

groups. For example, by framing Boromir with the hobbits, the portion of the 

audience who are familiar with The Lord ofthe Rings will unconsciously anticipate 

the events at Amon IIcn; for those unfamiliar with the books, framing Boromir 

with first Legolas and then Gandalf stresses his significancc to the narrative. The 

first frame, off-centre in the shot is Gandalf framed between the illuminated pillars 

on the Gate with Frodo - and only Frodo - on his right. To the lcft arc Gimli, 

Legolas, Merry and Pippin within the second frame blocked in by the two trecs 

either side of the Gate. The third frame is provided by the dark narrow shape of a 

dead tree in the shallows of the water and holds Sam, Aragom and Boromir as well 

327 In epic narratives, the forces of evil tend to have vast armies while the forces of good have a 
small group with complementary talents. Examples of this include Krull, Eddings's armies In of 
The Belgarlad. 
52' Andrews, p. 5 
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as Bill the pony. Even when the Fellowship arc grouped together, Frodo is almost 

always separated from the others. A long panning shot across the dark landscape in 

shades of grey and blue from the top of the shot to the bottom suggests a differcrit 

type of sterility to Caradhras but one which is no less cold and unfriendly. 

Although Jackson's 'Moria' is primarily an action sequence, there arc some 

important moments of character development which arc important narratively for 

the trilogy as a whole. For example, in the film it is Merry and Pippin who awaken 

the Watcher in the Water by throwing stoncs into the dark pool; their careless 

behaviour sets up expectations which arc met later when Pippin unwittingly alerts 

the goblins and the Balrog to their presence in Moria and looks into the Palintir in 

The Return ofthe King. However, in the novel it is Boromir who disturbs the water 

and Merry who puts Gandalf on the right path to open the Gate. 529 TIICSC changes 

arc consistent with Jackson's charactcrisation of Boromir as a wary man of 

experience and Merry and Pippin as immature and careless. Jim Smith and J. Clive 

Matthews argue that: 'The innocence of the hobbits is their prime characteristic. 

This is what makes the fact that they are forced into such horrendous situations all 

the more powcrful'. 530 

The Fellowship fled into Moria to escape from the Watcher in the Water 

whereas in the film they have ventured into Moria, silhouetted in the bright 

moonlight flooding the opened Gate before Boromir says: '17his isn't a mine. It's a 

tomb' . 
53 1 As he speaks, the camera zooms in on his face in a close-up not once but 

twice from different angles. This is by no means the first time that Jackson disrupts 

the axis of action although it does occur more frcqucntly at timcs of suspense and 

The Lord ofthe Rings, p. 308 
Smith and Matthews, p. 107 
771e Fellowship of the Ring. EDV9171 
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tension. In Moria it is employed to great effect when, combined with the darkness, 

it serves to instil a sense of disorientation and confusion in the viewer, drawing 

them further into the action. There is a cut to the hobbits and the camera tilts down 

to the dead dwarf at their fectjust as they rccoil back in horror. The next series of 

shots are of Gimlis reaction cut with shots of the multiple dead d%varfs; strcwn 

across the stairs and up to Wrin's Gate as he cries out in horror, the viewer is 

reminded that this is a dwarven stronghold through the visual connection between 

the design of the dead dwarf's helmct and Gimli's; Alan Lee notes in an interview 

that: 'it would all feel very crystalline and that design ethic %ras kind of followed 

through into the armour and the weapons and every aspect or the Dwarvcs., 532 

Jackson uses the same kind of visual connection later in Boromir's death 

scene where the resemblances between Aragom and Ijoromir are exaggerated to 

the point where Boromir can say, 'I would have followed you, my brother. ' 

without the viewer finding his response unbclicvable. 131 In an unusual camera 

movement, the camera tracks Legolas pulling an arrow out of a d%k2rvcn body in 

the extreme foreground and examining it; the camcra is clearly %, cry nearly on the 

floor for this shot and this is one of the few times in Moria that any member of the 

Fellowship is shot from beneath. 

There is barely a pause between the tentacle attacking Frodo being cut off 

and the creature itself rearing out of the dark water and both events take place in a 

long take - again positioning the viewer as a member of the r-cilowship. Jackson 

532 Alan Lee interviewed in Me Appendices Pt. 1: From Book to Vision: Designing Middle-earth', 
The Fellowship ofthe Ring. Dir. Pctcr Jackson. New Line Cinema. 2002. E xtcndcd DVD edition. 
EDV9171 
3'3 The Fellowship ofihe Ring. EDV9171. In 11 Iclm's Dccpin Me 7wo Towers, Aragorn is often 
framed between Legolas and the Rohirrim which works to subtly reinforce his border status as a 
character caught between two widely distinct cultures. 
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employs the same disorientating techniques he utiliscd earlier by showing the next 

shot from the Watcher in the Water's point of view before cutting back to Frodo's 

point of view. This alternating of viewpoint coupled with the use of a hand-held 

camera and, crucially, the muting of the background music, lay the template for 

close action sequences for the entire trilogy. Jackson uses the same techniques 

when the Fellowship arc cornered within Moria and fight the cave troll; when the 

Uruk-Ilai are defeated by the Rohirrim in The Two Towers: and when Sam rights 

Shelob in The Return ofthe King. Bordwcll and Thompson argue that 'sometimes 

the hand-held shot serves to remind the viewer of the presence of the camera itscir 

but hand-held camera effects in many of the action scenes in Jackson's The Lord (! f 

the Rings actually serve to both disorientate the viewer and to place him or her 

within the action. 534 

Sevcn scconds of total scrcen dark-ncss follow oncc the Fcl lowship havc 

fled into Moria; Jackson opened the film with a dark screen and Galadricl's voice- 

over for the prologue and Gandalf's words gain added weight and solemnity as 

they puncture the darkness. A long shot turns into an extreme long shot as Jackson 

sets up another establishing shot ivithin Moria; the camcra pulls back and back 

through a vast cavern, with immense rocky arches through which the FOlowship 

are framed again and again, becoming smaller and more insignificant with cach 

frame. 

The whole is dark, threatening and sterile which is echoed through the 

music which devclops into an all-malc choir singing somcthing vcry similar to a 

534 David Bordwcll and Kristin Thompson, FdmArt. -An Introduction, 4* edn, International Edition 
(New York: McGraw-I I ill Inc, 1993), p. 220 
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battle hymn. 535 James Obcrtino describes Moria as a 'barbarian landscape, vast, 

confusing, and Icthal', and Jackson's choice of misc-cn-sccnc stresses the 

labyrinthine nature of Moria, and its qualities as an unknown - and unknowable - 

landscape. 536 

The camera tracks from the right as the Fellowship climb up huge derelict 

stairs. The mise-cn-sccne frames them tightly with the sharply angled stairs and 

the sharply pointing stalactites keeping the Fellowship moving through a small 

segment of the cantcd shot. The numerous bodies on the stairs give the impression 

not only of a battle but of a massacre; the hobbits climb past omatc books and 

bundles that could represent a dispossessed community fleeing from invaders. 

Without going so far as to obliquely indicate that Jackson's dAamcs stand in ror 

the Maori, Leonard Bell's comments on die colonisation of New Zealand allow a 

comparison between the two: 'Colonization inevitably provoked disputes over land 

and led to warfare between Maori and European, notcably in the 1860s. Dercat of 

the Maori led to extensive land confiscations in the 1860s and 1870s. ' 537 -me 

explicit connection that Bell makes between colonisation and dispossession is 

entirely applicable to The Lord of1he Rings which is in one sense the narrative or 

dispossessed peoples. Ken Gelder makes the point that this is a convention or the 

gcnre when he states that: 'Exile is necessary in epic fantasy. '53' I Ic argues that 

evil in fantasy propels the narrative 'and yet it remains utterly remote, distant, 

... Interestingly, Eddings's Magician's Gambit, features a very similar effect: 'they found that the 
huge cavern was not silent [ ... ] there was the cadenced sound of chanting by a chorus of deep male 
Voices. ' David Eddings, Magician's Gambit (London: Corgi Books, 1990), p. 173. Without 
explicitly stating that Jackson has drawn from Eddings. this could be a case of cultural 
intcrtextualit 
$36 

y 

Obcrtino, p. 122 
37 Bell, p. 142 

531 Ken Gelder, 'Epic Fantasy and Global Terrorism' in From Robbits to 11611 %ood see Brayt 
8bOvc), PP. 10 1- 118 (p. 112) 

y- on, 
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absent, unable to be seen even as its effects are continually rcgistcrcd'. 539 The 

dctritus left behind by the massacred dwarves serves to foreshadow the long lines 

of refugees in Jackson's The Two Towers who are making their way to I IcIm's 

Deep. The Mines of Moria also call into question the ownership of the land; 

Jackson's Moria appears to be merely a dwarvcn city now colonised by ores but 

this is a very simple reading. The dwarves themselves arc not the indigenous 

owners of Moria. but simply another wave of colonisation which laid down what 

Grant Major calls 'layers of civilisation'. 540 

There is the overwhelming sense that something horrific has happened in 

Moria but the Fellowship are numbed by the cold and oppressive darkness. As the 

Fellowship move through Moria, and especially when they pccr over the side of a 

narrow ledge down into the vast depths of Moria, Jackson makes full use of the 

vertical plane and this is a significant feature of the design of Moria. I Icight has 

been used up to this point to indicate immensity in the landscape - for example at 

Weathertop - and the smallness of the Fellowship in comparison to it. Now 

Jackson uses depth to indicate 'how thrillingly ancient and foreign' Middic-carth 

is. 54 1A stylistic comparison can naturally be drawn between Moria and Iscngard 

but the cold, dark mines is less of a celebration of industry than it is yet another 

harrowing warning. Mark Sinker suggests that Moria -I ikc the Ring - represents 

an kind of making, of industry, which is ultimately destructive: 'T'he vast 

underground city - Moria, Khazad-dum, the Dwarrowdclf - their rincst civic 

$39 Gelder, p. 112 
540 Grant Major interviewed in 'The Appendices Pt. 1: From Book to Vision: Designing Middle- 
earth', The Fellowship ofthe Ring. Dir. Peter Jackson. New Line Cinema. 2002. Extended DVD 
Edition. EDV9171 
54 1 Tom Shone, Blockbuster: llow the jaws andJedl Generallon Turned 11611)-wood Into a Boom- 
town (LA)ndon: Scribner, 2005), p. 3 10 
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achievement, is also the site of their tragedy. ' 542 1 lis analysis of Moria concludes 

that it was the intent which caused the downfall of Balin: 

It's when for some obsessive reason the making turns into something bad. 
So they delve too deep, the gold that they mined kindled greed and fear in 
their hearts and so on. The thing that they arc good at - making fabulous 
jcwcllcry, weapons and the underground city - is done too obsessively for 
reasons other than making good things. 543 

Jane Chance argues that death associated with the mines is voluntary because it is 

spiritual in nature and one chooses it or at least fails to resist its temptation: this 

spiritual death exists in the form of avaricc. '344 Not only this but the d%%-aNcs, just 

like Saruman's orcs, became disconnected from the natural world - significd by 

clvcn designs on Wrin's Gate - and came to an unfortunate end: 'Tolkicn shows 

that the final consequence of the Dwarves' imperial design in Moria is a desert, 

where only monsters and savages live in darkness. ' 545 In this reading, the Ents, the 

River Iscn and the Balrog are all aspects of ecology fighting back against industry. 

The anthromorphism of aspects of Middle-carth's environment and their 

subsequent ability to wield weapons and take revenge can be seen as the extreme 

end of the scale which features other ecologically motivated disaster films such as 

Tile Day Afier Tomorrow, Killer Wave and Category 6. In this way, Jackson has 

emphasiscd those aspects of Tolkicn's opinions which coincide with popular 

thinking about global warming and the possibility of environmental disaster as a 

direct result of human interference in the natural world and human industries. 

Tolkicn, if not so explicitly Jackson, makes a distinction between Moria and the 

342 Mark Sinker, 'Talking Tolkien: The Elvish Craft of CGV, Children s Literature In Education, 
36: 1 (March 2005), 41-54 (p. 45) 
3'3 Ibid., p. 46 
S44 Jane Chance, 'The Lordofthe Rings: Tolkicn's Epic', Understanding 71te Lardofthe Rings- 
The Best of Tolkien Criticism (see Kocher, above), PP. 195-232 (p. 209) 
"s Oberlino, p. 128 
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dwarvcn approach to mining whcn Gimli spcak-s of the Glittcring Cavcs bclow 

I lelm's Decp: 

No dwarf could be unmoved by such loveliness. None of Durin's race 
would mine those caves for stones or orc, not if diamonds and gold could 
be got there. Do you cut down groves of blossoming trees in the springtime 
for firewood? We would tend these glades of I'lowcring stone, not quarry 
them. 546 

Giml i's response to Legolas' warning not to let otlierdwarvcsdiscovcrthe 

Glittering Caves repositions the dwarves within Tolkicn"s 77te Lord ofthe Rings. 

With only Moria as an example, the dwarves arc represented as being far closer to 

the Ores in their response to industry and the natural environment. Dani6lc 

Barberis observes of Gimli and the Glittering Caves that he 'does not suggest 

intensive mining, rather he suggests the most appropriate %-ay to use these Caves is 

simply to respect their beauty'. 547 

'I have no memory of this place at all' says Gandalf when the r-cllowship 

arrive at three identical arches. "' James Obcrtino notes that: 'The tunncls arc 

themselves a kind of wilderness, hopeless in their complexity without the guidance 

of Gandalf, and hazardous, at times intcrscctcd by chasms, and always threatening 

the possibility of the inextricable trap. ' 549 In the book, they go lcft to a half closed 

stone door that swung back easily to a gentle thrust' and 'bcyond there seemed to 

lie a wide chamber cut in the rock' whcre they discover a dccp well that Pippin 

throws a stone into: 550 

s" 7he Lord ofthe Rings, p. 54 8 
547 Dani6le Barbcris, 'Tolkicn: Ile Lord of the Mines- Or A Comparative Study Betwcen Mining 
During the T'hird Age of Middle-Earth by Dwarves and Mining During Our Age by Men (or Big. 
Pcople)'. Alinerals & Energy, 20: 3 (2006). 60-68 (P. 61) 
5" Ile Lord ofthe Rings, p. 301 $49 

Obertino, p. 123 
530 The Lord ofthe Rings, p. 313 
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'What's thatT cried Gandalf. I le was relieved whcn Pippin confcsscd what 
he had done; but he was anM, and Pippin could sm his cyc glinting. 'Fool 
of a Tookl' he growled. 'This is a scriousjoumcy, not a hobbit walking- 
party. Throw yourself in next time, and then you will bc no furthcr 
nuisance. Now be quictl'351 

The Fellowship take the right-hand passage because Gandalf distrusts the 

middic-way and does not 'like the smclI of the left-hand way: there is foul air 

down there' and begin to climb upwards again, gradually coming to the vast halls 

of the Dwarrowdelf. 552 In the film, these events arc rearranged, the Fellowship 

pause at the three arches long enough for a small fire to be fit and Gandalf and 

Frodo to talk about the responsibility of the Ring, and of Gollum. This mention of 

Gollum, and the brief glimpse the viewer gets at this point, is vitally important for 

the plot of The Two Towers where Frodo tamcs Gollurn by calling him by his 

given name of Smdagol. It also suggests that Frodo is not a helpless protagonist; 

'Bilbo was meant to find the Ring, in which case you also were meant to have it. 

And that is an encouraging thought'. Ile has some control over his own fate -a 

supposition which adds weight to his decision at the end of 7lie Fellowship ofthe 

Ring to leave his companions and go to Mordor alonc. 333 In the novel, this 

conversation takes place in the second chapter, Mic Shadow of the Past, when 

Gandalf returns to Bag End, convinced that Bilbo's magic ring is the One Ring. In 

the film, much of this scene was removed and used in the Prologue, leaving only 

the revealing by fire of the writing on the Ring which confirmcd its identity. By 

displacing this conversation, Jackson attempts to convey to the audience that Frodo 

is not helplessly reacting to events beyond his control, but is in some small way the 

ss' Ibid. : 
S12 Ibid., p. 314 3 The Fellowship of the Ring. EDV9171 
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architect of his own fate. This in turn makes the sequence at Mount Doom in 7he 

Return ofthe King all the more devastating. So too does it suggest that there arc 

forces of good at work. 

In the short scene between Gandalf and Frodo, as throughout all the Moria 

scenes, the predominant lighting is edge lighting with the %varmcr colours reserved 

for the hobbits and Aragorn and Boromir. Unlike the novel, Gandalf leads them 

down through the middle arch (incidentally, it can easily be seen that the right- 

hand arch does indeed lead up). The film, follows the book as they move into the 

4grcat realm and dwarf city of Dwaffowdcl f,. 534 The long shot composition is 

closely based on Alan Lee's painting 'In the I lalls of Moria'; the only significant 

difference is in the design of the enormous pillars. In the painting the stone is 

curved into vast smooth arches, whereas in the film the cultural design for the 

dwarves centred on geometric shapes without curves; Alan Lee notes in the 

'Designing Middle-earth' documentary on the extended DVD edition of The 

Fellowship ofthe Ring that: 'The Dwarvish architecture, we decided, %vas going to 

be entirely geometric, there wouldn't be any curves or any rounded forms, any 

round archcs'. 555 The pillars in Moria, therefore, rcflcct this change in order to be 

consistent in the misc-en-sccne. The revealing of the Dwarrowdelf alternates 

between long shots and close-ups and several times (fie camera pans around from 

behind the base of an intricately carved pillar. Alan Lee noted that the designers 

6wantcd to evoke a feeling of somewhere that, whilst having been hacked from the 

mountain's roots, was sophisticated and rcrined', and it is clear that the 

354 The Fellowship of the Ring. EDV9171 
355 Alan Lee interviewed in "Me Appendices PL 1: rrom Book to Vision: Dcsigning Middle-carth', 
The Fellowship ofthe Ring. Dir. Pctcr Jackson. New Line Cincrna. 2002. Extended DVD Edition. 
EDV9171 
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Dwarrowdelf is notjust a spectacular set for an action sequence but the remains of 

a great civilisation on a vast scale. 556 

The finding of Balin's tomb and Gandalf's reading of the 'record ortlic 

fortunes of Balin's folk' follow the novel closely and Jackson has clearly moved 

Pippin's encounter with the well so as to create more tcnsion. 537 The sharp, 

echoing sound of the skull and then the body and bucket failing down the well is 

abrupt and startling as the characters have mainly been speaking in low voices and 

the background music has been dominated by low-toncd instruments and choral 

music. To heighten this sense of shock, there is no background music present and 

there is no external diegetic sound for several seconds. Thc silence is brokcn only 

by Gandalf's words, 'Fool of a Tookl Tbrow yourself in next time and rid us of 

your stupidityl'558 As can be seen, Jackson, Walsh and Boycns have changed the 

majority of Gandalf's admonishment to Pippin but rctaincd the most wcll known 

part -Toot of a Tookl' The stillness of the Fellowship and the tension con%, cycd 

through this is cmphasised by the sound of their breathing out in relief and the 

crackle of the torch as Amgorn turns towards the distant sound of screeching 

goblins. Thc fight sequence which follows is the first time the rcllowsliip work as 

a team against a common foe. Aragorn moves almost inhumanly fast through a 

series of individual fights with goblins which, neither by execution or 

choreography, appear to be set pieces in the classic action movie style. Ile hand- 

held camera gives almost documcntary-style disorientation to the right which 

flows into slow motion when the cave troll stabs Frodo. Sue Kim notes that: 

s6 Alan Lee in Sibley, p. 50 
37 The Lord ofthe Rings, p. 321 

"I The rellowship of the Ring. EDV9171 
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the cave troll scene in Gloin's tomb is an homage to I larryhauscn, producer 
of such early fantasy films as The Golden Voyage of Sinbad (1974) and 
Jason and the Argonauts (1963), and when the Bal rog emcr cs, Jackson 

5 notes that one of his references was Indiana Jones (198 1). 55ý 

Indeed, Jackson himself explained that: 'The Lord ofthe Rings is my "Ray 

I larryhausen movie". Without that life-long love of his wondrous images and 

storytelling it would never have been made - not by me at Icast. '560 

As the Fellowship leave Balin's tomb and run from lcft to right of the 

screen through the halls of the Dwarrowdclf, the camera pulls back and tilts up, 

giving the impression of being roughly thirty or forty feet in the air while actually 

being present only digitally. Despite the fact that the Fellowship arc on scrccn, it is 

their digitally mapped selves and not the cast. The camcra cuts back close on the 

hobbits' frightened faces as they look back. The camcra has now tak-cn the position 

of being one of the Fellowship and the next shot provides a hobbit's eye view of 

the goblin army following them. The camcra cuts quickly to Gimli and Aragom 

then pulls back again to reveal goblins coming up out of cracks in the grx)und, 

before the tracking shot swings around into position in front of the Fellowship 

running towards it. The camera continually defeats the axis of action by swinging 

around and parallel to the running Fellowship. Jackson makes full use of the high 

ceilings and vast pillars to look down on, or around corners at the Fellowship to 

increase the sense of disorientation. It is a technique that is employed throughout 

the trilogy. 17he shot of the Fellowship surrounded by the goblins - lit by Boromir's 

torch and Gandairs staff, their clothes and weapons present a warmcr shade and 

texture to the shot and contrast sharply with the insect-likc goblins whosc armour 

359 Kim, p. 880 
'" Peter Jackson, 'Foreword', Ray I laffyhauscn and Tony Dalton, TheArf ofRay 11dro-hausen 
(LA)ndon: Aurum Press, 2005), p. viii-xi (p. xi) 
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glistens like oil - is in miniature what happens before die Black Gate in The 

Return ofthe King. This is yet another example of Jackson's interest in mirror 

images. Another example of this can be seen in the following couple of shots. 

There is a brief pause and as soon as the first growl of the Balrog is heard, there is 

a cut to Gandalf and then to the goblins who turn towards it. The goblins become a 

faceless, shifling mass and far behind them, the vast doorway begins to glow with 

red and orange. The following shot frames Gandalf with Boromir on tile lcft of tile 

screen and Lcgolas on the right. This composition is repeated several times. Lit by 

Gandalf's staff, Legolas looks pale and explicitly nonhuman in contrast to Boromir 

whose face catches the torch light, warming his skin and eyes. Gandalf is framed 

between them, just as he is framed between Lcgolas and Aragorn in The 71s'o 

Towers when they arrive in Edoras. There is an almost Shakespearian quality to 

Boromir's line -What is this new devilryT 561 - and this has been adapted from 

Gandalf's line in the novel, 'There is some new devilry hcrc'. 562 This is common 

throughout the films; lines said by one character in the novels may be transplanted 

either fully or in part to the films and assigned to a different character entirely. 

This is especially the case with Aragorn and Gandalf who have a great deal ofthe 

CXpOsition in the novels and a greater majority of the most memorable lines than 

other characters. 

During Gandalf's line, 'A Balrog. A demon orthe ancient world', the 

close-up widens to include Lcgolas who has dropped do%m the am which held the 

bow and arrow pointed at the unseen f0C. 563 It is clear from the lighting and the 

look on his face that Lcgolas, unlike the other members of the Fellowship, knows 

561 Me Fellowship of the Ring. EDV9171 
562 The Lord ofihe Rings, p. 328 
"63 T lie Fellowship ofthe Ring. EDV9171 
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exactly what a Balrog is. This subtly stresses both the fact that Gandalf, ror all that 

he looks like an old man, is closer in nature to the elves, and also that the elves are 

extremely long-lived, and a creature which may be a 'demon of the ancient world' 

could well have been co-existing with the Oven characters already introduced in 

the film and this is the way that Lcgolas reports Gandalf's fate to Celeborn and 

Galadricl in Caras Galadon. 

Again, the camera moves between Jackson's signature swooping 

movements and extreme close-ups of the Fellowship as they run from the Balrog. 

The viewer is only able to find a position in space because the glow from the 

Balrog is consistently behind the Fellowship. The spectacular sequence rollowing 

the large gap in the stairs does not appear in the novel at all although the state or 

the ground is alluded to: 

There were fissures and chasms in the%ralls and floor, and every now and 
then a crack would open right before their feet. Thc N%idcst %%-as more than 
seven feet across, and it was long before Pippin could summon enough 
courage to ]cap over the dreadful gap. 564 

77he sequence was inspired by one of Alan Lce's conceptual drawings for the 

stairs, and the swift cuts in and out, showing the charactcrs' reaction,; to the 

tumbling rock, arc contrasted with the long shot displaying cxactly the lcvcl or 

danger that they arc in. Jackson further ratchets up the tcnsion by leaving Aragorn 

and Frodo on the wrong side of the gap as it begins to teeter to and fro. Even a 

viewer unfamiliar with the storylinc must rcalisc that killing off two such central 

characters so early in the narrative is unlikely to occur, and yct Jackson crcatcs 

genuine dramatic tension and proves that the slow and cxtcndcd bcginning to the 

"64 
T he Lord ofthe Rings, p. 311 
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film was fullyjustiricd as the viewer is firmly engaged and sympathetic to the 

characters. Significantly, as Frodo and Aragom make it across to the othcr side or 

the staircase, the Fcllowship theme rings out triumphantly in the soundtrack; this is 

one of the last times that the full Fellowship theme will be heard in the trilogy 

although themes based on it work as a Icitmotif through the following two films. 

Ile Fellowship run across the bridge or Kha7ad-DOm and the camera 

tracks them from above; the characters arc all digitally created hcrc but the 

software is so sophisticated that it is difficult to tell, even by utilising a framc-by- 

frame analysis. 565 Several times, Gandalf is left in the shot with the pursuing 

Balrog, suggesting the confrontation to come; in all these shots, Gandalf is 

positioned to the left of the Balrog which eventually leads to anothcr defeat of the 

axis of action as Jackson places the camera on the right side of Gandalf during die 

battle with the Balrog, presumably in order to reference John I lowc's painting 

'Moria'. 

The Balrog lights up Moria, revealing carved pillars and arching ceilings as 

the Fellowship run through halls towards the bridge. it is almost a creature oredge 

fighting; etched in flame and seeming to emerge almost unseen rrom, the shadows. 

John C. Hunter suggests that the Balrog is 'a direct, traumatic cxperiencc orthc 

legendary past bursting into the contingent present ror both El%, cs and D%%UMcs v. $66 

It is a past which calls into question the o%%mcrship of the present; Jackson 

introduces the Mines of Moria as a Dwarvcn stronghold; there is little in Jackson's 

rilm to suggest that ownership of Moria and the mithril it produced %%-as in 

question. The presence of the Balrog, while reaffirming the existence of Middle- 

563 It Is an interesting example of the depth of detail in Jackson's adaptation that all the digitally 
created creatures have different and distinct way of moving. $66 1 luntcr, p. 132 
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earth's ancient histories, also subjects the dwarves to consideration of colonisation 

and conquest. More than this, though, the derelict Mines of Moria work as a 

signifler of industry in New Zealand; industry on this scale, Jackson obliquely 

suggests, has no place in this 'new' vision of New Zealand. Unlike the rest of 

Jackson's Middle-earth, Moria reveals a post-industrial landscape which has 

defeated every layer 'of occupation'. 367 The Fellowship - apart from Gandalf - 

manage to successfully traverse Moria, suggesting subtly that: 'the land is 

habitable, but only by a very special breed of people; in mythic terms, therefore, 

the nation is feasible, but only as a collection of extraordinary individuals'. 569 

After Gandalf falls, there is a shot of him failing into the endless depths - 

the camera is motionless above him which is unusual for the Moria sequence as the 

camera is almost always in motion - before cutting to a close-up of Frodo and 

Aragom. Most unusually for Jackson's films, the repetition of this scene in 7be 

Two Towers, while remaining faithful to Tolkicn's account, seems not to take 

place in the 'real' Middlc-carth at all. Alan Lee explains that: 

I wanted to convey the feeling that they are struggling in an unreal space - 
somewhere between life and death - Gandalf pursuing the Balrog up, down 
and around; now coming towards you; now rushing away; a rollcr-coastcr 
of a tracking shot, during which the whole axis might turn, creating the 
vertiginous feeling of not knowing which way up you arcl 569 

The battle with the Balrog here takes on a spiritual dimension and subsequently 

takes place in its own space which is both within and without Middic-carth. 

Jackson's Middle-earth, as much as Tolkien's, has its 'extra' mythic d imcnsions. 

" '67 Grant Major interviewed in ITbe Appendices N. 1: From Book to Vision: Designing Middle. 
earth', The Fellowship ofthe Ring. Dir. Peter Jackson. New Line Cinema. 2002. Extcndcd DVD 
Edition. EDV9171 

Gibson, 'Formative Landscapes', p. 52 
5" Alan Lee in Sibley, p. 51 
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The action is all in slow motion but it is Aragom's reaction that the camcra 

follows rather than Frodo's. In a series of close-ups, Amgorn is clearly dazcd, 

stumbling towards the exit and the camera moves slowly with him in a tracking 

shot as he moves towards the stairs that lead out of Moria. There the camcra stays 

at the bottom of the stairs, tilting up to follow him but otherwise remaining 

motionless. The contrast with the somewhat frenetic swooping camera movcmcnts, 

earlier in the sequence is sharp and this difference is only heightcricd by the vast 

orchestral score being reduced to a single chorister singing in a minor kcy and the 

abrupt replacement of the rcds and oranges which dominate the misc-en-sccnc 

from the first appearance of the Balrog, with the cold, stcrilc colours of the pallid 

rock and the pale light of morning. 

The constraints of time that Jackson was operating under mcan that the 

film's Aragorn becomes a leader far earlier than in the books. This can be seen in 

the sequence immediately following Gandairs battle with the Balrog and 

subsequent fall in Moria. In the novel, Aragorn is 'dividcd in his mind' and more 

willing to accept Boromir's suggestion that they travcI to Gondor. 570 I Ic hcsitatcs 

only because he suspects that Frodo will not be willing to trust Boromir so far: "he 

could not now forsake the Ring, if Frodo refused in the cnd to go with Boromir. ' 571 

It is not until the breaking of the Fellowship at Amon I fen that authority is ceded 

to Aragom; Boromir is dead and Frodo chooses to disassociate himself from the 

Fellowship. It is Aragorn's skills first as rangcr and later as gcncral which ccmcnt 

his role as leader. Although Gandalf essentially casts Aragorn in the role of leader, 

it is not until he has fully utiliscd his own unique skills that he can inspire the 

'" The Lord ofthe Rings, p. 368 
571 Ibid., p. 368-9 
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battered and besieged nations of men to unite under his banner and march on 

Mordor: 'The Lords of Gondor have returned and all this land that is theirs they 

take back. ' 572 In comparison the film makes this transition much more overt. 

Although Aragorn's reluctance is evident, his abilities as a natural leader arc never 

called into question. 'Lead them on, Aragorn' Gandal f says at Kazad DOm, and 

outside Moria, where Boromir would have let them rest and mourn - his sympathy 

for the hobbits' grief presumably over-ruling his better sense - Aragorn shows no 

such softening, proving that he has the necessary qualities to make the difficult 

decisions that leaders must: 

BOROMIR Give them a moment for pity's sake. 
ARAGORN By nightfall these hills will be swarming with orcs! 

We must reach the hills of Lothloricn. Come Boromir, Legolas, Gimli, get 
them up. 573 

The final shots of the Moria sequence arc of Frodo, walking off into the 

distance. Again, this separation of Frodo from the rest of the Fellowship both acts 

as a foreshadowing of events to come and as an acknowledgement to 

'knowledgeable viewers' that Frodo is alone. 574 The extreme close-up of a 

character turning his head - and it seems to be reserved almost exclusively for the 

male characters - is used as an indication of intense emotional and narrative 

importance. Jackson appears to be turning the act of 'looking' back on itself by 

having the character 'look back' at the audience to signify such moments. Another 

good example of this occurs in The Return ofthe Kingjust before the Black Gate 

where Aragorn, apparently seduced by the full force of Sauron's mind against him, 

572 Me Lord ofthe Rings, p. 884 
573 The Fellowship of the Ring. EDV9171 
574 This indicates viewers who watched the jilms with full knowledge of the narrative and plot from 
Tolkien's novels. 
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turns his head and appears to be talking directly to the audience when lie says, ' For 

Frodo' before charging towards the enemy-"' Narratively this only makes sense if 

Aragom is addressing the audience rather than the people closest to him, Ixgolas, 

Gimli and Gandalf, who not only understand the importance of Aragorn"s dcriancc 

before the Black Gate but were also present in Minas Tirith when he explained the 

plan originally. The battle before the Black Gate is not for glory, Jackson reminds 

the audience, it is not for revenge or for conquest, it is for one purpose and one 

purpose only: to distract Sauron and his army long enough for Frodo to reach 

Mou nt Doom and destroy the Ring. 

Both Jackson and Tolkien use Moria as a warning against technological 

extremes. It is far too simple a reading of either text to use the Moria landscape 

and narrative events as an indication of a purely ccological agenda. Instead, both 

Jackson and Tolkicn can be said to be suggesting a model for sustainable 

development in industry. Gl6in notes that: 'Too deep we delved there, and wokc 

the nameless fear' and it was the over use of Moria - not an ideological or political 

reason - which lcft it uninhabitable and usc-less as a mine and site of 

manufacturing. 576 Moria works as a representation of an cnvironmentally-drivcn 

view of landscape in the post-industrial West which 'may be viewed as a cultural 

mystification by new economic subjects who arc imposing new production 

relations and new forms of exploitation of natural resources. 077 T11iS ecologically 

driven conceptual isation of landscape has both economic and political aspects and 

is beginning to become the dominant form of landscape presentation in the West, 

573 The Return ofthe King Dir. Peter Jackson. New Line Cinema. 2004. Extended DVD Edition. 
EDV9248 
376The Lord ofthe Rings, p. 240 '"Mercurio, p. 135 
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tied as it is to theories of climate change and global warming. Francis Pound 

argues that the conventions of New Zealand landscape art mean that: 'Landscape 

is, in fact, the imposition of a European convention on thc land; logically it too 

should be rejected by nationalists as foreign 9.578 

This is highlighted by Scan Cubitt who rcads this as indicative of a soflcncd 

attitude to technology in Jackson's films compared to Tolkicn's text: 

Tolkicn is unambiguous: the Balrog has been awakened by the dwarves, 
because they have transgressed the unwritten law against delving too deep. 
In the film, however, the Balrog is just a force in the mines of Moria, 
linked by color thematic to Sauron's eye, otherwise unexplained. New 
Zealand's mining heritage, its ghost town relics of a typically brutal gold 
rush, and its volcanos sacred in Maori tradition, may have helped Jackson 
make this cut, which absolves the dwarves of being the instruments 
responsible for the arrival of teleological technology - mining for its own 
sake. 579 

Cubitt's point about New Zealand's mining past is illuminating but I am 

unconvinced by his argument that Jackson attempts to blur cffects of cxccssive 

mining by concealing the origin of the Balrog. Indeed, in the Mic Pass of 

Caradhras', Saruman notes: 'Moria. You fear to go into those mines. The dwarves 

delved too greedily and too deep. You know what they awoke in the darkness of 

Khazad-DOm: shadow and flamcl'580 Jackson's industrial Moria serves as a 

critique of a non-Ncw Zealand landscape, turning the signification and 

conccptualisation of Moria into an explicitly exported landscape. Although New 

Zealand has heavy industry including oil rcf ining, steel and aluminium, Jackson's 

The Lord ofthe Rings serves to mask or obfuscate the industrial side of land use in 

171 Pound, ForlyModern New Zealand Paintings (unpaginatcd) p. 2 
379 Sean Cubitt, 'The Fading of the Elves: Eco-Catastrophe, Technopoly, and Bio-Security, In 
From Ilobbits to Hollywood (see Brayton, above), pp. 65-80 (p. 67-68) 
"0 The Fellowship ofthe Ring. EDV9171 
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New Zealand by presenting the only 'good' industrial landscape - opposed to the 

'bad' industry typified by Isengard - as ancient and dangerous. 58 I 

The Two 
- Owers: Colonial Borders 

The Two Towers offers three distinct narratives and equips each narrative %ith its 

own supporting cast and landscape. Frodo, Sam and Gollurn traverse die sterile 

mountains of Emyn Muil and the Dead Marshes, passing the Black Gatc and 

through the ruined city of Osgiliath. Merry and Pippin escape from the Uruk-l lai 

into the lushly verdant Forest of Fangom which is almost diametrically opposite to 

the environment encountered by Frodo and Sam and where Merry and Pippin's 

meeting with Treebeard and Gandalf is contrasted sharply against the Ringbcarcr's 

encounter with Faramir and the Nazg0l. These two narratives are thematically the 

more important of the three; the quest to destroy the Ping is, naturally, the 

overarching plot of the film, and the rousing of the Ents tics into the repetition of 

the ecological motifs of the film. To a certain extent, both of these narratives arc 

overshadowed visually by the dramatic battle sequences leading to, and including, 

the battle at I lelm's Deep. 

The Two Towers opens by revisiting the caves of Moria in Frodo's dream 

and the landscape is fantastic and an appropriately 'unreal space'. "' Ilis is 

followed by the close and claustrophobic rocky scenery in which Frodo and Swn 

have lost themselves and will encounter Gollum. Ilicy wandcr, dwarfcd by the 

rock and shot from above which cmphasiscs how small they are by comparison to 

311 no New Zealand Ministry of Economic Development Identifies six heavy Industry sectors: 
including steel and oil refining. Covcc, I lale & Twomey, and Excrgi Consulting. 
"ýhttP: //www. mcd. govt. nzttemplatcs/MultipagcDocumcntTOC_21973. aspx> (accessed IS 
February 20081 
5'2 Alan Lee In Sibley, p. 51 
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their environment. In contrast, the first shot of Amgorn is level with him and 

moves as he does. Despite the extensive use of aerial shots, the close ups of 

Aragom, Gimli and Legolas are consistently shot from either below or level with 

the actors which, set against the barc and empty landscape, suggests their mastery 

over it -a classic component of the colonial gaze. Swift cuts bctwccn the wide 

panoramic shots and close ups serve to keep the camera level with the actors and 

the long tracking and panning shots together with the extensive use of helicopters, 

provide the perfect opportunity to cmphasisc the vast and non-English landscape. 

Aragom's skills as a tracker are made clear for the first time in these scenes, 

stressing his hybridity. Amgom, as has already been elucidated, perpetually 

inhabits the borders between classifications; he is neither completely human nor 

thoroughly clven, he exists in the world of men both as a (rc)namcd Ranger and as 

a vacuum (Isildur's heir). Crucially for 7he Two Tbivers in general and Jackson's 

adaptation in particular, Aragorn inhabits the space between coloniscr and 

colonised - he is the White Native of imperial literature and a literary descendant 

of the conceptual space of Rider Haggard's Allen QuatcrTnain. 383 Rather than 

attempt to negotiate these multiple binary identities - coloniscr/coloniscd, son of 

Nf)menor/son of Middle-earth, human/cl f- Aragom's identity, through a process 

of renaming which sees him directly called by four distinct names during the 

narrative and references a further two, grows and evolves by seeming to shed the 

previous identity as he sheds the name. 584 1 lowcvcr, some reconci I iat ion between 

his various identities is evidenced in The Return ofthe King where Aragorn 

5'3 Please see Chapter One. Allan Quatcrmain as a character is far closer to Bilbo and Frodo but the 
conceptual space of the character - the knowledgeable guide - is far closer in function to Aragorn. 
584 Aragorn's multiple names are a direct result of both the king-in-waiting and of growing up in 
two cultures. I lis names can, roughly, be apportioned thus: Estel - youth; Strider - the ranger, 
Aragorn - the general; and Elessar (and Envinyator) the king. 
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announces the name Strider, translated into the high tongue 'and Telconlar I will 

be and all the heirs of my body', although this apparent reconciliation could be 

read as an acknowledgement of Aragorn's border status and a desire to make an in- 

between space into a legitimate one. 585 Aragom and Arwcn's children, the future 

rulers of a Middlc-carth united under the high king in Gondor, allude to a future 

where the in-between space of the hybrid is legitimiscd as the establishment. This 

is not a legitimisation of native rulers cxampled in the British Raj - although 

Aragorn's 'divine right of kings' is indeed Icgaliscd by powerful individuals who 

return to a distant island - but instead a kind of supcr-hybridity where the hybrid 

individual is superior to the non-hybrid population. Aragorn, it could be argucd, is 

a perfect example of I lomi Bhabha's 'cultural hybriditics that emerge in moments 

of historical transformation. 586 Through Aragorn, Tolkicn has presented the 

bicultural hybrid not as 'being caught between two worlds in a no-man's-land with 

the identity of neither, but rather as a position of strength and dynamism. '"' 

Amgorn, Legolas and Gimli are silhouetted against the horizon, poscd level 

with convenient rocky cliffs, and arc only shot from above in a close up when the 

Riders of Rohan appear. In these opening sections, the camcra is in constant 

movement following the actors as they run across headlands and cliffs and through 

sharply cut gorges. The combination of fluid camcra movement and long takes 

keep the audience part of the action just as Jackson did in the Moria section in The 

Fellowship ofthe Ring; he intended to 'give a flow to the chasc'. 588 When they 

The Lord ofthe Rings, p. 863 
I lomi K. 13habha, The Location ofCulture, p. 2 

387 Ccicstine Woo, 'Towards a Poetics of Asian American Fantasy: Laurence Yep's Construction of 
a Bicultural Mythology, The Lion andthe Unicorn, 30 (2006). 250-264 (p. 257) 
s" Peter Jackson, 'Audio Commentary'. The pwo Towers. Dir. Peter Jackson. New Line Cinema. 
2003. Extended DVD Edition. EDV9188 
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arrive at the border of Rohan, the camera pans up behind and above them but is 

still positioned in such a way as to suggest their mastery over the environment and 

to call to mind some of the iconic New Zealand landscape paintings already 

referenced, especially the work of Alfred Sharpe. The use of a camera on a dolly 

tracking in front of Legolas and Aragom when Legolas sees die Uruk-l lai: 

ARAGoRN Legolasl What do your Elf eyes see? 
LEGOLAS The Uruks turn north east. They are taking the hobbits to Isengard. 

means that although both actors are standing still, the background moves behind 

them, retaining the impression of constant movement. Tilis helps to sustain the 

tension. Harmony between the characters and the landscape is further achieved by 

the repeating of the colours of the landscape in the cli=ctcrs' clothes. Even 

Gimli's armour is reflected against the bare rock. They arc silhouetted against the 

horizon, posed level with convenient rocky cliffs and arc only shot from above in a 

close up when the Riders of Rohan appear. Jackson's use of tile vast panoramic 

vistas at his disposal suggest not only the broad landscapes of Moria but also the 

iconic landscapes of John Ford's westerns where the overwhelming scale and 

$ageless character of this landscape evoke the awesome chalicngcs and tests of the 

frontier experience'. 589 

Ownership of the land in the Aboriginal sense, according to Bentcrrak. 

Muecke and Roc, is concerned with the extensive and intimate knowledge of it - 

this was demonstrated by the Maori ability to 4rcad' the land. 590 This 'reading' of 

the land is a spccific cultural practice which is distinct from the colonial method of 

5'9 Jim Kitses, Iforizons West: Directing the Igesternfrom John Ford to Clint Eavtwood(London- 
BFI Publishing, 2004), p. 48 
590 Bcnterrak, Muccke and Roe cited in Fiona Probyn and Catherine Simpson. "-This Land Is Mine/ 
This Landisme: Reconciling I larmonics in One Night the Aloon', -senves OfCinema, 
14'ttp: //www. sensesofcinema. com/contcnts/01/19/this_land. htmt> [accessed 26Fcbruwy2OO8] 
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tviewing landscape' and while the land in Jackson's The Lord ofthe Rings is there 

to be viewed, to invoke a sense of wonder and awe, Aragorn Wads' die landscape 

as he searches for Merry and Pippin much as Jackson intends the audicncc to read 

New Zealand as Middle-earth. 

The extended version of The Two Towers shifts the attack by Old Man 

Willow from the Shire to Fangom but apart from this, the two chapters are 

conspicuous by their absence. In 'T'he Old Forest', not only is there a 

foreshadowing of Merry's destiny at Pelannor Fields but the description of the 

hobbit's attempts to keep the Old Forest at bay is not unlike that of Saruman's 

attack on Fangom in The Two Towers. This apparcrit dichotomy, which parallels 

the peaceful agriculture of the hobbits with the careless destruction of Saruman, 

threatens not only one of the stronger themes in the films, but also rcmovcs the 

possibility of portraying Iscngard and the Shire as mirror images. Jackson's 

employment of mirror images and doubling in the thrcc films is considerable and 

not restricted to place or charactcr. 

The Dead Marshes, through which Gollum guides Sam and Frodo to the 

Secret entrance to Mordor, appear out of the shifting mists as a dull landscape 

Coloured in a limited palette of shades of green, pale greys and browns and the 

drifting reddish clouds tinted by the perpetual eruptions from Mount Doom. It is an 

intensely claustrophobic environment; although the hobbits and Gollum arc 

moving through the landscape, the design of die set gives the impression that they 

arc trapped in a small space and their interactions rcinrorcc this. Dead trecs 

Provide some depth to the establishing shots but this is quickly dispensed with in 

favour of a more enclosed set where the characters almost seem to be %Nulking on 
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the edge of the screen. Frodo especially seems to be constantly hemmed in by 

foliage. They move almost exclusively from left to right; the camera moves 

alongside them but in contrast to the long, flowing shots of the carlicr Rohan 

sequence, the camera moves almost lethargically. The axis of action is sustained as 

the characters are exclusively shot from cithcr the right hand side or facing the 

camera. The second establishing shot is a long take across 'rcal' (not CGI or 

constructed set) marshland on the South Island which pans slowly up to reveal the 

dark, jagged line of the distant mountains. Just like the earlier cstablishing shots 

over Rohan, Jackson stresses the enormous distance that the characters have to 

travel; unlike Aragorn, Legolas and Gimli in Rolian, Jackson chooses to stress how 

small and insignificant Sam, Frodo and Gollum are by comparison with the task 

ahead of them. Steven Woodward and Kostis Kourclis suggest that this 

juxtaposition of different landscapes is emblematic of the trilogy as a whole where: 

'Infinite exterior landscapes, for example, contrast with claustrophobic interiors 

such as Shelob's Lair, Faramir's base above the rorbiddcn Pool, the caverns 

behind Helm's Deep, the Mines of Moria, and the road under the mountain. 's9l 

Considering these two sections in comparison yields some unexpected similarities 

and a striking doubling of Aragom and Gollum through not only their roles as 

guide and tracker but also their identities as dispossessed and hybrid individuals. 

Gollum is unique in Middlc-carth - although he is oflcn describcd as bcing hobbit. 

like, by the time he first appears in 7be flobbit it appears that any residual 

hobbitncss has been burnt out of him by the Ring. Amgorn, Gollum and Frodo arc 

linked through the Ring not only as an emblem of their quest but as a symbol or 

"' Steven Woodward and Kostis Kourelis, 'Urban Legend: Architecture In Me Lord ofthe Rings', 
in From 11obbits to Hollywood (see Brayton, above), pp. 189-214 (p. 197) 
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Character; through the quest, Frodo attains a level of grace which is reserved for 

the Elves, Aragom and Gandalf - hobbits, Tolkien reminds thc reader. 'can't live 

long on the heights' though they can appreciate thCM. 392 

Ile conscious linking of Frodo and Gollum begins here with Gollum 

mimicking Frodo's gesture towards the Ring, but is stressed in more subtle ways 

through the use of lighting, especially on Frodo's eyes. Jackson uses swift cuts 

between the dead faces in the water and Sam and Frodo not only to suggest their 

horror at the perfectly preserved bodies in the water but also - and this is 

especially true of Frodo whose pallor during the Dead Marshes section is 

particularly note-worthy - to suggest a temporal and symbolic connection between 

them. The dead faces belong to elves who died during the first War of the Ring 

which is referenced in 'The Prologue', the ultimate purpose of which was to 

destroy Sauron. The dead faces of the marshes have a stylistic resonance with the 

many statues in Rivcndell, but the level of distancing achieved by memorials to the 

dead is removed by Sam and Frodo's first-hand cncountcr with the many dead of 

the first War of the Ring. The fact that the faces arc both unexpected and out of 

context yet perfectly preserved only adds to the horror which is intcnsirjcd by the 

use of close ups and extreme close ups. 

The Dead Marshes are the only part of the landscape in Jackson's Middle- 

earth which show the devastation of the previous conflict and both the rcmotencss 

of the location and its inhospitable nature - Gollum notes succinctly that 'Orcs 

don't use it, Orcs don't know it' coupled with the fact that it is Gollum who tcl Is 

Frodo and Sam about it suggest that this period in history has bccn blottcd out - 

$92 The Lord ofthe Rings, p. 870 
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literally overlaid with a marshland. 593 The Dead Marshes become a sustainable 

metaphor for the colonial impact on the national landscape of postcolonial nations; 

the raw facts of colonialism, along with the very real horror of colonial occupation 

apparently sink out of view as time passes, but remainjust below the surface in a 

national unconscious. Ilis is also the point at which Jackson most closely evokes 

the spirit of Tolkien's Middlc-earth. As Verlyn Fliegcr notes of the Barrow-downs 

specifically and of Middle-carth in general, the features of the landscape arc: 

at once repositories of the past and gateways to it, portals through which 
old memory can touch the present, and the present can connect back to the 
past. Memory is alive and active and always with us, Tolkicn seems to be 
saying, notjust in our eyes and in otkr cars, notjust in our languages and 
the stories we tell and the books we read, but embedded in the deepest 
recesses of the world we live in and the deepest recesses of our minds 
which are at all times and in all circumstances that world's mirror. 594 

The writing of The Lordofthe Rings onto the land(scapc) of Ncw Zcaland 

allows for a reading of the 1)ead Marshes as the mcniorial not only to a colonial 

conquest but to an ideological conquest (and colonialism) which. othercd the Maori 

into a faceless native tribe without history or culture; 'Maori cultural achievements 

were a result of their early intercourse with civil ization'. 115 7"his reading allows for 

equality amongst the dead -'All. dead. All roitcn. Elves and men and Orcscs' says 

Gollurn - but the apparently plain and unproblematic landscape of die postcolonial 

'93 The 7Wo, Towers. EDV9188 
594 Verlyn Flieger, 'Tbe Curious Incident of the Drcam In the Barrow: Memory and Reincarnation 
in M iddle-Earth', Tolklen Studies, 4 (2007). 99-112 (p. I 10) 
595 Gerald Massey, A Book ofBeginnings, 2 vols (London: 188 1) quoted in Tony Bal lantyne, ' Race 
and the webs of empire: Aryan ism from Ind ia to the Pac iI ic', Journal ofColonialism and Colonlal 
History, 2: 3 (200 1), paragraph 2 1. 
'Iýhttp: //musejhu. edu/iogin? uri-fjoumals/joumal_of colonialism_and_colonial_history/vOO2123baI 
lantyne. htmi > [accessed 18 June 2007] 
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nation (presented, represented and metaphorical) proves to be fraught with 

difficulties. 596 

The Return aLhe Kknz- Landscape and Location 

Jackson continually uses mirrored images throughout the films, especially with the 

hobbits. The hobbits arc split into two pairs; Sam and Frodo, and Merry and Pippin 

and within these pairs, there is significant stylistic doubling. Merry and Sam are 

linked both visually and by their secondary roles as protectors and guardians of 

Pippin and Frodo respectfully. Visual links include hair colour and some similarity 

in accent as Sam's accent is reminiscent of deep rural West Country and Merry's 

has a distinctive Yorkshire burr. In both cases, the vowels arc elongated which 

contrasts to Frodo's clipped Received Pronunciation English and the shortening or 

the vowels in Pippin's Scottish accent. The four different accents help to 

differentiate the four hobbits from each other and it is important to remember that 

to a British audience, the accents will have more meaning than international 

audiences who hear only four slightly different British accents. Frodo and Pippin 

are linked through a physical resemblance both in build and facial features and 

also by the way Jackson has chosen to cmphasise Elijah Wood's YoUth. 597 This is 

one of the most noticeable changes from the textual canon. Tolkicn's Frodo was 

the eldest of the four hobbits; Jackson's is clearly the youngest. Ibis alteration tics 

the films more closely with the literary and film tradition post-Tolkicn where it is 

the Youngest and most inexperienced of the companions who has the most critical 

96 The7WoTowers. EDV9188 
97EIijah Wood was eighteen when filming began. 
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role. 598 Jackson also chooses to film Pippin and Frodo in similar ways although the 

almost pre-Raphaelite turn-of-the-head shot seems to be used exclusively for 

Frodo and this secms calculatcd to strcss his youth and naivcty. 

The hobbits are not only linked visually to each other but also to the othcr 

characters. Merry's fair colouring connects him with the Rohirrim and Pippin's red 

hair and green eyes tic him very closely to Faramir - to the point that in one 

particular sequence, they could pass for brothers. Ilic sequence which most clearly 

illustrates this is in Minas Tirith when Dencthor orders Faramir to retake Osgiliath. 

The swift cuts between Pippin and r-aramir heighten this visual connection as the 

vivid colour of the hair and eyes of both characters is contrasted sharply against 

the black and silver uniform they wcar and the dull grey stone walls of the set. 

Jackson clearly invites the audience to make this association in contrast to 77te 

Fellowship ofthe Ring where there is no such fraternal connection between Pippin 

and Boromir; the relationship is presented as being similar to that of student to 

mentor. 'Mrough these stylistic decisions, Jackson suggests that Pippin has 

matured to the point where he can save Faramir's life and can do so as an equal, a 

Guard of the Citadel and a scion of Dencthor. IMc events following Amon I Icn - 

the capture by the Uruk I Iai, the Entmoot and the taking of Isengard - have placed 

Pippin higher on the hierarchy of knowledge and experience. In some respects, 

Tolkicn's novel is a bildungsroman almost exclusively for Pippin as he is tile only 

one not to display adult behaviour before they leave the shire. Ilic films, however, 

stress that for all four hobbits, this is a maturation process and rite of passage. 

591 Another example would be Garion (The Belgarlad) or Shea Ormsford in 7he SIKOrdof 
Mannara. In films this can be seen in Star Wars (1977) and Dark Crystal (1982). 
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Pippin's emotional development only begins when he is separated from 

Merry. The point of separation in The Return ofthe King marks the beginning or 

Pippin taking personal responsibility for his actions. No longer can he depend 

upon Merry to provide a barrier between him and the world or explain it to him. 

There is a foreshadowing of this when he asks Trccbeard to take them south close 

to Isengard so that Treebeard would see the decimation of the Forest of Fangorn by 

Saruman's orcs. Ilis pledging of his life to service to Gondor can be seen as an act 

of personal responsibility and this places him in a position of authority which 

enables him to save Faramir and also to light the beacons. As a Guard orthe 

Citadel, Pippin has a vested interest in the survival of Gondor which is wholly 

unconnected to his allegiance to the Shire. It is important to remember that both 

Merry and Pippin are heirs to important landowners, the Master of Buckland and 

the Thain of Tuckborough. Given Tolkicn's stress on thc moral responsibilities of 

leadership, it is not a stretch to imagine that their upbringing would have instilled 

within them such responsibility for the people who would be under their care. The 

pledging to Gondor and Rohan therefore, would not be undcnAcn lightly. 

The sequence of the lighting of the beacons illustrates not only the vast 

scale that the action has now moved to, but also one of the underlying themes or 

both the novel and the film. that: 'even the smallest person could change the 

world'. '99 In the novel, the beacons arc lit as Gandalf and Pippin make the ride 

from Rohan to Minas Tirith: 

'What is thatT cried Pippin suddenly, clutching at Gandairs cloak. 'IA)Okl 
Fire, red fircl Are there dragons in this land? Look, there is anothcrl' 

For answer Gandal f cried aloud to his horse. 'On, Shadowfaxl We 
must hasten. Time is short. Seel Ile beacons of Gondor arc alight, calling 

The Fellowshlp of the Ring. EDV9171 
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for aid. War is kindled. See, there is fire on Amon Din, and flame on 
Eilcnach; and there they go speeding west: Nardol, Erclas, Min-Rimmon, 
Calenhad, and the 11alif irien on the borders of Rohan. '6w 

In the film, however, Gandalf's first instruction to Dencthor is 'send word to 

11idoden of Rohan. Light the beacons'. 601 As with the events at E-doras in 7be N-o 

Towers, there is a suggestion of an abdication or dereliction of duties by tile kings 

of Middle-carth - through the interference of Saruman and Sauron - which is only 

halted by Gandalf's arrival and subsequent involvement either outright or by 

stealth. It is apparent that Jackson is clearing the way for Aragorn-thc-king by 

making Denethor's dereliction of duty almost criminal. By moving tile lighting of 

the beacons chronologically until Gandalf and Pippin arrive in Minas Tirith, 

Jackson is able to turn the sequence into both a spectacle for the audience, a 

foreshadowing of the events of Cirith Ungol and refocus on the tlicmcs of the 

novel and the importance of the hobbits. 

The camera pans past a rocky tower and moves fluidly in Jackson"s 

signature style to a panoramic establishing shot. Gondor is laid out beyond and 

below the tower with cultivated fields, the river and even some roads visible. It is 

highly reminiscent of the maps that feature in Tfie Fellowship ofthe Ring and Vie 

Two Towers but dominated by the dark, looming mountains which feature in 

nearly every exterior shot in Minas Tirith. As the camera moves to the left, the city 

of Minas Tirith is revealed and this, following as it does the establishing shot of 

Pippin and Gandalf before the gatcs of Minas Tirith (taken from Alan Lcc's 

painting 'Pclcnnor Fields and Minas Tirith') suggests not only the immensity of 

6(* The Lord ofthe Rings, p. 747 
601 The Return ofthe King. EDV924 8 
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Gondor and the city but also exactly how far off the ground the camera must be. 602 

The next shot reveals to the audience that once again, Jackson is utilising a 

hobbit"s eye view as there is a tight shot of Pippin climbing the rocky lower. 17his 

sequence, although invented purely by Jackson, both mirrors perfcctly and 

foreshadows the climb of Sam and Frodo up the steps of Cirith Ungol. 

As Pippin - always tightly framed - pauses before climbing the pile of 

wood, Jackson uses the hobbit point of view to show a guard Icaning against the 

wall and drinking. This brief shot does much to reinforce the idea of 

mismanagement with which Jackson imbues both Gondor and Rolian. I'lic camcra, 

tracks alongside Pippin as he pulls himself up onto the pile of wood, and the tight 

framing and clear use of a hobbit point of view cast the audience into the role of 

the absent Merry. Jackson stresses the relationships between the hobbits and, as 

has already been discussed, the relationship of Sam and Frodo is doubled in Merry 

and Pippin. The visual foreshadowing of Cirith Ungol is further strengthened by 

the fact that Pippin has been given this task to do by Gandalf and must do it alone. 

The brief cut to Gandalf waiting expectantly below only serves to rcinrorcc this 

reading. 

Jackson cuts back from Gandalf to another establishing shot which puts the 

audience in the place of a Gondorian guard. Jackson's use orthe camera to stand in 

for a character is used consistently throughout Ybe Return ofthe King as a 

mechanism of bringing the audience more fully into the story. In this shot, the 

beacon tower is in the centre of the frame with Pippin as a clearly visible but tiny 

602 niS painting appears in the illustrated The Lordofthe Rings (London: I larpCrCollins, 1991), 
between pp. 912-913. Please note that the illustrated The Lordofthe Rings does not give title$ to 
these paintings. They can also be found on Ile One Ring. Net website at 
-clittp: //fan. theoncring. net/middiccarthtours/lec. html> [Accessed 26 February 2008). 
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figure standing on the top. The white pillars of the beacon tower provide another 

f'rame while the armoured bodies of the guards provide yet another one while 

Jackson uses the dull red glow on the right of the shot to indicate the distant 

volcano and the lurking presence of Mordor. The shots of the mountains 

throughout the Minas Tirith parts of the film suggest the lurking presence of evil; it 

is an implacable, non-human landscape and Jackson uses the mountains to stress 

the fact that the White City lives under the shadow of constant danger of invasion 

and conquer. 

Jackson uses very tight framing as Pippin lights the beacon; Jackson 

concentrates on small things such as the rope breaking causing oil to spill onto the 

wood, to reinforce the theme of it only taking something small to change the 

world. Music swells as Pippin lights the beacon - again this is a Icitmotif of the 

FOlowship theme - and there is a close up as he realiscs he has also set fire to 

what he is standing on. As the camera pulls back, Jackson deliberately repeats the 

earlier composition of the beacon towcr framed by the white pillars and the guards, 

but this time the fire of the beacon is contrasted to the dull red giow orthc volcano 

as Pippin withdraws. There is a sharp cut to the first guard %ho almost moves out 

of frame as the camera moves more slowly than the actor in order to stress his 

surprise. Anothcr sharp cut to the second guard whose movements arc tmckcd by 

the camera which pulls back as he comes forward. I'lie camcra pulls back to circle 

the tower again with the blazing fire of the beacon just off ccntrc. This long take 

shows Minas Tirith cut into the side of the mountainjust as Tolkicn describes it: 

'the fashion of Minas Tirith was such that it %vas built on seven lcvcls, cach delved 
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into the hill. i, 603 The camera cuts back to a gleeful looking Gandalf who moves 

decisively to the lcft and out of frame before a second shot picks him up marching 

through stone corridors past guards who seem ornamental next to Gandairs 

urgency. The little torches in the wall brackets mimic the beacons - wan-n orange 

fire against a cold grey background -and Gandalf emerges into a sunlit balcony, 

framed again by two little torches. 

The camera cuts to another establishing shot over Gondor which is 

reminiscent of Ambrogio Lorcnzctti's fresco 'La Vita In Campagna', its vast flat 

plains and undulating hills leading to sharp, snow-capped mountains lit with 

morning sunlight and a blue sky beyond. Jackson uses another long take as the 

second beacon is lit. 604 The camera, cuts back to Ganda] f and the guard next to h im 

who shouts 'the beacon! The beacon of Amon Din is litl' and a swill cut shows 

Denethor pulling back from a window, framed by the dark metal pillars which 

make up the windoW. 605 These two shots, of Gandalf smiling in the sunlight and 

Dencthor frowning in the shadows, are deliberately contrasted against each other 

to suggest the depth of Denethor's despair and corruption by Sauron. Like 

Saruman, he is 'kingly, bcauti ful, and powcrful'. 606 nc thematic connections 

between Gandalf and sunlight reinforce the idea that he has 'greater power and the 

deeper wisdom, and Gandalf's ride out to drive away the NazgOl with bright "hitc 

light utilises these concepts. 607 

The actual lighting of the beacons is one minute thirteen seconds of purc 

spectacle. Despite Geoff King's assertion that 'the narrative coherence or the 

603 Me Lord ofthe Rings, p. 751 
6'" Lorcnzctti's (1319-1348) fresco is on the wall of the Palazzo Pubblico In Siena, Italy. 

The Return ofthe King. EDV9248 
The Lord ofthe Rings, p. 757 607 
Ibid., p. 757 
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blockbuster is often said to have been undermined by an emphasis on the provision 

of ovcr-powcring spectacle', the three The Lord ofthe Rings fi Ims and The Return 

ofthe King in particular balance narrative cohesion alongside cinematic 

spectacle. 608 While the lighting of the beacons and, to a lesser cxtcnt, the battle at 

I IcIm's Deep in The Two Towers and the battle of PcIannor Ficids in The Return of 

the King - are, in one sense, pure spectacle, they also have an important narrative 

function. Although it could be argued that Jackson's own interest in the stunning 

landscape and in the idea of spectacle interrupts the narrative, it is more likcly that 

the lighting of the beacons functions simply as a more entertaining method or 

switching the narrative back to Aragorn and Ilidodcn in Edoras. Of vital 

importance in this sequence is the soundtrack which begins with Pippin climbing 

up the tower with urgent strings and subdued brass which rings through the strings 

as the beacon is lit. The music builds to a resounding crescendo as the beacons arc 

lit, and finally the whole orchestra comes in on the Gondor theme, which draws 

extensively from the Fellowship theme. The combination of the swelling music 

and the stunning scenery turns the viewing of this landscape into the kind of 

emotional response that Malcolm Andrews describes as being a vital part orthe 

construction of the relationship between the viewer and the landscape. Francis 

Pound notes that in New Zealand art: 

natural spectacles were used to symbolisc man's aspirations to the infinite, 
or a related feeling of man's smallness in the vast face of nature, a kind of 
pleasurable vertigo' and the visual spectacle presented in the lighting of the 
beacons sequence can be read in a similar way. 609 

601 Geoff King, New Hollywood Cinema. An introduction (London: Tauris, 2003), p. 179 
6N Pound, Frames on the Land, p. 19 
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The swooping movements of the camcra. tracking back and forth over huge 

mountains is both undeniably impressive and a visual link to the beginning of Me 

Two Towers, which begins with Frodo's drc= of Gandairs fate, and to the 

Fellowship crossing the mountain Caradbras in The Fellowship ofthe Ring. 11c 

beacons are lit in fog, in darkness and in the blazing sunlight in some ortlic most 

inhospitable scenery featured in the films. Even in these most unfriendly 

mountains, however, there is human habitation evident. Smal If igurcs can be seen 

lighting the first beacon and waving flaming torches alongside them; the 

pioneering spirit of the peoples of Middle-carth (and New Zealand) will attempt to 

mastcr any landscape. Phillipa Mcin Smith notes that: 'National heroes, most 

popularly represented by Sir Edmund Hilary, were men of the outdoors, 

adventurers, frontier types who stride across - and some historians maintain 

colonise - the landscapc. '610 Although most of the flaming beacons were computer 

generated and superimposed onto film recorded on a helicopter flight, for the 

lighting of one of the beacons, wood for the beacon, the small hut and two actors 

were transported up the mountain and fi Imed as they set the beacon on fire. On the 

audio commentary for The Return ofthe King, Jackson makes a point of stressing 

that 'the bills are real, those beautiful clouds in the valley arc real. It %%Us exactly 

the way it was on the morning we shot it. 961 1 The sequence of the beacons has a far 

More important cffcct for displaying the sheer scale and vastness orNfiddic-carth 

as John I [owe notes: 

this is finally the indication of the scale of this place, it finally becomes a 
world and this sequence brings it across very well' and it is a world in 

610 Phillippa Mein Smith, p. 246 
61 Peter Jackson, 'Audio Commentary'. The Return ofthe King. Dir. Peter Jackson. New Line 
Cinema. 2004. Extended DVD Edition. EDV9248 
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1pitable, 
arc put to use, cither which all the landscapes, no matter how inhos 

as aesthetic view or as a working landSCape. 61 

In addition, Jonathan Bordo argues that people in such a landscape arc "an obstacle 

to the fulfilling of an apocalyptic intention, the utter dissolution of human 

presence, which the witnessing itself arrests by its being visually posited. '613 Like 

Augustus Earle's painting 'Distant View of the Bay of Islands', Jackson reminds 

the audience that this is a landscape by the use of figures in the foreground. With 

the two figures lighting one of the beacons, Jackson has managed to signify both 

approaches to the New Zealand landscape which were offered by colonial 

landscape painters. As has been demonstrated, Jackson's (rc)prcscntation is 

deceptively ambiguous; though he has encapsulated and referenced two cxplicitly 

colonial views of New Zealand, he has done so from the perspective of a post- 

colonial artist which suggests that he had used traditional perspectives on New 

Zealand in order to mobilise them for his own purposes. 

It is thcrcforc sutprising that in an articlc that cxplicitly dcconstructs naturc 

in Middle-earth, Michael J. Brisbois rcfcrs to the incrcasing'cmptiness of (he 

landscape' as the hobbits move away from the Shire towards Mordor. '614 Bnsbois 

unwittingly traps himself by explicitly connecting nature to landscape and to a 

cultural construction of landscape. The landscape of Mordor is not 'cmpty' in 

either a geographic or symbolic sense any more than the landscape of Middic-carth 

is. Brisbois unambiguously connects his composite theoretical compound 'nature' 

612 John I [owe, 'Audio Commentary', The Return ofthe King. Dir. Peter Jackson. New Line 
Cinema. 2004. Extended DVD Edition. EDV9248 
613 Jonathan Bordo, 'Picture and Witness at the Site of Wilderness, in Landscape andPower (see 
O'Callaghan above), pp. 291-315 (p. 296) 
614 Michael J. Brisbois, 'Tolkicn's Imaginary Nature: An Analysis of the Structure of Midtilt-carth' 
Tolkien Studies, 2: 1 (2005), 197-216 (p. 200) 
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to Middle-earth's culture and through its 'imaginary soil' to the 'real' world of the 

reader, stressing that this is an important reason for the success of The Lord ofthe 

Rings. 61 5 Brisbois's value-laden judgements on the landscape - that it is both 

empty and damaged by (mis)use - act as a sweeping imperial reading of the 

landscape and the text as a whole. Tolkicn describes the land subjected to Sauron's 

rule as 'hills of slag and broken rock and blasted earth [ ... I to%%-ards Mordor lay 

like a moat a great mire of reeking mud and foul-smclling POOIS,. 616 Mordor 

resembles nothing so much as a gigantic factory and foundry and yet it is more 

than just the final epic backdrop of the quest to destroy the Ring. It is inside the 

borders of Mordor that The Lord ofthe Rings becomes a story of invasion and 

conquer. Brisbois's empty landscape suggests a subjective - and an unconsciously 

subjective at that - reading of the text. Clearly the reader is meant to follow 

Tolkicn's intentions and read the landscape of Mordor as a 'hideous dream made 

true', a nightmare landscape seen primarily through the eyes of Sam and Frodo 

who are nearing the end of their strength, which has strong correlations with 

Dantcls vision of hell and Milton's Paradise Losl. 617 It is, however, in the chapter 

"The Scouring of the Shire' that the real horror of the industrial landscape and the 

misuse of land is felt; the Shire, the reader is aware, should be a'grccn and 

Pleasant land'. 619 The Silmarifflon explains that Morgoth was to blame for Mordor. 

Tolkicn's Shire was not untouched by the darkness and corruption which sprcad 

over Middlc-carth and this is rcflccted in the landscape: 

6" Brisbois, p. 200 ,, 6 The Lord ofthe Rings, p. 887 
617 Ibid., p. 886 " William Blake, 'And Did Those Feet' in Me Xorlon, 4niholqV ofEnglish Llteratureýcd. by 
M-1 I. Abrams and Stephen Greenblatt, Vh cdn, 6 vols (London: W. W Notion & Company, 2000), 
11, p. 86 
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This was Frodo and Sam's own country, and they found out now that they 
cared about it more than any other place in the world. Many of the houses 
that they had known were missing. Some seemed to have been burned 
down. The pleasant row of old hobbit-liolcs in die bank on the north side of 
the Pool were deserted, and their little gardens that used to run down bright 
to the water's edge were rank with weeds. Worse, there -A-as a whole line of 
the ugly new houses all along Pool Side, where die I lobbiton Road ran 
close to the bank. An avenue of trees had stood there. They were all gone. 
And looking with dismay up the road towards Bag End they saw a tal I 
chimney of brick in the distance. It was pouring out black smokc into die 
evening air. 619 

Just as Malcolm Andrews noted that 'landscape in art tells us, or asks us to 

think about where we bclong, 620 so too does Fred R. Myers suggest that 

'identification with a named place is, in this sense, at once a defining of who one is 

and at the same time a statement of shared identity with othcrs'. 621 In the film, die 

hobbits return home to a Shire which is as untouched and idyllic as an early 

colonial painting; they set out to save the Shire, to preserve this Arcadian 

landscape and their reward is to return home to enjoy it. While Frodo has to leave 

at the Grey Havens, the film ends with Sam returning to Bagshot row and the 

voice-over informing the viewer that Sam's 'part in this story %vill go on', part of a 

continuing and evolving new mythology for New Zealand and its quest ror a 

modem national identity which simultaneously draws upon its o%Nn colonial 

history and rewrites it. 622 

619 The Lord ofthe Rings, p. 1004 
620 Andrews, P. 8 
" Fred R. Myers, 'Ways of Place-Making'. La RicercaEolAlorica, 45: Antropologia delle 

sensazioni (April 2002), pp. 10 1.119 (p. 109) 
622 The Return ofthe King. EDV9248 
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Conclusion: Owning Aotearoa/New Zealand/Middle-carth: Making the 

(Post)Colonial LandKVe 

Jim Kitses's examination of John Ford's Westerns suggests that such 

(re)iconicising of the landscape 'repeats the original sin, disenfranchising the 
623 carlicst Americans and stealing their land'. This can also be applied to the 

treatment of New Zealand in The Lord ofthe Rings films which is (rc)madc into 

epic'Jackson' country. Ruth Harley, Chief Executive for the New Zealand Film 

Commission notes that Me Lord ofthe Rings has lcft: 

a unique and lasting footprint. It leaves signi ficant intellectual property and 
human capital gains. It has changed die way the film world views New 
Zealand, our capabilities and the risk of doing business here. It has given 
New Zealand a stunning new profile in our key tourism markets [ ... I Th e 
Lord ofthe Rings project has changed the aspirations of our fli Immakcrs. It 
has extended the limit of their drcaming. 624 

Ian Conrich has argued that: 'the mYths of New Zealand identity arc rorcgrounded 

and enhanced in the marketing and publicity surrounding 77ic Lordafthe Rings, to 

the point where there is almost an obsessive "belief' in New Zealand being Middle 

Earth. 9625 While Peter Jackson, the New Zealand Film Commission and the cast 

and crew of The Lord ofthe Rings should be celebrated for their rcmarkable 

achievement in bringing Middle-carth - and through it New Zealand - to a new 

and vibrant life in international popular culture, it is important to rcmcmbcr the 

empty spaces of Jackson's text: the spaces where Maori culture and history belong, 

and the reality of the bloody conflicts between E European and Maori. As Sue Kim 

points out: 

623 Kitses, pp. 97-8 
624 Ruth I larlcy cited in Scoping the Lasting Effects of 77je Lordofthe Rings (Auckland: New 
Zealand Institute of Economic Research, 2002) Preface 3, p. iv 
625 Ian Conrich, 'A Land of Make Believe: Mcrchandising and Consumption of Ille Lordoffhe 
Rings, in From 11ohbirs to Hollywood(sce Brayton, above), pp. 119-136 (p. 132) 
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But while The Lord ofthe Rings films were produccd by and for 
multicultural societies putativcly dedicated to racial, cthnic, and cultural 
harmony, the fantasy of cross-cultural coopcration and harmony draws on 
(while denying) racist discourses that arc themsclvcs 'rcal' yct clusivc. In 
doing so, the films obscure their own premises: the cconomic, political, 
social, and psycholliCal proccsscs that rely on, creatc, and exaccrbatc 
racism in our world. 

For New Zealander Sean Cubitt: 'the strange symbolic absence of the Maori f'rom 

the re-imagined New Zealand of the films suggests that the culture to be protectcd 

is not that of the first inhabitants, but the civilisation of the Pak-cha settlers. 9627 

In one sense, Jackson's films work to disguise the complicatcd issues of 

identity and nationhood facing New Zealand, the multifaceted connections 

between New Zealand and Europe, and the literature, film and art which is 

attempting to reconcile diverging global and local interests. 1"he relationship 

between landscape and New Zealand -'in a kind of general cultural sphere as well 

as in specific political, ideological, economic, and social practices' - is far from 

being a simple representation of land in cinema. 629 It has widespread implications 

for how land - and landscape - is read in popular culture and film theory, and tile 

relationship between representations of landscape and national identity through an 

historical and mythic understanding. Francis Pound argues that: 

landscape painting, for the first settlers in New Zealand as for us, was a 
way of inventing the land we live in, of modifying and reconstructing it in 
pictorial terms, in terms of the codes of the genres. No visual experience of 
nature - whether in New Zealand or elsewhere - can exist outside the 
frames of the genres: there is no innocent eye, no possible access to a 
64 real" and pre-existing New Zealand naturc. 629 

626 Kim, p. 887 
627 Cubitt, p. 69 
623 Said, Culture and Imperialism, p. 8 
6'9 Pound, Frames on the Land, p. 14 
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This is equally relevant to the consideration and analysis of cinematic landscapes 

as for painted ones, especially given that, as Malcolm Andrews and WJ. T. 

Mitchell have argued, the landscape itself is a cultural construct which is 'not only 

a matter of internal politics and national or class ideology but also an international, 

global phenomenon, intimately bound up with the discourses of imperial iSM., 630 

More than this, however, The Lord ofthe Rings signi ficantly draws attention to the 

simulated nature of myths of 'place', 'nation' and 'culture' and the dominance of a 

synthetic form of representation in the landscape. Just as David Cook described the 

connection between technology and humanity as a mythic relationship in 2001: A 

SPace Odyssey, so too does The Lord ofthe Rings offiers a mythicised and 

nostalgic account of the relationship between humanity and landscape, and 

landscape and imperialism. 631 

630 Mitchell, 'Imperial Landscape, p. 9 
631 David A. Cook, A 111slory ofNarrative Film, 3d cdn (New York: W. W. Notion & Company, 
1996), P. 925 
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Chapter Three: The Lord ofthe Rings and M31hmaking for a Digital Am 

I lumans have been using myth as a framework for high-level discourse for 

thousands of years in order to explain the world around them, the 'unknowable'. 

From the early Moon Goddess narratives to the complex I Ioly Trinity in 

Christianity, multifaceted narratives revolve around birth, death and the universe. 

In order to understand the world, we have a pressing need to explain it and myth 

6 gives man, very importantly, the illusion that he can understand the universe and 

that he does understand the universe. 632 Richard E. Nisbctt and Ara Norcnzayan 

note that 'it is easy to lose sight of the fact that every time humans manipulate 

numbers, we exploit a host of cultural tools invented and modi f icd over historical 

time by cultural predecessors' and this in microcosm is what happens with the 

manipulation and appropriation of narrative. 633 Tolkicn, in his essay 'On Fairy- 

Stories', suggested a link between the origin of stories and the beginning of 

language: 'Related things appear in very early records; and they are found 

universally, wherever there is language. 634 The development of language and 

other forms of communication such as writing, history and stories are tools which 

have helped the human race develop and advance: 'in species terms, narrative 

would presumably constitute a distinct evolutionary advantage, promoting more 

"' Claude Levi-Strauss, Myth andAfeaning (London: Routledgc, 1980). p. 17 
633 Richard E. Nisbctt and Ara Norcnzayan, 'Culture and Cognition' in Stevens'llandbook of 
ErPerimental PsycholqV: Volume 2: Alemory and Cognitive Processes. ed. by 1131 Pashler and 
Douglas Mcdin, Pedn (New York and London: John Wilcy & Sons, 2002), pp. 561-597 (P. 568) 
614 Tolkicn, 'on Fairy-Storics, p. 26 
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fear in potentially threatening circumstances and less fear in circumstances whose 

9633 probable harmlessness multiple storytelling acts have cumulatively revealed. 

Levi-Strauss believed that 'myth is language: to be known, myth has to be 

told; it is part of human experience'. 636 While it is clear that myth and language 

have an intrinsic and even parasitic relationship, it is also possible to argue that 

myth is part of human experience in that it enables us to articulate human 

experience: 'it has been deemed worthy of repetition because it is loved, and it is 

loved because it tells us something about ourselves that we %%-ant and need to 

know. 637 The myth is the method of delivery and preservation but myth is also 

concerned with specifically lived human experience. This goes some way to 

explaining why the same basic myths seem to reoccur throughout history and 

across cultures; Nisbett and Norcnzayan argue that 'regularities in theories about 

the world, as well as apparent domain specificity of Icaming mechanisms, serve as 

building blocks of cultures and place some limits on the range of beliefs and forms 

of expression that can be found in different cultures. 631 Such cultural building 

blocks are ideas or beliefs which arc 'easier to communicate, and more likely to 

spread to other minds', and this transmission and sharing of ideas is what 

distinguishes a group of people from a culture. 639 A culture, then, is 'the 

sociocognitive processes by which such contagious ideas spread and stabilize in a 

population of minds. "' it can be put forward that mythic narratives are one form 

of transmission of these cultural building blocks; so successful - or infectious - is 

633 David I Icrman, 'Storytelling and the Sciences of Mind: Cognitive Namtolo67, Discursive 
Psychology, and Narratives in Face-to-Face Interaction'. Narrative. 15: 3 (2007), 306-334 (p. 325) 
636 Lcvi-Strauss, StructuralAnthropology, p. 209 
637 Swann Jones, p. 5 
63' Nisbat and Norcnzayan, p. 563 
639 Ibid., P. 564 
640 Ibid., P. 564 
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the contagion that these building blocks survive being altered and appropriated; 

The Da Vinci Code, Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade and A lonly 15-thon and 

the Holy Grail can co-cxist without disrupting the core cultural narrative of the 

Grai I myth. Katharyn W. Crabbe suggests that 'myths exist as myths because they 

say something to the human spirit, something that remains worth saying even 

though the meaning, not just the story, is ages old'. 641 

Vladimir Propp's work on the morphology of folktales suggests an 

explanation for the prevalence of similar myths across vastly different cultures. I Ic 

suggests that it is the structure or framework which is analogous rather than the 

components of each specific narrative. 64' Propp argued that breaking rolktalcs into 

their component parts is essential in order for them to be studied. This approach 

Presupposes that the folktale (or myth, or legend) can be broken down into smaller 

sections. Ile suggested that stories were made up of similar pairct! functions or 

mythernes which acted as the building blocks, reasoning that this accounts for tile 

phenomenon of the mythic story being at once 'amazingly multirorm, picturesque, 

and colourful, and, to no less a degree, remarkably uniform and recurrent'. 643 

Perhaps surprisingly, given the fact that his work proved that there were common 

components for over a hundred different Russian folktalcs, Propp %%us reluctant to 

assume a common psychological source for these folktalcs, while simultaneously 

acknowledging the improbability of a common geographical origin. irsimilar 

narratives do not have a common psychological origin or a specific geographical 

one, then perhaps it is the migration of narratives across cultures, continents and 

641 Katharyn W. Crabbe, 'The Quest as Legend: 7helardofthe Rings', J&P- Tolklen's Me Lord 
ofthe Rings (see Lobdell, above), pp. 141-170 (p. 16 1) 641 

Vladimir Propp, Morpholo)y ofthe Folkiale, tmns. by Laurcnce ScotL 2"4 cdn, rev. by Louis A. 
Wagner (Texas: University of Texas Press, 1998) 
643 propp, 7heory and History of Folklore, p. 169 
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centuries which accounts for the replication and reworking of similar myths across 

the world. Propp clearly prefers the model of migrating mythic narratives rathcr 

than the geographical or psychological models. I Ic, also suggests the model or 

myth which refers explicitly to the structure of the narratives, removing the content 

from the discussion completely. The apparent similarities between the Crucifixion 

of Christ and the death of the Ancient Egyptian god Osiris owe more to a similar 

narrative structure than to the older story being reworked or recast. 1"he structure in 

this case at its most basic level appears to be: wise and gentle leader of royal birth 

- betrayed by a loved friend/brothcr - murdered in a horrific fashion - intervention 

of a female character - brief resurrection - reign over the fortunate in a paradise 

after death-644 As Lcvi-Strauss noted: 'dramatis personae and their attributes 

change, but the actions and the functions do not. '645 Indeed, Tolkicn argued that: 

'it is plain enough that fairy-stories (in wider or in narrower scnsc) arc very ancicnt 

indeed. 9646 

Interestingly, both Propp and Lcvi-Strauss break- mythic forms into 

symbols which resemble mathematical equations or chemical formulae. 11is 

suggests that even theorists are forced to use another form of discourse (in this 

case, the language of mathematics) to explain what they intuitively understand. As 

Joseph Schwartz noted: 'mathematics is only a language invented by human 

beings to describe sizes and quantities and relationships bct%%ven measurable 

"4 See Roger Lancelyn Green, Tales ofAnclent Ejort (London: Puffin Books. 1967) 
"s Claude Levi-Strauss, 'Structure and Form: Reflections on a Work by Vladimir Propp' in 
Vlad im ir Propp, Theory and I&Iory offolklore, trans. by Ariadna Y Martin and Richard P Mart in. 
cd. by Anatoly Liberman (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1984), p. 167 
646 Tolkicn, 'On Fairy-Stories', p. 26 
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things. 647 Myth, it can be argued, is simply another form of communication, a 

mcta-language operating at a level which circumvents ordinary discourse, or a 

mythic framework that is comparable to the schcmas which are used in cvcryday 

life, a cognitive map for dealing with day-to-day life. Ile events dealt with in 

mythic frameworks arc not commonplace and might occur only once or twice in 

any one person's lifetime; perhaps it is necessary to inherit through culture and 

society, a framework, or cultural schema for dealing wifli these cvcnts and 'those 

cultural schcmas that arc intcrsubjectivcly shared in a group arc known as cullural 

models-'648 William Righter argues that it is the structure which is important and 

that the very meaning of a myth 'lies not in the elements but in the way in which 

they are combined. '649 A framework would, of necessity, be coded as a narrative to 

enable it to be perpetuated from generation to generation and across cultures and 

this is exactly what Propp argues is seen in the movement of myths. I lenry Jenkins 

suggests that: 

a mythology can articulate a set of ethical or moral values through stories, 
and people arc deeply invested in those stories. They retell them, they 
recirculate them, they see them as revealing some deeper truth about 
human experience. But they don't necessarily believe them to be 
true. They believe them to be fabricated as an cricapsulation of certain sets 
of values. And I believe cult texts can function as a mythology in that 
sense. ' 650 

The Narrative World 

For many thousands of Years, humanity has been articulating cthical and moral 

values through stories. Indeed, Christopher Booker has argued at length about the 

647 Joseph Schwartz, Einstein For Beginners (London: Writers and Readers Public Cooperative. 
1979). p. 135 
"' Nisbett and Norenzayan, p. 565 
649 William Righter, Myth andLiferature (London: Routlcdge and Kegan Paul. 1975) p. 109 
6'0 Jenkins, 'Intensities' 
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deep need for stories in everyday I ifc: 'they arc far and away one of tile most 

important features in our everyday cxistencc'. 651 Ursula Lc Guin suggested that: 

'Narrative is a central function of language. Not, in origin, an artifact of culturc, an 

art, but a fundamental operation of the normal mind functioning in society. To 

learn is to speak is to tell a story. 652 These stories are appropriated, retold, 

recirculated and rewovcn into human cultural consciousness and history. While 

any of the important popular narratives of the twentieth and twcnty-f irst centuries 

may fit easily into one of the seven that Booker idcntiricd, it is clear that the 

deeper themes within these stories arc just as important as the plot itself. What is 

also clear is that retelling and reworking is as vital a process as the initial telling, 

and modern technology, especially the rise of the intcmct and the introduction and 

widespread use of the weblog, has dramatically increased the number of people 

able to tell their stories directly to their audience rather than being filtercd through 

publishing companies. There is a general understanding that ranfiction is %kTittcn 

explicitly using copyrighted narratives in the media to offcr 'pleasures found 

lacking in the originals' but this interpretation posits fanfiction and the related 
653 

appropriativc processes firmly in the twentieth and twcnty-first centurics. as 

Sperber suggests, 'mutation is the rule' then the appropriation and mwiting of 

these mythic narratives is part of the natural - but by no means unconscious - 

631 Christopher Booker, p. 2. Booker is by no means the only theorist Interested in this area of 
research; the debate over the meaning and importance of stories as local and international cultural 
Products ranges from literary criticism and film studies to anthropology to psychology and across 
such fields of theory as postcolonialism, structuralism and postmodcrnism. Upon one point the 
critics seem to agree: stories are important to human cultural and intellectual development; it Is the 
meaning and usage of stories which seems to divide them. 
652 Ursula K. Lc Guin, 'Some Thoughts on Narrative, 1980'. Dancing At the Edge ofthe Warld. 
ThOughIs on Words, Women, Places (London: Paladin, 1992). pp. 3745 (p. 39) 
633 Penley, p. 105 
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process of cultural transmission. 654 Indeed, David I fen-nan suggests that 'stories 

provide insight into a culture's or subculture's cmotionology - and also into how 

minds arc made sense of via this system. 655 The appropriation and rewriting of 

dominant cultural texts by minority or hybrid societies that I lomi 11habha, Benita 

Parry and Paul Gilroy argue is a facct of empire is no less an act of appropriativc 

power than the appropriation and editing of Chaucer's unfinishcd work by (lie 

order of the Lancastrian kings which worked 'as a consciously instigated policy 

designed to gain support for a questionable usurpation of the throne' . 
656 Claire 

Sponsler argues that far from there being a clear top-down bottom-up relationship 

between the appropriated object and the appropriating subject, there is a: 

reciprocal relation between the act of poaching and the cultural role that is 
being poached: the cultural meanings of the stolen role arc conrcrrcd on the 
poacher, but at the same time the act of poaching gi%, cs renewed meaning to 
that cultural role. 657 

Stories and storytelling are an integral part of all human cultures; indeed Anne 

Focrst, a theology professor at MIT, suggested that to be human is to 'constantly 

weave stories [and] to be in a culture means to be endlessly woven into a tapestry 

of more stories'. 658 

6% Sperber cited in Pascal Boyer, 'Evolution of the Modem Mind and the Origins of Culture: 
Religious Concepts as a Limiting-case' in Evolution andthe Human Alind. - Afodularlo,. Language 
and Aleta-cognition, ed. by Peter Carruthers and Andrew Chamberlain (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2000), pp. 93-112 (p. 98) 
"35 David I lerman, p. 322.1 lerman derines emotionology as system of emotion terms and 
concepts, that people deploy rhetorically in discourse to construct their own as well as other 
minds. ' p. 322 
6'" Claire Sponslcr, 'In Transit: Theorizing Cultural Appropriation in Medieval Europe', Journal of 
Aledieval and Early Atodern Studies, 32: 1 (2002), 17-39 (p. 24) 
657 Ibid., p. 35 
631 Anne roerst 'In the Beginning is the Brain (and then Come the Questions)' Spirlrualioý 
Health: The SoullBody Connection, Spring 2000, 
<http: //www. spiritualityhealth. com/newsh/items/article/itcm-55. htmi > [accessed 3 May 20061 
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It is a common convcntion to link fantasy, fairytale and myth togcthcr. 

Certainly they superficially share many general features such as the use of the 

supernatural, allegory and themes such as the end of childhood and the battle 

between good and evil. They are also widespread, occurring in every human 

culture from the Australian Aborigines to the Vikings, and many appear to be 

repeated across cultural boundaries, history and continents. 659 In sonic cases, they 

permeate into a kind of universal human unconsciousness, becoming narratives 

which arc not only emotionally accessible to everyone, but also physically part of 

the cultural heritage; as Barthes argued, 'the fundamental character of die mythical 

concept is to be appropriated. "O Clearly, these narratives arc important not only 

for what they tell us about our shared past but also for what they tell us about 

ourselves. Stories arc only retained and repeated while there is something 

applicable to both the tcllcr and the audience, so despite the apparently frivolous 

nature of these narratives, with an over-rcliancc on swords and sorcery, 'fantasy is 

a natural human activity'. "' Superficially, at least, the overarching narrative of 

The Lord ofthe Rings seems far from the natural experience of the average rcadcr, 

but one of the most powerful themes in The Lordof(he Rings is that orconflict - 

conflict on many levels ranging from the international to the interpersonal to 

cognitive dissonance. Conflict is, if not a necessary feature of lifc, 'certainly a 

common one. Tolkien did not write fantasy for the sake of fantastical literature; he 

argued explicitly for an acknowledgement of the importance of rantasy. noting the 

parallels between fairy-stories and the basic tenets at the head or major religions: 

659 See for example Georgina Pell Curtis, The interdependence oftiterature, 
"Ittp: //www. gutcnbcrg. org/ctext/3778> [accessed 5 February 20061 
6W Roland Barthcs, Mythologies, trans. Annette Lavers (London: Vintage. Wý p. 119 
661 Tolkien, 'on Fairy-Stories' p. 56 
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'the Gospels contain a fairy-story, or a story of a larger kind which cmbodics all 

the essence of fairy-stories. 9662 

If myth is a way of articulating what cannot be articulatcd about human 

experience - giving a narrative to what can only be 'fclt' - then farifiction is a way 

of talking about a text on a level which is not accessible through Icgitimatc 

discourse, academic language or impenetrable 'fannish' terms. It is generally 

accepted by psychologists (for example Gainotti; Tompkins and Matcer, Kolbo 

and Whishaw), that language is a left brain hemisphere function %%-hcrcas cmotion 

is a right brain function. 663 What mYthic narratives enable us to do is to access 

right brain emotions directly without being filtered through convcntional language. 

Gomulicki argued that it is the thematic and emotional componcrits which have thc 

most impact on a reader as these are the components which arc remembered: 'What 

is extracted from a story and then remembered closely resembles a summary in its 

emphasis on the main theme of that story. 664 

Cognitively, socially and culturally, narrative seems to be an essential part 

of human interactions. Fanfiction is one of the ways in which predominantly 

Western societies retain the significant narratives of the twentieth and twcnty-rirst 

centuries and is possibly the closest link the modern world has to the oral story- 

telling tradition as it is 'socially shared in a storytelling group. '665 I Icnry Jenkins 

also alludes to this aspect of fandorn when hc suggests that: 'in many %mys, 

662 Tolkicn, 'on Fairy-Storics' p. 71 
663 Cited in Michael Esycnck, A Psychology Student's Handbook (I love: Psychology Press, 2000), 
g-4 86 

Gomulicki (1956) in Esyenck, Psychology, p. 355 
665 Fredric Bartlett in Nancy Nelson Spivey. The Constructivist Afetaph(w (Burlington, MA: 
Academic Press. 1997), p. 34 
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fandorn extends traditional folk practices into a modem era of mass production. 96M 

The appropriation of narratives such as The Lord ofthe Rings demonstrates their 

importance as cultural artefacts. 

Evolving-Narratives: The Holy Grail As Case SLu& 

Retold and appropriated narratives do not always remain utterly faithful to the 

original material and it is possible to trace shifting political, historical and 

sociological change through the altering of popular narratives; Roland Bartlics 

noted that 'some objects become the prey of mythical speech for a while, then they 

disappear, others take their place and attain the status of myth'. 667 Obviously, 

Popular narratives have to change to remain popular; today, the financial power of 

the audience dictates which films, television series and novels will be successful; 

in the Middle Ages, narratives were written to please and flatter the writer's 

patron. Perceval ou Le conic du Graal was written by CWticn dc Troyes bctwvcn 

1160 and 1190, and he is generally credited with the invention of the Grail 

quest. 668 Not only this, but the story of Perceval who 'comes first to maturity in 

physical skills, and then grows to his full moral and spiritual stature' begins a 

specific tradition in quest-narrativc-bildungsroman which is not only the most 

commonly used in fantasy literature but possibly one of the most familiar in the 

arts as a whole. 669 Perceval ou Le conic du Graal was never completed by de 

Troyes; the story was continued by Wauchicr dc Denain and in the following forty 

6" 1 lenry Jenkins, 'Reception Theory And Audience Research: The Mysicry Of The Vampire's 
Kiss', <bttp: //web. mit. edu/cms/People/henry3/yampkiss. html: " racccssed7 February 20061 
667 Barthes, Uyihologies, p. I 10 
"' It is important to stress that all of the dates given here are approximate as it Is extremely difficult 
to date such narratives with accuracy. "9 Richard Barber, 'Introduction' in Wolfram von Eschenbach, Parzlval: and riturel. trans. Cyril 
Edwards (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2006), p. A 
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years, four waves of 'Continuations' carried on dc Troyes' narrative. 67' Despite the 

superficial differences made to the text, the cycles are 'linked to a majestic whole, 

and yet leave scope for other minds and hands', much as Tolkicn indicated was his 

initial wish for the narratives of Middle-carth . 
671 Tolkicn noted that this was 

'Absurd' but it is worth drawing attention away from issues surrounding copyright 

infringement and plagiarism by using the 'Grail' narrative as an example of a 

distinctive narrative which has survived retelling and rcworkings through the 

process of becoming a core cultural narrative. It has taken the Grail narrative 

nearly a thousand years; it might not take the Middic-carth narratives quite so long. 

Wolfram von Eschenbach's Parzival (1200-1210) 'handles the dctails quite 

freely, reinventing them to his own taste '672 and von Eschenbach references de 

Troyes within his narrative -'if master Chrcticn of Troyes has done this talc an 

injustice 9673 _ while proclaiming that he has drawn upon dc Troyes's narrative, 

asserting that Parzival is drawn from the 'original' text that de Troyes rewrote. 

Richard Barber suggests that von Eschenbach uses the writer of the original text - 

'Kyot' - to act as 'a new "authority" to authenticate his talc, even though lie 

increasingly puts himself forward as the creator of the work in the later books'. 674 

Around 1212, Perlesvaus, written in French by an unknown author, %%us 

immensely popular in translation in Wales: 

as late as the fifteenth century an abbot of Valle Crucis near Llangollen in 
Wales, who had a memorable encounter with the last, rebel Welsh Prince 
Owain Glynd)XT (Glendower), sent the poet Gutor Glyn to Glamorgan to 

6'0 Over this period there were significant changes made to de Troyes' original story. Robert do 
Boron's Grail stories Joseph dArimathle, Merlin and Perceval (1190) change the 'graal'or dish 

with supernatural powers into what is commonly recogniscd as the I loly Grail. explicitly linking 
the story of the grail quest and King Arthur with Christianity. 
671 The Letters of J. P, R Tolkien, P. 145 672 Barber, P. xv 673 Wolfram von Eschenbach, p. 346 674 Barber, p. xvii 
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col Icct the copy of the work kcpt there -'the goodly Greal, thc book of 
blood, the book of heroes, where they fell in the court of Arthur; a book 
stil I in the Briton's hand - the race of I forsa could not rmd thiS,. 67S 

The Grail narrative had become an effective weapon in the cultural war bCtAccn 

the English and the Welsh; while King Arthur maywc1l be read as an English king 

today, the medieval Welsh 'not only claimed to be Arthur's descendants, but they 

traced their glorious heritage through Arthur to Brutus, to Aeneas, and ultimately 

s 676 Troy 
. It was not until 'Wales itself was conquered, could England 

wholeheartedly cmbrace the legends, in that characteristic blurring of Britain with 

England'; the Wclsh/British grail quest and King Arthur could finally bc- 

assimilated and culturally absorbed. 677 N. J. I ligharn draws attention to Geoffrey or 

Monmouth's mixed-racc status (CcItic and Norman) as he reworked the story of 

Arthur to cvcntually (rc)crcatc the Britons as the descendants orTroy. Ilic 

appropriation and reworking of ancient narratives -I ligham notes that the 'list of 

Geoffrey's borrovAngs and adaptations is virtually endless' - worked as a lx)litical 

text, at once glossing over the Norman conquest and rc%%Titing the poor reputation 

of the Britons to create a unifying narrative for what was essentially early nation- 

building. 678 

I lowevcr, as Jessie Weston points out: 'there is the strongest possible 

evidence that Chrdticn, as he himself admits, was not inventing but retelling, an 

already popular tale. '679 Tbc fact that the story of 7"he Grail can be seen to change 

and evolve over the last eight hundred years makes more striking the apparent 

673 Gwyn A. Williams, Excalibur: Me SearchforArthur (London: BIIC Boo" 1994). p. 133 
676 Archer, P. 83 
677 Williams, P. 134 

tv 0 22 671 N. J. II igham, KingArthur: Alyth-maAlng and 11131. y (London: Routledge. 20 2), P. 3 
679 Jessie L. Weston, From Ritual To Romance (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1993), p. 191 
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absence of any plausible proto-grail quest storiCS. 680 G%vyn A. Williams argues that 

as the grail narratives become more popular: 

an interlocking world of Arthurian literature was created. I'lic technique or 
interlacing - starting one tale, breaking off to tell another, returning to the 
original -was used with differing degrees orsophistication. Stories fcd on 
each other and there were almost endless first and second versions ora 691 
post-this and a post-that. 

The continued repetitions and reworking of the grail narrative have worked to 

reinforce the importance of the narrative in the cultural hcritagc orilritain, Eumpe 

and beyond, written in 'French, English, German, Italian, Castilian, Catalan, Dutch 

and Scandinavian [ ... I There was even aI Icbrcw Arthur". 692 

The three most popular modem rctcllings of the grail story have takcn 

widely diiTerent approaches. Monly Pyhon and the Holy Grall, %hilc parodying 

Malory, nevertheless reinforces the association between the grail legend and 

British history to the extent that the story is framed by an archaeological dig. 693 

The archaeologists arc patiently reconstructing Arthurian history as King Arthur in 

the main narrative constructs the familiar trappings of Arthurian lcgcnd: the 

Knights of the Round table and the quest for the Grail. Arthurian legcnd will not 

be so contained, however, and Arthur and Bcdevcrc cscapc from the main 

narrative, eventually being arrested for the murdcr ortlic lead archaeologist. 

Arthurian legend has its place, the film seems to be suggesting. and is not only 

6'0 It is worth noting that the rive-part Vulgate Cycle written between 1210 and 1235 first 
Introduces the idea that Joseph of Arimathca's descendants brought the gmil to Britain and hid It In 
a secret castle. Many of the original elements of the grail or 'groal' story have been rewritten or 
dropped altogether. Jessie L. Weston goes on to speculate about the existence oran eleventh- 
century storyteller who might have been the author ora 'group of poems. dealing with the 
adventures of Gawain, his son and brother' whose central adventure was the visit to the grail 
castle'. From Ritual To Romance p. 192 
611 Williams, p. 141 
612 Ibid. 
613 Monty Python andthe Holy Grail. Dir. Tcrry Gilliam and Teffy Jones. II)Ihon (Monty) Pictures 
Ltd. 1975. 
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inappropriate but also potentially dangerous outside the confines of the culturally 

sanctioned text. This is a highly plausible reading of the film's treatment of the 

problematic interaction between Arthurian legend and interpretation of Arthurian 

legend, but also deeply suspect given the context: aside from the satirical nature of 

the Monty Python group's previous work, nothing is quite what it seems: Camelot 

is a 'silly place', Sir Galahad is fooled by a 'Grail light' in Castle Anthrax, the 

young and fair Sir Bedcverc of the original narratives is an elderly man and even 

King Arthur must rely on two coconut shells banged together to simulate a horse. 

If nothing in the text can be trusted on first appearance, then perhaps it is not 

Arthur's arrest which is significant but his escape from the conrincs of the text. 

The film ends in seeming confusion, the narratives having blurred together as 

Arthur and Bedevere are put into a police car. The Arthurian legends seem to be 

just too big to be contained and confined in a single narrative. 

1989's Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade on the other hand, rejects the 

modem grail story in favour of harking back to Robert de Boron and Chrdticn de 

Troyes and drawing on the Crusade influences to the Grail story-M many of the 

original elements remain; it is explicitly stated that it is a quest ror the Grail; 

Indiana Jones makes for an unlikely knight but his motivations are both pure and 

unself ish - he does not seek the Grail for personal advancement and is therefore 

able to 'use' the Grail having proved himself worthy. The 1, ast Crusade also 

explicitly states that the Grail is the ultimate force for good and must not be 

allowed to fall into the hands of evil and while, unlike the conclusion of Aforte 

dArlhur, it does not ascend to Heaven, it is forever beyond the reach of men at the 

6" Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade. Dir. StcvcnSpiciberg. Lucasfilm. 1989 
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close of the film. The inclusion of the secret society who will do anything to 

protect the secret of the Grail (who arc casily idcntiricd by their tattoos in the film) 

is revisited in Dan Brown's hugely popular novel 7be Da rincl Code-685 

Interestingly, this story about a quest for a grail which is not a cup of Christ's 

blood but the vessel of Christ's blood - the descendant of Jesus and Mary 

Magdalene - was inspired by, among others, the quasi-historical Bloodline ofthe 

Holy Grail by Laurence Gardner, which claims that a secret society called the 

Priory of Sion have been protecting and hiding the descendants of Christ for two 

thousand yCarS. 686 An interesting turn in the evolution of the grail story, givcn that, 

as Jessie Weston pointed out 'we have no trace of the story before the twcl fth 

ccnturyi,, 687 although Gwyn A. Williams notes a'striking parallel in the Irish story, 

"The Prophetic Ecstasy of the Phantom". composed before 1056'. 688 

The story of the Grail has over the last eight hundred years woven itself 

into the cultural consciousness of Europe and the former colonies, being linkcd to 

real historical events such as the massacre of the Cathars, the Knights Tcmplar and 

the Crusades, and also with long-standing myths: King Arthur and the Knights or 

the Round Table, Joseph of Arimathca and Mary Magdalene, the cxistcncc ora 

secret society and the mythic consciousness of Britain. The clemcnts which are 

commonly associated with the Grail legend - the qucst, the battle betwcen good 

and evil, the lost heir (it can be argued that the descendants of Christ would tx: the 

ultimate in royal bloodlines, descending as they would from several kings or 

Judea, although this appears in the New Testament and could be an cxample of the 

613 Dan Brown, The Da Vinci Code (London: Corgi Adult, 2004) 
686 Laurence Gardner, Bloodline ofthe Ifoly Grail (Element Books, 1997) 
617 Jessie L Weston, From Ritual To Romance, P. 190 
"I Williams, p. 125 
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appropriation of Jewish heroes to support the status of Jesus as the Messiah), the 

heroism of the 'companions' and the sacriricc of the principal characters - also 

map onto The Lord ofthe Rings and indeed, any of the popular narratives of the 

twentieth century. 

Modcm fanfiction, therefore, is part of a much older process of 

appropriation and reworking. Narratives such as Star Trek Star 11 ars and 7he 

Lord ofthe Rings have reasonably simple storylincs but complex themes and it is 

these themes which attract readers and re-rcaders. It has been roughly six thousand 

years since the first written languages began to appear and we arc sti II tcl I ing 

stories and reworking cultural icons to try and understand our place in the world 

and how the world works. Today this is further complicated by the difficultics of 

constructing a social and personal identity in a world where gender. sexuality and 

concepts of normality arc on a continuum rather than being polariscd and fixed. 

The difference now is twofold: the postmodem world is one %%-here 'corporations 

claim exclusive ownership of core cultural narratives' and rcATiting these 

narratives potentially ]caves the fan writer open to prosecution; and the same 

corporations who own the mythic narratives are also responsible for disseminating 

them globally, further standardising the modem constructions of mythic tcxts. 689 

rt 2: Fanriction and the Um 

In 'We Invented the Remix: Appropriation and the Law' in the Introduction. I 

discussed some of the issues surrounding copyright law and its relationship to 

Jenkins, 'Reception Theory and Audience Research' 
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appropriation. I want to now briefly examine these issues as they relate spccirically 

to farifiction. 

At present, fanfiction v. copyright law remains a theoretical exercise as to 

date there have been no major cases brought to the courts in either the U. S. A. or 

the United Kingdom. The point that Jenkins makes about the o%%mcrship of cultural 

narratives being held by corporations rather than being in the public domain is a 

valid one but rather disingenuous. Jeremy Phillips and Alison Firth point out that 

copyright was developed as a consequence of printers wanting to retain control 

over the texts they produced: 'the Statute of Anne in 1709 %vas passed in response 

to a demand from printers that their profitable book monopolies be prcscrvcd. "9' 

Copyright, it could be argued, has from the start been involved with protecting the 

intellectual property of the distributor rather than the 'author". Lawyer Rebecca 

Tushnct also notes that: 'It is tempting to assume that copyright is about respecting 

authorial genius and integrity, but in these contexts it protects corporations that 

own copyrights in works of mass-distribution'. "91 Tbc issue of creativity seems to 

be absent from legal definitions surrounding ownership of creative materials: 

'Ownership of broadcasts or cable programmes has nothing to do Aitli authorship 

or creativity at all, while copyright in published editions of works vests in an 

64 author" who is defined as the "publisher". 9692 

There is no copyright protection, for example, for the original ideas in this 

thesis. As Lesley Ellen I larris explains: 'Where plagiarism is an appropriation of 

ideas, without the appropriation of the actual expression of those ideas, it is not a 

690 Phillips and Firth, pp. 146-147 691 Rebecca Tushnet, 'Legal Fictions: Copyright, Fan Fiction, and a New Common Law'. Lq), ola of 
Los Angeles Entertainment Law Journal, 17: 3,651-686 (p. 666) Imis is available online at 
'4bttp: //www. tushnet. com/law/fanficarticle. html> [accessed 17 August 2008] 692 

Phillips and Firth, p. 160 
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violation Of copyright since copyright does not protect idcas. '693 This is fortunate 

for modem writers such as, for example, J. K. Rowling whose novels feature such 

ideas as a school for young witches and wizards (like Diana Wynne Jones's Witch 

Week and Jill Murphy's Ae Worst Wfich), a young orphan pitched against a 

powerful evil (Star Wars), a wizard's talking hat (Terry Pratchctt's Sourcery), an 

unpleasant and vindictive teacher (Kipling's Stalky and Co) and so on. I lad 

Rowling copied directly from any of thcsc texts, it would have been copyright 

infringement; being inspired by them is perfectly legitimate within the law. I am 

not intending to assert that J. K. Rowling definitivcly drew on these carlicr works, 

merely to illustrate that it is the form the idcas arc presented in which is protectcd, 

not the ideas themselves. This was illustrated in the 2006 case brought against Dan 

Brown and Random House by the writers of the non-fiction text 77: e Holy Blood 

and the Holy Grail by Michael Baigcnt, Richard Leigh and I Icnry Lincoln. The 

court held that the ideas presented in The 11oly Bloodand the Holy Grail %Vcrc not 

Protected by copyright; the presiding I ligh Court judge, Mr Justice PcIcr Smith, 

noted that 'it seems to me that it is accepted that an author has no copyright in his 

facts nor in his ideas but only in his original expression of such facts or idcas. 

Original in that context does not mean novel of coursc. '694 

While the ideas in Harry Potler, The Lord ofthe Rings, and this thcsis are 

not protected by copyright, it is the case that 'even a tiny proportion of a work may 

well be a "substantial part" if it possesses key features by %%hich the whole is 

693 Lesley Ellen Harris, P. 161 
6" Mr. Justice Peter Smith, Baigent & Anor v Tle Random I louse Group Lid (The Da Vinci Code). 
EWI IC 719 (Ch). 7.4.2006. This is available online at 
<http: //www. baiiii. org/ew/Cases/EWI lC/Ch/2006/7l9. html#part25> [3CCCssed 17 August 20081 
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identified or recogniscd. 695 Mr. Justice Peter Smith cites Lord I loffman who states 

that 'the original elements in the plot of a play or novel may be a substantial part, 

so that copyright may be infringed by a work which does not reproduce a single 

sentence of the original . '696 Fanfiction such as The Bagenders which appropriates 

Tolkien's work without explicitly quoting from it is still therefore, under UK 

copyright, an unauthoriscd infringement. 

Whether it is in the financial or economic interest of a copyright owner to 

pursue the writers of farif iction for copyright infringement remains a contested 

area. Rebecca Tushnet points out that: 'Copyright law in general has very little to 

say to noncommercial and noninstitutional actors because until very recently their 

activities have gone unnoticed. 697 C. E. Petit, on the contrary, argues that farifiction 

can have a detrimental effect on the economic aspects of the original work: 'fan 

fiction can foreclose otherwise profitable continuations to the authorized creator; it 

can confuse potential consumers as to what is "canonical" material; and it can [lave 

a number of other harmful effects on the authorized creations, even without 

intending to harm anything. '698 Ernest Chua rejects this interpretation, arguing 

convincingly that: 

If fan fiction generally does not decrease the amount of legitimate works 
purchased, is not readily or at all applicable to the licence approach. does 
not make money and does not gain any commercial bcncrit, the need to 
protect copyright owners' economic rights from fan fiction appears moot. 

693 Phillips and Firth, p. 192 
6" Lord I loffman cited in Mr. Justice Peter Smith, Baigcnt & Anor v The Random I louse Group 
Ltd (The Da Vinci Code). EWI IC 719 (Ch). 7.4.2(ft. This is available online at 
"ýhttp: //www. baiiii. org/ew/Cascs/EWIIC/Ch/20061719. html#part25> [accessed 5 March 2008) 
697 Tushnet, p. 664 
69s C. E. Petit, 'Fan Fiction', <http: //www. authorslawycr. com/wcft/fanric. shtml> jaccesscd 17 
August 20081 
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One could argue that fan fictions' breaches of copp 
" 

ght have no 99 detrimental economic effect on copyright owners. 

Chua points out that: 

Fan fiction is not an accepted substitute to canon in the same way that a 
pirated DVD is an accepted substitute to a legal DVD. ran fiction involves 
significant change from the original work. To this cnd, it is arguable and 
unlikely that fan fiction does not actually cause any profit to be lost. 700 

This is a crucial point for fanfiction insofar as the ethics of fanfiction appropriation 

is concerned. Farifiction does not claim to be a substitute for the original work and 

it does not generate income for the fan writer. As Rebecca Tushnct suggests: 

Additionally, because fan fiction on the Web is csscntially frce, it docs not 
use any monetary resources a reader might put aside for fiction 
consumption. Where distribution is free, the readership cannot prove that a 
viable market exists. Having to pay anything might deter almost cvcryonc 
from reading, thus leaving copyright owners no bctter off. 701 

Although ISPs could conceivably track websites hosting farifiction in order 

to judge the number of readers visiting the page, it would be an enormously costly 

and diflicult procedure to require ISPs to do so, quite apart from the negative 

publicity and public backlash that would probably be generated as a result. Chua 

reads fanfiction as 'free advertising' and it could even be argued that fanfiction 

actually helps to sustain interest in texts. 702 Although current copyright legislation 

makes no specific reference to the economic issues regarding copyright 

infringement, it would be naive to suggest that a potential loss of earnings or 

6" Ernest Chua, 'Fan Fiction and Copyright: Mutually Exclusive, Cocxistable or Something Else? 
Considering Fan Fiction in Relation to the Economic/Utilitarian Theory of Copyright', Murdoch 
University E Law Journal, 14: 2 (2007), 215-232 (p. 226) 
< https: //elaw. murdoch. edu. au/issucs/2007/2/Elaw_fan-fiction_copyrighLpdt'> [accessed 17 
August 2008] 
"0 Chua. , p. 223 701 Tushnct, P. 671 
702 Chua, p. 228 
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market share on the part of the copyright owner would not form part Of any case 

brought against farif iction writers. 

The producers of media texts can no longer prctcnd that the fandom 

community does not exist and have devised different ways of dealing with them. 

Joss Whcdon has encouraged fanfiction writing-, novelists Tcrry Pratchat and J. K. 

Rowling are fully aware of the existence of fanfiction it but their official position 

is to remain distanced from it, to prevent any involvement in possible lawsuits that 

might both damage their credibility with their fans, or leave them open to being 

sued for plagiarism by fans. Lucasfilm has in the past actively tried to rcpress., Vtar 

Mars fanfiction, especially slash or adult-ratcd stories, so far with highly limited 

success. 

There are a number of large slash archives for Star Mirs fanriction despite 

Lucastilm's official position on adult-rated fanf iction. In an attempt to bring the 

fandorn into a controllable medium, the official wcbsitc offers fan club members a 

forum to post their fanfiction as long as it follows the explicitly stated guidelines 

and the fan writers understand that Lucasrilm retains the intellectual and creative 

copyright of any fanfiction posted on their forum. This is in contrast to Paramount 

who, in correspondence with a Star Trek fan, stated that: Taramount is familiar 

with several fanzines, and as such find them to be a "fair use" of Star Trek, %hich 

we can only hope to encourage. 003 As I Icnry Jenkins points out: 

We are on a collision course between a new economic and legal culture 
which encourages monopoly power over cultural mythologies and new 
technologies which empower consumers to archivc, annotate, appropriate, 
and rc-circulate media imagcs. 704 

703 Tushnct, p. 673 
704 1 Icnry Jenkins, 'Quentin Tarantino's Star Wars?: Digital Cinema, Media Convergence. and 
Participatory Culture, <bttp: //wcb. mit. edu/cms/Ileopic/hcnry3/starwars. htm> [accessed 5 
February 20061 
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It is more complicated with Tolkicn; lie is no longer able to protest about 

subsequent appropriations and corruptions of his work, and although his estate 

retains control over The Lord ofthe Rings and his other writings, the tacit approval 

of fanfiction produced by the Tolkien Society in their bulletin Amon Hen might 

potentially derail an attempt to prevent fanfiction on the intcrnct, although it is 

worth pointing out that the Tolkien Estate websitc prohibits fanfiction based on 

Tolkien's works. While the film rights arc owned by Tbe Saul 7. aentz Company, 

fanfiction which seems to explicitly draw on Jackson's 71te Lord ofthe Rings 

could be targeted by the copyright holders. It is possible that the moral rights of tPe 

author could be said to be infringed by fanfiction: 61n the U. K., the right to be 

identified as the author of a work, the right to object to derogatory treatment orthc 

work, and the right not to have the work falsely attributed have been statutorily 

protected since at least 1988; these rights also last for the same term as the work's 

copyright. ' 705 For the writers of slash fanfiction or fanfiction containing violence 

or sexual themes which are not found in the original text, it is possible that the 

creator of the original text would have a legal basis on which to request that such 

material be removed from the intcrnet. Saint-Amour ct al point out that, unlike the 

United Kingdom at present: 

the pivotal consideration under U. S. fair use is whctlier the purpose and 
character of the use arc "transformative, " or instead mcrcly "supcm-eding, "' 
of the copyrighted work. A transformativc use is one that "adds somcthing 
new, with a further purpose or diffcrcnt charactcr, aftcring the first with 

. 
ff-Rose new cxpression, meaning, or message.... " Cantj)bell %, Acu AIIIVIC 

Inc., 5 10 U. S. 569,579 (1994). 706 

705 Paul K. Saint-Amour, Michael Grodcn, Carol Loeb Shloss and Robert Spoo. 'James JOYM 
Copyright, Fair Use, and Permissions, Frequently Askcd Questions', James JO)w Quarfer4y- 44: 4, 
753-784 (p. 767) 
706 Paul K. Saint-Amour, and others, p. 761. Ellipses in original. 
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Rebecca Tushnct concludes by arguing for a navigation of the complex space 

between the appropriating fanfiction writer and the copyright owner. - 

Copyright owners should be able to defend their creations against pure 
copying and against harm to market share. Tlicsc two uses form a boundary 
that is easily policed and that fulfills the legitimate goals orcopyright law. 
When no lucrative market share is sought and productivc use is made of 
copyrighted characters, fan fiction should be recognized as cxprcssing a 

707 protected and valuable form of human creativity - if only in the margins. 

77he uncertainty surrounding the rights of authors and the rights orthc community 

have been further complicated by the legal action taken by J. K. Rowling and her 

publishers to prevent the publishing of 77to Harry Potter Lcx1con based on the 

popular websitc. The ability of copyright holders to prevent the publication of 

what is essentially a scholarly work could potentially have serious repercussions 

for academics writing critical scholarly works on modem cultural artefacts. 

im and Fanfiction 

Fanfiction in its most modem, apparently subcultural form is generally agreed by 

most critics writing on the subject to have begun with the original series or"War 

Trek. 'O' For Constance Pcnlcy, fanfiction in general and slash in particular is atx)ut 

promoting a utopian vision which is 'an cxperimcnt in imagining new romis or 

sexual and racial equality, democracy, and a fully human rclation to the world or 

science and technology., 709 I lenry Jenkins, whose Textual Poachers has become 

the iconic text for fandom and fanfiction research in much the same way that 

Edward Said's Culture and ImI)eriallsm is for postcoloniAsm, argues that 'its 

707 Tushnet, p. 686 
708 Constance Pcnlcy, I lcnry Jenkins, Camille Dacon-Smith and Shcenagh N&h. for example, all 
assert that fanfiction 'began' with Siar Trek and seem to have no Issue 'A ith a -Abolt Dew 
; Rýropriative process apparently appearing overnight. 

Pcnlcy, p. 148 
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cultural products articulate the fans' frustration with their cvcryday life as well as 

their fascination with representations that posc alternatives [ ... IA poached culture, 

a nomadic culture, is also a patchwork culture, an impure culture, where much that 

is taken in remains scmi-digcstcd and ill-considercd. '710'lloachcd' or 'stolcn' 

could be replaced by 'appropriated' and suddenly the appropriation and 

assimilation of icons from a dominant culture by a disparate and 'patchwork" 

culture begins to resemble the resistance by coloniscd nations to the cultural 

homogeny of the coloniser. 711 If 'childrcn are used as a mcuphor for the colonized 

themsclVCS, 712 in imperial children's fiction, as both Peter Childs and NJ. Daphne 

Kutzcr argue, and 'modernity is forever getting locally 

appropriated/reauthorcd/hybridizcd' in colonial and postcolonial cultures, thcri the 

response to those texts which draw upon imperial advcnturc literature can be 

articulated in terms of Postcolonial. 713 Resistance to cultural hcgcmony and 

cultural imperialism is a feature not only orpostcolonial societies but also or 

fandom. This is not to intimate that all postcolonial %%Titcrs appropriate mid rework 

dominant narratives, and that those postcolonial %%Titcrs %%ho do so arc niotivatcd 

by the same political, ideological or artistic impetus, mcrcly to suggest that the 

way that fandom deals with such texts may be clucidatcd through p0stcolonial 

discourse and theories. This only becomes problematic %% licn core cultural 

narratives such as The Lord offfic Rhigs are o%ved by corporations or rcstricted 

through copyright; Tom Shippey, for cxampfc, notcd that "MiddIc-carth is such a 

': ', 'Jenkins, Textual Poachers, p. 283 7 See Chapter One and Chaptcr Two 
72 Childs, p. 30 
7: 3 Charles Pio4 'Of I lybridity. Modernity, and Their Malconlents'. Inten-enthmn, 3.1 (200 1), 95. 
91 (p. 87) 
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powerful universe that many readers [ ... ] fclt and feel an immediate urge to write 

their own story in it or alongside it. 9714 

It is from Star Treks proto-fandom that some of the unwritten conventions 

of fandom have descended; 'fanfiction' became the term to designate stories 

written by fans for each other, 'fan art' comes from the same root as 'fanfiction"; 

words such as 'slash' indicate a homosexual relationship within a text, and so 

on. 7 15 Although I lenry Jenkins argues that 1920s and 1930s science fiction fandom 

set the model for later fandoms in that the reciprocal relationship 'between rcadcrs, 

writers, and editors set expectations as science fiction spread into film and 

television', 716 he concedes that 'fans' in this sense arc only a small part of the 

viewing public: 'fans were the primary readers for literary science fiction, they 

717 were only a small fraction of the audience for network television'. "I'his fandom 

was proactivc, hierarchical, organiscd and more importantly, 'interracial, includes 

people of all agcs, has a fair number of disabled members, is sexually balanced, 

and has a strong cross-class representation. ' 718 Both I Icnry Jcnk ins and Constance 

Pcnley chose to study Star Trek fans when considering fannish modes orrcccption 

and consumption, although both also selected a speciric and underground sub-sct 

of fandom, slash readcrs and writers, as they operated outside the legitimate 

fandom. 

The most common way ror rans to meet and interact socially was through 

conventions and local fan clubs. New fans or'newbies' wcrc integrated carefully 

714 Tom Shippey, 'Literature, Twentieth Century: Influence of Tolkien', JRP, TvAlell 
Encyclopedia: Scholarship and CrIticalAssessmeta, cd. by Michael D. C. Drout (IA)ndon wid New 
York: Routledge, 2007), pp. 378-382 (p. 379) 

See Appendix A. 
Jenkins, 'Interactive Audiences' 

717 Ibid. 
71' Pcnlcy, p. 99 
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and with the guidance of a mentor until they had fully assimilated into the fandom 

having learnt the rules of fan behaviour and language and been guided down a 

carefully prepared fanfiction reading list. "' Fandom was in some ways a closed 

society, hierarchical and highly organiscd and, as Tcd Friedman notes, 'a distinct, 

self-Mincd, deeply dedicated fan group. '720 At the core of the fandorn %vas the 

belief that 'the fandorn matters, that what the fans do can affect the world in 

signiricant WayS. 972 1 The active fans in question were generally adults rather than 

teenagers and those writing fanfiction were overwhelmingly women. 11is gender 

bias is in sharp contrast to the science f iction magazine-bascd fandoms of the 

forties and fiftics which encouraged discourse between the (rnalc) readers and 

(ma1c) writers and acknowledged the importance of the fans to the direction the 

genre took. The science of Star Trek with its democratic utopian quest to "know' 

the universe and 'to boldly go where no man has gone before, ' represented a 

modern retelling of the classic quest-myth and an accessible rccoding of a 

technologically advanced society which still needs admirable human qualities such 

as loyalty, friendship, love, courage and honesty in order to succeed in its 

missions. 722 It also provided a basic mythic framework ror living %ith technology 

- notjust the highly complicated 'warp drive' but the mundane 'rcplicators' and 

even the automatic doors. Slar Trek modcllcd a world in which technology was not 

only reliable but re1jing on technology was an unspokcn part of lire and 

719 Pcnlcy, p. 99 
7" Ted Fricdman, Fandom as a Materialist Aesthetic Debbie Gibum W Pierre llourdicu' 
Presented to Duke University, April 1995. 
<http: //www. tcdrricdman. com/cssays/2005/03/fandom-as-&-maLhtml > [accessed 6 January 20081 
72' Pcnlcy, p. 124 
722 Vlar Trek Dir. Gene Roddenberry. CBS Paramount Televisiom 1966-69 
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$represents one of those most important populist sites for debating issues of the 

human and everyday in relation to science and technology. '723 

The work that Pcnlcy and Jenkins in particular have published on random 

has centred. on fandoms which were of necessity closed communitics where the 

existing members had control over the admittance of new members and of the 

direction the community took and the way it responded to the text. Friedman goes 

on to point out that such a group is easier for cthnographic research than the 'more 

ambivalent, mediated, nebulous, multitudinous practices of cvcryday consumer 

preference. ' 724 This suggests that the fan audience is not rcprcscntativc of the 

audience as a whole. Jenkins also draws a distinction b, 
--twccn 

fan culture and 

consumer culture which no longer exists. 711c commercial success of the video 

recorder, cable television channels and digital television means that the audience 

does not have to be as emotionally or financially invested in a television show or 

film as they arc so much more readily available to buy now. llcnlcy rcrcrs to a 

discussion about the impact of the internet on the Star Trek random %flicre concern 

was centrcd on the risk of 'diluting the fandom' by losing (x)ntrol over who had 

access to fan productions. 725 Ilic community would potentially lose its homogeny 

by a sudden and uncontrollable influx orncw members: Camille Bacon-Smith's 

description of the fanfiction community seems as archaic as knights in annour. 

access to the community is difficult and requires both acccptance on Ole 
part of die local group and commitment on die part of die ncwcomcr. 
Sometimes, however, even the limited access oraic fanzine community at 
large seems too open. I'lic circuit limits access to a circle or set of trading 
circles, or to fans who havc already demonstrated an inicrcst in a less 
widely accepted kind of friendship. 726 

713 Pcnlcy, p. 99 
724 Nedman, Tandom as a Materialist Aesthetic. 
723 Pcnlcy, p. 16 
726 Bacon-Smith, Enterprising Women. p. 2 10 
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While it is clear that fandoms lost control over their membership, it is also 

clear that modem fandoms, spread over the intcmet, arc far more democratic in 

membership and that the secret society aspect of fandom has almost completely 

been eliminated. Textual Poachers, NAWTrek and Camille Bacon-Smiths 

Enterprising Women have been used as the canonical texts in fandorn research, and 

while their contribution to the burgeoning field should not be underestimated, the 

value of these texts lies more in what they can inrorm about past fandorn behaviour 

and organisation rather than what they illuminate about modem fans and the 

consumption and production of fanfiction. 

The internet as an instrument of fandom is in this case something of a 

Damoclean sword as intertict. fandoms arc simply too big to be- actively political. 

Even an issue which a fandom might be expected to unite behind, for cxample the 

cancelling ofAngel, actually divided the fandorn fw-thcr. Expecting all fandoms to 

unite behind one political issue is naTvc at best, especially when the act of %%Titing 

fanfiction is no longer in itself a political one. 17his is one of the biggest shifts fn)nl 

llcnicy's theory of fandom and it is broadly a gcncrutional one. The world, the 

writers, and the relationship between producer and consumer havc changed to the 

point that the idea of the fan community appropriating in secret no longer applies. 

Espen J. Aarseth argues persuasively that: 'To elevate a consumer group, to 

produccrhood is a bold political statement; and in the production and consumption 

of symbolic artcfacts; (texts) the boundary between these positions becomes a 

highly contested ground. 727 It is no longer it-liat is being produced %hich can be 

read as a political statement -a remaking or nmlc dominated texts by knialc 

721 Espcn J. Aarseth, C), &, rlext (Iialtimore: Johris 1 lopkins Universtily Ilmst. 1997), p. 103 
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writers, for example - but how it is being produced. Ilic boundary between 'fan' 

and 'author' is further made problematic by the assertion of fan status by 

author/creators such Russell T. Davies and Peter Jackson. 

The shift in attitude towards fandorn and fannish activities from serious, 

political and underground to playful, recreational and mainstream has in turn 

changed the line of divide between the fan and the non-fan. 72' During a research 

project, Matt I fills found that subjects tcndcd to sclf-identify as fans and the one 

subject who didn't was conscious of being 'abnormal', which is highly suggestive 

that, for the subjects, who were predominantly univcrsity students, the state of 

being a1an' was a normal one and free of the stigma excessive or obsessive 

interest in a media text generated even ten years ago. 7" 

In 2002, having been asked as a fairly new fanfiction %%Titcr %ýhy people 

wrote fanfiction, I suggested that 11 think that unless you're in the fandom, you 

wouldn't be interested anyway and certainly wouldn't understand die impetus to 

write, to further explore the charactcrs-'730 This ý%-as an intcrcsting response given 

the investigations into fanfiction and fan bchaviours, and perhaps serves to 

illustrate the continuing gap between academic work and the sclr-rcf1cxi%, c work 

produced by fans. It could also be interpreted as the difference between academic 

and fan-oricntatcd studies of fandom and fatiriction: die academic, cniotionally 

detached from what they arc studying. can see the wider implication and thcnics in 

a broad overview of fandom; die fan, urith an motional investment not only to the 

text but also to the fandom community, is too closc to the source malcrial to be 

"' Some fans, however, do see their involvement In flutdorn In general &M finfiction writing In 
Particular to be both a political and underground act. ' Matt I fills reporting on the Al IRB funded research project at the Audience% Conrcrence held at 
Liverpool John Moores University on 22"4 November. 2004. 
'" 71is was formerly available on the Octaves of the I leart fanficilon recommendations site. 
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able to evaluate it critically and cannot be objective enough to study its trends and 

themes, being ovcr-conccmcd with his or her own place in fandorn and the 

importance of his or her own particular fandorn to the exclusion of all others. Matt 

I lills pointed out, however, that 'academics are not resolutely rational, nor arc fans 

resolutely immcrscd'. 731 However, I Icnry Jenkins draws an emotional distinction 

between 'fans' and 'viewers: 'the difference between watching a series and 

becoming a fan lics in the intensity of their emotional and intellectual 

involvement. 9732 1 had clearly made the same distinction, bclicving that non-rans or 

non-fandom participants simply 'wouldn't understand the impetus to writc, that 

an emotional investment in the text and a desire to go beyond the text is necessary 

to understand the motivations of fanfiction writers and fandom, in general. While 

fandom is being explored more and more by academics, it is still arguably helpful 

to be a participant in fandorn in order to understand it completely for a number or 

reasons, not the least of which is because fandorn can resemble a Mirror of I' Iriscd 

in which researchers can read exactly what they hoped to read. Catherine 

Toscnb, L-rgcr makes an excellent point when she argues that academic work on 

fandorn studies has helped to after the perception or *the fan' in society: `111c work 

of scholars writing not just about fandom, but slash random in particular, changed 

that: they recast slash fandorn as a space ror savvy. subversive women, engaging in 

creative - and very adult - ways with media teXtS. 033 I Icnry Jenkins made an 

interesting point about the fan and academic dialectic %%Iicn he stated that: 'the 

identities of the fan-ocadcmic or the acadernic-ran arc always problematic ones 

731 Matt I fills, Fan Cultures (London: Routlcdge, 2002). p. 21 
Jenkins, Textual Poachers, p. 56 
Catherine Toscnbcrgcr, I lomosmality at the Online I logwarts: 11.2rTy Poiter Sla. -. h IAnfiction', 

Children's Literature, 36: 1,185-207 (p. 189) 
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that have to be sorted through, even though I think there's more frccdorn to shed 

that issue today. '734 Matt I lills suggested that 'we tend to assume that academic 

knowledge is "supcrioe'knowledgc, yet within fan cultures it may well be 

devalued, or even sneered at, which would challenge our own sense of centrality or 

cultural hicrarchy. '735 

The cvcr-changing, expanding and theoretically illusive nature orfandom 

with its own critical discourse and practices, is widely open to multiple 

interpretations. To the non-fan, too, local fandoms can sccm inipcrictrabic, 

communities with an unspoken cthos and sense of hierarchy and an unshakable 

faith in their place within the largcr community of fandom in the global Scrisc, a 

veritable Wonderland where linguistic conventions arc guidelines rather than rules. 

T'his is most clearly demonstrated through the use of acronyms, %vhich feature 

heavily in the language of fanfiction; acronyms such as'OTI", 'AU' and 'PWP' 

can be impenetrable for the casual rcadcr. In addition, purposcrul misspelling such 

as 'tch' for 'the' and invented words such as 1glomp' combined with an 

understandable interest in language and the community. to a greater or lesscr 

extent, 'routinely dismantle parts of spccch and jury-rig them back togolicr 

however they pleaSe. 736 

The most significant difTcrcncc which a model or appropriation. applied to 

fandom and farifiction, ofTers, as opposed to the models of fandom %hich have 

734 Jenkins, 'Intensities' 735 Ibid. 
736 Steve Wilson, 'Laugh, Spawn of I lell, Laugh'. Reading the Vampire Movr-'An U1*)fflc1al 
Critical Companion to Duffy andAngel, ed. by Roz Kavency (London and New York: Touris Park 
Paperbacks, 2002), pp. 78- 97 p. 93 Steve Wilson I$ Wiling about the u%c of language In fiqtfy did, 
Vampire Slayer but the playful attitude to language In fandom is very similar to that uu. -d inn qj 
In addition, it Is likely that a large proportion of the fandom community has been lnflucnccJ by 
Bu, 054 as even a brief examination of popular blog sites such as UveJoumal reveal$ a linguistic dcbt 
to Buffy and the American teenage slang the show parodies. 
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preceded it, is that this model suggests that the processes of reception, 

consumption and creativity which Jenkins and Pcnlcy and others identify is not 

simply the result of a reaction to a media text or novel. but actually relates to 

fundamental methods of processing experience. Fanfiction is a way orarticulating 

the emotional response and cognitive processing of texts %%hich themselves contain 

a mythic framework. Texts with a more explicit mythic framework such as Buffy 

the Vampire Slayer or The Lordofthe Rings generate more fanfiction and this is 

unlikely to be a coincidence. Texts seem to engender super-randoms only %Nhcn tile 

text itself possesses this mythic framework. All of the 'super. fandoms" have huge 

numbers of participants, extensive fan activity ranging from conventions to 

fanfiction, and all have impacted critically outside the nichc of random. 737 

It is important to reiterate at this point that fans and those involved in 

fandom do not account for the total viewing figures %%hich television stations use 

to calculate the popularity of any given programme. 11crc is also a tendency in the 

study of fandorn to concentrate on the fans of cult rather than mainstream texts. 

I lowcvcr, it is also evident that the level of production of ran materials is far 

higher in a cult fandorn than a mainstream one; for example, C. V/., CrinteScene 

ImICS11gallon which has far higher viewing figurcs thanShirgateSG-1, but a 

fraction of the fanfiction. It is not clear (although it could certainly be argued) that 

this is explicitly the result of genre or cult texts possessing more extensive 

imaginative blank or 'play spaces' around the text. Jenkins uses the tcnn 'Play 

spaces' to indicate the utopia of shared and equal virtual play areas ror girls and 

boys in computer games which is equivalent to a shared physical play space such 

"' For example, the academic work on Duffy the Vamp1re. Vq)Yr and Angel, Mm potter and Me 
Lord ofthe Rings. 
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as 'the informal settings of the subdivisions and apartment complexes'. 738 The 

gcndcring of social recreation spaces both on and offlinc for adults is ccrtainly 

indicative of a gcndcrcd play space surrounding cult texts which could go some 

way to explain why fanfiction is overwhelmingly produced by women. 739 

Jenkins suggested that fan reading of media texts is part ora social 

discourse between fans in which 'individual interpretations arc shaped and 

reinforced. 9740 Moreover, he asserted that 'fan reception cannot and does not exist 

in isolation 9.74 1 The assumption that an ability to critically read media texts is 

something which is Icamt in fandom. does not account for fans who evidence 

critical reactions to media texts without the social aspects orfandom. Indeed, 'tile 

brain is a device which possesses certain theories about the world before it is ever 

confronted with actual sense data, ' which arguably suggests that humans arc pre- 

conditioned to interpret and rc-intcrprct the world around them in a critical way. 742 

Not only that, but Pascal Boyer's work on the evolution of culture has led Boyer to 

conclude that 'cultural concepts arc built by inrcrcntial processes". 743 and that 'no 

communicator's output ever includes a complete description of the representation 

to be conveyed. 9744 This suggests that no matter how much information a viewer 

takes in from the television programme or community-bascd fan 'mcta' analysis, 

fans arc not passive receivers but actively making inferences and cxtra-Icxtual 

7311 lenry Jenkins, -From Barbie to Mortal Kombat: Further Reflections' 
": http: //culturalpolicy. uchicago. edu/conf2OOl/Papcrslenkins. htmi >[accessed 12 17cbnmry 20081 
"9 It is likely that large multifunctional wcbsites such as HBC Online and many national 
newspapers have an equally gcndcrcd uscagc. It Is equally likely that the gender balanct pivots 
based on content; tribal rootball. com or thcrivals. nct will be weighted to%wJs men. I'his Is m 
static; Top Gear now generates fannish products which suggests that the gender bias ha% thificd. 
'40 Jenkins, Textual Poachers, p. 45 
741 Ibid., P. 76 
742 Alan Kennedy, Me PsycholoV qfReading (tAndon: Methum 1984 ý p. 53 
743 Pascal Boycr, P. 109 
744 Ibid. 
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links betwccn form, contcnt and the mythic quality of the narrativc. Rod McGillis 

goes further to argue that: 

Each of us, no matter what our training, reading habits, or interest, is a 
critic; none of us simply reads. We learn to expect certain things from our 
reading. We become critics in the sense that we have notions about what 
kinds of books speak most deeply to us. 745 

Before fanzincs, message boards and open forums for discussion on the 

internet, there was USENET and internet relay chat (IRC) and individual bulletin 

boards. Critical commentary on fandom and fan activities is not wholly dependent 

upon social reinforcement. What may be more accurate is that tllo,; c rans whO are 

inclined to engage in critical commentary arc more likely to do so wlictlier they 

have social interaction with other rans or not. 7"herc is probably a high percentage 

of fans engaging in critical commcntuy both of the media text %%hich is the sourcc 

of the fandom, as well as mcta-criticism of the fandoin community itself, but what 

has not been addressed is that fandom may wcl I attract people %% ho cngagc with the 

media in this way already. Fandom is, in this case, a model ror the scIr-conscious 

reader. This could explain the highly self-conscious naturc of fandom today. With 

a much wider membership from different social, economic, cultural and religious 

backgrounds, fans arc constantly analysing what their particular fandom means to 

them, how they relate to others, how the community works as a %%holc - fandom is 

used as a way of understariding the world and the fan's place in it: 'In fiction, the 

women of the fan community construct a safe discoursc %vith %%hich to cxplorc the 

dangerous subject of their own lives'. 746 

743 Rod McGillis citcd in Jill P. May, Children's Literature and Critical 7hewy(OxW: OxWd 
University Press, 1995), p. 166 
1" Bacon-Smith, Enterprising Women, p. 203 
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The Locd ofthe Ritws As Backdrop: Playing In the Text 

Trends in fanf iction since the 1970s are indicative of political and social change!; 

through the use to which media texts arc made. The steady rise in strong female 

characters in genre television and film in the early 1990s, coupled with the 

widening access to fandorn that the internet facilitated, produced a shift in the 

focus Of farifiction texts. With positive, active hcroines such as Agent Scully and 

Buffy Summers, the represented woman in fanfiction became a tangible, rather 

than marginal figure. This is not to argue that female characters were not featured 

or represented in fanfiction before The XRIes - some early Star Trek fanfiction 

such as Leslie Fish's The Weight uses as a thematic subtcxt: 'the sexist treatment 

of women within the original episodes'. As film and television have developed the 

active hcroine, so has fandom followed. Fanfiction is no longer almost exclusively 

about men as it was to a large extent in the 1970s. 747 

From the earliest fanfiction, two distinctive subgcnrcs developed: the 

'Mary-Sue', and slash or homocrotic fartriction. Mary-Sue fanriction is in gcncral 

considered the most immature form of fan writing as it tends to bc% nothing more 

than an authorial self-insert in the form of an original charactcr and has 

consequently been rejected by the fanfiction community as a %holc: 'a Mary Sue 

character is obviously a bit of a risible clichd and it is understandabic that 

fanfiction writers did not want to be seen writing thcm. 748 -n1C gcnrc allcgcdly 

gained its name from an early piece of Star Trek satire fanfiction which fcaturcd an 

original female character called 'Mary-Sue'. In gcneral, Mary-Sucs can be 

identified by possessing superlative beauty, cxtraordinary intelligcncc and the 

711 Jenkins, Textual Poachers, p. 182. Jenkins has an excellent summmy of Fish's novel pp. 177- 
184 of Textual Poachers. 743 pUp 

, h, P. 86 
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ability to out-hcro the hero. I Icnry Jenkins notes that Mary-Sucs ofIcn possess 

'crude personalization' and that there is a very strong community taboo against 

such fiction. 749 Mary-Sucs also often have a romantic entanglement with the hcro 

or fandom heart-throb and many die tragically at the end of the story, the fan writer 

having exhausted all other options for them. 

Farif iction writer Mooncalf's 'Every Fanfic Ever Written' has a succinct 

and accurate definition of both the Mary-Sue and the Self-Inscrt (or Authorial 

insert) which are generally conflated into one: 

THEMARYSUE 
CI IARACTER IIM OOC. 

MARY SUE I'm stereotypical. 
A wkward moment 
CHARACTER I love you. 
MARY SUE: I love you too, snookic-ookie-wookums. 

TI IC SELr-INSERT 
CILARACTER Something is wrong. 
SELF-INSERT I Can fiX itl 

She does. 
CI IARACTER You're very strong. 
SELF-INSERT I can beat you all upl 
C11ARACTER YoWre fourteen. 
SELF-INSERT And I can solve all your problernsl 
CI [ARACTER That's wonderful I We trust you utterly 1750 

In one sense, these Mary-Suc stories arc the purest form of fanfiction as die %&Titcrs 

are writing specifically for themselves and not for any perceived audience, 

although Mary-Suc fiction is popular among otherjuvcniles as is revealed through 

feedback left on wcbsitcs such as FanFiction. nct. This is complete appropriation or 

749 Jenkins, Tertual Poachers, p. 173 
730 Mooncalf, 'Evcry Fanfic Ever Writtcnl', <htipJ/mooncalf. orglibmry/MWcvcryfic. html. > 
[accessed 30 December 2007J. Mooncairs compression of the most common subgcnrcs of 
farifiction is in a clearly parodic fashion but the humour rests in the fan recognising that these are 
both parodies and functional definitions. Such self-referential parody is a common feature of the 
fandom community as a whole and academic critics who have approached fan fiction In the belief 
that it Is all 'serious business' have missed a crucial element orthe community. 
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the fandom as the Mary-Sue writer sees the original textual material as something 

to be manipulated into a personal wish-ful fil ment fantasy, for example 

Galadrianna in LadyGaladrianna's Galadrianna, Daughter ofRivendell, is 

Arwen's sister, betrothed to Legolas and 'Commander of the combined forces of 

Rivcndell and Lothlorien' . 
751 Mary-Suc fanfiction sustains stereotypical gender 

relationships; Mary-Sue may be strong, beautiful and independent but she still 

needs the male love interest. This suggests that a character is incomplete without 

his particular soul-mate and is one of the building blocks of Mary-Sue fanfiction, 

along with the assumption that the original text would be improved if the hero had 

a love interest to explain everything to him. A Mary-Sue is not necessarily a 

heroine; she may be deeply evil or at least possess dubious momls, but she is 

always the centre of the storyline. In The Lord ofthe Rings fandom, this is typificd 

by a sudden influx of female relations of Efrond's, mysterious beauties in Gondor, 

and a huge number of 'Tcnth (or Eleventh or Twelfth) Walker' stories as 

exemplified in Lady Arabella Scdai's 77ie Fellowship ofthe Ring: A Fc/lowship of 

12.752 

Her Mary-Suc is 'tall (Of course) with flair like Arwcn"s, and blue cycs. 

And she's good with a bow' and the story begins at the Council of Elrond: 733 

I sighed in relief as we cantered through the beautiful wooden gates of 
Rivendell. It had been a wctjoumey though mud and marshes, but thank 

75 1 LadyGaladrianna, 'Chapter One', Galadrlann4 Daughter OfRiVendell, 
"*http: //www. fanfiction. nct/s/2760476/l/Galadrianna_Daughtcr_or Rivendcll. > [accessed 2 
January 2008]. 
732 In Duffy the Vampire Slayer, there are gorgeous vampires and an unsurprising number or 
Vampire slayers. The final episode of Bujry the Vampire Sho-er saw all the potent ial s layers all over 
the world transformed into Mayers. This could almost be Mary-Sue ranifiction on a mass scale as the 
Buffy the Vampire Stayer writers provided a wish fulfilmcnt fantasy for the target audience of lite 
programme within the text itself. 
133 Lady Arabella Sedai, 'Undomfel', The Fellowshlp ofthe Ring. *A Fellowship (! f IZ 
<http: //www. fanfiction. net/s/1216735/4fne_r-ellowsliip_ofýtlic_Rin&-A-rcllowship-ofý12> 
[accessed 3 January 20081. 
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Valar had only taken ten days. We were here because of the Ring of 
Power. It had been found at last, and the Council A-as meeting to discuss its 
fate. Of course, no one knew that I knew that. They had tried to keep it a 
secret, but nothing escapes the ears of me, Nilsercgwcn Silvcrstar, Princess 
of Lothlorien. I was a Princess of Rivcndcll before I was married off to 
Prince Christoper Whitestar. Come to think of it, I was also named 
Silvcrqueen by the silver elves. 754 

Despite the reference to the Valar in this extract, the writer's subsequent use of 

'Elvish' and the story's place in the 'Book' section of Farifiction. rict, it is clear that 

the writer has been highly influenced by Jackson's films: both Boromir and 

Legolas ride through the wooden gates of RivcndclI in Jackson's 7lic Fellotvship 

ofthe Ring and Nilseregwen Silvcrstar has apparently travelled through similar 

terrain to the hobbits and Aragom to reach Rivcndcll. In the author's notes to the 

second chapter 'Omentien', Lady Arabella Scdai explains that: 

Celebrfan has a sister (Well, not really, but it is my story, right? ) named 
Lalaith. So that's how she was a Princess of Rivcndell. Also, another 
creation of mine was Chris. I le's my crush in real life [ ... II wanted to add 
him in the story. Ile's the Prince of Lothloricn because there is no child of 
Galadriel's line alive that can rule Lothloricn that's not somewhere clse 
with other duties, like Elrond, Arwcn, ctc [ ... II chose that Chris should bc 
the grandson of [ ... ] how about her third-oldest brother, named 
Angrod. Ile's dead, and so is Chris's father. So he's Prince oruthloricn, 
and then Nilsercgwen married him. 755 

Obviously there are a number of factual crrors, not the least %%, Iicn Niiscrcgwcn 

'whispered the spell for teleportation' which seems more sug8cstivC Of 77ic 

F orgollen Realms than The Lord ofthe Rings. 756 What is interesting is that Lady 

Arabella Scdai clearly identifics most with the female charactcrs in 77ic Lordofthe 

734 Lady Arabella Sedai, 'Welcome', <http: //www. fanfiction. nctls/1216735/1> [accessed 3 January 
2008]. 
755 Lady Arabella Sedai, 10mentien', 
""http: //www. fanfiction. net/s/1216735t2/Thc_rellowsliip_pLthý_Rin&_A_rcllowsiiip-PL12> 
; accessed 3 January 20081 
"6 Md. 
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Rings, stating that: 'No one else in the whole Elvish world could do these spells 

except for Galadriel, Arwen Undomfel, and some of the Elves in the Undying 

Land. 757 With Prince Chris of Lothlorien named as the Tenth Walker, 

Nilseregwen and Arwen vow to follow the Fellowship despite Elrond telling them 

that 'Chris and the Fellowship were leaving for "Mirkwood. " That's the lic they 

told us. Arwen and I knew they were really headed for Mordor. 758 

Perhaps without intending it, Lady Arabella Sedai's The Felloivshij) ofthe 

Ring. A Fellowship of 12 is a critical commentary - if an unsophisticated one - on 

Jackson's films. She notes in chapter fourteen, 'Morie alanta', that 'we had 

convinced them, Arwen and 1, to skip trying to go over the mountains, and instead 

go through Moria'. 759 Arguably, Caradhras is significant in terms of plot and 

character development; Boromir carries Pippin through the passage through the 

snow drill he and Aragom had forced out in Tolkicn's novel, and across a narrow 

pass in Jackson's film. His kindnesses and willingness to undertake unpleasant 

tasks encourage the reader to cmpathise with him which makes the events at Amon 

Hen more dramatic, and serves to underline both the power of the Ring through 

Boromir's temptation and Aragorn's strength through his own resistance to it. in 

the book, Caradhras allows for a moment of humour to lift the mood as Lcgolas 

points out that he can run on top of the snow and lightly mocks 'our Strong NIcn' 

who are forcing their way through it. 760 The pcrsonirication of Caradhras as the 

cruel' allows Tolkien to make the point that Micrc are many cvil and unfriendly 

737 Lady Arabella Sedai, 10mentien'. 738 Lady Arabella Sedai, 'Narnaariea', 
'Chttp: //Www. fanfiction. net/s/I 216735/5Mc_Fellowship. -pLtlie_RiniLAiellowship_pfý12> jaccessed 3 January 2008). 39 Lady Arabefla Sedai, 'Mornie alanta' 
": bttp: //www. fanfiction. nct/s/I 216735/l5fMe_Fcllowship-OCthe_Ring_A_Fcllowsiiip-OL12> 
jaccessed 3 January 20081. 
' The Lord ofthe Rings, p. 292 
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things in the world that have little love for those that go on two legs, and yet are 

not in league with Sauron, which not only heralds the Balrog but also Shelob. 761 it 

is understandable why Lady Arabella Scdai may see Caradhras as superfluous to 

the narrative; the Fellowship are defeated by the mountain and forced to go 

through Moria, so omitting it seems to carry the action on while losing character 

development. The Mary-Sue writer tends not to care about character development 

of the canon characters except where it is absolutely critical or where it impacts on 

her own character. 

Sheenaugh Pugh makes an interesting connection between Mary-Sue 

fiction and 'chick lit': 'Criticism of the genre has focused not only on its fluffiness 

but on the fact that it acts as a mirror rather than a window, rcflccting tile lives of 

its readers and writers rather than showing them other lives". 762 This interpretation 

denies that there are any positive aspects of Mary-Sue fanfiction; Pugh cites Pat 

Barker's commentary on chick lit as evidence that Mary-Suc fiction is something 

which writers - and readers - grow out of, and to distinguish between Mary-Sue 

and an original female character created by a female author: 

I think young people, because they have an insecure sense of their own 
identity, love reading books which confirm that identity, which mirror their 
lifestyle choices back to them and I think as people get older they need that 
from their reading less and less. 763 

This is very plausible, but there arc some inescapable facts which Pugh has glossed 

over: the majority of chick lit is not marketed for a teenage audience but for 

women in their twenties and thirties; the majority of Mary-Sue fanfiction is wTitten 

by adolescents; the majority is written in fandoms which cannot be said to mirror 

761 The Lord ofihe Rings, p. 289 
762 Pugh, p. 85 
763 Pat Barkcr in Pugh, p. 85-86 
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in any way - except possibly allegorically - their lives - for example, The Lord of 

the Rings, 11 764 arry Potter, Buffy the Vampire Slayer. 

Braidotti describes feminism as 'the means chosen by certain women to 

situate themselves in reality so as to redesign their feminine condition. ' 763 In a 

sense, this is exactly what the Mary-Sue writers are doing. If, as Jane Kroger has 

suggested, adolescence is a state which has been artificially created by western 

technological societies, rather than something which is intrinsically part of the 

human developmental process, then this rewriting of core narratives such as The 

Lord ofthe Rings is indicative of the importance of such narmtiVCS. 766 GeolTrcy 

Madcll suggests that 'our concept of a person is some sort of social construct' and 

personality seems to be in conflict during adolescence, leading to teenage rebellion 

and identity crises. 767 Given that the majority of Mary-Suc writers arc adolescents, 

in their fanf iction they are essentially rewriting their own real ity and personal 

mythology. They can reinvent themselves as beautiful Oven princesses, gutsy 

Muggle-born witches or tragic vampire slayers. From a reality whcrc they have 

little or no control over their own lives, they can displace their anxiety by 

recreating themselves as heroines or saviours. In this %2y, the writcrs or mary-sue 

fanfiction can be seen to be internalising the mythic narratives and incorporating 

them into their framework for conccptualising and understanding the world. While 

Shakespeare's texts arc potentially more culturally significant that Tolkien's, 

Fischlin and Fortier's point that 'the rewriting of Shakespeare can be sccn as a key 

764 Obviously, one person's Mary-Sue may be another person's plausible and Interesting original 
female character and Pugh does recognise that it is fairly subjective in many cases. 
763 Chris Beasley, what is Feminism? (Sage Publications, 1999). p. xvii 
766 Jane Kroger, Identity inAdolescence: The Balance Between the Selfand Other (New York: 
Routledge, 1993), p. 1 
767 Geoffrey Madell, 'Personal Identity and the Idea ora I luman Being', in Human Beings, ed. by 
David Cockburn (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991). pp. 127-142 (p. 142) 
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location for the exploration of culture and its transmission' can equally be applicd 

to the rewriting of The Lord oftheRings. 768 Equally significant is JolinChambcrs 

Christopher and Mark 11. Bickhard's argument that there is: 

no clear split between culture and the self Rather, cultural meanings arc 
implicit in the interactive patterns that the child learns arc successful in 
getting basic needs met. Culture remains present in the social practices in 

769 which the developing person is increasingly embedded. 

Reading the creation of fanfiction as a social practice through which the adolescent 

or 'developing person' locates and experiments with textual meaning and culture 

enables a valuing of Mary-Sue fiction as a textual version of the imaginary games 

played by younger children. 

ings: Pla3jng With the Text 

The second, and arguably more influential form of fanfiction to come out of the 

Star Trek fandom, is slash or homocrotic fiction. Predominantly %kTittcn by 

women, slash fiction posits a relationship between two male characters in a media 

text, often turning a perceived or actual homocrotic subtext into a romantic 

relationship. The days of slash fiction being a marginaliscd form of expression 

came to an end once farifiction expanded onto the intcmct. 71iis was in part 

because for the first time slash readers and writers could communicate globally, 

and the anonymity of the internet meant that slash fans could keep their identities 

secret and gain access to slash stories without having to nccessarilyjoin a 

community. Unlike the communities cited by Pcnlcy and Jenkins, modern slash 

76' Fisch lin and Fortier, p. 1 
769 John Chambers Christopher and Mark 11. Bickhard, 'Culture. Self and Identity: In1cwivist 
Contributions to a Metatheory for Cultural PsYchology', Culture 13-3 (2007), 259-295 
(p. 287) 
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readers and writers tend to read before they join the community rather than the 

other way around. As a genre of writing, and of farifiction in particular, slash is 

increasingly Icgitimised through acceptance in the community as a whole, by a 

larger number of positive homosexual role models in the media, and by being 

included in discourse on fandom and fan writing. Slash fiction and the study of 

slash fiction is not so much an opposition to patriarchy as it is an examination of 

the rules of patriarchy and the differences between men and women which are 

socially or psychologically determined rather than biologically determined. Sonia 

Katyal argues that slash rejects 'the notion that gender roles arc f Ned and 

predetermined' and therefore also rejects the misogynistic theories of personality 

which state that certain characteristics are gender linked. 770 Pugh suggests that 

6some slash writers who were themselves gay may have wanted to explore this 

territory partly for ideological reasons, but many farificwritcrs, both gay and 

straight, just followed their insatiable curiosity about alternative scenarios. '"' 

I lowever, the male characters can be both idealiscd and unstable given the myriad 

interpretations possible. 

Having said that, it is important to bear in mind that for some fandoms, a 

lack of strong or interesting female characters may well lead -. NTitcrs to slash as a 

way of experimenting with gender roles, stereotypes and in one sense, to 'take 

back' the genre. Fantasy in general and 7he Lord ofthe Rings in particular has a 

distinct lack of female characters who enjoy the freedom and adventures of the 

male characters, and it is the unknown space of male friendships which interests 

female slash writers. The lack of strong, complex or identiriablc rcmalc characters 

"0 Sonia K. Katyal, 'Perromance, Property, and the Slashing of Gender in ran Fiction' In Journal 
Gender, Social Policy and the Law, 14: 3,461-5 19 (p. 483) 0 
Sheenaugh Pugh, p. 95 
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in the genre as a whole forces women to write about the more wcll-fonncd 

characters who happen to be men. 772 This suggests that surrounding a media text is 

a blank or 'play' space which encompasses all that is not written or not canonically 

known. In The Lord ofthe Rings fandom, these play spaccs are primarily ccntrcd 

around events between The Mobbil and The Lord ofthe Rings and the time ancr 

the quest (which is only mapped out briefly in the Appendices to The Return ofthe 

King). David I falperin noted that such texts deal 'with a speci fic cultural 

formation, a type of heroic friendship which is better captured by terms like 

comrades-in-arms, boon companions and the like. 773 Cathcrine Salmon wcnt on to 

note that 'one of the appeals with slash is that the relationship is bascd in the first 

place on their ffiendship and the interdependence that they SharC'. 774 Locking a 

discourse and vocabulary specifically for describing lovc-betwcen-friends, texts 

dealing with friendship have to resort to borrowing language and inferences from 

romantic and familial relationships which gives ample scope for the slash %kTitcr: 

"'Sam, dear Sam, " said Frodo, and he lay back in Sam's gentle anns. '775 Indeed, 

Lucie Annitt argues that: 

So acute and convincing is the fcminised nature of this relationship 
between Sam and Frodo that, by the end of the trilogy, it takes %Nhat can 
only be seen as a brutal contrivance to sever the bond. This comes in the 
form of Rosie Cotton, the girl lcft behind in the Shire, whom Sam suddenly 
remembers as he returns, though she seems to have slipped his mind for flic 
best part of two and a half volumes. 776 

772 Fantasy fiction does have strong female protagonists but these tend to be more limited by tile 
genre than their male counterparts. it may be that towyn Is the Most at)PI-cai oraii fantily 
heroines. 
773 David Halperin, One Ijundred years ofilomosexuality(Ncw York- Roulledge. 1990). p. 77 
"4 Catherine Salmon speaking about her book with Donald Symens. 1114rrlor Lovers. Women's 
I four 18 June 200 1. <http: //www. herinit. org/Blakes7/McmhanLBooks. WarLov4. hini> 
775 The Lord ofthe Rings, p. 292 
776 Lucie Arm itt, Fantasy Fiction: An introduction (New York and London: Continuum, 2005), p. 
94 
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This is of course entirely typical of the imperial adventure narratives that Tolkien 

drew on: William 11. Green remarks of G. A. I lenty that 'the wife is hardly more 

than an empty sign of heterosexuality and social connection'. 777 Although 

straightforward pom-without-plot, or PWP as it is commonly referenced, is 

abundant in slash fiction as much as heterosexual fanfiction, for plot or emotion- 

based farif iction, it is the central relationship between the two men (or women) 

which is being explored. David Halperin notes that'to dcrinc, to make familiar, 

and to situate (both socially and emotionally) the central friendship'. the writers 

and creators of ancient legends and sagas used sexual and familial relationships 

and the language associated with them: slash fiction %%-ritcrs do exactly the same. 778 

The difTercrice is that of Sam Scabom saying frankly, 'I love Josh', firstly. 

meaning platonically as a best friend, and secondly, familialy as a brother, also 

takes on a third romantic or sexual meaning when handled by a slash fiction 

Writer . 
779 A character in slash fiction is rarely allowed to use the word 'love' 

without the weight of this additional meaning - any morc than a man in modem 

society would be able to. The fact that Sam's full line rcads 'I love Josh like a 

brother" only serves to cmphasisc this issuc. 780 Despite this being the sixty-scvcntlj 

episode of The West Wing and by no means the first time that Sam and Josh's close 

personal friendship has been alluded to, Sam still has to qualiry the kind of love fie 

feels for Josh; the unwritten guidelines surrounding malc friendships do not allow 

for such an unqualificd statement. Slash fiction (ends to handle the linguistic 

restrictions of the English language better than modem television programmes or 

777 Green, 'King 71orin's Mines'. p. 57. See also Chapter One. 
"I I lalpcrin, p. 85 
7" 7he West Wing. Dir. Aaron Sorkin. lEpisode 4.01 7Wcnty Hours InAmerica. NBC. 2002 
7" Ibid. Italics added. 
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fi Ims which instead seem to prctcnd they do not exist. 7he Lord afthe Rhigs o Mrs 

huge opportunities to the slash writer because the language and interpersonal 

relationships between the characters - especially Sam and Frodo - arc not readily 

translated to modern society. It becomes easy to read a difTcrcnt meaning into 

Tolkicn's text than was intended with passages such as: 

'I didn't ought to have left my blanket behind, ' muttcrcd Sam; and lying 
down he tried to comfort Frodo with his arms and body. T'hen sleep took 
him, and the dim light of the last day of their quest found them side by 
side. 781 

If this appeared in a piece of fanfiction, it would be catcgoriscd as classic 

hurt/comfort - where one character is injured and protected and comrortcd by the 

other - whereas it could be possible that Tolkicn stresses Sam's working-class 

background through his speech in order to dcruse a romantic interpretation or the 

scene. Rather than romantic, the relationship is that or knight and squire or officer 

and batman, but the ambiguity of Sam's actions and words - both out of context as 

above and in context within the text - leave space ror the slash %%Titer. 

Visual media do have the added element of body language and meaningful 

looks between characters which can suggest an intimacy or hint at an unspoken 

attraction. It is not a surprise that there is close analysis of actors' body language 

as slash readers and writers look for different interpretations orthe text. ror 

example, one gesture can be interpreted as many %%-ays as the ran %%Titer can 

imagine. In the film adaptation of 77ic No Tost-ers, Legolas returns the Evcnstar, 

which he has been wearing, to Aragorn while fýowyn looks on. Intcrprctations of 

this scene could include: 

"1 The Lord ofthe Rings, p. 940 
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I. Legolas took the Evenstar to return to Arwen in the apparent cvcntof 

Aragorn's death. Eowyn is dismayed by Aragorn's apparently continuing 

devotion to Arwen and the support this devotion rcccivcs from his closest 

friends. 

2. The return of the Evcnstar represents Aragorn's links to the Elves, a world 

from which towyn is barred by culture and language. 

3. The sequence is emblematic of the shared history bctwcen Aragom and 

Legolas, a male friendship which excludes towyn. 

4. An established couple, the brief cxcliangc is emblematic of an cmbracc. 

5. ne sequence is a moment of realisation for both Aragom and Lcgolas 

about their feelings for the other. 

6. Ile sequence represents an acknowledgement of Lcgolas's romantic 

attachment to Aragorn. 

7. Aragom acknowledges the depth of his affection for Lcgolas but this is 

curtailed by the return of the Evenstar which is a reminder orArigom's 

pledge to Arwen. 

Tbc last, for example, provides the inspiration for Zarah's 'Contrasts: 

I lis fingers feather over your palm, I ight, a merc ghost of a touch, gone rar 
too soon. All that remains is the pendant he handed you. It recls cold. 
Engraved in your memory, unshakable, burning, is the wunnth orhis 

782 
skin. 

782 Zarah, 'Contrasts', <http: //www. femgeeks. nettzarah/index-pop. htm. > lacceswd 3 Janimry 20071 
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The contrast between the cold pendant and the warmth of Lcgolas's skin cchocs 

Jackson's colour palette for the scene; the Evenstar seems to have an inner glow 

against both their hands. 

As Esther Saxey notes, 'the use of Elven language as a token of love 

between Aragorn and Arwen adds a suggestive note to his exchanges with 

Lcgolas', and this foregrounding of the instability not only orAragorn's hybrid 

identity but also Jackson's potentially problematic handling of the relationship 

between male characters reveals the tenuous nature of the assumptions which 

90VCM the interpretations of media texts. 783 Certainly the producers and consumers 

of slash see identity in general and sexual identity in particular as something 

malleable and in flux rather than being polariscd and static. T11is tallies with queer 

theorists who suggest that 'sexual identity cannot be viewed as iixcd, ' but does not 

encompass the convention of making the characters heterosexual apart from Willi 

their one true homosexual lover. 784 When regarded apart from the confincs of 

fandom, this seems a highly unlikely scenario but within random it is all too 

common: 'the whole issue of object choice or sexual orientation gets rcsolvcd in 

an idea of cosmic destiny: the two men arc somehow meant for each other and 

homosexuality has nothing to do with it. 978S Tbc slash writer rarely makcs a 

commentary on contemporary representations of homosexuality in the mcdia, but 

instead pairs up two heterosexual male characters whose sexuality is not a threat 

because they are monogamous, and therefore the threatening, stercotypically 

783 Esther Saxey, 'llomoeroticism' in Reading The Lordofthe Rings: New 11W[Ings on ToMen's 
Classic, ed. by Robert Eaglcstone (London: Continuum, 2005), p. 136 
7" Beasley, p. 97 
783 Constance Penley, 'Feminism, Psychoanalysis, and the Study or Popular Culture'. Cultural 
Studies, ed. by Lawrence Grossbcrg, Cory Nelson and Paula A. Treichler (New York and London: 
Routledge, 1992), pp. 479-500 (p. 487) 
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Promiscuous homosexual character has been appropriated within the stylistic 

confines of a conventional heteronormative romantic relationship. 

This is in sharp contrast to the work of Catherine Belsey and Jane Moore 

who argue that for an explicitly feminist reader 'all interpretation is political'. 786 

When gender and sexuality issues arc part of adolescent rhetoric and are handled 

by the media in everything from Buffy the Vampire A7)-er to Holl)-oaks, the 

political aspect of writing a slash story about Xander suddenly realising he has 

feelings for Spike becomes decreased to the point of not cxisting. What remains. 

what the underlying focus of the story then becomes about, is the conflict between 

gender identities and sexuality and the emotional risks of relationships and 

interpersonal communication. The slash story has rc-cvaluatcd its landscape; it has 

become local rather than universal. In one sense, the slash story has not expanded 

the so-called domestic sphere of women's writing but superseded it. 

Slash writers tend to see their writing as being either cmpowcring (rctaking 

patriarchal spaces) or marginalising (a covert misogyny perpetrated by women on 

women). The lack of female characters featuring in slash fiction and the way 

female characters can be demoniscd in order to remove them from the romantic 

sphere for the male leads suggests a self-perpetuating misogyny,, cqually, the 

suggestion that female writers should focus on female characters because it is 

easier - or more appropriate - to 'identify' with female characters is in opposition 

to a more general societal trend, which suggests that female %%Titcrs need to movc, 

out of this limited sphere. Slash fiction scholarship has jxrhaps over stressed the 

fact that it is women writing homosexual relationships between men as if 'this 

796 Catherine Bclsey and Jane Moore cited in Lidia Curti, Female Stories, Female Bodies: 
Narrative, Identify and Representation (Basingstoke: Macmillan Press Ltd, 1998), p. 84 
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would be any harder than say, identifying with one of Shakespeare's kings or 

Richard Adams's rabbits. 9787 

In February 2005, the Guardian published an article by A. L. Kennedy 

about modem women's writing, highlighting the unspoken restrictions Which 

allegedly keep women writers in the domestic domain. Kennedy saw this as a loss 

to literature of a form of communication, an ability to tell the 'private truth orour 

senses, our emotions, our dreams. 788 Adrienne Rich noted that 'every woman 

writer has written for men even when [ ... I she was supposed to be addressing 

Women. 9789 What Penlcy makes explicit in NASAITrek is her interest in the 

connection between slash writers and a scientific utopia; of necessity to her theory 

is a believable scientific basis for the science of fan-authored Star Trek stories. But 

Penley's presumption of such a link possibly narrows die scope of her argument. 

The reality of slash fiction, which is overwhelmingly written and read by women, 

is not the feminine utopia conceived by Penicy: I ikc any other community it is 

fractured and distinctly marginalised within fandom as a %Nholc. Slash fiction is 

frustrating to categorise: it can be read as empowering; as misogynistic; as anti- 

patriarchy; as promoting the patriarchy; as denigrating; as celebration; and the 

community itself is divided along these - and many other - intcrprctations. What 

slash fiction cannot be is ignored or glossed over. The same privileging Of %%TittClI 

literature over oral texts that Ruth Finnegan protests against works against slash 

fiction by marginalising the importance of texts presented non-traditionally. 111is is 

while celebrating the appropriative, nature of texts such as Christa Won 

Cassandra where 'frequently it is the male representation of the rcmale (or the 

787 PUgh, p. 97 781 A. L. Kennedy, 'Belittled Women'. Guardian, 24 M=h 2003, section 02, pp. 2-3 
7'9 Adrienne Rich, Poetry and Prose (New York: Norton, 1993ý p. 1969 
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lack thereof) that is the focus of the rewriting' . 
790 Finnegan argues that 'our 

theories of literature need also to recognize the problcmatics around the relative 

significance and role of the verbal component within the multidimensional web in 

which it is Set., 791 

Given that fan writings subvert, imitate and manipulate the original text 

and the celebration of published appropriations of female rc%kTitings, Kendra 

Hunter's assertion that slash is a form of 'character rape' seems more than a little 

excessive, especially considering that it seems unlikely that such an argument 

would be aimed at Christa Wolf, Angcla Carter or Carol Ann DufTy, whosc 

appropriations are often less than favourablc presentations. 792 11 unter is perhaps 

alluding to exegesis and eisegesis interpretations; George Aichclc argues that it is 

6an ethical distinction: exegesis respects the integrity of the text, and ciscgcsis does 

not. ' 793 If fanfiction is drawing out a latcrit or subtcxtual 'truth' in the text, then by 

definition it cannot be 'character rape'. If, on the other hand, as I luntcr seems to be 

arguing, a homocrotic interpretation of the characters in 77te Lord ofthe Rings is 

an eiscgesis interpretation, then contrary to postmodern understanding and critical 

works, the text is a static object which has only one meaning or 'truth' within it, 

precluding any and all other interpretations. As Aichcle points out: 

The term "exegesis" is an ideological subterfuge used to conceal a 
preference for one type of ciscgesis over others, to make one %%My of 
reading into the text appear to be the natural, normal reading - out of what 
the text had within it. 794 

"0 Linda Ilutcheon, The Politics ofPostmodernism, 2*d cdn (London: Routlcdge, 2002). p. 97 
"' Ruth Finnegan, 'The I low of Literature', Oral Traddlom 20.2 (2005), 1&1-187 (p. 18 1) 
7" Kendra I lunter cited in Jenkins, Textual Poachers. p. 187 
793 George Aichele, 'Reading Beyond Meaning'. Postmodern Culture. 3.3 (1993). 
< httPs: //musejhu. edLOogin? uri-/joumaWpostmodcm_culturc/V, 003/33aicheie. html > jaccessej 5 
January 2008] 
7" Ibid. 
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It can certainly be argued that there is less inherent subversion in 

suggesting a romantic relationship between Sam and Frodo than there is in 

suggesting that Sam would claim the Ring for himself - the first example deals 

with the subversion of a character and the second with the subversion of the 

narrative which is a far more significant rewriting and rcconccptualisation of the 

text. If the description 'character rape' is going to be applied to one part of fan 

writing, then it should be applied to all of it because, for example, the Boromir of 

Lady Arabella Sedai is far less in keeping with 77ie Lord ofthe Rings than the 

Boromir who reconciles with Aragorn af1cr his discovery of the Ring on 

Caradhras. 

Boromir hesitated and then, head bowed to study his own hands, said 
quietly, I was going to give it back. " Without thinking, Aragorn reached 
out and cupped Boromir's neck, giving it a reassuring squcc2', c. "I know, " 
he said sincerely. Boromir turned to him then, responding to the %trnidl of 
the tone as much as to the words themselves, an odd look on h is face - one 
very different from the one Aragorn had observed in the snow, one that he 
hesitated to dcf inc... but that he found himself wanting to cncouragc. 795 

Indeed Lisa Hopkins argues that the prcscntation of Amgom and Boromir's 

relationship in Jackson's The Mlowship ofthe Ring is the most overtly 

homosexual: 'From the moment we register the initial antagonism K-t%%-ccn thcm, 

their relationship follows the classic courtship trajectory, tracing a growing 

intimacy and culminating finally in a kiss'. 7% 

Modern fantasy series have oflcn been described as a 'bring your own' 

approach to the subtext of the interpersonal relationships. 797 It is also worth 

795 Jenwyn, 'Such A Little Thing', 
ý-http: //www. squidge. org/fellowship/lic, rjcnwyn_suchalittlcthing. htm. > [accessed Manuary 20081 
796 Lisa I lopkins, Screening the Gothic (Austin, TX: University of Texas t`rM 2005ý p. 146 
797 This came from Joss Whcdon who stated: 'I personally rind romance In every relationship [with 
exceptions] I love all the characters, so I say B. Y. O. Subtextl' This can no longer be fivind at Its 
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pointing out that there is no sex in The Lord ofthe Rings, and the only love affairs 

are long-standing or apparent pastiches of courtly love, as Richard Matthews 

suggests: 

Love, for Tolkien, assumes an ideal, medieval, Christian quality- it is a 
beatific caritas. The Lordoffhe Rings is practically unique in twcnticth- 
century literature for its epic depiction of this central value, linked closely, 
as previously stated, to free choice and increasing in significance during the 
course of the quest. fie presents his idealized love as an idca, or an instinct 
totally lacking in any overtone of sexual passion, and this too distinguishes 
him from most other modem writers. 798 

There are, however, numerous examples of intensive male friendships and for a 

modem reader, the text is ambiguous enough in places to %varrant a diffcrcnt 

interpretation and 'slash turns that subtext into the dominant focus of new tcxts. 97" 

The 'brotherhood' element of the narrative may well contribute to the appeal of 

texts like 77ze Lord ofthe Rings, as Jared Lobdel I argues that in modem society: 

'for the most part, a sense of brotherhood is sadly lacking. 71is may be one reason 

for the widespread appeal of professional sports: fans otherwise sundered and 

separate are given a sense of bclonging'. 800 Lobdell's example is the Pittsburgh 

Pirates whose theme song is 'We Arc Family'; an even more appropriatc cxamplc 

would be Liverpool Football Club whose supporters arc rcgularly described by the 

manager, owners, players and journalists as the 'twelfth man' and who sing 

'You'll Never Walk Alone' to encourage the tc=. 'O' 11c current squad markcts 

itself on the home grown 'heart' of the tcarn being local players Steven Gerrard 

original location but is available at <http: //mcmbers. tripod. com/O,, ý7EbuffyfaiWjoss. htm> 
ýAccesscd 26 February 20081 

Richard Mathews, Fantasy: The Liberation ofthe Imagination (London: Rout ledge. 2002), p. 71 
7" Jenkins, Textual Poachers, p. 205 
'00 Lobdell, England andAlways: Tolhien's World ofthe Rings. p. 77 
so' The version that is played before and sung afler each LFC home game Is not the original 
Carousel version; the supporters have appropriated the Gerry and the Pacernakers 1963 cover. 
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(captain, midftclder) and Jamie Carragher (vice-captain, defender), but one of the 

oldest recurring banners held by supporters is: 'Our team come from all over the 

place, they talk dead funny and they play dead grcat'. 802 Liverpool Football Club's 

intangible narrative quality rests on the fact that it is the most successful British 

football team, the tragedies of Heysel and Ifillsborough, the liollywood-likc 

comeback in the 2005 Champions League final, and the emotional o%vricrship of 

the club by the fans typified by "You'll Never Walk Alone' turns the club - and 

supporting the club - into 'Fortress Anficld' where the fellowship of the team take 

on the world. 803 This connection is not a spurious one; Spanish striker Fcmando 

Torres has a tattoo on his left arm of 'his name, Fernando, %kTittcn in Tcngwar, the 

script invented by J. R. R. Tolkicn in The Lord ofthe Rings, , R04 and The Lord of the 

Rings actor Dominic Monaghan was photographed at Old Trafford in a football 

shirt with '11obbit, on the back in the place of the name of die playcr. 805 

Traditionally the football supporter space has been a malc-dominatcd one and 

many studies of football fandom are concentrated on violence and hooliganism 

among and between fans, but Raymond Boyle and Richard I layncs suggcst that: 

in many ways it is the appeal of that actual sense orcommunity, %hich 
being a football supporter offers, that makes it such a potcnt cultural farcc 
in an increasingly fragmented and turbulent social and cconomic world. 
People like to feel they belong and sport ofTcrs a highly charged emotional 

102 Red and White Kop: Indcpcndent Liverpool FC wcbsite, 
qtM'/-/www. redandwhitekop. com/gallcry/displayimage. php? album-4&po3-54>la"cs. wd Is 
Dccember 2007] 
"' That Liverpool can frequently under-pcrforin at the highest level d(vi not matter for the story. 
The power of the LFC narrative means that everything is absorbed Into it. 
804 Leo Moynihan, The Liverpool AlUcellany (London: Vision Sports Publishing. 2007ý p. 64 
105 This can be seen at Dominic Monaghan Online: <http: //dominic- 
inonaghan. org/picturegailery/displayimage. php? album- 120&pos-O> [accessed 19 December 
2007] 
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public area within which to express this sense of belonging, even if at times 
this carries with it negative aspects. 806 

This Parallels the development and importance of online communities in media 

fandoms, suggesting that neither community is a result of the central focus ofthe 

fandorn - whether it is an organised sport or media text - or indeed, of the gender 

of the community, but that the formation of the community is a natural and 

appealing part of being a fan. The hundreds of The Lordofthe Rings fans who 

convened at film premi&es and conventions is comparable to the hundreds of 

Liverpool fans who massed in the city ccntre to welcome the team home aftcr the 

victory in the European Champions League. It is through identification as a fmi 

that the boundaries between 'fan' and 'creator' arc maintained. 

(Other) Lord of1he Rings 

Mooncalf's hclpful classification of fanriction dcrincs Altcmatc Univcrsc (AUs) 

firstly as: 

THEAU 
AUTI IOR SO if this never happened then this happened instead and this never 
happened and then this liaPpcncd, and... 
CHARACTER ... who am I? 
OTI IER CI IARACTER I'M SO lost. I don't think I used to be this nice. 
READERS Whoa. COO1.907 

The value of using Mooncalf's dcf initions is that it elucidates the fact that despite 

hundreds of potential fandoms and narrative forms, fanfiction tends to draw only 

on the twenty-nine distinctive forms that Mooncalf dcrincs. Some arc, naturally, 

806 Raymond Boyle and Richard I laynes. New Media SPort', SpCW. Afedia. Culture: GI(dhdanJ 
Local Dimensions, ed. by Alina Bernstein and Neil Blain (London: Frank Cass Publishem 2003). 
CS. 95-114 (p. I 11) 

Mooncalf, 'Every Fanfic Ever Writtcnl' 
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more prevalent than others, and Steven Swann Jones argues that 'audicnccs 

generally have a cultural orientation that also contributes not only to "hat stories 

are asked for and enjoyed, but also to the way they arc told'. "mis suggests that 

repetition through a stable form is one of the most appealing features orfanf iction 

although it does not explain the popularity of Altcrnatc Universe (AU) fanfiction 

where the stable forms of the narratives - for example, the romance - arc 

destabilised along with the original narrative. 

An AU commonly features characters from one text in a narrative which 

departs from the canon. It is typically understood to deal with departures in plot 

rather than character development; for example, most fanfiction readers would not 

necessarily class slash as an AU, whereas Galadricl claiming the Ring as she does 

in 'Love Me and Despair' by EdorasLass would certainly be classed as an AU. 80,0 

The power of this piece of fanfiction rests in the slow build up; each small section 

deals with a member of the Fellowship and gradually the sinister atmosphere is 

increased. Boromir, Gimli and even Aragom seem to be thriving under Galadricl's 

leadership and the Lady has assured him that Mordor is still, the lands of the 

South prosper under the Steward's able command'. "10 Aragorn has Ar%N,, cn, 

Middle-earth seems to be at peace and Boromir is alive - but these things, 

EdorasLass asserts, come at a terrible price: Rolian has fallen to Grima with 

11doden murdered while Fangom is failing under 'the Shadow of the Lady'. 81 I 

More striking still is the fate of the remaining members of the r-cllo%%ship; Merry 

and Pippin have fled and: Tcgolas son of 17hranduil wants nothing, needs nothing. 

808 Steven Swann Jones, p. 28 109 EdorasLass, 'Love Me and Despair'. 
"ýhttP: //www. fantiction. net/s/2232043/1 /Lovc_Mc_4n4_Dcspair> [accessed 28 ScrAernber 20071 
110 Ibid. 111 Ibid. 
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I lis ruined body has been thrown beyond the borders of the Golden Wood for the 

beasts to scavenge'. 8 12 The implication is that Gimli has killed him for daring to 

defy Galadriel: 'the Prince of Mirkwood flouted the Lady's will, and there is only 

one penalty for such treachery'. 813 Sam has a garden but with his mind dominated 

and subordinated to Galadriel's will, he does not notice that 'once-gcntle flowers 

now sprout wicked thorns, and that his hedges are withering into skeletal 

ghosts'. 814 This image of Sam's garden is emblematic of the story as a whole; 

Middle-carth itself is wilting under Galadricl's rule and those who, in 7he Lord of 

the Rings, stand firmly against such domination and destruction, arc either actively 

working with evil or cannot see it for what it is. EdorasLass makes a strong 

comment on the insidious nature of evil in 'Love Me and Despair' and on the 

nature of heroism: all of these things have happened because of Frodo's 

cowardice. By portraying a Frodo who succumbed to the opportunity to give up 

the quest - and, not the least, a Galadricl who succumbed to the lure of the Ring - 

EdorasLass refocuses attention on The Lordofthe Rings' Frodo as a hero. William 

K. Ferrell comments that 'heroism, in its most romantic and respected form, is 

expressed as a conscious choice oronc individual to sacrificc him or herself ror the 

bcncrit of others' and it is Frodo's failure to be a licro which leads to the events in 

'Love Me and Despair'. "' The terrible irony in 'Love hie and Despair' is that the 

agony and torture which Frodo suffers in the latter half of the quest is as nothing to 

the pain which he suflers having given up the quest. I laving agreed to take the 

Ring to Mordor- if you do not rind a way, no one will" - rrodo's fate in The Lord 

112 EdorasLass, 'Love Me and Despair'. 
'13 Ibid. 
114 Ibid. 
"s William K. r-arrelijiterature and FdmAs Alodern AO-tholcV (London: Praeger, 2000), p. 60 
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ofthe Rings, to leave the Shire and Middic-earth, to lose his finger and suffer 

always the pain of the stabbed shoulder, does not seem like any kind of a 

reward, 8 16 'Love Me and Despair' reminds the reader that there is grcat mcrcy in 

The Lord ofihe Rings and that it could have been so much worse: 

The halfling Frodo has been both her salvation and her vengeance. I Ic borc 
the Ring to her, offered it freely, and that has earned him a place of highest 
honour, ever at her side. As a reward, she has not clouded his mind; he 
alone has been allowed to keep his memories of the timc Wore. If not for 
Frodo, she would have diminished, and gone into the West. 

She would still be Galadricl. 8 17 

Interestingly for an AU story, the final line - 'She would still be Galadriel'- 

actually signifies the appropriative nature orthc narrative. 818 Ilic Galadriel of 

'Love Me and Despair' is not the Galadriel of The Lord ofthe Rings, who is 

tempted by the Ring but: 'laughed again, and lol she was shrunken: a slender c1r. 

woman, clad in simple white, whose gentle voice was soft and sad. "I pass the 

test, ' she said. 'I will diminish, and go into the West, and remain Galadricl. "19 

Leslie A. Donovan draws parallels between Galadricl and thc valkyric or 

medieval Germanic literature: 'her refusal of the One Ring [... ] is valkyric-likc in 

that it is an action undertaken as the result of a suprcme exertion of die character's 

Wills. 820 No more than Gandalf is Galadricl immune to the lure of the Ring: 

goodness does not preclude temptation, but die moral strcngth of those charactcrs 

who resist the Ring makes them more believable and more admirable than ir, like 

Tom Bombadil, 'the Ring has no power over him'. '21 Tom Shippey draws 

1'6 The Lord ofthe Rings, p. 270 
"? EdorasLass, 'LA)ve Me and Despair'. 
" Ibid. 
119 7"he Lord ofthe Rings, p. 3 66 
20 Donovan, p. 117 : 
21 The Lord of the Rings, p. 265 
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attention to the fact that many characters in The Lord ofthe Rings sccm 

disinterested in the Ring despite their proximity to it. 122 Shippey's point here is 

that the Ring is addictive: Merry, Pippin, Legolas and Gimli are not at risk rrom 

the Ring because they have not come into contact with it and the bricraddiction 

suffered by Sam and Bilbo is something they can rccovcr from. Tolkicn does not 

elucidate whether Legolas and Gimli are affected by the Ring, but both would have 

very good reasons to keep their distance, and there is little cvidence orciosc, 

physical contact between either orthem and Frodo, ror example. The unusual 

resistance of hobbits to the powcr of the Ring is strcsscd in Bilbo, Sam, Frodo - 

and Gollum, who retained a small amount of 'hobbitncss' despite possessing the 

Ring for hundreds of years - which could account for Mcrry and Pippin"s 

resistance. Finally, if the power of the Ring was simply addictive, then cithcr 

Frodo is more susceptible to addiction than Bilbo; the Ring is more active during 

The Lord ofthe Rings than it was during the years Bilbo uscd it in the Shire; or the 

Ring as an object of power is more dangerous to those %%ho alrcady possess powcr. 

All of these arc perfectly plausible intcrprctations in the text: 

Its strength, Boromir, is too great for anyone to wicld at will, save only 
those who have already a great power of their own. But for them it holds an 
even deadlier peril. The very desire of it corrupts the heart. Consider 
Saruman. If any of the Wisc should with this Iting overthrow the Lord or 
Mordor, using his own arts, he would then set himself on Sauron's throne, 
and yet another Dark Lord would appear. And that is another reason %hy 
the Ring should be destroyed: as long as it is in the world it would be a 
danger even to the Wisc. For nothing is evil in the beginning. E Wen Sauron 
was not So. 923 

822 See Tom Shippey, 'The Lordofthe Rings (2): conccptsorEvll', J. && TolAlen. 'Aullsorofthe 
Century (London: I larpcrCollins, 2001). pp. 112-160 
1123 The Lord ofthe Rings, p. 267 
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'Love Me and Despair' is then an investigation into what Kathar)m W. Crabbe 

notes: 'ultimate defeatý then, in The Lord ofthe Rings, is not simply to lose tile 

battle with evil, but to be incorporated into it., 824 

If there is a faint glimmer of hope in 'Love Me and Despair', with Merry 

and Pippin still free and Frodo with his mind still his own, then there is none at all 

in Roz Kaveney's 'Webs'. A stunning exploration of the character of Shelob and a 

chilling alternative for the events of Cirith Ungol, 'Webs' posits a Middle-carth 

where Gollum tells Shelob about Frodo and the Ring: Mic small one, who smclled 

of marsh and blind fish, had whispered to her [ ... II le %%-as her meat from the first 

day they met, and she sat and savourcd the anticipation of his taste. '825 Sliclob Is 

described in such a way as to make a reader returning to 7he Lord ofthe Rings 

more aware of the horror of Cirith Ungol and of Sam's bravery. Roz Kavcncy's 

Shclob is thoroughly monstrous in a way that exceeds the lingering memory of the 

Mirkwood spiders in The 11obbit and returns to childhood the spiders in the 

Forbidden Forest in the Harry Potter series. 

She had lived an ctcmity and would live an ctcmity more. Grcatcst of the 
children of Ungoliant, she had catcn her mother's heart and bmins %hilc hcr 
siblings contented themselves with the bclly. fat and the guts waiting 
until all were dead before she let herself cat any or them. 
She had strateg, when she needed to. And was capable ordelay, and or 

6 
sudden speed. 6 

This is clearly drawn from Tolkien's The n. 0 To%, ers - the visual qualities orthc 

medium mean that Jackson's sequence in 7be Return ofthe King is more action 

based and there is very little way of conveying information about Sliclob's past - 

: 24 Crabbe, P. 155 
25 Roz Kavency, 'Webs. <: http: //www. hcnncth- 

annun. nct/stories/chaptcr_view. crm? stid -476&SPOrdinal- I> faccesuA 28 Scptcniber 20071 
112A Ibid. 
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'still she was there, who was there before Sauron, and before the first stone or I 

Barad-dOr; and she served none but herself, drinking the blood of Elves and Men, 

bloated and grown fat with endless brooding on her feasts, weaving webs of 

shadows; for all living things were her food s. 927 'Webs' is consistent with canon in 

Shclob's description and behaviour; it becomes an alternate univcrsc when Sam's 

heroic battle becomes just 'a short painful struggle' : 829 

All things came to her web in their time. All things came to her stomach in 
their time [ ... I She stepped the end of the smallest leg she had into Its 
circle and suddenly It clung to her as if It had always known her as Its 
Mistress. 

And she remade the world. And not slowly. 829 

Jane Chance notes that 'Gollum and Shclob both illustrate the lower sins or 

gluttony, sloth and lechery', and Shclob's triumph in 'Webs' can be read as a 

commentary on the potential state of the world - Middic-carth or the 'real' world - 

if such traits arc allowed to take control. 930 At the conclusion. the cornIvIling 

image of Shelob swinging on a great web from Minas Nf orgul to Nf inas Tirith and 

beyond is haunting and lingering: 

She would live an ctcrnity spinning her webs across the land and beyond 
the sea. Orcs were her mcat and elves and men, and cvcn the Valinor 
should dread her bite and her web and her appetite nested in a slow 
grey web. 831 

Paul Kocher comments that Shclob is 'one of the many variations on the theme of 

evil of which Sauron is the generic type', but the medium of ranfiction. with its 

multiple interpretations and appropriations, allows an cxaniination or. Sliclob's 

'27 The Lord ofthe Rings, p. 723 
2' Kaveney, 'Webs. : 
29 Ibid. 

: 'o Chance, 'TheLordoftheRings: Tolkien's E-pic', p. 216 
11 Kavcney, 'Webs'. 
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powers as the sustainable and enduring evil of Middle-carth. 832 Shclob is in many 

ways the 'feminine counterpart to Sauron' and 'Webs' describes Shclob"s 

domination of Middle-earth as no less complete than the one which 1rodo and Sam 

see in Galadriel's mirror in The Fellowship ofthe Ring. 833 

Both EdorasLass and Roz Kavcney havc drawn inspiration from Tolkicn's 

text and (re)imagined the outcome of the quest. I lenry Jenkins points out that 

'there is still a tremendous authority vested in the original that withstands most 

grassroots challenges', and such appropriations and rewritings arc unlikely to 

impact enormously on The Lord ofthe Rings - except that even, and perhaps 

especially, alternate universes provide something akin to the tX-st academic 

criticism: they encourage the reader to reconsider the text in a new way. '34 

Othcr fanfiction writcrs arc not contcnt to Icavc the tcxt the way it cnds and 

write 'Post-qucst' stories set after the end of The Return ofthe King. Stories set in 

the West when Frodo and Sam are reunited arc very popular, especially amongst 

slash writers who see Sam's following of Frodo as the final afrimiation that his 

love for Frodo is above all others, including his ramily. Nlooncalrs second 

definition of the AU is very apt for the post-qucst AU series by Lady Alyssa and 

Random Dent: 

THEAU. PART2 
CHARACUR: ... this isn't an AU, I'm just ridiculously OOC. 
OMER CHARACTER: I think that's thanks to the freakishly modcm-day setting. 
CHARACTER: ... someone, help, I'm having an identity crisisl 
OTI IER C1 1ARACTE- R: Jeans! I'm wearing jcansl'35 

832 Paul Kocher, Alaster of Aliddle-earth. p. 73 
1131lughT. Keenan, -ThcAppcal of TheLordofthe Rings: A Struggle for Life% JAK T(Wen's 
The Lord ofthe Rings (see Lobdell, above), pp. 3-16 (p. 9) 
34 Jenkins, 'Reception Theory and Audience Research' 
's Mooncalf, 'Every ranfic Ever Writtcnl' 
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The Bagenders is a long, unfinished series set in an alternate universe 

where the Fellowship become immortal, and somehow (this is never fully 

elucidated) live together in a three bedroom scmi-dctachcd house sonicwhcrc in 

the north of England: 'some fellowships were not meant to be broken f... ] I listory 

has become legend; legend has become myth and myth has become 

merchandising'. 836 Lady Alyssa and Random Dent make an explicit link between 

the corporate ownership of and subsequent exploitation orcultural myths. 711c 

important cultural narratives of the twentieth and t%%, cnty-rtrst centuries have, as 

they point out, 'become merchandising'. Mythic narratives have become a 

commodity to buy and sell in the marketplace and they are used explicitly to make 

money. Fan writers subvert this model of consumption by providing a new mythic 

text which is both free and easily accessible. 

The clever interweaving of the fantasy and satirical elements turn a one. 

device story into a highly popular and wcll-writtcn series. Ile charactcrisation is 

loose but the series has its own particular charm, exposing as it does tile "dark' side 

of the Fellowship, or rather, those parts of their personalities which are human 

instead of heroic. Tbc series displays an affcction for the original text which seems 

to be missing from non-fan produced parodies such as Boredofthe Rings 837 of 

which Louise Karczmarz notes: 'its only real intention is to be cnicrtaining'. 838 

The Bagenders joyfully mocks the characters, cmbroiling Aragorn in a 

bitter divorce from Atwell, where he frequently sufrcrs "emotional blackmail from 

three continents away' as Arwcn unreasonably brings up 'things that happened 

936 Lady Alyssa and Random Den4 The Bagenders, <bttp: //bagcnden. stormpages. corW. > [accessed 
10 September 2007]. 
837 1 larvard Lampoon, Boredofthe Rings (LA)ndon: Gollancz, 2003) 
131 Louise Karczmarz, 'Review of Bored of die Rings', 
<htip: //www. alisciri. comAopics/info-403. &sp> [accessed 6 Januwy 20081 
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five and a half diousand years ago'. g39 The series also demotcs him from king to 

park ranger in a clever consideration of where Aragom's talents might be best used 

in modem society. Instead of battling Ores and Uruk I lai, he shepherds school 

parties around the woods, an aspect of hisjob that be regards with dislike: 'Ores, 

he could deal with, Uruk-hai, and on a good day even the Nazg0l, but a school trip 
840 was beyond even the former king of Gondor' .I lowcvcr a later episode, 'Strider 

Scoutmaster', displays his apparent flair with children as he turns a Scout Troop 

into a 'precision drilled [ ... ] fivc-foot tall lcgion of Gondor'. g4l Like Monty 

Python's Sir Gawain, however, Aragom does not fit easily into this new 

environment; whether implicitly intended or not, the writcrs of The Bagenders 

demonstrate the inapplicability of certain elements of 7he IX)rdt)flhc Rings to a 

postmodem society. The use of humour to deconstruct and stress the cultural 

power inherent in Tolkien's portrayal of the character construction is suggestive of 

Linda Ifutcheon's analysis of how such approaches to core cultural texts are used 

by female writers and artists 'to point to the history and historical power of those 

cultural representations, while ironically contextualizing both in such a way as to 

deconstruct them. ' 942 Parody remains a strong element of the creative products 

produced by fans and such dcrinitions of parody as used by I lutchcon ror cxamplc, 

arc certainly applicable - with reservations - to ranifiction, fan vids and other 

creative outputs, and to draw comparisons with the 'legitimate" creative arts. 

I lowcvcr, it is naTvc to assume that a wider understanding of (he I inks between the 

839 Lady A lyssa and Random Dcn4 Me Dagenders: 71seShadow offlut Past. 
"littp: #bagcndcrs. stormpagcs. com/cp2. html. > [accessed IOSCPtcmbcr2OO7l 
840 Lady Alyssa and Random Dcn4 Me flagenderv TheShadow ofthe Past, 
84 1 Lady Alyssa and Random Dcný Me flagenders: Strider Scuut A fafter. 
'chttP: //bagcnders. stonnpagcs. com/eplO. html> [accessed 10scptembcr2007l 
142 1 futchcon, The Politics ofPostmodernism, p. 98 
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professional artists and writers whose work is protected under various 'Fair 

Dealing' statutes through the understanding that their work is explicitly parodic, 

and the fans who create not-for-prorit creative arts, will lead to a relaxing of the 

somewhat hostile attitude towards the writers of fanfiction on the part of the 

corporate copyright owners. 943 

The Bagenders becomes a study not of disparate communities working 

together to survivc but a microcosm of antiquated individuals who are unable to 

fully interact in a fractured modem society: this is where most of the humour or 

the series is drawn from. The hcrocs of 77ze Lord ofthe Rings can remain hcrocs so 

long as they remain within the confines of Tolkicn's text; the penalty for straying 

outside the text is parody and ridicule. I lowcvcr, while clearly a parody of 

Tolkien's creation, The Bagenders approach to the source text is far closer to 

Linda I futchcon's description of postmodemism; 77to Bagenders series 'instal I and 

then subvert convention in parodic ways, self-consciously pointing both to their 

Own inherent paradoxes and provisionality and, orcoursc, to their critical or ironic 

rc-reading of the an of the past'. 944 Tlirough the extensive use or intertextual 

material, The Bagenders continually draws attention to the artificial boundaries 

between the texts it draws upon. For example, runncllcd through 711e Bagenders 

aPpropriative methods, the close relationship between Aten Beharing Radly and 

Father Ted becomes explicit in the behaviour of the Fellowship, as demonstrated 

in Gandalf's repeated demands for alcohol. The Lordofthe Rings becomes a way 

for the writers to discuss a reading of British culture and society that appears to be 

"' in random, there exists not only an understandable conruslon over what Is and Is not considered 
copyright infringement but also a dominance of American legal terminology. What is known at 'Fair Dcalingin British Copyright Acts Is also known as'Fair Usc'In the United States. 814 Linda I lutchcon, Ile Politics of Postmodemism: Parody and I listory, Cultural Critique, 5 
(Winter, 1986-1987), 179-207 (p. ISO) 
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indistinguishable from that presented - and parodied - in the media. 77his rc- 

presenting of the middle classes and the associated texts like Ground Force, 

University Challenge and, although The Bagenders does prc-datc the spccific 

property boom on British television, the docu-soap narratives, draws attcntion to 

the apparent invisibility of these narratives and the presentation of British society 

that they represent: 'even the most selkonscious and parodic orcontemporary 

works do not try to escape, but indeed foreground, the historical, social, 

ideological contexts in which they have existed and continue to cxist. '845 Ulrike If. 

Mcinhof and Jonathan Smith, writing onSpitting linage, suggest that: 

Spitting Imagc consists of TV pastichc or parody quite as much as in 
anything else. This pastiche or parody takes as its object or target not 
simply individual TV programmes, but also the more anonymous and 
gcncralized generic formats of television programmes and, occasionally, a 
scqucncc of such formats which combine to parody an entire evening's 
schedule. 846 

This is equally applicable to the layered intertextuality or The Btigcnilers which 

uses The Lord ofthe Rings in order to %N-andcr through contemporary cultural 

products and interrogate the medium of television as much as television texts: 

'Me authors appeared wearing ill-advised furry parkas, headphones and 
holding strangely shaped microphones stupidly close to their mouths, but 
the fcllowship were too involved in their argument to notice this strange 
phenomenon. 

"Good morning and welcome to 69 Waterton Crescent whcrc the teams are 
warming up for the International Video in a AfTy Bag Rugby 
Championship. Todays competing teams arc the Wn of Gondor vs the 
I lobbits of the Shirc warming up by having a scrcaming row [ ... I I'lic Men 
of Gondor, arc unusually for them, ficiding an cif Whatdo you think about 
that Bob? , 847 

Ifutchcon, 'The Politics of Postmodcrnism: Parody and Ilistory', p. 183 
846UIrike 11. Meinhof and Jonathan Smith, '., VpiWng image: TV Genre and Intertcxtuality', In 
Intertextuality andthe Media (see Kelly-llolmcs. above), pp. 43-60 (p. 46) 
"7 Lady Alyssa and Random Dent, The DagendervAt Home with Dwomir. 
<http: //bagendcrs. stormpagcs. com/story/Cp7. litml> [accessed 7 August 20081 
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I futcheon's assertion that in postmodern parody 'what appears to be an aesthetic 

turning-inward is exactly what reveals the close connections between the social 

production and reception of art and our ideologically and historically conditioned 

ways of perceiving and acting' fai Is to encompass an appropriative - and 

apparently sub-cultural - response to an artistic work such as The Lord ofthe 

Rings. 848 

Either ironic and satirical appropriativc works such as The Bagenders arc 

not parody, or Hutchcon's definition is limited and does not possess the 

appropriate theoretical language in order to address parodic farifiction which is 

both a revelation of the production and reception of art and a creative work %Nhich 

is unacknowledged or sidelined by conventional scholarship. I leavily intctlcxtual 

fanfiction like The Bagenders is highly self-conscious orthe'vcry acts or 

production and reception' of the medium, but this sel f-consciousncss is not a 

commentary within the text, unlike films and novels %khich deal with 

demonstrating the constructed and contested nature of rcprcscntationS. 84" 11irough 

the use of author's notes the fanfiction reader is invited to be a%k-arc of the various 

appropriations which may well go beyond the original text being appropriated: 

[The Bagenders: 'Many Mceti ngs'] 
JRR Tolkicn owns the Fellowship. Debt to'Fathcr Ted'in the 
charactcrisation of Ganda] f. General situation dcbt to the'Young Ones'. 
"rally ho, pip pipctc belongs to Balckaddcr (sic) goes Forth; Spanish 
Inquisition belongs to Monty Python and/or the Catholic church. We don't 
own Benny Hill, 71c Dambustcrs, Lcgo (wcll actually wc 0%%Ii quite a lot 
of Lego, but that's not the point), Dr. Who, Abba, Gladiator, Isambard 
Kingdom Brunei or the Cliflon Suspension Bridge. 

[The Bagenders: 'A Conspiracy Unmaskcd] 
Mink bikini borrowcd fromRound the I lome'. One sccnc blatantly 
plagaris- sorry, 'inspired' by 'Rcd D%%-arf. Latin motto courtesy of the 

"' I lutcheon. no politics of Postmodcmism: Parody and I listory". p. 194 
149 1 lutcheon, The politics of postmodernim, p. 105 
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Emperor Vespasian. Mrs. Wainthrop appears courtesy of the WI, and both 
she and Julie belong to us. 

[The Bagenders: 'The Silver Forest] 
TIc beginning of the story is a misquote of the beginning of Virgil's 
'Aencid'. Most of the story in the Retirement home is based on a very funny 
play by Aristophancs called Thesmophorlas. rusae, which is translated into 
English either as 'The Women of the 71csmophoria, or The Poct and the 
Women', and it's filthy - we've really only used the clean bits. Lady Cora 
and Lady Clarice arc residents of Gormenghast and belong to Mcrvyn 
Pcake - will be sent back by return of post at great personal expense. 

Robert Phiddian points out that a 'complex parody can involvc notjust a 

Particular aesthetic object, but many kinds of discourse within its own structure' 

and this is highly applicable to non-parodic fanriction. 850 The mcta-tcxtual 

environment of fandom is one of constant intcrtcxtual appropriation which goes far 

beyond the cursory investigation into cross-ovcr fanfiction where characters rrom 

one text appear alongside characters from another, - for example Spike and Angel 

from Buffy the Vampire Slaý, er appearing in Heroes fanfiction or Mulder and 

Scully working on a case alongside Torchvvoods Captain Jack I larkncss. 17his 

Multi-tcxtual movement is equivalent to the fan writers themselves who arc likely 

to move easily between fandoms. Shcenagh Pugh asserts that: 'some %%Titcrs do 

write in more than one fan universe but it would be rare to write in more than two 

or three, and many are faithful to one only', but this is, I suspect, a relic from the 

days of the fanzinc. Both economically and socially, it has never been easier to 

move between fandoms and many %vritcrs take their readers with thcm. 851 

"" Robert Phiddian, 'Are Parody and Dcconstruction Secretly the Same Uing? % New Litertuy 
History 28: 4 (1997), pp. 673-696 (p. 683) 
"' Pugh, p. 116.1 have written in about ten fandoms and read In far more; admittedly, some of 
those stories were onc-offs and I count Buffy the Vampire. Wayer as being separate rromfte/ 
which some purists might not. The point Is that according to Pugh. I am in the minority %% hcrVas 
based on my own experience in fandom, my reading and writing practices am far closer to the 
norm. 
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Presented as 'episodes' rather than 'chapters', The Ragenders is c1carly 

intended to be read as a quasi-intcmctivc text. The main wcbsitc hosts links to the 

series mailing list called 'Tolkicn Silliness' and to artwork contributed by readers, 

and although the series was abandoned by its original writcrs for some 

considerable time, it has been passed on to a new set of fan %Titcrs to continuc. 852 

The interactive qualities of fanfiction enable the readers ora particular series to 

contribute and communicate far more casily with the %%Titcrs they cnjoy. 

The Bagenders is almost dcriantly British, rcfcrcncing as it docs a wide 

variety of inter and cxtra-textual material, especially British popular culture 

sources from Father Ted 853 to Terry Pratchot's Discivorlil University 

Challenge854 and EastEnders. 855 It is clear that the fan %Titcrs have extensive 

knowledge and understanding of the minutia of Middlc-carth. but their more 

obscure references are used subtly and blended into the narrative. 

Dear Elbercth, how are you? Ile Fellowship are all %%vll. Including 
Boromir. Ile seems to have reincarnated back here for sonic rcason. I know 
you can take him back since you had Glorfindcl bouncing back and rorth 
between here and Valinor like an clvcn yo-yo. Take him backl 111casc. 
Pleascl Please! 
Yours sincerely 

856 Legolas or Mirkwood. 

The humour in this extract is increased with the extra-tcxtual knowledge that the 

writcrs are satirising convcntional representations or Lcgolas in ranfiction as an 

852 Inwai and Ololay, The New Bagenders, <btip: llbagendcrs. tripod. conil. > facces" 20 Januwy 
20081. The new writers have relocated the Fellowship to the U. S. A. This $continuation' or Ilse 
Bagenders accommodates a 'second wave' appropriation; Inwal and Ololay are appropriating an 
appropriation of 7he Lord ofthe Rings. The fact that 'second wive' appropriation Is commonly 
termed 'sharing the sandpit' heightens the correlation between fanfiction and play. 
1,3 Father Ted. Channel 4 Television. 1995-1998. 
54 University Challenge. BBC. 1962 - prcscnL 35 EastEnders. B 13C. 1985 -present. 136 Lady Alyssa and Random Dcnt, 7he Dagenders: Me Atirror ofAhlwrity. 

"I-bttp: //www. stonnpages. com/bagenderstepisodcsl2cp4. html> (t7he wcbsitc notes that as of 
Deccmbcr 2005. many of the pages arc not working but they hope to remedy this shortly. ) 
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aloof and inhumanly calm individual, unused to dealing with human emotions. I'lic 

Legolas of The Bagenders frequently resorts to blackmail, sarcasm and the 'Scary 

E : If Eyes' to get his own way. 957 This extract also cxcmplirics the high IcvcI of 

contextual knowledge that the writers possess about Tolkicn's novels. Rather than 

using Peter Jackson's adaptations as a dcrinitivc source, they rcfcr explicitly to the 

'book canon' - all the events and characters who appear in The Lord ofthe Rings. 

The conflict between Boromir and Lcgolas, which rcoccurs at several key 

points in the series, is ccntrcd around a personality conflict which does not occur 

in ne Lordofthe Rings and allows the writers to explore the clash of relatives 

which has been a staple of British situational comedy ror several decades; although 

they strcss the differences between the humans, hobbits and elves, this can rarely 

be extrapolated into any commentary on race in twentieth and twcnty-first century 

Britain. 858 Rather than being happy about being reunited with the missing member 

of the Fellowship, Lcgolas actively campaigns to get him removed, disliking the 

disruption to the status quo. Although it is never explained exactly %Vhy (fie 

Fellowship arc forced to live together, it is intimated through the series that 

Lcgolas is the only one who can successfully survive in modcrn Britain and that 

despite his best cfforts, the others always end up finding him. As a result of this, fie 

frequently takes on a Imothcring' role with the others. 71c tension between 

Boromir and Lcgolas is to some extent drawn out through Aragom being 

positioned between them as a hybrid figurc - The Bagcnders demonstrates 

r J] Lady Alyssa and Random Dent, Me Dagenders. ' Me Dream4 190, 
rision to ass c The Bagenders only features one dwarf. so there is not a representative Pro[,, ) UM 

that Lady Alyssa and Random Dent am commenting on Tolklen's portrayal or the dwarves. Lady 
A lyssa and Random Dent do note their awareness of and appropriation of DISC"twId to it Is 
possible that parodying Tolklen's dwarves would cover the same area as Pratchett and undermine 
their original elements. This is conjecture but reasonable conjecture given the popularity of 
Pratchett with the likely targct audience or Me flagendcrs. 
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Aragorn's difference by stressing his similarities and differences to Boromir and 

Legolas and by also setting Boromir and Legolas in conflict with each other. It is 

by no means a coincidence that Aragorn's anxiety about his rangcr skills - which 

he developed in Rivendel I- occurs most heavily in 'I'he Dream Fridge' which 

features Boromir's return to the Fellowship. 

In Mic Drcam-Fridge', Aragorn's conccrns about losing his Rangcr skills 

are dealt with firmly by Legolas: 

Halfway through Aragorn's confused and dcprcssivc rant, U-golas had 
climbed into the tree beside him and %vas patting him incffectually on the 
shoulder. It was so much easier with Elves, theyjust sang ror a while and 
forgot, but humans always seemed to brood, and bn-, oding led to crying and 
someone, usually him, ending up with a damp shoulder. I le decided this 
had to stop. 

'Aragom, stop being so silly. You haven't lost your Ranger skills, 
it's like riding a bike, youjust have to practice. Now, %%v'rc going to go 
indoors, make a cup of tca and watch that documcntary and then you're 
going to have an early night. ' 

Aragom looked at his boots. 'Ycs, Elrond. 'Tbcre was a confused 
pause. 'Sorry, it's the autopilot. '859 

I Icre, Lady Alyssa and Random Dent draw attention to the di ffcrcncc between 

humans and elves in dealing with their emotions. Ilicy set up archetypal traits for 

the elves in particular and then systematically subvert them by their 

characterisation of Lcgolas, Elrond, and his sons, Elladan and Elrohir, %%ho are 

turned into 'surfer dudes'. It is suggested in The Bagenders that the 17ellowship"s 

general and amusing inability to take care orthcrnsclvcs is the main rcust)n wily 

Lcgolas makes all the decisions. As can be seen in the latcr cpis(xies, Legolas 

organiscs Gandalf being put into a care home, the 17cllowship moving to a new 

house and various festive gatherings. II is frustration with the others is one or the 

Lady Alyssa and Random Dent. The Bagenders: Me Dream-Erldxv, 
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running themes of the series and this ties into the suggestion in the series that the 

Fellowship are more thanjust flatmates, but are actually a dysfunctional family. It 

is a family without an effective patriarch because neither Gandalror Aragom are 

characterised in this role. Gandalf is portrayed as a thinly veiled homage to rather 

Jack from Father Ted, and Aragorn's attempts at authority arc constantly 

undermined by the hobbits, who arc collectively portrayed as teenagers, for 

example: '[Legolas] turned round to see all 4 hobbits attempting to mosh whilst 

sitting down and bopping left and right to the music. '860 In 'And The Sign Said: 

Center Parcs', Lcgolas and Aragorn put Merry into a daytime childrcri's play 

group: 'Someone was going to suffer for this. I lowcvcr, he %%-as going to have to 

wash the face paints off first. '861 Lady Alyssa and Random Dent take the 

Opportunity to play with political correctness and familial relationships as the 

childminder struggles to identify the relationship between Aragorn, Lcgolas and 

Merry: "'You were left here by your daddy, and, and, " she sought desperately for a 

word to describe Legolas, and decided to go for the politically con-ccl routc, "his 

friend. "' 

The quasi-familial relationships arc further emphasised in 'r-arcwcll To 

Sanity' where Pippin and Frodo claim to be Aragorn's sons. 

Frodo did some quick thinking. Ile grabbed Pippin's hand and then tugged 
on Lcgolas' sleeve, looking up with an angelic expression. 'When is daddy 
coming homeT Ile and Pippin, who'd cottoned on to this, then looked at 
the nurse with the same expression. 'Why can't wc sce daddy? ' 

Pippin followed this up with, 'Is he going to dic? 

"'0 Lady A lyssa and Random Dcnt, The BagendervA Shortcut to Whitby. 
": Ittp: //bagcndcrs. stormpagcs. com/story/Cp4. html> facccsscd 10 September 20071 
""Lady Alyssa and Random Dcn4 ll: eBagenders:, 4ndthe. VignSait- Center Pwa. 
<http: flbagcndcrs. stormpagcs. com/story/Cp9. html. > faccesscd 10 Sepicnibcr 20071 
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No human could withstand such an assault of calculated cuteness. She not 
only let them in, but gave Frodo and Pippin lollipops. 

The Bagenders can be read as an example of how fan witers concentrate 

on the mythic aspects of a text which is analogous with their own lire cxpcrience. 

Lady Alyssa and Random Dent wrote the series while university students and 77to 

Bagenders can be seen as an attempt to come to terms with the change in 

environment and emotional attachments as they moved from living and interacting 

with their families to building similar bonds with an 'artificial' or constructed 

'family' of friends. 

: Vanding thc-tcxt or zzie Lordefthe Rings 

llenry Jenkins's book Textual Poachers was one of the first serious examinations 

of fandorn and farmish methods of appropriation and consumption. Milc the book 

exhibits Jenkins's extensive knowledge ofSIar Trek fan culture over a number or 

Years, published as it is in the early 1990s the book cannot be expected to account 

for the realities of fandom in the twcnty-first century, nor indeed of the younger - 

and by now, larger - fandoms which have sprung up in the last ten years. nc 

rational, organiscd and above all, adult activities that Jenkins analyses provide tile 

interested rcadcr with a map of organiscd fandom's early years but rail to predict 

the shifts in focus, the increasing legitimisation of fandom and the broad spectrum 

of agcs that fandom attracts. What Jenkins has done, to the detriment or random, is 

to label the actions of fans definitivcly as 'poachers' and the negative connotations 

of poaching - being, for example, synonymous with stealing - have helped to 

shape critical approaches to fandom. Jenkins's term works as part of a new 
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discourse, the academic discourse which straddles two oscillating positions; 'the 

fan' and 'the academic'. This new position, occurring at a time when academic 

research is perceived as being more rigorously tied to institutional and publication 

constraints, has financial and professional implications and is subject to peer and 

management review and, over the last ten years in the United Kingdom, is subject 

to national departmental review in the Research Assessment Exercise (ILAE). 

None of these are the case for the fanfiction writer. Jenkins noted that 

'approaching popular culture as a fan gives me new insights into the media by 

releasing me from the narrowly circumscribed categories and assumptions of 

academic criticism and allowing me to play with textual materials". 862 711is is not 

to suggest a wholesale rejection of Jenkins's or penicy's work; the progression or 

fandorn studies owes its existence to their original works and the significzuicc of 

NASAITrek and Textual Poachers should not be underestimated. But it is perhaps 

time to fully contextualisc these works and to acknowledge that the speviric 

moment and texts that they concentrated on has passed. Fandorn must look beyond 

Jenkins and Penley and other 'big name' media scholars in order that the field 

progresses, rather than stagnates academically. Equally, evaluating ranriction 

through a model of intertextuality and appropriation opens up the ficid beyond a 

reading of fanfiction through feminist or queer theory. As Craig Latrcll suggests: 

The act of borrowing itself (no matter who is doing it) is an essentially 
creative and artistic one, and one that deserves to be extunined as an 
aesthetic phenomenon rather than simply as a demonstration of (or reaction 
to) political power. 963 

Jenkins, Textual Poachers, p. 5 
Craig Latrell. 'Afler Appropriation'. Me Drama Review. 44: 4 (Winter. 2000). 44-35 (p. 47) 
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The point is that fan writings arc not limited by the text; rather that the text 

Provides multiple interpretations dependant. solely on the imagination orthe fan 

writer. Fan adaptations are therefore potentially more inventive and indicative of 

the socio-cultural climate - of gender and crotic trends in popular cultures or 

progressive thinking about gender dcf mitions and limitations - than traditional 

accounts of fandorn allow for. Texlual Poachers suggests that fans arc tak i ng 

something from the media texts illegally, not appropriating something in die public 

sphere. Barthes argued that the 'writer's language is not expected to rel)resent 

reality, but to signify it' and the relationship between the text and die appropriating 

fanfiction writer can be charactcriscd in the same war, the fanfiction "Titcr is not 

representing the original text, but through the appropriation of characters, location 

or narrative, the text is being signiricd. 864 In addition, the %%Titers of fanfiction use 

the same appropriative devices as postmodcm parody and medieval narratives, and 

fanfiction becomes a carrier of a myth form about the original text which, as 

Barthes argues: 

does not deny things, on the contrary, its runction is to talk about them; 
simply, it purirics them, it makes them innocent, it gives them a natural and 
eternal justification, it gives them a clarity which is not that oran 
explanation but a statement of ract. 865 

The Lord ofthe Rings is a carrier for - among others -a set of myths about the 

British empire and imperial nationhood and idcntity. As in I laggard and I lcnty, the 

imperial is subsumed into the adventure; Tolkicn"s appropriation or imperial 

adventure through the fantasy epic 'gives in return [ ... ]a tuitural image or this 

Banhcs, Mythologies, p. 137 
Ibid., p. 143 
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reality'. 866 The appropriation of Tolkicn by modern fantasyATitcrs continues this 

naturalization of apparently antiquated myths of imperial nationhood and idcntity. 

Jackson's adaptations use the visual nature of film to create a New Zealand which 

is 'without depth, a world wide open and wallowing in the evident', a landscape 

without prior history or culture which can be appropriated without conflict into 

Middle-earth and rcmade. 867 It is more complex with fanfiction; it is 

Simultaneously a 'metalanguagc which is trained to celebrale things, and no longer 

"act them"', but it takes the form of a prc-dcpoliticized and prc-dcnaturaliscd 

commentary which acts on the original text and frequently, this takes the form or 

expanding and identifying the spaces in the text - narrative, charactcr-bascd or 

thematic. 868 

The spaces in The Lord ofthe Rings arc archetypes of die fantasy cpic. Ile 

domestic is quickly replaced by the unknown and the unsafe. Pippin's comment to 

Merry in Jackson's The Two Towers, 'It's too big ror us, ' can stand not just for tile 

concepts of the battle being waged but also for the very nature or the battlc. "9 

I lobbits, Pippin seems to be suggesting, arc denizens orthc domestic spaces, and 

this certainly seems to be where both Tolkicn and Jackson Imsition thcm. While 

there is certainly a great deal of 'qucst-ric'. one of the major subgcnrcs or 77te 

Lordofthe Rings fantiction ccntrcs around thc prc-qucst play space orthc hobbits 

in the domestic setting of the Shire, and Willow Wode's Rites ofPavrage and 

Baylor's Handkerchiefs andAtushroom Soup arc both excellent examples of this. 

Barthcs, Mythologies, p. 142. 
Ibid., p. 143 
Ibid., p. 144 

"9 The 7Wo Towcrs. EDV9188 
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Rites ofPassage is an epic pre-quest family saga set in and around Brandy 

I fall, examining what fans of the series have termed the 'forging of the 

Ringbearer' and his complicated family ties, both canon and invented. Willow 

Wode successfully blends Tolkien's extended writing on the nature of hobbit 

society and family relations into a coming-of-agc story which deals with the death 

of Frodo's parents, the hierarchical workings and the customs and tMditions or 

hobbit SoCiCty. 870 Taking as her premise the idea that Frodo is unusual even by 

hobbit standards, Willow Wode weaves a story of a child growing up in isolation, 

coloured by the strange circumstances surrounding his birth and patcmity and a 

source of mistrust for even his closest family members. The Frodo of Rites of 

Passage could be seen as the disenfranchised and powerless teenage boy of 

modem American cinema, tmumatiscd by the death of his parents. It is not enough 

that Bilbo would leave the Ring to Frodo and that this act would set off the events 

of The Lordofthe Rings; Willow Wodc's narrative has Elladan and Elrohir 

inadvertently awakening and stimulating the psychic gift Frodo inhcritcd from his 

Tookish mother as they try to prevent Frodo dying in utero. For F"o, Willow 

Wode suggests, there arc no safe spaces; even Bag End becomes the site of a 

second attack which leaves him in a coma. Frodo is not an cvcry-man licro; fie is 

6spccial' and 'different' and it is his difference to normal I lobbit society %% hich 

prc-cmpts the narrative of The Lordofthe Rings. Willow Wodc's appropriation 

and rewriting of The Lord ofthe Rings not only creates and expands the narrative 

gap between The 11obbit and The Lord ofthe Rings but also wri tcs over The Lor(l 

ofthe Rings with a more modem interpretation of the fantasy licro; Fn-#Jo orRites 

470 Willow Wodc, Rites Ofpassage. <Iittp: //willow-wode. net/AdulLranflc/ROP, %Iain. litni>. 
[accesscd 10 Scptcmbcr 20071 
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OfPassage is far closer to Luke Skywalker, I larry Potter and BufTy than he is to 

Tolkien's Frodo. This does not, of course, invalidate either Willow Wodc or 

Tolkien; there is room within TheLord ofthe Rings for the rebel I ious, 

misunderstood Frodo and the every-man hero. 

Willow Wode posits the relationship between Frodo and Mcrry as close but 

complex and a source of tension between Frodo and Esmcralda, Merry's mother. 

As Frodo appears to lead Merry and later Pippin into not only mischief but serious 

danger, culminating in Pippin nearly drowning in the Brandywine, the conflict 

increases until Frodo is literally lcft dcfcnceicss against an attacker: the dark and 

potentially sinister side of I lobbit society revealed in The Return ofthe King'I'lic 

Scouring of the Shire' is elaborated and extended. This is in marked contrast to the 

free and easy relationships suggested by Baylor in Handkerchiefs and Afushroom 

Soup, where the representation of I lobbiton is possibly canonically closer to 

Tolkien but the problematic issues surrounding Saruman's exploitation of 

I lobbiton are never handled - Baylor's work moves straight from Minas Tirith to 

stories about Merry and Pippin's childrcn. 871 

Baylor's prc-quest stories ccntre on the relationship bct%%, cen Mcrry and 

Pippin rather than an individual character focus and exploration like Willow 

Wode. Baylor's interest is not Merry or Pippin but rather the ways in Which their 

lives are interwoven and how this afTects their later actions. She portrays them as 

being closer than brothers or best friends; she sees their relationship as soul mates 

without the romantic connotations, but her strength lics in the fact that she can do 

this without excessive sentimentality. Despite die fact that both writers arc drawing 

171 Baylor, Handkerchiefs and Afushroom. Voup 
<http: //home. comcast. nctt-baylorsr/handkcrciiiefs. html. > [accessed 10 Sep(cmbcr 20071 
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on the same source material and maintain book canon rather than film canon, dicrc 

is a distinctive difference in the way they approach the text which is not to do with 

the fact that Rites ofPassage is slash and Handkerchiefs and Mushroom Soup is 

classified as general orgcn' fiction or non-pairing orientated. Willow Wodc's 

interpretation of the Shire is one of danger for the young Frodo, threatened on all 

sides and unable to trust anyone. Although this seems to bear little resemblance to 

the Shire as portrayed in The 11obhit or the beginning of The Mlowship ofthe 

Ring, it is perfectly in keeping with the Shire of the end of The Return ofthe King 

and under threat from NazgOl after Bilbo, leaves. Willow Wode keeps the action in 

the domestic setting of Brandy I lall but stresses the pcrils within tile domestic 

sphere. 

Baylor, on the other hand, despite the various adolescent trials and 

tribulations suffered by Frodo, Merry and Pippin in her prc-quest stories, clearly 

sees the Shire as a place of safcty. I Icr post-qucst saga The High King's Allcon is 

far darker and more desperate in theme. Ile domestic space is being reworked into 

a place of peril and the apparently safe post-tcxtual ending space is fraught with 

unforeseen dangers as Pippin lics in a fcvcr on the ficid of battle outside the Black 

Gate. 'The Black Gate Opens' ends with Pippin stabbing a troll and being crushed 

under the troll's body: 'Blackness and stench and crushing pain Came upon Pippin, 

and his mind fcll away into a great darkncss. 172 Ile just manages to be aware that 

the Eagles have arrived and to wish Merry 'an easier cnd"73 bcrorc 'his thought 

fled far away and his eyes saw no morc'. 874 It is not until 'The Field of Cormallen" 

that Pippin reappears, healed and whole, 'clad in the silver and sable of the Guards 

'72 The Lord ofthe Rings, p. 892 
173 Ibid. 
874 Ibid., p. 893 
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of Minas Tirith', over fifty pages later. 875 Of Pippin's fatc on the battlcricid - and 

of Merry at Minas Tirith and Lcgolas and Gimli on the Field of Corrnallcn - 

Tolkicn offers very few clues. Gandalf urges the hobbits to rest: 'you went to the 

very brink of death cre he recalled you, putting forth all his power'. and Gimli 

adds: 876 

'And not only Sam and Frodo here, ' said Gimli, 'but you too, Pippin. I love 
you, if only bccausc of the pains you have cost me, which I shall never 
forgd. Nor shall I forget finding you on the hill of the last battle. But far 
Gimli the Dwarf you would have been lost thcYL877 

Fate and the High King's Falcon tak-cs placc bctwccn the cnd of 'T"he Black Gatc 

Opens' and the hobbits reuniting in 'Thc Field of Cormallcn", beginning with 

Gimli finding Pippin on the battlefield: 

The dwarfs roar of anguish rushed ovcr the battlcricid, and Lcgolas ncarly 
dropped the end of the littcr he was carrying. I Ic knew that sound of 
uttermost grief - he had heard it once bcrorc, at the discovcry of Balin's 
tomb. It was a dwarfs cry of mourning, of sorrow at the loss ora lovcd 
one, close as kin, and it could mean only one thing - thcir long hours or 
searching were over, and Pippin was dead. 17" 

Baylor references the last few lines of 'I'lic Black Gate Opcns' in ordcr to make 

sure that the reader is aware not only where inside 7he b)rd ofthe Rings her story 

takes place but also when as she gives a date and year rercrcncc - "Day Two or the 

New Year (March 26 SR)'- which adds to the sense of authenticity and 

scholarship which charactcriscs her writing. "79 

173 The Lord offhe Rings, P. 955 
76 Ibid., P. 956 
" Ibid. 

878 Baylor. 'Cool Sunlight and Green Grass', Fateandthe Ifigh King'sFal". <bttp: /i`hcnnc1h- 
annun. nct/storics/chaptcr_vicw. cfm? stid-181 I&SPOrdinalel> jaccessed 20 January 20041 
179 Ibid. 
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A Textbook Case: Using The Lord ofthe Rines as an lntcrtcxtual-I landbook 

Fiske's theory of intertextuality suggests that any one text is read in relationship to 

others and that a range of textual knowledge is brought to bear on it. "' Media 

texts exploit this by embedding links and visual links to previous texts. This puts 

the viewer in a privileged position for being able to dccode die reference and the 

text's various meanings. For example, Lcgolas's stunt -with the Oliphant in the film 

The Return ofthe King is a direct reference to a similar stunt by Luke Sky%%Ulkcr 

on an AT-AT in The Empire Strikes Back"' The filmShrek 2 used a similar'ring, 

montage as the one in The Fellowship ofthe Ring. 882 Embedding these references 

in the text enables the producer/crcator to add another level of meaning to the text 

which can strengthen its validity by intertcxtual reference to real world or popular 

culture events (such as references to the Harry Potter books in Buffy the J'ampire 

Slayer) or by gaining authority by I inking to an older and more cstabl ishcd text, for 

example the Orc-likc vampires in the final series of Duffy the VanipireSlayer. 193 

Whedon has noted on several occasions that die genesis for the series came from 

teen slasher films where the pretty blond is usually killed by the monstcr, in Duff), 

the Vampire Slayer he attempts to redress the balance. This appropriation and 

rewriting of a cultural stereotype is no less significant than Jean Ithys's 

appropriation and rewriting of BrontLI's Jane E)re in 117de &rgasso &, a and 

*80 John Fiske and John I lartley, Reading Television (London., Methuen. 1978), p. 88 
M star Iyars: Episode v- The EmpireStrAcs Back. Dir. Irvin Kcrshner. Lucasrilm. 1980 
882 Shrek 2. Dir. Andrew Adamson. Drcamworks. 2004. 
'13 Buffy the PampireSlayer 5: 02 'Real Me. Dir. David Grossman. 20'6 Century Fox. 2000. The 
appropriative nature of Buffy the VampireStayer is rar too extensive to go Into in great detail here. 
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potentially as important a contributor to the debate about conceptions of post- 

(modem, colonial) feminism. 884 

Deliberately signalled intertcxtuality - as is often displaycd in parody - 

directs the reader beyond the borders of the text to see what else is there and where 

it came from. Indeed, I lutchcon contends that: 

the notion of parody as opening the text up, rather than closing it down, is 
an important one: among the many things that postmodem intcrtcxtuality 
challenges are both closure and single, centralized meaning. Its willed and 
wilful provisionality rests largely upon its acccptancc of the inevitable 
textual infiltration of prior discursive practiccsý" 

Tbc relocation of emphasis from the author-tcxt relationship to the rcader-text 

relationship in textual meaning formation by Bardics, roucault and Kristcva - 

among others - and the acknowledgement of the situating of 'thc iocus ortcxtuii 

meaning within the history of discourse' 896 suggests that the appropriative and 

intertcxtual elements of farifiction should be considered as precisely the kind or 

expansion of fiction that I lutchcon argues is indicative of 'the formal linking orthe 

common denominators of intertcxtuality and narrativity. 187 Increasingly, this is a 

technique employed by producers through cxtra-tcxtual spin-off novels and series; 

exclusive bchind-thc-sccnes footage and deleted scenes on 'special edition' 

versions; and official forums for fanriction and fan work. Will Brooker comments 

that: 

It might not be going too far to say that the fan mode, the interactive 
engagement with the text, may be becoming the norni for hoine viewing 
and also that films may be made for this type orvicwing now more than 

... See for example, Arwcn Spicer '"It's Bloody Brilliantl" Ile Undermining of Mets Narrative 
y In S4-age 15 (2004) Feminism in the Season Seven Arc ornuff 

<http: //slayagconline. conVessays/slayagc I 5/Spiccr. hun> [accessed 6 January 20081 
I lutchcon, A Poetics ofPostmodernism. p. 127 
Ibid., p. 126 
lbid. 9 p. 129 
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they are for cinema - or, in the case of Star Wars, twcak-cd for DVD after 
their theatrical rcleasc. 8" 

Brooker suggests that the level of detail on DVD versions of cinematic texts will 

draw'non-fans' into a similar level of analysis and attention minutia which had 

hithcrto been the preserve of the fan: 

this tendency to watch scenes repeatedly and in detail, with a painstaking 
attention to misc-cn-scýne and camcrawork, is encouraged and cnablcd by 
DVD to the extent that I think it will no longer be appropriate to call it "fan 
practice" because it will be more widespread [... ] Ile "casual" vicwcr, the 
"nonfan, " is drawn or at least invited into this precise mode of viewing. this 
double-checking, careful examination that would previously, I think, have 
been the preserve of more dedicated fans. 8'9 

The detailed examination of the text which precipitates the multiple 

interpretations which inspire fanfiction may now belong to the wider audience 

rather thanjust those dedicated fans. Thc border between 'fan' and 'non-fan' is 

becoming blurred and indistinct. Indeed, in some cases the official cxtra-tcxtual 

construction is manipulated by the creators to appear like a fan production. An 

excellent example of this is Doctor Mio, which rctumcd in 2005 %Nith two distinct 

websitcs: the official BBC hosted site, and the whoisdoctom, ho. co. uk wcbsitc, 

which is clearly modelled on fan-run wcbsitcs and features in 1xvior 117io as run 

by first Clive and then Mickey. The only way to distinguish it fmin a particularly 

sophisticated fan production is a small disclaimer which affirins that the tcam 

behind it are the BBC Doctor Who web team. % 

The term lcxtra-tcxtual' can be used to describe all discourse and creative 

works around a text: this would include official and fan wcbsitcs, spin-off media, 

"' Dcrck Johnson, 'Star Wars Fans, DVD, and Cultural Ownership: An interview with Will 
Brooker', The Velvet Light Trap. 56: 1 (2005), 3644 (p. 39) 
"9 Johnson, p. 39 
890 Doctor Who. Dir. Russell T. Davies. BBC. 2005. 
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message boards, critical works and fanf iction. Within this 'cxtra-tcxtual' world, 

the appropriation of the original text through new interpretations and new creative 

texts as fanfiction - which may develop their own spin-off media and critical 

works - is only a small part of a greater cultural intcrtcxtuality. In one sense, the 

literary quality of fanfiction is irrelevant - although a minority in any fandoin may 

be of higher quality writing than the original text - as it is how the ranfiction 

writers are appropriating the original text and why they have chosen to appropriate 

it which is of greater importance. Fanfiction sits, uncomrortably, with parody, 

pastiche and plagiarism in the critical world: fanfiction does appropriate and 

reformulate: 'with significant change - the dominant white, male, middle-class, 

heterosexual, Eurocentric culture. It does not reject it, for it cannot. 

Postmodcmism signals its dependence by its use of canon, but reveals its rebellion 

through its ironic abuse of it'. 891 

Appropriation is potentially a far more acceptable term to flic people who 

are engaging in these practices than 'textual poaching, as it is far less contentious 

and more accurately explains the processes involved, and places fan appropriations 

alongside 'legitimate' appropriations in literature, film and history. Baylor. in Tile 

Care and Feeding of1lobbils - which has the sub-titlc 'Ruminations on the Little 

People by Boromir, Man of Gondor' - uses the events ordic last chapters of 7he 

Fellowship ofthe Ring to go beyond the text and develop the characters rurthcr to 

understand how the Boromir of 'T'he Council of Elrond' who %%us suspicious or 

both the hobbits and the quest, became the man who could both try to take the 

Ring from Frodo and sacrifice himself for Merry and Pippin in the first chaptcr of 

"' I lutchcon,. 4 Poetics ofPostmodernism. p. 130 
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892 The Two Towers. Tolkien's Boromir is a man who has a strong sense of duty - it 

is through his allegiance to Gondor that he falls - and the desperation born through 

living in a nation at war and besieged by the enemy. Duty and patriotism arc less 

accessible to the modern audience - self-preservation and bonds to family and 

friends are more accessible and more easily understood. Baylor also bridges the 

gap between Jackson's adaptations and the books, retaining the formal quality of 

the interactions and the language of the books but allowing for the playfulness and 

informality of the films. 

In 'Lesson Seven: Guiding Your I lobbit Over Difficult Tcrrain, Baylor 

takes an offhand two sentence description of Pippin being unwilling tojump over a 

particularly big gap in the path in Moria and uses it as a jumping-off point for a 

detailed snapshot of the Fellowship. 893 She weaves into it subtle rcrcrcnccs as to 

what will come later, for example Pippin's expression is likened to that 'seen on 

the faces of young men heading into battic'. 8'" I Icre is both intcrtcxtuality and 

extra-tcxtuality in action. The fanfiction reader will be familiar with the films at 

least and probably the books as well, and will rccognise a rcfcrcncc to Pippin 

going into battle before the Black Gate. So too do the hobbits thcmsclvcs suggest 

the young men who lcft their homes to go to war in the First and Second World 

Wars in the original text, but the film adaptations also drcw uninictitional parallels 

with the conflict in Iraq. I liticr and the Nazis arc still coded as an ultimate cvil, but 

allusions to Iraq are far more problematic within modern randoms givcn the 

192 Baylor, Handkerchiefs and Mthroom Soup. 
<http: //home. comcast. nct/-bayforsr/handkerchicrs. html> 
jaccesscd 10 September 20071 
93 Baylor, 'Lesson Seven: Guiding Your I lobbit Over Difficult Terrain', The Ca" and Feeding of 

11obbits, <htip: //www. geocitics. convbaylorsr/lessonsevcn. litjnl. >[accessed 10 Scptcmber 20071 
894 Ibid. 
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current political climate. Clearly Baylor is accessing several difTcrcnt levels of 

meaning whether consciously or unconsciously. When Boromir catches Pippin 

who is about to fall, he finds he cannot 'let go at this moment should we be 

attacked by all the legions of Moria', and this links to one of the more enduring 

images from Jackson's The Fellowship ofthe Ring, where Boromir catches hold of 

Frodo and carries him out of Moria while the orcs attack. 895 71iis image, which 

immediately follows the fall of Gandalf, is one of the most affecting in tile film 

and instantly rccognisable both for its symbolic and literal meanings. Merry 

reassuring himself that Pippin is alive also has links later both in the original text 

and in Baylor's later farifiction where Merry's reassurance is not only harkcning 

his arrival at Minas Tirith but also an expanded prc-quest story %-here Pippin 

comes perilously close to death several times in his childhood. Baylor has neatly 

placed her farifiction within the expanded boundaries of the text; she has 

successfully made room for her stories within the text itscir. 

Conclusion 

What Kennedy termed a Imetascript' or a comprehending process for connecting 

otherwise incomprehensible texts can be adapted to describe die internal isation of 

the mythic narrative through continual cultural appropriation of such texts. '% As 

long as a text is capable of engaging with vic%vrs or readers to the point at which 

the narrative is internalised to the stage %%-here the vic%%vr or Mader makes an 

explicit association between the narrative and his or her own lire - however 

unconsciously or incompletely - the cultural transmission of the text will continue. 

Baylor. 'Lesson Seven', 
Alan Kennedy, The Psycholojy ofReading (London: hicthucii. 1994). p. 103 
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What fanfiction illustrates is not how myths arc consciously appropriated but how 

'myths operate in men's minds'. "' Once the mythic narrative fails to engage with 

the audience, the mythic structure is not internalised and the mythic narrative as a 

form of delivery of the 'truth' or 'experience' ceases to be used and 'dics". Just as 

some post-colonial and feminist writers appropriate and rework dominant texts in 

order to fashion new texts which reflect and reveal the constructed nature of myths 

such as 'place', 'nation' and 'culture', so too do the predominantly female writers 

of fanf iction appropriate and deconstruct culturally dominant and influential texts, 

and by rewriting and reinterpreting them simultaneously rcaffirm their cultural 

importance and reveal the fragility of the concept of a single interpretation of such 

texts. What the internet and intcmct fandorn has enabled is a rcalisation of 

Foucault's dream of a: 

form of culture in which fiction would not be limited by the figure orthc 
author. It would be pure romanticism, however, to imagine a culture in 
which the fictive world would operate in an absolutely free state, in which 
fiction would be put at the disposal of cvcryonc and would develop without 
passing through something like a necessary or constraining figurc [ ... I All 
discourses, whatever their status, form, value, and whatever the trcatmcnt 
to which they will be subjected would then develop in the anonymity orn 
munnur [ ... ] What difference does it make who is spcaking? s"8 

Fanfiction writers are reclaiming and rc%NTiting social and 'play' spaces 

through the appropriation of such dominant cultural texts. Just as the embedding of 

imperial adventure literature myths %Nithin 7he Lordofthe Rings has succeeded ill 

helping to keep such tropes within modern literature, and Jackson's film 

adaptations have similarly redrawn New Zealand's myth ornational identity by 

iconically linking Middle-carth to the landscape orNcw Zealand, so do fanfiction 

'9' Levi-Strauss cited in David McLellan, ldeoloV (Buckingharn: Opcn University I'm%. 1996) 
999 roucault, I What Is An Author? ' p. 22 
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Writers sustain Tolkien's themes and characters by consistently rc%%Titing - and 

through this rewriting, reaffirming the cultural value of the narrativc - The Lord of 

the Rings. Fanf iction is beginning to take the place of rolk narrativcs 'as personal 

entertainment, as engaging fictions reflecting our ability to laugh at oursclvcs as 

well as to express our deepest dreams and fcars. '899 Lucic Annitt suggests that the 

many rcwritings of The Lord offfie Rings are generated bccause or its continued 

applicability: 

One of the reasons Lord ofthe Rings allows for such reinterpretations is 
that its vast cartographic canvas (another version orclongation) opens 
across epic space in the same way Star Mars opens across outer space, or 
Arthur opens across time. Like Arthurian tales, it is spccific enough in its 
version of heroism, comradeship, and corruption to mirror the world we 
know, while being general enough for us to flesh out the detail with the 
vision of monstrosity most pertinent at the timc. 900 

Although it is the modern basis for fandorn and ranfiction criticism, Textual 

Poachers has been understood as providing a unified theory of random when 

Jenkins charactcriscd it as simply 'an account of a specific set of sub-cultural 

practices that straddle multiple texts. '901 Further studies of fandom and mythic 

narratives must take into account anthropological investigations into the 

beginnings of culture as well as audience reception theory to analysc not only how 

fans conceive and think about fandom. and fanfiction but also how it is 

characterised and described by the academic community. If the barrier bctwccn 

author and reader/produccr is being deconstructcd by the intcmct and fanfiction 

writers then: 

it ought to be possible to support this claim solely by observable 
contemporary social phenomena and without the unreliable testimony of 

8" Steven Swann Jones, p. 9 
900 Am itt, p. 10 
901 Jenkins, 'Intensities' 
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the poststructuralists, whose argments arc about -ATittcn discourse in 
general and not about certain specific technologies hardly known at their 
tiMe. 902 

Theories of reading and language perception as well as developmental 

psychology and educational theories will also be useful to construct an ovcr-view 

of the psychological, literary and cultural processes involved in the reception and 

retention of mythic texts. The rewriting of core mythic narratives is not a fandom 

phenomenon, nor is it merely contained to the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. 

and may have significant implications for the way we, as a species, approach not 

only language and history, but also the way we perceive the world around us. 

Fanfiction and farifiction writers arc not a recently developed media fan sub-set but 

are employing techniques and skills which are not only thousands of years old, but 

by their longevity and rate of recurrence across cultures and nations, seem all 

essential part of our mcntal organisation and understanding orthc world. George 

Aichelc deflnes reading as 'an endless and violent playing with thc text, and the 

reader is in a perpetual struggle with the law of the text', and this dcrinition works 

equally well for the process of writing fan fiction. 903 Fanfiction may yet be 

interpreted as a textual version of reading. 

902 Aarscth, p. 165 
903 George Alchele, 'Reading Beyond Meaning'. Postmodern Culture, 3: 3 (1993). [accessed 5 
January 2008] 
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Conclusion 
There and Back Again 
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Conclusion: nere and flack Again 

What I have hoped to demonstrate in this thesis is the essential nature of 

appropriation and how it has formed a strategic and integral part of one of tile most 

Popular texts of the twentieth century. I have used a model for appropriation which 

is Similar to set theory, where many different subsets of appropriation such as 

parody and adaptation occupy discrete spaces which in some cases - parody and 

satire, for example - may have overlapping elements. 17his concept of tile 

overlapping spaces inside appropriation links the oscillating position occupied by 

Peter Jackson as neo- and post-colonial filmmaker and the space that fanfiction 

writers create around and inside the texts they appropriate. In drawing out the 

connections between Tolkien and empire adventure %NTitcrs, an important link is 

made from modern fantasy to imperial ideology. By deliberately using a broad 

range of sources and critical works when considering Peter Jackson's use of 

landscape in The Lordofthe Rings films, I hope to have offered a more cohesive 

and in-depth analysis which will work as a sound framework ror further work in 

this neglected field. 

Tolkicn was very much a writer of his time and clearly drew on the 

imperial adventure narratives which lie is likely to have read as a schoolboy. I Ic 

comments in the footnote to a letter that: 

the episode of "tile wargs" (I believe) is in part derived from a scene in S. 
R. Crockett's The Black Douglav, probably his best romancc and anyway 
one that deeply impressed me in school-days, though I have never I(x)kcd 

at it again. 904 

"4 The Letters ofJ. RR ToWen, p. 3 91 
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In addition, there are a small number of critics - Jared Lobdcll, Dale Nelson and 

William 11. Green for example - who draw attention to Tolkicn's thematic 

appropriations of Rider I laggard in an attempt to widen the ficid of Tolkien 

scholarship beyond the conventional elucidation of the impact of Tolkicn's 

academic scholarship and interests on The Lord ofthe Rings. 

Impcrial idcology is vcry much a sub-tcxtual thcmc in The Lord ofthe 

Rings and this is independent of Tolkien's own political views because of the time 

in which he was writing and the texts upon which he drew. Elizabeth Massa 

I Ioiern argues that Tolkien's work 'ofTcrs sophisticated criticism of British 

imperialism even as it makes use of the colonial rhetoric that saturated the 

literature of its time. "" Fantasy imperialist writing did not begin with G. A. I Icnty, 

Ilider I laggard and their contemporaries. It was present as a vital issue in the 

earlier narratives which Tolkicn would have been familiar with because orhis 

academic and professional works. The concealment of die hero's motivations and 

idcntity is critirely typical of an adventure story of its time. Even the conception or 

the heroic fantasy hero and his relationship to his environment owes more to 

Tolkicn's appropriation of imperial protagonists than to medieval knights. 711c 

(rc)prcscntation of masculinity in Tolkicn is drawn from imperial advcnturc 

literature and this codificd masculinity is still present in popular culture through 

repetition and rehearsal in both fantasy literature and film across many genres rrx)lll 

adventure to action. I hope that this thesis has significantly contributed to the 

investigation of Tolkicn's appropriations orimpcrial literature. 

905 1 loiem, P. 76 
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This was not intended to accuse Tolkien of plagiarism or to denigrate his 

originality, but to illustrate how a model of appropriation which is bascd on 

intertcxtuality works within texts. It also enables, as William N. Rogers 11 and 

Michael R. Underwood acknowledge, a investigation into 'how a source influences 

a writer's imagination and how that source finds a congruent place in the particular 

cultural and ideological meanings of the "borrowing. "'"6 While Tolkicn"s 

appropriations of northern European myths and medieval literatures has been 

extensively investigated, there are comparatively few studies of his appropriation 

of more contemporary texts. To continue this area of research is csscntial to the 

exploration of post-Tolkicn fantasy literature in order to elucidate those elements 

of the genre which have been considered archetypes without extensive scholarship. 

Some of these archetypal elements of fantasy may reveal themselves to be 

influenced strongly by empire adventure narratives mediated through 7be Lortl of 

the Rings and The 11obbit, thus helping to sustain imperial motifs in an apparcritly 

post-colonial society. The close analysis of the magic armour in I laggard's King 

Solomon's Alines and The Felloivship ofthe Ring adds to the smal I body of critical 

work which has investigated Tolkicn's links to I laggard. 

It is important for critical work on The IA)rdt)fthe Rings to acknowledge 

that the adventure aspects of the text - although perhaps indicativc of its 

relationship to empire adventure narratives - %%, crc considered an csscmial part of 

the text by Tolkicn: 'most people that have cnjoyed Me Lordofthe Rings havc 

been affected primarily by it as an exciting story: and that is hOW it U23 "Titten. '907 

Ile relationship between the landscape in I laggard'sShe and Vie IA)rd ofthe 

w'6 Rogers and Underwood, p. 122 
907 The Letters ofJ. RJ?. Tolklen, p. 212 
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Rings can be considered more evidence of the links between Tolkicn and the 

earlier adventure writers which have not been fully elucidated before. So too, 

Tolkien's conception of masculinity owes a great deal to contemporary 

representations of men which, themselves, were constructed from imperial 

demands. Although Tolkien's representation of women can be argued to be 

stylistically close to that of empire adventure writers - again, Tolkicn's debt to 

I laggard is particularly evident - there is more evidence of a progressive 

representation of women than many critics - Catherine Stimpson. for example, 

have given him credit for. Jackson's films, with the extended role for Ar%%, cn, arc 

consistent with models of active femininity that appear in Tolkicn's later work Ae 

Silmarifflon. Jackson's apparent infidelity to the word of the text has led to a 

greater fidelity to Tolkien's ethos. 

Perhaps Tolkicn's greatest achievement - and the one which sets him apart 

from C. S. Lewis and Lewis Carroll - has been to rccognisc that fantasy, as a 

distinct genre, is not the sole realm ofjuvcnilc or adolescent literature. Vie b)rd()f 

the Rings has allowed for a new legitimisation of the genre that has, at times, led to 

a practical canonisation of Tolkicn and a rejection of the %%Titcrs %%ho followed 

him. It has also enabled a reclaiming of mythic forms and narratives - cxcinplirtcd 

in Neil Gaiman's American Gods. 908 It is highly appropriatc that this recognition 

of the importance of fantasy may well be Jackson's greatest accomplishment also. 

Kristin Thompson notes that 'for years, fantasy films have, not without reason, 

been the butt ofjokes', and whilc Jackson's 7he Lordofthe Rings may well havc 

stimulated a new wave of cliche fantasy film, it has also demonstrated beyond a 

908 Ncil Gaiman, American Godi (London, I larpcr-Collins, 2002) 
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doubt that fantasy can be as serious and important as any other film genre. For an 

excellent example of hackneyed fantasy film - and superb appropriation or 

Jackson's 'Lothloricn' sequence - see Dungeons and Drqgonsý09 111c more recent 

film Eragon manages to rcaffirm almost all the clichds that Jackson's The b)rdof 

the Rings avoids, complete with one of the most conruscd landscapes in fantasy 

cinema. 910 Even the Escher-inspired Labyrinth shows a more coherent approach to 

landscape. 911 At the 2004 Academy Awards Jackson's 77te Return ofthe King was 

awarded eleven Academy Awards including Best Director and Best Picture; the 

fantasy films of George Lucas, Steven Spielberg and Ridley Scott arc ephemeral 

by comparison. This must be in part b=usc of the resolutely adult handling of the 

original material. The Lord ofthe Rings films, which in time arc likely to be at 

least as influential as Star Mars, competing against the first, second and third 

Harry Potter films, successfully demonstrated not only the importance or fantasy 

to an adult audience but the continued relevance of J. I? -R. Tolkicn*s fincst work. 

While neither box oflicc success nor awards have always been an 

indication of the quality and lasting popularity of films, Laurence Simmons 

suggests that 6 given its commercial success, it could be argued that Jackson's work 

is crucially important for understanding what factors might shape the -authoe, ora 

film and national cinema in gcncml. '912 Jackson's 77: e Lordofthe Rings has 

enabled the articulation of a discourse about the dialectic bctwccn post- and neo. 

colonial positions for film. Interestingly, Simmons also suggcsts that 'Jackson's 

Lord ofthe Rings film trilogy might be read as a (local) adaptation of the gcnrc or 

"9 Dungeons and Dragons. Dir. Courtency Solomon. New Line Cinema. 2000. 
9: 0 Eragon Dir. Stcrcn rangmeicr. Twentieth Century-rox Film Corporation. 2006 
91 Labý, rinth Dir. Jim I lenson, TriStar Pictures (1986) 
912 Simmons, p. 226 
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the fantastic. 1913 The implication that Tolkicn's novcl is global and Jackson's films 

are local is a subtle distinction, but one which is significant for discourscs 

surrounding New Zealand's national identity. Ian Conrich points out that: 

Following the success of The Lord afthe Rings, New Zealand, with its 
myth of a pastoral paradise, has been comparcd rcpcatedly with the idyllic 
rural culture of the hobbits in Middle Earth, despite the fact that Tolkicn's 
story is based on the English shire. The production's ccicbration of 
resourceful New Zealand industry, with del ined local craft and clTicicnt 
service industries, has even drawn comparisons bctwccn New 7xalanders 
and hobbits. Certainly the myths of New Zealand idcntity arc foregrounded 
and enhanced in the markcting and publicity surrounding The Lord ofthe 
Rings, to the point where there is almost an obsessive 'bclici' in New 
Zealand being Middle Earth. 914 

This is not without its complications, howcvcr. Ncw Zcaland's association 

with The Lord ofthe Rings now makes it problematic to use the landscape as the 

backdrop for other epic films; one of the more constant criticisms of Ae Mom the 

Witch and the Wardrobe was how much it resembled The Lord the Rings. Ili= 

arc many thematic links to be made between C. S. Lewis's Xarnla and Tolkicn's 

Middle-earth, but this serves to illustrate how New Zealand is as familiar and 

important a part of the films as the actors. Jackson used the colonial gaze on the 

landscape of New Zealand to (rc)mak-c it as Middlc-carth and (rc)colonise it. 

'Imperialism produces a fictional reality as it creates borders by drawing 111aps. 

creates countries by assigning names, creates identities with descriptive travel 

accounts', and much the same might b-c said of appropriation. 9's Jackson's Vic 

Lordofthe Rings films work to illuminate a contemporary 'articulation of powcr, 

': 'Simmons, p. 226 914 Conrich, p. 132 
951 foiem, p. 84 
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Possession and imperialism, interpreting them as allegories of the state of power 

relations understood by their makcrs. 916 

Through close analysis of the use of landscape in each of the three films 

and an investigation into those factors which arc likely to affect the reception and 

presentation of the New Zealand landscape, the unstable nature of the concept 

4 post-colonial' as it relates to members of former white settler colonies has been 

interrogated. Although the film landscape has been analysed in response to speciric 

genres - such as film noir and the western, for example - little interdisciplinary 

research has yet been conducted in the area. This seems to be a critical area, as the 

apparent adoption by Western rilmmakcrs of what is originally a colonial form of 

viewing the landscape has led to post-colonial representations of landscape in film 

to have a curious colonial dualism. This further complicates the accepted 

colonial/post-colonial binary in current criticism. 

MY approach to fanfiction is not, as those of Jenkins and I'cnlcy arc, to do 

with ethnographic research from media studies or gender studies base. Nor have I 

solely evaluated farifiction as a distinct literary gcnrc as Shccnaugh Pugh does in 

The Democratic Genre. My rejection of these approaches does not indicate that all 

work on fandom follows an anthropological or strictly literary approach to 

farifiction studies. Susan Booker, for example, does not attempt to categorise 

farifiction either sociologically or as a literary genre, simply stating that it 'is %%hat 

it iS,, 917 but she does go on to argue that: 'ran fiction authors arc taking Tolkicn"s 

stories and back stories, or Jackson's slightly reworked characters, aI ittic further 

in the timeless storytelling model, sharing this progress via countless Interrict fail 

916 fan Christie, 'Landscape and 'Location': Reading rarnic space i iistoricauy. Reatiming 
History, 4: 2 (2000), pp. 165-174 (p. 172) 
"' Susan Booker, p. 265 
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fiction sites. 1918 Rather, I am interested in the multiple relationships between 

fanfiction and its inspiring narrative or narratives, and how fanfiction writers are 

using ancient models of cultural processing - appropriation - to rcwork and 

respond to modem cultural artcfacts or texts. 

The appropriation and subsequent remaking of cultural products is not a 

fandom phenomenon, nor is it merely contained to the twentieth and t"vnty-rirst 

centuries; as Craig Latrell points out, 'the phenomenon of borrowing itsclf is at the 

root of artistic change and growth. 919 It may also have significant implications for 

the way we, as a species, approach not only language and history, but also the way 

we perceive the world around us. Fanfiction and fanfiction ý%Titcrs arc not a 

recently developed media fan sub-sct, but arc employing techniques and skills 

which are at least as old as written language. More than this, appropriation is not a 

literary or cinematic practice that happens in isolation; it is a vital part of the 

postmodcrn world. Andrew S. Jacobs rcfcrs to a 'continuous process or 

appropriation' and this is exactly what can be seen throughout modcrn culturc. 920 

Narratives arc in a constant state of (rc)crcation and, as Barthcs argued: 

a text is made of multiple writings, drawn from many cultures and entering 
into mutual relations of dialogue, parody, contestation, but there is one 
place where this multiplicity is focused and that place is the reader, not, as 
was hitherto said, the author. The reader is the space on which all the 
quotations that make up a writing arc inscribed without any of thcm being 
lost; a text's unity lics not in its origin but in its destination. 921 

918 Susan Booker, p. 266 
919 Latrcll, p. 49 
920 Andrew S. Jacobs, Mic Remains of the Jew: Imperial Christian Idcnthy In the Late Ancient 
I foly Land', Journal ofAtedieval andEarly AWernStudies. 33.1 (2W3). 2343 (p. 36). Jacob's 
subject is the cultural 'colonising' of Jerusalem by early Christians but his point about com inuous 
appropriation is well made and widely applicable. 
91 Barthes, 'The Death of the Author', p. 7 
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The point about appropriation is that the constant rewriting and reinvcntion orcorc 

narratives means that there is never a 'post-naffativc' state. While writers and 

filmmakers continue to draw on fairy stories, for example, we can never enter a 

'post-fairy story' state. The same is true of narratives such as The Lord ofthe 

Rings. In the year 2008, we are, obviously, post-Tolkicn's original publication or 

The Lord ofthe Rings and equally post-Jackson's film adiptations bcing relcased 

at the cinema, but while Tolkienian and Jacksonian appropriations continue to 

flourish and develop, it is difficult to argue convincingly for a jx)st-The b)rd ofthe 

Rings condition. Farifiction is often charactcrised as keeping narrativcs popular or 

sustaining interest in them, but it is the wider literary world which has lic1ped to 

maintain The Lordofthe Rings as a framework for future narratives. It rests, not 

always easily, as the bedrock for modem understandings or the genre. 

It is perhaps most accurate to suggest that it is too soon to fully quantify the 

influence of The Lord ofthe Rings on western literature. Appropriations orTolkicn 

throughout the genre of fantasy fiction can be seen, for example in the great battle 

sequences of David Eddings's Enchanter's EndGame, %%-here Princess Co'Ncdra 

leads the forces of the West to war as a diversion to allow Garion (the hero), 

Belgarath (the wi7ard) and Silk (the guide) to slip past unnoticed into the territory 

of the enemy. Tolkicnian appropriations feature in the poetry which underpins the 

violent and bloody course of Lom in L. E. Modesitt Jr's Ahigi 7 ofCj-WOr and 

Scion of Cyador: 

Like a dusk without a cloud, 
a leaf without a tree... 
... to hold the sun-hazcd days, 
and wait for pears and praise 
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and wait for pears and praiSC. 922 

It is cchocd in the prophetic poetry of the Servants qfArk trilogy by Jonathan 

Wylie -'A child, mage-bom, and marked for flight, '923 -and the simple verses 

which hide a powerful secret in Diana Wynne Jones's Deep Secret: 'Babylon is 

one of the deep secrets of the Magrids. But it was, for this reason, also a nursery 

rhyme'. 924 The impact of Tolkien's vision of Middic-carth is reworked in the 

stunningly rcaliscd world of Jacqueline Grey's Kushiel's Dart and Ursula K. Lc 

Guin's varied archipelago in the Earthsea novels. Or, more simply, appropriations 

of Tolkicn take their form in plot, form or thematic appropriations. 

The astonishing proliferation of Tolkicnian appropriations extends beyond 

literature, film or the visual arts. The UK Climbing database, for example, M-cords 

climbs called Gollum, Gandalf, Bcom and Mordor on the Dinas Mot cliff in 

Gwynedd 
. 
925 Kristen Larsen describes many examples of scientists using names 

from Tolkien's works to identify new species: 

Not surprisingly, scientists from such varied disciplines as palcontology 
and astronomy began honoring their favorite author through the naming or 
discoveries afler Tolkien himself and various characters of hliddle-carth. 
Nowhere has this been more evident and widespread than in the taxonomy 
of living and cxtinct species. 926 

Larsen concludes that: 'From spectrographs to sea slugs, sunspots to spidcrs, 

scientists from varied disciplines have, in their own small %%my. gladly takcn 

922 L. E. Modcsitt Jr, Scion ofC), ador (London: Orbit, 20021 p. 35 
923 Jonathan Wylie, Servants ofArk Vie Alage-Born Child (LA)ndon: Corgi Books, 1989), p. 344 
92' Diana Wynne Jones, Deep Secret, p. 49 
923 UK Climbing Database. <http: //www. ukclimbing. com/It)gbook/shoA-crag. html? climb2-6"> 
[accessed 21 February 20081. At least two of these names predate the films by sonic thirty years. 
7bcy were new climbing routes in the Llanbcris Pass on Dinas Mot In the 1960s % hen my father 
regularly climbed in North Wales. 
926 Kristine Larsen, 'Sauron, Mount Doom, and Elvish Moths: 71)c Influence orTolklen on Mtwjcm 
Science', Tolkien Studies 4 (2007). 223-234 (p. 223). 
<htip: //muse. jhu. cduAogin? uri-fjoumalstiolkicn_studieVvOW4. llarscn. himI >(accessed 4 Januwy 
20081 
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ownership of Middlc-carth and brought it a little closer to real ity., 927 This was 

brought to widespread global attention in 2004 when archaeologists discovered 

remains of what seemed to be a new species of hominid which was only three foot 

tall -I lome Florcsicnsis - on the Indonesian island of Florcs and dubbed them 

'hobbits'. 928 It is clear that while examinations of Tolkicnian appropriations have 

concentrated on literature and film, the impact of his work stretches far beyond the 

genre and into common cultural ownership where Tolkicn's minute details of the 

flora and fauna of Middle-carth arc being constantly evoked and reworked. 

Tolkien dislikcd the pcjorativc amalgamation of rantasy litcraturc with 

escapist literature, not least because of the philological inaccuracy involved. I le 

believed that narratives which provided an honourable escape should be ccicbratcd 

rather than condemned for an apparent alliance with idle day-drcams: 

But there arc also other and more profound "cscapisms"that have appeared 
in fairy-talc and legend. There arc other things more grim and terrible to fly 
from than the noise, stench, ruthlessness, and cxtravagancc of the internal- 
combustion engine. T`hcrc arc hunger, thirst, poverty, pain. sorrow, 
injustice, death. 929 

Northrup draws attention to the etymology of the word Icscupc' which Tol kien 

uses extensively in his critical writings to dcscritx- fairy-storics, noting that it 

derives from both the Latin 'cxcapp3re' and the Greek 'cKSkOat' %hich both havc 

connotations of removing clothes-930 Although Northrup concludes that 'cscalv" 

used in conjunction with fantasy is not a literal escape in the pcjorativc way that 

927 Larsen, p. 230 
921 '"1 lobbit" Joins I luman Family Tree', 13BC wcbsite 
<hup: //news. bbc. co. uk/l/hVsci/tech/3949165. stm> Wednesday. 27 Octobcr2004. jAccessed 24 
February 20081 
929 Tolkien, 'On Fairy-Storics', p. 65 
9*10 Northrup defines 'excarp6re' as 'to get away from' but literally as *to get out of one's cape' and 
'cK, Uc&. W as lo take ofr or'to put off one's clothes'. Clyde 13. Northrup, p. 828 
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fantasy literature is sometimes described, but a 'simple movement from outer to 

inner, from the ordinary world into the wondrous or enchanted world 9,931 he 

suggests that Tolkicn's use of escape in this way includes not only cxplicitly 

Secondary World narratives such as The Lordofffic Rings or Star Mfrs, for 

example, but also narratives where 'truthjusticc, and similar ideas, actually 

work'. 932 These lattcr narratives would include nearly all the popular procedural 

television programmes and feature dramas such as The 11'est Ming which arc, in 

essence, fantasy narratives masquerading as non-escapist narrativcs. 933 Kathryn 

I lume argues that fantasy 'is any departure from consensus reality' and the 

improbable conviction rate attained by the characters in texts such as the C. VI 

franchise, for example, suggest that there is an element orsuspcnsion of disbelicr 

involved in reading narratives which would not usually be described as 'rantasy', 

but which clearly follow the same dcrinition. 934 

Self-refcrcntial discussion on the cssential naturc of fantasy or cscapc 

narratives does not end with The Lord ofthe Rhigs. Stories and dr=is are central 

themes in Ncil Gaiman's Sandman series of graphic novcls and Terry Pritchett, ror 

example, has revisited the theme in several Discworld novels, 935 clucidating 

Tolkicn's argument most clearly in Hog(ather, typified in an cxchange bct%%, ccn 

Death and his granddaughter Susan: 

931 Northrup, p. 828 
932 Ibid., p. 829 
933 Laura Lippman describes Me West Wing as a1antasy ora Democratic president %ho never 
abandons his principles' in 'The Lovcable Liberal Hchind Bush's Victory'. Alcw YW 71mes, 31 
December 2000. 
914 Kathryn I fume quoted in John Pennington, 'From Elfland to I logwar% or the Aesthetic Trouble 

with I larry Potter', 7he Lion and 77te Unicorn, 26 (2002), 79-97 (p. 79) 
939 For example: WyFdS1s1crs and Witches. 4broad Terry Pratchett. Ian Stewart and Jack Cohen. 
The Science ofthe Discworlc/2: The Globe also devote two (non fiction) chapters to the imixirtance 

ofstorics to human culture: 'Lies To I lumans' and Way Contain Nuts'. 
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'All right, ' said Susan, 'I'm not stupid. You're saying humans nccd... 
fantasies to make life bearable. ' 
REALLY? As IF IT WAS SOME KIND OF PINK PILL? No. I IUMANS NEED 
FANTASY TO BE HUMAN. To 13E TI IE PLACE WI IERE 71 IE FALLING ANGEL 
MEETS TIIS RISING APE. 
'Tooth fairies? I logfathcrs? Little - YES. As PRACTICE. YOU I IAVE TO START OUT LEARNING TOnrLIEwilic 
LITTLE LIES. 

'So we can believe the big ones? ' 
0.936 YES. JUSTICE. MERCY. DUTY. 7) IAT SORT OF71 IIN 

Pratchett's appropriation of the literary canon and western dominant cultural texts 

including The Lord ofthe Rings becomes more sophisticated throughout (lie 

Discworld series until the power of narrative begins to impact explicitly on 

characters who are not anthromorphic personifications such as Death, wizards or 

witches who Pratchctt demonstrates have the ability to manipulate or alter 

narrative causality: 

'You're offering to change historyT lie said. 'is that it? Rewrite the - 
'Oh, my dear Vimes, history changes all the time. It is constantly being re- 
cxamined and rc-cvaluatcd [ ... I the pivotal role of your ancestor in the 
city's history is ripe for fresh ... analysis. '931 

The rewriting of Vimcs's regicide ancestor 'Old Stoncfacc Vimcs' from a 

villain into a Morporkian hcro is the culmination ofXngo which, although more 

closely allied to the cultural myth of La"Tcncc of Arabia, dismantles the narrativc 

of cmpirc, stressing the artificiality orthc rhetoric that characters such as Lord 

Rust use in order to go to war. I'lic constant intcrtextual appropriation within the 

Discworld novels suggests that Pratchctt is a %%Titcr ormculfictional texts %hich 

'sclf-consciously and systematically draws attention to [their] status as an arlefact 

916 Terry Pratchet4 Ilogfather (London: Victor Gollancz, 1996ý p. 270. 
937 Terry llratchetlý Jingo (London: Corgi Books, 1993), p. 404 
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in order to pose questions about the relationship between fiction and reality'. 938 

The Discworld itself is, as Pratchett continually stresses, a planct on the border 

between reality and fiction: 'the Discworld is as unrcal as it is possible to be while 

still beingiust real enough to CXiSt,, 939 and is itself an ideologically hybrid 

creation, continually drawing attention to the artificial nature of the grand 

narratives -'JUSTICE. MERCY. DUTY. I) IAT SORT OF T11ING'- Which mask csscntial 

truths about how the universe works, how humanity functions within the universe 

and the importance of narrative beyond escapism. It can even be argued that by 

constantly referencing the artiriciality of these concepts, Discworld is less escapist 

- by Northrup and I lumc's definitions - than procedural narratives such as C. 51, 

Afidsomer Aturders, Morse and so on. The conventions of the Discworld universe 

mask or disguise Pratchett's commentary on narrative. 

Tcrry Ilratchctt has made no secret orthe ract that he rinds 77te l4wilofthe 

Rings ovcrratcd and frcqucntlyparodicsTolkien's ideas. H 11chesAbroad takes the 

titular characters on ajoumcy across the Discworld and, coincidentally, via sonic 

well-known classics. Ailcr leaving the dwarf mine, Magrat, Granny Wcathcrwax 

and Nanny Ogg travel by water: 

'Someone's following usl' hissed Magrat. 
Two pale glows appeared at the edge of the lamplight. Evcntually 

they turned out to be the cycs of a small grey crcaturc, vaguely froglikc, 
paddling towards them on a log. It reached the tvat. Long clammy fingcrs 
grabbed the side, and a lugubrious face rose level with Nanny Ogg's. 

66ullo, " it said. 'It'sss my birthday. ' 
All three of them stared at it for a while. Then Granny Wcathcrwax pickcd 
up an oar and hit it firrnly ovcr the head. 77hcrc was a splash, and a distant 
cursing. 940 

938 Patricia Waugh quoted In Jessica Tiffin, 'Ice, Glass, Snow: r-air)iale as Art and Nictariction In 
the Writing orA. S. Byatt', Marvels and Tales, 20.1 (2006), 47-66 (p. 48) 
9'9 Pratchctt, Moving Pictures, p. 9 
940 11'ratchctt, A`ItchesAbroad, pp. 59-60 
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It says much about how entrenched Tolkicn's creations have become in the great 

literary unconscious of the Western world in that this homage to Gollum needs no 

further elaboration from Pratchctt. The Gol lum-crcaturc's part in Witches Abroad 

is over; like the appearance of a singularly unrortunatc Count Dracula-alikc, his 

presence in Pratchett's novel is only to rcmind the reader that as the three witches 

try to prevent the evil fairy godmother Lily Wcathcrwax's manipulation or fairy 

stories from coming true, they themselves arc enmeshed in a genre which has its 

own stringent codes of character be iaviour and plot. In a similar way, the inverted 

fantasy conventions in 77te Dark Lord ofDorkholm, features a casual reference to a 

dwarf called Galadriel: 'the surly one, whose name was Galadrid. Derk had been 

wondcring, ever since, what Galadricl's parents had been thinking or'941 Pratchctt 

and Gaiman's Good Omens has a young female character whose 'given first names 

were Pippin Galadricl Moonchild'. 942 

71ie significancc of Pratchctt and other fantasy writers who consciously 

write against 77ic Lord ofthe Rings and Tolkicn is that their appropriation and 

rewriting of The Lord of1he Rings can be discussed through postcolonial theory. 

Fantasy, according to Elizabeth Massa I loicrn provides the perrect Other as 'tile 

elves arc unlikely to protest their depiction as sexual izcd Other [ ... I the margin 

cannot write back' . 
943 Me Cl VCS in Lordr and Ladies arc both savage Other and 

colonial invaders. They arc the original inhabitants of the country of Lancrc and 

also an invasion rorcc who have kidnapped the king and plan to marry him to tile 

Queen in a symbolic marriage which will solidiry their claims to Iancrc. l1ratchca 

resists tile idea that rantasy worlds can only be concerned %%ith fantasy issues: his 

941 Diana Wynne JonC3, Ae Dark Lord qfDerkh(dm (London: Victor Gollanaz, 2003ý p. 216 
942 Terry Pratchctt and Neil Gaiman, GeW Omens (London: Corgl. 199 1), p. 129 
943 1 joiCM, P. 85 
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dispossessed king actively refuses to accept his destiny - to the point of destroying 

evidence which points to his heritage; his fantasy city is a working mctropol is; and 

his quiet rural kingdoms arc self-sufficient but not wholly insular. Toni Shippey's 

consideration of The Colour ofAtagic leads him to suggest that "a debt to Tolkicn 

may be mingled with a debt to fantasy in general 9.944 

The Lord ofthe Rings is a remarkable text, combining action and adventure 

with a subtle and sophisticated rcflcction on the nature of evil and the fact that 

Tolkicn drew from both his esoteric academic interests and his boyllo(xljuvcnilia 

should not detract from his achievement. In fact, Tolkien's blend of myth and 

adventure should be commended - not the least for the success orthe genre lie 

helped to develop. Brian Attebery writes scathingly of American %%Titcr Terry 

Brooks's Shannara series of novels that: 

One finds in them nothing that was not in their model - Shantuira is 
csPCcially blatant in its point-ror-point correspondence - but one most 
certainly does not f ind everything that ivas in the original [ ... I they were 
rooted in Tolkicn's own life and philosophy. I lis gold, like the fairies", 
turns to trash when it is stolen a%vay. '945 

Attcb,. -ry is being unduly harsh; it is almost certainly true that Brooks is read ror 

many of the same reasons that Tolkicn is read, but to compan: them 'p0int-ror- 

point', while interesting, places unfair restrictions on fantasy criticism and does 

not, for cpic fantasy I ikc the Shannara series, reveal much about them. 111c 

Shannara novels arc highly derivative of Tolkicn but, arguably, much - irnot all - 

of the genre is similarly derivative to a greater or lesser cxtcnt. It could certainly be 

argued convincingly that Tolkien has had such an Impact on the dcvclopmcnt or 

944 Shippey, 'Literature. Twentieth Century. Influence orTolkicn', p. 390 
"s Brian Aticbcry, Me Fantavy Tradition InAmerlean Literature (Bloomington: Indiana 
University Press, 1980), p. 155 
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the modem genre of fantasy that an engagement with his work is almost 

mandatory. Brooks is also a late twentieth and early twcnty-first century writer and 

examination of his work reveals not only similarities to 7he Lordofthe Rings but 

also differences. The most crucial of these, and key to Brooks's evolution orthe 

Shannara novels as a substantial series aside from Tolkicn, is the conception of the 

world of Shannara as being a mythic future rather than a mythic prehistory. As the 

Shannara series develops it becomes clear that the deeply altered world is in fact 

Earth after a terrible apocalypse. 'Mis becomes the basis of Brooks's latest series, 

, 4rmageddon's Children, which works to draw together his modem fantasy series 

Word and Void and Shannara. 946 rMiS 'spin in' or drawing together of two 

disparate series serves to legitimisc the Shannara books by distancing them from 

Tolkien, and also consolidates the legitimacy of Armageddon's Children by tying 

it to his other series. 947 

Critical evaluation of Brooks should go beyond the fact of his 

appropriation of Tolkicn to question why some elements were selected but not 

others and how his interpretation orTolkicn works to reflect late twentieth ccntury 

cultural concerns. If 'every text inevitably represents its own age' then Brooks's 

reworking of Tolkien - who adapted and reworked I laggard, who drcw upon the 

work of older writers - must represent something signiricant in %Vcstcm responses 

to certain texts and their continued rclcvancc. 9'8 Attcbcry argues that to 4aticnipt to 

copy Tolkicn is necessarily to misrcad', but the multiplicity ortcxts suggests that 

946 Criticism of Brooks tends to concentrate dismissively on his Shannara sequence. It seems unrair 
for critics to single out Brooks continually; Guy Gavriel Kay - who worked on MeSilmard/lops 
with Christopher Tolkicn - shows a similar amount of Tolkicnian appropriation in his Flom-ar 
Tapastry novels. 
94' Isaac Asimov did much the same thing with his Robot and Foundation novels. "a Attcbcry, Strategies offantasy. p. 22 
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there is no such thing as a 'misreading'. 949 Each text is open to as many readings 

as there are readers; Brooks's Me Lord ofthe Rings as inferred from 7be, M4, ord of 

Shannara will of necessity be different from, for example, Ilratchctt's 7he Lord of 

the Rings as infcrrcd from The FJf1h Elephant. Attcbcry argues that Brooks, and, 

although his criticism predates the earliest work on fandom, it is reasonable to 

assume that he would include fanfiction writers when he states that: 'attempt to 

evoke wonder without engaging the mind or emotions, and [ ... ) threaten to reduce 

Tolkien's artistic accomplishment to a barc formula. '950 Attcbcry makes an 

interesting point here and it would be foolish to suggest that fantasy does not have 

a large number of texts which might be described as fantasy-by-numbcrs. The 

assumption that Brooks's novels do not engage the mind or emotions of their 

readers is difficult to prove; while they arc clearly derivative of The 1A)rd ofthe 

Rings, they arc also fast-paced adventures with engrossing environments and 

engaging charactcrs. 951 Unlike the majority of epic fantasy which owes an easily 

observable debt to Tolkicn (in plot, linguistic style or cnvironmcnt, although all or 

these do link Tolkien's successors to his predecessors), the carlyShannara novels, 

arc all stand-alone narratives which involvc various (but not successive) 

generations of the Ormsford family. In this way, Brooks has created an epic 

continuity for the United States which draws upon imigcs of isolated, tight-knit 

communities which is more rcminiscicnt of early American settlement and claim- 

holding than Tolkicn's Shire. 

Tolkicn described his vision for the collective narratives of Middle-carth, 

to be dedicated to England, where he would %kTitc somc of the stories and leave 

"9 Attebcry, The Fantasy Tradition InAmerican Literature. p. 155 
950 Ibid. 
951 Apart from univcrsity studcnts, of course. 
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others briefly illustrated: 'The cycle should be linked to a majestic whole, and yet 

leave scope for other minds and hands, vAcIding paint and music and drama. '952 

Ile himself characterized this ambition as 'Absurd', and while it is likely that lie 

would not have been in favour of many of the appropriations which have been 

produced in the last fifty years since The Lord ofthe Rings was first published, in 

those same appropriations across the arts and sciences, among fans and academics, 

in popular and high culture, produced by readers of The Lordofthe Rings all over 

the world, Tolkien's 'Absurd' ambition has been achievcd. 933 The Lord ofthe 

Rings is one of the core cultural narratives - one of the great myths of the 

twentieth century - and it is loved and recreated and rc%%Tittcn and mrcad because: 

Although the story is a blend of many morsels, certain c1cincrits, certain 
flavours stand out and evoke immediate response. Ilicse are the basics, the 
raw stufrof myth out of which folktaic, fairy talc, cpic, and romance arc 
fashioned. They are the motifs which recur in all m>ihologics and which 
talc-tcllcrs have used time out of mind - die hcro, die quest, the struggle 
with monstrous forces of evil, the ordeal and its outcome. They recur 
because they work, because they move the readcr and put him in touch with 
what is tiMCICSS. 954 

C. S. Lewis wrote of Rider I laggard that: 'I laggard's best work will survive 

because it is based on an appeal well above the high-%-atcr mark. 17he fullest tide or 

fashion cannot demolish it. A great myth is relevant as long as the predicament or 

humanity lasts. '955 This might be appropriated as an cpigraph for Vie bwdofthe 

Rings. 

"'2 The Letters qfJR. R, Tolklen, P. 145 
953 Ibid. 
934 FI icgcr, Trodo and Aragorn: Ile Concept of the I Icro'. p. 123 
955 C. S. Lewis in Tom Pocock, Rider llaggardandthe Lost Empire (Wndon: Weidenreld and 
Nicolson, 1993), p. 245 
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Tenn Definition 

A/Ns Author's Notes. Any additional information that the writer fccls is 
pertinent. 

Angst Fan fiction where one or more characters suffer psychologically. 
AU Alternate Universe. Taking the characters and placing them in a 

_different 
time or place. 

Author This is either where the author has written his or herself into the story insert as a Mary-Suc or where the author breaks the fourth wall and 
addresses the reader directly. 

Badfic Badfic is fic which includes many fan fiction cliclids and is %kTittcn 
intentionally as a parody. 

Beta A beta or beta reader is someone who edits fanfiction. Many writers 
use a beta to correct spelling and grammatical errors or to check canon 
references. 

BNF Big Name Fan. A writer whose work is known to everyone in the 
fandom. 

C&D A Cease and Desist order usually comes from a lawyer representing 
the copyrighted material. 

Canon The actual events/history as given by the source text. The Lord ofthe 
Rings canon would include; Sauron forging the Ring, Aragorn being 
Isildur's heir, Merry and Pippin being cousins. A text which has one or 
more incarnations (book to film adaptations, for example) has more 
than one canon. The Lord ofthe Rings, thercrore, has both ri Im and 
book canon. Writers who arc adhering strictly to canon will usually 
indicate which canon they arc going with when there is a diversion 
between them. 

Crossover Taking characters from one text and placing them in another. Ford 
Prcf: ct and Doctor Who meeting up in a pub in Islington would be a 
gooc exampie. 

Dclurk What happens when aI urkcr decides to participate. 
Disclaimer An acknowledgement that the characters do not belong to the %Vriter 

and that the writer is not profiting from fan fiction. 
Drabble A drabble is a piece of fan fiction of exactly 100 words as set down by 

- 
the Birmingham Science Fiction club. T xtra. Material which supports the original text and is produced by the 

Textual creators of the original text. For example, deleted scenes, spin off 
novels, websitcs. 

Fan Art Artwork inspired by a novel, film, video game, comic, manga or 
television series. 

Fan Fiction Stories written about or inspired by characters or narratives from a 
novel, film, video game, comic, manga or television series %Nhich is 
rosted on the intcmct or available from fanzincs. 

Fanon Widely held beliefs by fans which have no canon basis which may 
have originated in early fanfiction within the fandom. 

Vert I Alternative plural of fan. 
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Fluff Fan fiction. which is predominately sweet with little character 
development. The fanfiction equivalent of a second-rate romantic 
comedy. 

Gen Fan fiction where there are no or very circumspect pairings. 
I I/C I furt/Comfort. A fic where one or more main characters arc injured 

(usually physically) and another character comforts them. 
leader Found at the beginning of a fan fiction post and usually containing 

important information such as author name, contact details, the title 
and genre of the story, author's notes and a disclaimer. 

I let Fiction where the main pairing is heterosexual. 
IC/OOC In Charactcr/Out Of Character. Either may be lcvcllcd at a fan fiction 

writer about the way they have written the characters. 
JoSscd This comes from the Buffy the Vampire Slayer creator Joss Whcdon 

and refers to situations where fan fiction itmdvcrtently diverges fft)m 
canon due to an unexpected plot development in the canon. "Jossed' is 
distinct from an AU or Alternate Universe in that there was no intent 
to diverge from canon. 

Lurkcr Someone who rcads farifiction, message boards and wcblogs but does 
not actually participate in fandom. 

Manip Digital imagcs (often screen caps) 'manipulated' to present characters 
in a different relationship to the canon one. 

Mary- Mary-Sucs can be idcritified by possessing superlative beauty, 
Sue/Gary. awesome intelligence and the ability to out-licro the hero. A Gary-Sue 
Sue is the male version. 
Newbie A novice to fandom. 
OT11 Stands for One True Pairing. *17his is the primary relationship interest 

for the fan fiction writer. OT3 is an offshoot and stands for One True 
Threesome. 

Prc-qucst/ Most commonly used to indicate whether The Lord ofthe Rings 
Post-quest fanf iction is set before the events of the text (prc-quest) or after (post- 

quest). Ile prc-quest fan fiction is usually set af1cr The 11obbit and 
generally (but not exclusively) deals with Frodo, Merry, Pippin and 
Sam. 

PWP Stands for either Pom Without Plot or Plot What Plot? Usually a short 
ricce of fan fiction where explicit erotica takes the place ora storyline. 

R&R Read and Review. A request for feedback most commonly seen at 
fanfiction. nct 

Ratings Similar to cinema ratings for films. Some variance on the American 
system (I"G, PG- 13, R. NC- 17) is used. 

ltcc Short for recommendation. 
Screen cap Screen captures or framcs from a television series or film available on 

the intcmet. 
'Ship I'his is an abbreviation of 'relationship' and is related to 'shippcr'. It 

stands for the pairing that the 'shipper suppoms. 
-_ 'Shipper It is short for 'rclationshippcr' and means a fan who wants two 

characters to become romantically involved. 
Slash Fan fiction with homosexual content. Slash fiction is not always 

explicitly sexual, nor is the slash pairing al-A2ysthe fivusorthe sto 
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Songfic A fan fiction writer takes a song and writes a story based on it so the 
lyrics of the song fit the narrative. 17his usually amounts to %Titcrs 
posting song lyrics with a few sentences scattcrW bct%vcn them. 

Textual Term coined by I lenry Jenkins in his book of the same name. It rcfcrs 
Poachers to the appropriativc processes that fans engage with in fandom. 
Vid Scenes from a television series or film set to music - usually'ship 

based. 
WIP Work In Progress. 
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